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ABSTRACT 

Meditation and The Concept of Insight in Kamalasila's Bbavanikramas 

Martin T. Adam 

This thesis is composed of two parts, one a translation, the other a commentary on the 
material that has been translated -- a set oftbree well known identically entitled works by the 
famous Indian Buddhist scholar, Kamalasila (c. 740-795 C.E.). The Bbavan8kramasare here 
translated from both Sanskrit and Tibetan sources. The commentary takes the fonn of an extended 
critical Prologue to the texts and is centred around an examination of the notions of meditation and 
insight as found therein. The first chapter of the commentary examines the various tenns for 
meditation found in the texts and argues for a specific way of translating them that regards as 
nonnative only one of these, that is, bhavana. The argument is made that if one is to take the basic 
Buddhist d~stinction between intellectual and experiential wisdom seriously, no other concept of 
meditation will prove satisfactory. The concept of bhavan8 is contrasted with that of dhyana~ and 
explained iin light of other important tenns, notably samadhi~ Samatha and vipaSyana. Two different 
conceptions of saInadhi are identified as existing within the texts, one corresponding with dhyana 
and one with bhavana. The latter is identified as predominant. This conception holds that meditation 
is not to be: principally identified as non-conceptual in nature, but rather encompasses both 
nonconceptual states and conceptual processes. These latter, however, are not to be identified with 
ordinary reasoning processes (cintamayi prajna) but rather with a fonn of experiential knowing 
(bbavanamayi prajDa, vipa.syana) that is conceptual in nature. It is in accordance with this 
conception that the actual translation of the texts has been undertaken. 

The second chapter of the commentary examines the concept of insight (vipa.syani) in light 
of the earlier findings. Here the text is analyzed for its explanations of its insight, understood in 
tenns of the important technical tenn bhUtapratyavek$8. Here an argument is made for translating 
this tenn illl a particular manner consistent with the conception of meditation outlined in Chapter 1. 
The tenn is explored in light of key passages containing descriptions of the cultivation of wisdom 
as well as in light of other important technical tenns appearing in the texts, notably 
dharmapravicaya, sm{ti and manasikara. Chapter 2 closes with a discussion ofKamalasila's ideas 
of Sravaka :insight meditation (vipaSyana) and how it differs from that of the Mahayana. Most 
notable in this regard is the suggestion that Kamalasila may have regarded sravaka insight practices 
(vipasyana) as instances of Samatha meditation. In the third chapter the suggestion is made that 
such considerations could lead to the development of an important area of future research into the 
differences among diverse Indian Buddhist traditions. The concluding section of Chapter 3 
contains a summary of the concrete findings of this analysis. 



 

Resume 

La meditation et Ie concept de l'intuition penetrante dans les Bhavanakramas de KamalaSTIa 

Martin T. Adam 

Cette these comporte deux parties: une traduction et un commentaire sur Ie material traduit, 
trois oeuvres homonymes bien connues du celebre erudit bouddhiste indien, KamalasTIa (c. 740-
795). La presente traduction des Bhavan8kramas a ete effectuee a partir des textes sanskrit et 
tibetain. Le commentaire se presente comme une preface elaboree au texte examinant les notions de 
meditation et d'intuition penetrante telles qu'elles y sont representees. Le premier chapitre se penche 
sur les divers tennes employes dans les textes pour signifier la meditation et propose une une 
maniere specifique de les traduire en choisissant bhavanii comme seule expression nonnative. 
L'auteur defend l'idee qu'aucun autre concept de meditation ne ressort comme satisfaisant si l'on 
prend au serieux la distinction bouddhiste entre la sagesse intelIectuelIe et de l'experience. Le 
concept de bhavana est compare it celui de dhyana et est explique en relation avec d'autres tennes 
importants, notamment samadhi, Samatha, et vipaSyana. On identifie ensuite deux conceptions 
differentes de saID.adhi se retrouvant dans Ie texte, l'une correspondant it dhyana et l'autre it 
bhavana, et cette derniere est decrite comme etant predominante. Selon cette demiere conception, la 
meditation ne doit pas etre comprise comme etant principalement non-conceptuelIe, mais comprend 
autant des etats non-conceptuels que des processus conceptuels. Ces derniers, cependant, ne 
doivent pas etre confondus avec des processus ordinaires de raisonnement ( cintamayi pcajiia) mais 
plutot avec une fonne de connaissance basee sur l'experience (bhavanamayi prajDii, vipaSyan8) 
mais de nature conceptuelle. L'auteur a traduit Ie texte en se basant sur cette conception. 

Le deuxieme chapitre du commentaire examine Ie concept d'intuition penetrante (vipaSyani) 
en se basant sur les decouvertes precooentes. L'auteur analyse Ie texte est l'explication qu'on y 
trouve de l'intuition penetrante it travers Ie tenne important bhiitapratyavek$fi. lis soutient une 
traduction de ce tenne basee sur la la conception de meditation decrite dans Ie premier chapitre, 
particulierement it partir de certains importants ,passages comportant des descriptions de la culture 
de la sagesse et d'autres importants element de tenninologie dont dharmapravicaya, smrti and 
manasikiin.!. Ce chapitre se tennine par une discussion des idees de KamalasTIa sur la meditation sur 
l'intuition penetration (vipaSyani) des sravakas et sur comment cette derniere differe de celIe du 
Mahayana. En particulier; l'auteur considere la possibilite que KamalaSTIa ait considere les 
pratiques dVintuition penetrante des sravakas comme des exemples de meditation Samatba. Au 
troisieme chapitre l'auteur suggere que ces considerations pourraient mener au developpement d'une 
nouvelle aire de rechereche sur les differences entre les differentes traditions de bouddhisme indien. 
Ce chapitre: se tennine par un resume des decouvertes concretes de la presente recherche. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

Most of the world's religions are today well passed the stage of having met and mingled--

even if only in the halls of the academe. For the most part and happily, they remain on speaking 

terms, if not mutual comprehension. It might be suggested that among the many areas of 

contemporary interreligious dialogue the topic of spiritual practice potentially holds a special place. 

While theologies may not be shared, it is perhaps easier to find common points of reference in the 

sphere of Pl:'actical religious life. In the domain of religious ethics, for example, one may discover 

similar values being promulgated in different faiths. Yet when it comes to the field of meditative 

practices, such points of comparison may seem harder to come by. Indeed it might well be 

I 

suggested that dialogue in the area of "meditation" has only added to the collective confusion. Such 

confusion has, in fact, resulted from the repeated encounter of European and Asian traditions. 

Many different conceptions of meditation have emerged. And while these may be loosely linked 

together by family resemblance, given the size of the family and the largely introspective, 

uncommunicative character of its members, their actual natures have not always been clear. 

Thus the notion of "meditation" has come to mean many things to many people. To some, it 

mainly signifies a process of pondering, ruminating over or contemplating some topic -- often one 

considered to have deep existential or religious import. Thus meditation is a term for "seriously 

thinking ahout." For others, meditation is exclusively identified with states that are said to be "free 

from thought." 1 For others yet, it is identified with anyone of a myriad of techniques designed to 

1 Meditation is sometimes spoken of in such a way as to rule out analytic, discursive modes of 
consciousness. Psychological studies sometimes adopt such working definitions of meditation, implying that 
'analytic meditation' is somewhat of an oxymoron. One researcher in the field recently characterized meditation as 
"mental processes of focussing attention in a non-analytic manner, combined with an attempt to be non-discursive." 
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induce unusual, usually positively considered states or frames of mind, including various affective 

states. As well, it would seem that both these states as well as the processes leading up to them are 

thought of as "meditation. ,,2 This variety makes for a confused state of affairs and this is often 

reflected in modern translations of ancient texts dealing with this topic. It is my hope that the 

present tralllsiation of a well known Indian Buddhist meditation manual might be not be considered 

in this category, and that my thesis will in some small way help to dispel confusion regarding 

Buddhist meditation -- rather than muddy the picture any further. 

In 1his thesis, which focusses upon an Indian Buddhist tradition, we shall see that there are 

many Sanskrit words that have been legitimately translated as "meditation." But before discussing 

these, it would perhaps be helpful to examine the English word a bit more closely. The verb "to 

meditate" is derived from the latin root "'moo, "to think about" about or "to care for." The Online 

Oxford English Dictionary provides many attested meanings for the verb including both transitive 

and intransitive employments. In short, we find the following senses: 1a. transitive: To muse over 

or reflect upon; to consider, study, ponder. b. To fix one's attention upon; to observe with interest 

or intentness. c. to meditate the Muse: to occupy oneself in song or poetry. 2a. To plan by 

revolving illl the mind; to conceive or design mentally (e.g. 1651 Hobbes' Leviathan. I. xv: It is also 

a law of nature, that all men that meditate peace, be allowed safe conduct). b. const. with inf. as obj. 

-- From notes taken at: Kristeller, Jean (2001). A Multimodal Developmental Model of Meditation Effects. A paper 
presented to Conference on Neuroscience and the Person, Montreal. 

2 E.g. "Meditation is not an escape from the world; it is not an isolating self-enclosing activity, but rather 
the comprehension of the world and its ways. The world has little to offer apart from food, clothes and shelter, and 
pleasure with its great sorrows. 

Meditation is a wandering away from this world; one has to be a total outsider. Then the world has a 
meaning, and the beauty of the heavens and the earth is constant. Then love is not pleasure. From this all action 
begins that is not the outcome of tension, contradiction, the search for self-fulfillment or the conceit of power." 
J. Krishnamurti (1970: 9) 
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(e.g. 1794 Godwin Cal. Williams 283: I meditated to do you good). 3. To entertain as an opinion, 

think. (e.g. 1609 Bible, Douay, Pret:, What shal we therefore meditate of the especial prerogative 

of English Catholiques at this time?) Of intransitive employments we find: 4. "To exercise the 

mental faculties in thought or contemplation; spec. in religious use. (e.g. 1847 Tennyson Princess I. 

95 While I meditated, A wind arose). b. const. on, upon, over, of, in. (e.g. 1560 Bible, Geneva, Ps. 

i. 2 In his Law doeth he meditate day and night). 

Thus according to the O.E.D. the derived noun "meditation" can have the following senses: 

1. The action, or an act, of meditating; continuous thought or musing upon one subject or series of 

subjects; smious and sustained reflection or mental contemplation of something. 2. in religious use: 

That kind of private devotional exercise which consists in the continuous application of the mind to 

the contemplation of some religious truth, mystery, or object of reverence, in order that the soul 

may increase in love of God and holiness of life. b. Used for: The theme of one's meditation. 3. A 

discourse, written or spoken, in which a subject (usually religious) is treated in a meditative 

manner, or which is designed to guide the reader or hearer in meditation. With regard to this last 

meaning one thinks, most famously perhaps, of Descartes' Meditations on First Philosophy. 

The texts I translate here, commonly referred to in the singular as The Bhavanakrama1;J, 

might also be considered a meditation of this sort -- a meditation on first principles, in this case the 

first principles of Mahayana Buddhist meditation. In point of fact there are three separate texts 

entitled Bhlivanakramal) written by the great Indian Buddhist scholar KamalaSUa (c. 740-795 C.E.) 

and together they may be considered a set. I shall refer to them collectively as the Bhavan8k:ramas. 

Individually I shall refer to them as Bhk 1, Bhk 2 or Bhk 3 or alternately as the first, second or 

third Bhavanakrama. These three texts were probably composed between 792-794 C.E. in what is 



 

presently the occupied country of Tibet. 3 In their own way they may be considered every bit as 

foundational as Descartes' Meditations. 
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It is not clear why Kamalasila wrote three identically entitled Bbavan8kramas. In this 

connection Edward Conze describes their contents as follows: "The first explains the doctrine of 

the Mahayana, the second how it can be meditated upon, and the third what is the result of 

meditation" (Conze 1975: 177). In making this assertion Conze is following a description 

contained in one Tibetan record cited in Tucci (1958: 40-41). The account has it that the Tibetan 

king, Khri SroiJ. Ide btsan, requested these explanations in turn, following Kamalasila's pivotal 

victory in debate over a Chinese Ch'an rival. (We will come to this debate shortly). The "doctrine" 

ofBhk 1 is described as that of the three kinds of wisdom (Srutamayi, cintimayi, and bbavanimayi 

prajiii). The way of meditation of Bhk 2 is explained in light of the realization that there is only one 

vehicle; it is the result of this meditation that Bhk 3 is said to explain. 

In point of fact, such categorical statements are best made with caution; all three texts 

contain discussions of doctrine, meditation and its result. There is considerable overlap between 

them, and not infrequently repetition. They cover an extraordinary range of subjects, all united 

around the ,central purpose of providing guidance to new (presumably Tibetan) practitioners of the 

teachings of the Mahayana siitras. Meditation, is of course, a central element of these teachings - if 

not their solle content. In any case, historically, the account of meditation contained in these texts 

has been enonnously influential. Paul Williams has referred to the Bh.avanakramas as "the principal 

systematic Indian sources for the integration of emptiness teachings into madhyamaka meditation 

practice" (Williams 1989: 72). Taniguchi describes them as "the origin of Tibetan tradition of how 

3 However see Taniguchi (1992) for an argument that Bhk 1 was likely composed in India. 
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to meditat<::" (Tanaguchi 303). 

Perhaps it is as much due to the excellence of scholarship already devote~ to their study as 

it is to the breadth of their concern that the Bbavanakramas tend to be among the most widely 

quoted of Iridian Buddhist texts. We owe it to Professor Giuseppe Tucci for having provided 

excellent critical editions of the Sanskrit and Tibetan of the first Bhk (1958) and the Sanskrit of the 

third Bhk (1971). It should be noted that of the three texts, the original Sanskrit of the second Bhk 

is lost. As well, the first folio of the Sanskrit ofBhk 1 is also lost to us now, as are the edges of 

many of the pages of the manuscript of the third Bhk from which Tucci worked. Hence we are 

fortunate to be able to rely on the Tibetan translations of all three texts presezved in the Tibetan 

bsTait 'gyu:r. A critical edition of the Tibetan text of Bhk 2 based on the sNar thang, Peking, sDe 

dge, and Co ne editions has been prepared by Kiyotaka Goshima (1983). The Central fustitute of 

Higher Tibetan Studies (CIHTS) in Samath has also published an edition of the Sanskrit and 

Tibetan texts together with a Hindi translation (Namdol, 1997); this work is quite interesting for its 

Sanskrit re(;onstructions ofBhk 2 and the first folio ofBhk 1. However, in general the CIHTS 

version of the Sanskrit is less reliable than Tucci, which was in any case its Sanskrit source. There 

are occasions where it does serve to clarify Tucci and these have been noted fu my translation I 

have worked mainly from the editions of Tucci, Goshima, and the sDe dge bsTan 'gyur dBu ma KI 

(22a-41 b, 42a-55b, and 56a-68b respectively for the three texts). Unless noted otherwise, 

references in this thesis are to Tucci (1958) for Bhk 1, the sDe dge edition of the bsTan 'gyur for 

Bhk 2, and Tucci (1971) for Bhk 3. 

Previous English translations of the individual texts have already appeared. Stephen Beyer's 

translation ofBhk 1 (1974) from the Sanskrit and Tibetan cannot be neglected, even if one finds 
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oneself wishing this scholar had opted for a more critical treatment of the text.4 As for Bhk 2, two 

somewhat different versions have appeared in recent years, one by Yen. Geshe Sopa (1998, with 

Yen. Elvin Jones and John Newman) and one by His Holiness the Dalai Lama (2001, trans. Yen. 

Geshe Lobsang Jorhen, Losang Choephel Ganchenpa, and Jeremy Russell). With regard to the 

Bhk 3, it has been translated by Robert F. Olson and Masao Ichishima (1979). Finally a translation 

of all three texts together in a single volume does exist, that of Pannananda Shanna (1997); this 

labor is based exclusively upon the Sanskrit versions of the three texts contained in the CnITS 

edition. 

As for versions of the Bhavanakramas in other languages, there are French translations 

from the Sanskrit and Tibetan ofBhk 1 (Van Den Broeck, 1977) and from the Tibetan ofBhk 3 

(Lamotte in Demieville, 1952). I have had occasion to benefit from all these translations in creating 

my own rendition of the Bhavanalmunas. 

B. Introducing the Bhavanalmunas 

Taken as a whole the Bhavanalmunas appear to constitute a kind of apology or justification 

for a gradualist approach to the Mahayana Buddhist goal of Awakening. The Tibetan tradition 

regards them as a summary of arguments employed by Kamalasila in the successful refutation of a 

Chinese Ch'an (Skt. dhyana) doctrine of "sudden" awakening that was being advocated in Tibet 

during the c~ighth century. It is said that a debate between the two sides occurred at bSam yas, 

Tibet's first monastery, which had been recently founded by Kamalasila's teacher, Santarak~ita. L. 

4 This translation appears in a popular textbook introducing the Buddhist tradition to a general readership. 
Unfortunately this fact appears to have meant that difficult passages would sometimes be omitted without mention. 
Satta titles are reduced to "in the scriptures" and some liberties are taken in making the text intelligible to the 
intended audience. 
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Gomez has suggested that the so-called debates were actually a "haphazard series of indirect 

confrontations" (1983: 396), but whatever the historicity of the debates it seems certain that the 

Bhavanakramas represent a manifestation of interreligious tensions existing in Tibet at that time. 

The cross'-currents of contention are, however, rather more subtle and complex than might first 

meet the c:~ye (see esp. Gomez: 1987). For example, even though the issue is scarcely mentioned in 

the Bhavan.a.kramas the notion of an innate Buddha-nature may be seen to be tangentially addressed 

at a number of points. This is unsurprising if one considers the strong association in some Ch'an 

schools bc:~tween this idea and that of sudden enlightenment. It must be noted that the theory of 

Buddha-nature is in fact mentioned by Kamalasila precisely in the context of showing the 

insufficierlcy of practicing concentration (samadhi, tiillie 'dsin) on its own, without insight.5 This 

conception of samadhi as nonconceptual dhy8.na appears in a number of siitras that KamalaSila 

cites. We shall see that there are other passages of the Bhavanakramas wherein Kamalasila objects 

to it, assoc:iating it with the views of his rivals. 

In these texts the central issue is not that of innatism versus the idea of acquired 

Awakening, logically related though this topic may be. Nor does it concern whether or not the 

moment of Awakening is without conceptual mediation -- most Buddhists, including KamalaSila, 

accept some such view as uncontroversial (Gomez, 1987: 120-123). Instead it has to do with the 

notion of preparing the ground for this moment to arrive. KamalaSila's gradualist position is that 

one can and must cultivate certain causes and conditions that have the effect of making the arrival 

of Awakening possible. His opponents appear to have held that any such activity is futile and for 

the dull-witted - more likely, in fact, to have the effect offurther obscuring one's mind. 

5 Bhk 2 D45a4-bl. See pp. 61-62 below, note 97. 
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Tibetan aild Chinese historical accounts indicate that the Chinese side of the contest was led 

by one Ho shang Mo-ho-yen, or, in Sanskrit, Hva sail (Acarya) Mahayana. Whether this teacher 

regarded himself as the embodiment of the Great Vehicle or not, his name may well have been 

taken as salt in the wounds of those who found his teachings heretical. It is recorded that 

Kamalasila came to Tibet to lead the Indian side of the dispute at the last behest San~ita, who 

had passed away some time earlier. Before his death San~ita had apparently foreseen the 

further expansion of the so-called Dhyana school; he therefore left a parting request that if this 

misfortune: would come to pass his famous disciple Kamalasila should be summoned from India 

(Ruegg 1989: 60, Tucci 8-9). It has, however, been well pointed out that the debate at bSam yas is 

recorded as having been initiated by the Tibetans themselves "in order to clarify acute problems of 

theory and practice that had urgently come to their attention" (Ruegg 1992: 239). The debate that 

ensued was officially presided over by the Tibetan King Khri Sroillde bstan, and was probably 

conducted in the Tibetan language, with Tibetan disciples ofKamalaSila arguing for the gradualist 

position (Ruegg 1992: 239). 

Scholars have theorized Indian and Tibetan opponents for Kamalasila and his supporters as 

well as Chinese. Ruegg plausibly suggests that the debate may be more appropriately viewed as 

having been one between local Tibetan traditions (Ruegg 1989: 126-37). Fascinating as these 

historical details are, they cannot be my main focus in this thesis. These topics have already been 

admirably (~xplored and need not be investigated again here.6 That the Bbavanakramas are best 

read as at l(~ast partially a "response" to an antagonistic point of view is clear from Bbk 3, where an 

6 I would refer the reader to the detailed studies of Tucci (1958) and P. Demieville (1963), as well as to the 
more recent works of Gomez (1983,1987) and Ruegg (1989, 1992). 
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unnamed opponent's views are identified and dealt with. There is sufficient historical evidence to 

reasonably conclude that this opponent was probably the Chinese Hva sail. Mahayana, even if not 

him alone .. In what follows I shall assume this to be the case. 

Whoever Kamalasila's opponents really were, it is clear that they were regarded by him as 

misguided. as to the true nature of the Mahayana path. As I read the Bhavanikramas, Kamalasila is 

primarily c~oncemed to stress two aspects of the gradual path as necessary to the attainment of the 

Mahayana goal of Buddhahood The first is method (upaya, thabs). acting for the benefit of others 

through the cultivation of virtue. Without moral cultivation, Kamala§na argues, Awakening cannot 

be achieved. The particular path of moral cultivation he advocates is framed primarily in terms of 

the theory of perfections (paramiw), but is also theoretically connected to the first of the two 80-

called accumulations of merit and gnosis (pU1J.yajnanasa.rp.bhiira). 

Se(~ondly, and connected to the accumulation of gnosis, Kamala§na is intent on 

demonstra1ting the necessity of "the discernment of reality" (bhiitapratyave~a, yan dag par so sor 

rtog pay, a discernment which he believes his opponents neglect. In both Bhk 2 and Bhk 3 

KamalaSila quotes the same passage from the Ratnamegba siitra in identifying this discernment 

with insigl!t. 

Tranquillity (samatha, ii gnas)is one-pointedness of mind; insight (vipaSyana, lhag 
mthon) is the discernment of reality. 7 

Another related way of making this second point would be to say that Kamalaslla views his 

7 Bhk 2 D47a2: ii gnas ni sems rtse gcig pa iiid do II lhag mthori ni yali dag par so sor rtog pa '0 II 
Also quoted in Bhk 33.1-4: tatra SamathaS cittaikagratiI vipaSyana bhiitapratyave~ ~pSd 

8ryarntnafmeghadau bhagavata) SamathavipaSyanayor 1a.k$anam uktam I D56b3-4: de 1a mdor na ii gnas ni sews rtse 
gcig pa iiid do I lhag mthori ni yari dag pa 1a rtog pa'o lies beom 1dan 'das kyis 'phags pa dkon mchog sOOn 1a 
sogs pa las ii. gnas dan lhag mthori gi mthsan iiid bka' stsaJ to I Thus in the noble Ratnamegba and elsewhere the 
Bhagavan concisely stated the definition of tranquillity and insight, "Tranquillity is one-pointedness of mind, 
insight is the discernment of reality." 



 

opponents as one-sidedly championing dhyana over prajiia, thereby misunderstanding the real 

nature of Awakening, which brings both of these spiritual states together: 

When it is so, one has entered a nonconceptual state that is free from conceptual 
proliferation (ni~prapaiicani.rvikaJpata) and there is no reliance upon material form 
and the rest. And having discriminated with wisdom, on the basis of not 
apprehending an independent nature in anything one becomes a concentrator of the 
highest wisdom (prajiiottaradhyayin).8 
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In this thesis my primary aim is to clarify the meaning that the term vipaSyana carries in our 

texts. Thus I am especially concerned to explore Kamalasila's conception of vipasyana qua 

bhiitapratyavek~ a topic that is taken up in earnest only in Chapter 2. 

C. A Note on Methodology 

Much of my commentary on the Bhavanakramas is concemed with the clarification and 

explanation of key terminology found in the texts. Here I would like to briefly explain the 

methodology I employ in arriving at my understandings of these terms. Broadly speaking I think 

there are fOlLlr ways to investigate the question of the meaning of any single term: I) Etymological: 

the investigation of the origins and derivation of a word. 2) Definitional: the investigation of what 

the text or tradition itself says in defining a word, including commentaries' and modem teachers' 

explanations. Here we must take cognizance of both the siitra and sastra traditions. Obviously with 

such a rang(: of potentially relevant material, not every text can be examined. In this thesis I hope to 

have correctly identified the key relevant sources. 3) Actual use: the investigation of how a word is 

actually employed in relation to other terminology found in the texts. 4) Hermeneutical: the 

8 Bhk 3 8.11-13: evazp sati ni$prapaiicanirvikalpatim avatiq:lo bhavati riipadi$U c8niSrito bhavati I prajiiayii 
ca nirUpayataly. sakalavastusvabhiivanupalambhiit prajiiottaradhyiiyi bhavati ID 59al-2: de ltar gyur na spros pa med 
pa mam par nu rtog pa iiid la tugs pa yin no / gzugs la sogs pa la yan nzi gnas pa yin no/ Ses rab kyis brtags na 
drlos po mtha dag gi no bo iiid rna dmigs pal phyir ses rab mchog gi bsam gtan pa yan yin no / 



 

investigation of and the attempt to enter into the historical, literary and practical contexts within 

which a word was understood by the author himself. 
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The present study relies on all four methods but is primarily focussed on an analysis of the 

actual use of key meditation temrinology within the text. Etymological analyses are provided when 

needed, as are relevant definitions. While the etymology of a word is important to its 

comprehension, in this thesis we give precedence to actual employment. Sometimes an exclusive 

emphasis on the former can lead to imprecise translation. As for the hermeneutical approach it is 

my hope that in attempting to one-pointedly follow the arguments of the Bhavanikramas, and in 

familiarizing myself with the historical circumstances in which those arguments were made, I will 

have discerned the relevant contexts of the temrinology employed, sufficiently in any case to avoid 

serious inaccuracy in its presentation here. 

D.OutlineofChapte~ 

Chapter 1 is framed in terms of considering the best Sanskrit equivalent for the English 

word "meditation" in these texts. But because the meaning of the term vipaSyana is our ultimate 

focus, we will remain guided by this overarching concern. Thus this chapter will serve the double 

purpose of providing an explanation of the rationale behind some of the choices that I have made in 

translation as well as providing an account of the conceptual background against which 

KamalaSTIa's conception of vipaSyanii should be understood. 

This chapter first attempts to clarifY the Bhiivanakramas'most general conception of 

meditation, that in the broader context of which the concept of insight must be understood. In the 

Buddhist tradition vipaSyana is generally considered one of two branches of bhavana; the other 



 

being samatha or "tranquillity." Even though Kama1aSila never explicitly states the division of 

bhavana in this way, numerous passages in the Bhavanakramas leave little room for doubting his 

acceptance of it. For example, it is clearly implied in the following passage from Bhk 2: 

The yogin, forsaking meat and fish at all times of cultivation/meditation (sgom pa, 
bh.ivana), should eat only the proper amount of food and that which is not in 
disaccord (with the scriptures). In this manner, bodhisattvas who have accumulated 
all the conditions of tranquillity and insight (ii gnas danlhag mthoD. gi tshogs, 
SamathavipaSya.n8.saIpbhiira) should enter into cultivation/meditation (bsgom pa, 
bhavana)'9 

We shall examine other such examples in Chapter 1. 

As for term bhavana itself, it has been variously translated as "meditation," "cultivation," 

"development," "contemplation" and so on. But before endorsing any such translation I will first 

attempt to clarify the manner of its actual employment in our texts. To what does the term refer? 

12 

How is it used? With this focus in Chapter 1, I will provide a general overview of the contents and 

structure of our three texts, followed by an inquiry into three specific senses of bhavana to appear 

in these texts. This will lead us to include a discussion of the meanings of, and the logical relations 

obtaining between, the most general terms used to denote meditative states and processes in these 

texts: bhavan8., dhyana, samadhi, Samatha., and vipaSyana. 

Chapter 2 is composed of a detailed analysis of the concept of insight meditation qua 

bhiitapra.ty~'ve~ Here I examine this notion in the light of other related concepts and terminology 

found in th<:~ texts. I also demonstrate that the process of insight meditation advocated in the 

Bhavaniikramas is thought by its author to differ in some significant respects from that of the 

9 Bhk 2 D46b1-2: mal 'byor pas ni sgom pa 'j dus thams cad du iia daIi Sa 1a sogs pa spail iiiJ. mi mthun 
pa ma yin pa ,rIaiJ. / zas tshod zin par bza' bar bya '0 1/ de 1tar byan chub sems dpa' ii gnas daIi lhag mthon gi tshogs 
mtha'dag bsags pa des bsgom pa 1a 'jug par bya'o // 
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Sravakayana or Vehicle of the Disciples. 1 0 It should be noted that such a focus constitutes 

somewhat of a departure from previous studies of these texts. These have by and large 

investigat<::<i the historical circumstances of the debate at bSam yas and the theoretical differences 

between Kamalasna's teachings and those his opponents. This ground has already been well trod. 

My tack iI1L Chapter 2 is different. I examine the arguments of Kamalasna focussing on what they 

reveal about his conception of Mahayana meditation. What is it that Kamala§na believes to uniquely 

distinguish the Mahayana in this regard? 

A standard pattern of argument that Kamala§na employs is to show that because his 

opponents' account of the Buddhist path is deficient in either "the discernment of reality" 

(bhiitapraryave~) or in method (upiiya) it amounts to a lower order teaching or a Sriivaka 

approach and is therefore inferior. Such arguments presuppose a shared view between Kamala§ila 

and his adversaries on the inferiority and undesirability of the Sravakayana. Thus in this section the 

arguments pertaining to the necessity of bhiitapratyave~ will be isolated and analyzed. 11 I 

investigate the nature of this process of insight qua bhiitapratyave~ as well as how it is that 

10 My main concern in this section is with KamalaSila's own self-identification as a Mahayinist; only 
when directly relevant to the lUlderstanding of our text will I touch on his later classification by Tibetan 
doxographers as a Yogacara-Svatantrika as opposed to a Sautrantika-Svatantrika, or among the fonner, as a 
saty8kiravidinas opposed to an alikakaravadin. On the general division see Lopez, Jr (1987: 218-227, esp. 223-224 
on the difference between satyakaravadins and alikakarav8dins). In our texts KamalaSila is not primarily concerned 
with disputes that lie behind later classifications made within the Madhyamaka. Indeed, he is only slightly more 
concerned with the more general distinction between the Madhyamka and the Y ogacara. When KamalaSt1~ draws a 
distinction wiithin the Buddhist fold, it is nearly always between the Mahayana and Sravakayana. 

11 III the case of method, for example, someone who says that it is unnecessary receives the following 
admonition: "If a bodhisattva were to adhere to wisdom alone, then because of falling into the nirvaQa sought by 
Sravakas it would be like a bondage. And he would not be liberated by non-abiding nirvi1)a. Therefore, as for 
wisdom without method, it should be called a bondage for bodhisattvas." Bhk 2 D 52b7: byari chub sems dpas ses 
rab tsam bste.n na ni Dan thos kyis 'dod pa'i my a lian las 'das par 1twi bas 'chin ba biin du gyur te I mi gnas pa'i 
my a lian las 'das pas gro1 bar mi gyur ro II de Ita bas na thabs dan bra] ba'i ks rab ni byari chub sems dpa' roams 
kyi 'chin ba ~ zes bya'o II 
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KamalaSila thinks it differs from the meditation of the sravakayana. 

Thus Chapter 3 is more speculative; it discusses the possibility that Kamalasila was correct, 

that is, the possibility that at least some Mahayanists did have insight practices distinct from those 

of the Sravakayana. In the past there have been many proposals for defining Mahayana Buddhism 

in contrast to the earlier Sravakayana. The Great Vehicle, it has been said, places a stronger 

emphasis on compassion and the doctrine of emptiness. Its ideal figure is no longer considered the 

arahat striving for a personal nirviiI;la but rather the bodhisattva -- a being who puts the Awakening 

of every sentient being before his own. The bodhisattva's aim of full Buddhahood or omniscience, 

as opposed to mere liberation, is also commonly identified as a key difference. In my closing 

arguments I argue that there may yet be another way to draw a distinction between these two 

vehicles, a way indicated by KamalaSila. This is in terms of their respective practices of insight 

meditation. The idea that Mahayana meditation might have differed from that of the Sravakayana in 

some way is not entirely unheard of, but as far as I know no study explicitly focussed on insight 

meditation has yet been undertaken in this connection. I2 Here I make some initial suggestions as to 

how it is that such differences might have existed I then propose a method by which to test this 

idea that sravakas and at least some Mahayanists actually did operate with different conceptions of 

the psychological procedure to follow in undertaking insight meditation. 1 3 If this should turn out to 

12 See Harrison (1978) on the possibility of distinctive Mahaylina visualization practices. Also see Gomez 
(1987: 107-109) for the specific suggestion that Mahayana insight practices were conceived by KamalaSila as 
differing from those of the Hinayana. 

13 I am not primarily concerned here with different conceptions of the place of the practice of insight 
meditation on the path to Awakening relative to other components of the path. Because conceptions of the path and 
its components differ, it is clear that the "place" of insight meditation will also differ. Here we are principally 
concerned with what a practitioner does rather than how he theoretically contextualizes it. Recognizing that there is 
no tidy division between these two, we here place the emphasis on the former rather than the latter. 
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be the case then the suggestion is that the conception of the term vipaSyanii in different Indian 

Buddhist schools might be taken as a heuristic device or clue for differentiating various Indian 

Buddhist schools and perhaps in tracing their development. After outlining this as a possibility for 

future res(~arch, in the final section of Chapter 3 I close my study by summarizing the results of my 

analysis of the Bhiivanakramas. 
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CHAPTER 1 MEDITATION 

1.1 Overview of the Contents and Structure of the Bhiivanakramas. 

The Bhiivaniikramas contain a marvelous variety of conceptual schemas relating to the 

proper course of practice for individuals aspiring to follow the Mahayana path. Indeed, were it not 

for their opening statements one might never guess that with these texts Kamalasila conceived 

himself to be laying out this path "in brief' -- as a kind of summary for those wishing to practice in 

the siirra teachings of the Great Vehicle. But after paying homage to the bodhisattva of wisdom, 

MaiijuSrl, Kamalasila opens the first Bhk with a clear statement that this is his purpose (prayojana). 

"The bhiivaniikramalJ. is briefly set forth with regard to the regulation of conduct of a beginner in 

the Mahayana siirras. ,,14 Here the intended audience is clearly identified as "beginners" (las ni da:ri 

po pa, Skt: iidikannika). It is, perhaps, as a consequence of the limited range of his intended 

audience that so many of the concepts to which KamalaSila refers are mentioned only in passing or 

treated in summary fashion. This seems particularly true, for example, of those sections of the text 

dealing wi1h the advanced stages of a bodhisattva (Bhk 1 224.13-229.6). However, because the 

intended audience is also composed of individuals already committed to the Mahayana, some 

14 As mentioned, the fIrst folio of the Sanskrit text ofBhk 1 has been lost. For the Tibetan of this fIrst 
folio as well as for other references to the Tibetan texts of the Bhavanikramas I will employ the sDe dge edition of 
the bsTan-'gyur, hereafter abbreviated "D." Bhk 1 D 22al: theg pa chenpo'i mdo sde yi ItshuJ spyod las ni dan po 
pa II de las bltsams te bsgom pa yi I rim pa mdo tsam brjod par bya II CnITS 195: mahayinasiitrii1}jIp. ya 
adikannikasya carySniyama.l;z I tamadhiJq:tya ~ep8d bhavanaJaamastvabhidhiyate II Bhk 2 D 42al: theg pa chen 
po mdo sde'i tshuJ gyi rjes su 'jug pa roams kyis bsgom pa'i rim pa mdor bSad do II CHITS 231: 
mahayanasiitriintanaye 'nuviSyam5naniIp bhavanB.kramal}. StI.l'!lk$epato kathyate Bhk 3 1.2-
3:mahayanasiitrantanayapravrttinilP StI.l'!lk$epato bhavanB.kramal}. kathyate ID 55b6: theg pa chen po mdo sde'i tshuJ 
la tugs pa roams kyi phyir bsgom pa pa'i rim pa mdor brjod par bya'o IIOne may note slight differences in the way 
the intended :audience is named in each of the three texts viz., las ni dan. po pa, 'jug pa roams, and tugs pa mams 
(Skt: pravrtta). It is just possible that these differences reflect differences in the intended audiences viz., those who 
are complete beginners (Bhk 1), those who are proceeding (Bhk 2) , and those who have already proceeded in the 
way of the Mahayana siitras (Bhk 3). However the contents of the texts do not conform to this neat distinction and 
as all three of these expressions can simply mean "beginner" that is how I have understood them. 
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elementary concepts may simply have been assumed as shared background knowledge. On at least 

two occasions in Bhk 1 Kamalasila acknowledges limiting his discussion out of concern that too 

many details would unnecessarily bog down the reader. . The first passage refers to meditations on 

impurity ~md so forth (aSubhadibhavan8) which presumably Kamalasila finds too elementary a 

topic for his audience. 1 5 The second passage refers to an alternative way of conceiving the 

bodhisattva stages -- presumably a topic too advanced given the limited scope of the text.16 

In any case the relationships obtaining between the various terminologies employed by 

KamalaSila are not always obvious. Models of the elements of the path to the final goal of universal 

Awakening overlap and intersect -- sometimes describing similar terrain in different tenns, 

sometimes different terrain in similar tenns. In some instances one model is subsumed by another. 

In others one just exists alongside the other, no explanation provided. Among the many concepts 

and conceptual schemas employed in the Bhavanakramas we find: great compassion (mahak8.I1l1).8), 

dependent origination (pratityasamutpada), the two kinds of thought of Awakening (dvividham 

bodhicittam), the two truths (satyadvaya), the two accumulations of merit and gnosis 

(pU1J.yajdanas81p.bhara), the complementary pairs of tranquillity (Samatha) and insight (vipaSyana) 

and of wisdom (prajiia) and method (upaya), the threefold training of superior morality, 

concentration and wisdom (adhisila, adhicitta, adhiprajni), the four noble truths (myBsaty8), the 

four means of conversion (vastusarpgraha), the four penetrating insights (nirvedhabhagiya), the 

15 lBhk 1 206.15-16: aSubhBdibhavanakramas tu granthavistarabhayan na likbital) / But the process for 
meditating on the topics beginning with impurity is not written of, out of concern for too much detail in this book. 

16 Bhk 1 228.6-8: aparair api skandhapariSuddhy8divyavastbipanair bhiimi:n8.tp vyavastbapanam asti 
granthavistal'abhayan na likhitam / There is also an arrangement of the stages in tenns of other classifications such 
as the aggregates, purifications and so on - this is not written of (here) out of fear of (too much) detail in this book. 
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four objects of meditation (catvary alambanavastiini), the [five?] paths (miirga), the six perfections 

($8gpiiramita), the ten perfections (daSapiiramita), and the ten bodhisattva stages (bhiimi) plus the 

Buddha stage (buddhabhiimi). As well, a two pramiiI}.a theory of knowledge based on the 

epistemological tradition ofDignaga and Dharmakirti pervades the entire text without ever 

becoming an explicit topic of discussion. KamalaSila's religious system is nothing if not a syncretic 

one. 

In spite of this incredible proliferation of concepts there are some fairly straightforward 

strategies for seeing the forest and not just the trees of the three Bhavanakramas. We have already 

noted the fact that these works are directed towards beginners; thus they are not generally directed 

towards aClcomplished bodhisattvas. Keeping this thought in mind should help us in keeping our 

interpretations on track. Another point to notice is that all three texts contain further opening 

statements emphasizing a threefold necessity: of compassion (ka.rw;J.a, sruil rje), the thought of 

Awakening (bodhicitta, byan chub kyi sems) and one other element. In Bhk 1 this third element is 

practical realization (sgrub pa = pratipatti).17 In Bhk 2 it is method (thabs, upaya) while in Bhk 3 it 

is the threefold practice of study, thinking and bhBvanB, which, as we shall see, is also identifiable 

with a threefold wisdom (prajiia). 18 19 It is tempting to see the respective emphases of each of the 

17 D 22a2: thams cad mkhyen pa ilid myur du thob par 'dod pas mdor na siiiiJ. rje daiJ I byan chub kyi 
sems daiJ I sgrub pa daiJ I gnas 'di gsum 1a 'bad par bya'o lIn brief, those wishing to quickly reach the state of 
omniscience should strive in three areas: compassion, the thought of Awakening and practical realization. CIHTS 
(195.6-7) renders sgrub pa as pratipatti: "acireJJa sarvajiiatarppraptukamaiJ). ~pata.Qkarw;!8 bodhicittam 
pratipattisceti tri~u sthane~ prayatitavyam I" Beyer (100) reads it as "meditation." 

18 It should be noted that in Bhk 2 and Bhk 3 these statements in fact follow short introductory passages 
which properly speaking open the text. In Bhk 2 the topic of the opening pertains to the necessity of acquiring all 
the causes and conditions of omniscience. This provides the backdrop for the threefold statement. The statement of 
Bhk 3 follows a discussion of tranquillity and insight. Bhk 2 D 42a7-bl: beom 1dan 'das kyis der bka' stsal pa I 
"gsaiJ. ba pa'i bdag po thams cad mkhyen pa 'i ye ses de ni siiiiJ. rje'i rtsa ba las byl11i ba yin I byan chub kyi sems 
kyi rgyu las l~ ba yin I thabs kyis mthar phyin pa yin no" zes '~lio II de Ita bas na tharns cad mkhyen pa 
ilid thob par "dod pas siiiiJ. rje daiJ I byan chub kyi sems dan I thabs daiJ gsum po 'di dag 1a bs1ab par bya '0 liThe 
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three Bhavanakramas in tenns of the third member of these opening statements: practical realization 

(Bhk 1), method (Bhk 2), and wisdom (Bhk 3) respectively. Because these statements differ only 

with respect to this one element, one may also wonder if they were regarded by KamlaSila as 

mutually implicative.2o It may be possible to read sgrub pa as a general non-technical term 

implicitly suggesting both method and wisdom. Thus if we choose to focus simply on this pair one 

might spe<;ulate that Kamalasila intended the first Bhk as a comprehensive overview of the entire 

Buddhist path including both wisdom and method; the second would have been conceived as 

concentra1ing on method, while the third would focus on wisdom. Thus this interpretation could 

perhaps lx: thought of as a variant of what Conze had in mind in his statement that the three texts 

focus respectively on the overall theory, the way to practice it and its result. 

Illustrious One said to them: "0 Master of Secrets, the wisdom of omniscience has arisen from the root which is 
compassion .. It has arisen from the cause which is the thought of Awakening. It has reached its completion tlrrough 
method." So it is. Thus one seeking to attain omniscience should train in the triad of compassion, the thought of 
Awakening and method. 

Bhk 3 3.6-8: tatra yogina silavisuddhyadau SamathavipaSyan8saIpbh8re sthitena sarvasattve$ll mahak.aruJ)am 
utpidya S81IlUtpiditabodhicittena SrutacintabhavanBy8.q1 prayoktavyam / There, the yogin established in the 
prerequisites for tranquillity and insight such as moral pmification, having generated great compassion toward all 
beings, should practice in hearing, thinking and cultivation by way of the thought of Awakening which has been 
produced. D 56b3-4: de la mal 'byor pas ii gaas dail lhag mthoiJ. gi tshogs tshuJ khrims ma.m par dag pa la sogs pa 
la gnas pa des sems can la siiid rje chen po bskyed de / byaiJ. chub tu sems bskyed nas thos pa dail bsam pa dail 
sgompa la sbyar bar bya~ / 

19 Kajiyama (115) lists three elements as essential to the highest enlightenment according to KamalaSila: 
karw)a, upaya and prajiii. While KamalaSila does consider these three to be fundamental, he does not list them 
together in quite this way. 

20 Ulrich Pagel translates pratipatti as "cognitive realization" and argues that this term can be equated with 
bhava.namayf prajiii within the Bodhisattvapitaka (245-249). Within the Bdp the parallel terms for srutamayi prajiii 
and cintamayi prajiia are SrIlta and pravrtti. One of Pagel's arguments for this equation is that KamalaSila's 
introduction of the three wisdoms in the first Bhk occurs right after a discussion of the five preliminary piramitas. 
(pagel assumes that this constitutes a suggested order of practice). This parallels the location of the introduction of 
sruta, pravrtti and pratipatti in the Bdp. The implication is that these terms may have been equated by KamalaSila 
with the tlm:e kinds of wisdom. Pagel comments that this argument is inconclusive; KamalaSila does not cite his 
sources and may have been inspired by any text in this context. It should be noted however that Kamalasila does in 
fact quote the Bdp on one occasion, in Bhk 2 (D44b5-b7), in the context of a discussion of necessity of prajiii to 
the elimination of obscurations. The fact that KamalaSila employs the Bdp in the context of providing an 
explanation of the function of prajiii lends some marginal support to Pagel's argument concerning the interpretation 
of the three 1terms found in the Bdp. 
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Consistent with this view is the fact that Bhk 1 is indeed the longest of the three texts 

(thirty-eight, twenty-six and twenty-four folios respectively in D) and does in fact contain the 

widest variety of topics -- including compassion, method and wisdom, tranquillity and insight, the 

three kinds of wisdom, and the ten stages of the bodhisattva with the Buddha-stage. While Bhk 2 

and Bhk 3 also both contain discussions of method and wisdom as a pair, Bhk 2 does seem to 

place the a.ccent on the necessity of method. Bhk 3 on the other hand tends to return our attention to 

the nature of wisdom, giving a slightly shorter shrift to topics connected with method. Thus in Bhk 

1 and Bhk 2 Karnalasila devotes some considerable discussion to compassion and its cultivation, 

while in Bhk 3 he does not. 21 Similar considerations apply to the thought of Awakening, 

bodhicitta; it is given fairly detailed treatments in the first two texts but is barely mentioned in the 

third.22 

Although the process may well be likened to that of examining a Rorschach blot, it does 

seem possible to identify certain recurring central themes that stand out and that are given different 

treatments in each of the three texts. If we choose to examine the texts with an eye towards the 

classical dyad of Samatha and vipasyana, we find it is only in the latter two Bhavanakramas that 

this schema is spelled out in detail. Roughly the first half of Bhk 2 and the first three quarters of 

Bhk 3 consist of accounts of this pair; both eventually give way to discussions of method and 

wisdom. Now, as we shall see, the concepts of insight (vipaSyana) and wisdom (prajJia) are very 

closely related; in some usages they are more or less synonymous. Thus in Bhk 2 there is a natural 

avenue from the discussion of "tranquillity and insight" to a discussion of "wisdom and 

21 Bhk 1 187.4-190.16 (D 22al-24a2), Bhk 2 D 42a7-44a2, Bhk 3 3.6fand elsewhere passim. 

22 Bhk 1 190.16-193.12, Bhk 2 D 44a2-a7, Bhk 3 3.6-8 passim. 
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method.,,23 Interestingly, while Bhk 2 and Bhk 3 both contain detailed accounts of tranquillity and 

insight conceived as a natural "pair," in Bhk 3 tranquillity is less emphasized. Insight is more the 

focus in the third text and this corresponds nicely with its emphasis on wisdom, already suggested 

In any case, I take it that Kamalasila is primarily concerned with explaining these two pairs, 

in and of themselves and in relation to a few other notable connected topics which are also treated: 

compassion, the thought of Awakening, the three kinds of wisdom and the bodhisattva stages 

(bhiimi). (These latter are summarized together with the buddhabhiimi at the end of Bhk 1). This is 

what the Bhavanakramas are "about." Whatever appears in these texts is subsumable under one of 

these topics. I have already noted that Kamalasila seems particularly concerned to stress the 

necessity of one member of each of the two pairs viz. upiiya and vipaSyanii. Interestingly, these two 

never appe:ar coupled up as a pair (unlike prajiiii and Samatha). But because their practice may be 

seen as associated with the acquisition of the accumulations of merit and gnosis, one may also say 

that the Bhiivaniikramas are also broadly concerned with this latter pair. 

1.2 Vipa.syanii in Relation to Other Meditation Terminology 

1.2.1 On the Compound "bhiivaniikramal;z" 

Perhaps the most obvious way to begin one's approach to these texts would be to analyze 

their unusual triplicate title. The relationship between the two component words, bhiivanii and 

kramal;l. is usually accepted as ~i§thi tatp~a (genitive determinative) compound, although it has 

also been taken as karmadhiiraya (descriptive determinative). This is reflected in its Tibetan 

23 In Bhk 2 the shift in focus occurs at D 48a6; in Bhk 3 this transition is less direct; discussion of 
tranquillity and insight proceeds to a discussion of the necessity of the accwnulation of merit (Bhk 3 20.14t) which 
eventually ties in to a discussion of the necessity of method and wisdom (Bhk 3 22.6t). 
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rendering, bsgom pa'i rim pa which allows both interpretations. As for the meanings of the 

components themselves, bh§van8 is usually translated as "meditation" or "cultivation" while 

krama.l;J. has been rendered either "process" or "stages. ,,24 Let us briefly look at these components. 

To deal with the second element:first: -krama. Both "process" and "stages" imply a causal 

sequence or temporal movement, one that is either naturally occurring or deliberately undertaken by 

an agent. For this study we have chosen "process," but in principle either translation would do. The 

idea of a process is certainly compatible with the idea of many stages, phases or steps being 

covered. The disadvantage of "stages;" on the other hand, is that it might suggest that these texts 

are principally concemed with providing a systematic sequential presentation of well -delineated, 

clearly defined phases of spiritual development, such as the stages of the bodhisattva (bhiimi). 

While the texts do include descriptions of the bhiimis, these fonn only a small part of their 

contents. And while a general sequence of phases of practice is discernible within the texts, these 

phases are not always sharply delineated by Kamalasna. (One thinks principally of the sequence of 

generating compassion, then the initial thought of Awakening, followed by tranquillity, then 

insight, and their union). 

As for the first member of the compound, much of this chapter is devoted to its 

explanation. Here we provide a briefinitial introduction. Derived from the causative fonn of the 

verbal root ..Jbhii, (..Jbhii + ¢c + either lyu or lyut, Apte 1194) the word bhavanaliterally means 

"causing to be," "making become," or "giving rise to," hence "cultivation," "development," 

"realization," or even "actualization." Strictly speaking, these translations are etymologically more 

24 Thus Stages of Meditation (Dalai Lama, 2001 and Beyer 1974) or Meditation Stages (Thunnan 1984: 
412) on the one hand, and The Process of Meditative ActuaJi2'3tion (Olson and Ichisbima, 1979) on the other. As 
for the French versions, Van Den Broek (1977) gives "La Progression Dans La Meditation" and Lamotte (1952), 
"L'Ordre des Exercises Spirituels." 
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precise th~m "meditation" and have the added advantage of implying a gradual progression, or at 

least a temporal movement towards Awakening -- which, as we have noted, is the position 

Kamalasila advocates in the Bhavanakramas.25 On the other hand such philological and 

philosophical considerations do not preclude "meditation" as a possible rendering of bhavana as a 

technical tenn. We shall discuss this possibility in greater detail below. 

Now, as mentioned, a discussion of the tenn bhavanais also an appropriate place to begin 

our enquiry concerning insight. The tenn is found in three different Buddhist conceptual schemas 

related to iinsight, all of which figure importantly in our texts. These are the three kinds of wisdom 

(Srutamayi prajDa, cintamayi prajii8 and bhavanamayi prajiia), the five paths (sarpbharamarga, 

prayogam.irga, darSanamarga, bhavanamarga and ni~thamarga), and the already mentioned schema 

of the two branches of cultivation (i.e. bhavana as Samatha and vipaSyana). We will deal with each 

of these in turn. 

1.2.2 Three Kinds of Wisdom 

Much of Bhk I is based around a model of three kinds of prajii8 -- those associated with 

study, thinking and meditation. This division is also mentioned in Bhk 2 and Bhk 3. It would 

appear to <:onstitute one of India's oldest and simplest ways of breaking down the wisdom 

25 One of the implications of a subitist conception of Awakening is that it is the kind of state that does 
not take time to complete; in an important sense dhyina already is Awakening. Interestingly, the contrast between 
bhivana: and dhyana with respect to bodhi would appear to parallel that made by Aristotle between actions that are 
movements (kinesis) and those that are activities (energia) or "actualities" containing their own ends at each moment 
of their existence. Whenever such exist they are complete; the end for the sake of which they exist is instantaneously 
fulfilled at every instant of the activity's existence. Hence it may also be said that a process which contains its own 
end contains no potentiality; it is "actual." If the parallel is a solid one, there would be many interesting points to 
explore, most notably perhaps in the field of comparative (virtue) ethics. We do not have time to pursue the matter 
in the preselllt context, but see Metaphysics, 1048b 18-37, for Aristotle's account of the distinction. Also see my 
forthcoming: "Buddhist Virtue Ethics in Light of Aristotle's energia/kinesis Distinction. " 
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component of spiritual practice. It is already mentioned in the PaIi Canon and later in the 

Vissudhirnagga.26 Interestingly what appears to be a parallel version of the same schema is to be 

found in the Brhad8raI;lyaka Upanifj8d, where the tenninology differs but the general threefold 

structure is clearly identifiable.27 Although conceptions of its scope and place on the Buddhist path 

vary, among modern Buddhists it has become so generally accepted as to border on the 

platitudinous rather than the profound. When examined, however, this apparently simple doctrine 

yields some rather curious and intriguing implications. 

H(;:re we shall begin our examination of this schema with one of its early formulations -- the 

account found in Vasubandhu's AbhidhannakoSa: 

(The wisdom) arisen from study (Srutamayi) is a certitude born from the authority 
ofa qualified person (aptavacanapr§m8J;1.yajata); the wisdom arisen from thinking 
( cintimayi) is born from the profound reflection of reasoning (yuktinidhyanaji); the 
wisdom arisen from bhavana (bhavaniimayi). .. is born from concentration 
( samadhiji).28 

The first thing to notice in this passage is that Vasubandhu interprets the taddhitapratyayal;1 

-mayatin a very specific way, namely, as indicating a cause (hetu) and thus having a sense of 

"arisen from" or "transformation of." Here I understand "cause" to be intended in a sense similar 

to that of a preceding, effective cause. The example he gives is ''Vital breaths are the result of food, 

26 See Digha Nikaya 33: 486; Vissuddhimagga XIV, 14: 438. 

27 B.U. II 4.5: atma va are dra$vyal) Srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyal) I maitreyi atmano vare 
darSanena .sr.iV3Qena matyi vijiiBnenedarp. sarvarp. viditam II "You see, Maitreyi - it is one's self (iitman) which one 
should see and hear, and on which one should reflect and concentrate. For by seeing and hearing one's self, and by 
reflecting and concentrating on one's self, one gains the knowledge of this whole world." (trans. in Olivelle: 28-29). 
See also B.U. IV 5.6 (Olivelle: 69-70). I am grateful to Christine Fillion for giving me these references and would 
refer the reader to her forthcoming M.A. thesis (McGill University) on the topic of the treatment of this threefold 
division in tbe Upani$8ds and in the UpadeSasiihasri of Sri SaDkaracarya. 

28 A.bhk 892.3-4:aptaV8Ca118pr8.mir;zyajataniScaya srutamayi, yuktinidhyanaja cintimaY1~ sa.rn8dhija 
bbiivaniimayiti .... 
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cows are the result of grass. ,,29 However, it is also nonnal to understand the suffix more in the 

sense ofa present, material cause meaning "made of," "consisting of," (Apte 1240) or even 

''having the nature (svabhava) of. ,,30 

The ambiguity here may be understood to imply another important ambiguity: that between 

"state" and "process." Ifwe accept the understanding of -mayatas indicating a preceding effective 

cause then. the wisdoms oflearning, thinking and bhavana are more readily conceived "statically" 

as results, which is to say as states of knowledge that have arisen. On the other hand if we take the 

suffix to indicate a cause in the sense of a present material cause ("consisting in," ''having the 

nature of') then the three kinds of wisdom may also be interpreted in a more "dynamic" sense, as 

processes. On this understanding the preceding passage would read "The wisdom consisting in 

study is a c:ertitude born from the evidence of a qualified person; the wisdom consisting in thinking 

is born from the profound reflection of reasoning; the wisdom consisting in bhavana is born from 

concentration (samadhi). ,,31 Now it is clear that this reading does not make sense given the 

definiens provided by Vasubandhu. There is, however, no logical necessity of following this 

definition; the suffix -maya{ is ambiguous and lends itself to being interpreted in either one of the 

two senses noted, depending on the context in which it is used. Another way of making the same 

29 Abhk 892.4-5 tadyatha -- annamayi1) pr3rJ8l;I, troamayyo gava iti / 

30 As in Chapter 2 of the Bodhicaryivamrapaiijika: [22.28 - 22.32] mahidhara 13tnamayis tathinye 
vanapradesasca vivekaramyi1) / lamlJ. sap~bharaJ)oiiva1iiS ca drumiiS ca ye satphalanarnraSi.kh31J II 3 /I "So too, 
mountains composed of jewels and other forested regions, isolated and delightful. And creepers brilliant with 
ornaments of beautiful flowers, and trees of paradise that have branches bent down with good fruit .... " 
Prajii3.ka.ramati's commentary [23.5] provides the following explanation for the suffix: 13tnamay8 mtnasvabhival]. See 
P3J).ini, 4.3.82 ff. 

31 Abhk892. 
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point would be to say that the suffix -mayat can function analogously to either a paiicami tatp~ 

(ablative detenninative) or a karmadharya compound. On the latter interpretation wisdom would be 

identified with the very processes of studying, thinking and bhavanii, not with the results of these 

processes. It appears to me that Kamalasila's understanding of this suffix varies between these two 

conceptions. For now, because I do not wish to rule out either possibility in the case of the 

Bh8.vanakramas, I will deliberately translate the suffix mayatin an open ended manner, as 

analogous in meaning to a ~~ tatp~a - i.e. the wisdom o[study, etc. 

The account given by Vasubandhu regards the three kinds of wisdoms as progressive -- the 

wisdom arisen from thinking basing itself on the wisdom arisen from study, and the wisdom arisen 

from bha~ana basing itself on that arisen from thinking.32 KamalaSila accepts this notion. The 

account of the three wisdoms as presented in the Bh8.van8.kramas does not differ from it in essence, 

but only in so far as greater detail is provided. Thus examples of the wisdom of study are given in 

the form of quotations from the siitras (agamatal), Bhk 1 199.5-200.11). The wisdom of thinking is 

spelled out logically (yuktyi) with key arguments that are meant to independently establish the truth 

ofassertioltls taken from scripture. (Bhk 1 200.12-204.9). As such, the wisdom of thinking 

encompasses the wisdom of study, and takes its statements as its starting point. One "thinks on" 

the siitras. 

KamalaSila describes the wisdom of thinking as a process in which one disentangles two 

kinds of scriptural statement, the nitiirtha. and the neyartha. This important hermeneutical distinction 

32 A.bhk 861.4-6: srutva cintayati / aviparitam cintayitva bhavanay8Ip. prayujyate / samadhau tasya 
SrutamayiIp. prajii8Ip. nisritya cintamayi jayate / cintamayiIp. niSritya bhavanamayi jayate / Having studied, he 
thinks. Having thought correctly, he engages in bhavana. Having relied on the wisdom arisen from study of one in 
sarnMhi, (the wisdom) arisen from thinking is born. Having relied on (the wisdom) arisen from thinking, (the 
wisdom) arisen from bhavana is born. 
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is a tool d(~veloped by Buddhists in order to classify scriptural statements as respectively definitive 

or provisional in meaning. For the Madhyamaka the distinction is cashed out in terms of their 

reference: definitive statements are those that pertain to the ultimate reality, provisional statements 

refer to conventional reality.33 According to KamalasTIa's account it is the task of the wisdom of 

thinking to identify which statements refer to a real object or meaning (bhiitam artb.aIp) and which 

do not. 34 The task of the wisdom of bhavan8 is to realize the object or meaning that is real. 

There, first of all, the wisdom of hearing should be generated. For through it first of 
all one enters into the meaning of the scriptures. Thereafter one penetrates their 
provisional and definitive meanings by the wisdom of thinking. After that, having 
asc:ertained the meaning that is real (bhiita, i.e. nitartha) by means of that (wisdom 
ofthinking), one should cultivate (bhavayet) it, not that which is unreal (abhiita i.e. 
neyartha).35 

Thus KamalasTIa's discussion of the wisdom of bhavana details the process for 

experientially realizing the conclusions regarding ultimate reality that have already been reached 

through the wisdom of thinking. It is interesting to observe that bhavana, the process of making 

real, or real-izing is derived from the verbal root ..Jbhi4 the same root that lies at the basis of the 

33 Thunnan (1978: 26, 32-34). Also see Lopez Jr (1993: 3), Lamotte (1993: 19). 

34 In Chapter 2 we shall see that the teno bhiitam has a wide semantic range. Here we understand the term. 
in an ontological vein that does not adequately capture its ethical implications: it could also be translated as "good" 
or "a good thing." Thus "bhiitam artham" could be read as indicating "the goal that is good," the worthy goal. 
Thanks to RIchard Hayes for pointing this out. 

35 Bhk 1 198.10-13: talIa prathamarp tavat Srutamayi prajiiotpiidaoiyi I tayi hi tavad igamirtbam 
avadharayati I WaS cintamayya prajiiaya nitaneyirtbaIp nirvedbayati / tatas tays niScitya bhiitam artbazp. bbavayen 
nibhiitaml 

Also see Bhk 2 D 46a7-bl: tshul bZin bsam1'8gail tena I gail nes 1'8'i dongyi mdo sde dail drail ba'i don 
gyi mdo sde Is sogs 1'8 legs par gtan Is 'hebs 1'8 ste I de 1tar byari chub &emS d1'8' the tsho moo DB, bsgom 1'8 Is 
gcig tu iles par 'gyur ro II de Ita ma yin na the tshom gyis 'phyail mo iiug 1'8 'i theg 1'8 Is 'dug 1'8 ni lam kha brag gi 
mdor phyin pa'i mi 1tar gail du yail gcig tu nes parmi 'gyur ro II And who is correct in thought? He is one who 
has become dear with regard to the proper ordering of the siiInJs of definitive and provisional meaning. If a 
bodhisattva is without doubt in this regard, he will be certain in meditation. If it was not like this, if one was on an 
uncertain course due to doubt, then he couldn't become certain of anything at all - just like a man who has arrived 
at the juncture of a forked road. 
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word we have here translated as "real," bhiita. We will return to a discussion of the meaning of this 

word in Chapter 2 in the context of our discussion of bhiitapratyavek$i.36 

For the time being it is enough to notice another important conceptual link of this sort made 

by Kamala§ila himself in this context: that between bhavana and anubhava, experience (lit: 

"following being"). Kamalasila commences his discussion of bhavanamayi prajiia with the 

statement, "Experience (anubhava) belongs to those who practice.,,37 This kind of experiential 

wisdom can be seen to depend on and include the other two kinds of wisdom. One "cultivates" or 

"realizes" the conclusions already reached by thinking. What it means to realize or cultivate in this 

way is, of course, our subject in this thesis. While it definitely includes a conceptual dimension, it 

also appears somewhat different from a simple case of thinking deeply about some profound topic. 

The wisdom of bhavana is thought to include a "direct" non-intellectual character, it is 

"experiential" -- this is what distinguishes it from the mere wisdom of thinking. 

In 1the Buddhist context, direct experience possesses an epistemologically privileged 

position; it is considered indubitable in a way that conclusions reached through reasoning alone are 

not. 38 In Chapter 2 we shall explore the sense in which experience might be said to be "direct." 

Here the two forms of wisdom may be contrasted as "thinking through" (cintamayi prajiial what 

one has studied versus actually "going through" or concentratedly "experiencing" the truth of what 

one has already thought through (bhavanamayi prajiii). In Bhk 3 Kamalasila makes this point 

36 In Chapter 2 we shall see that bhiita (i.e. nitartha) may also be identified as pudga1adhazmana.iriitmya, 
which is also to say non-origination and emptiness. 

37 Bhk 1204.14-15: anubhavaScapratipatt:roarp. 

38 One thinks of the Buddha's advice to the Kalamas, which among other things included an admonition 
not to rely on scripture and logic. Aliguttara NlkRya i 189. 



 

using an analogy: 

AIld whatever is known through the wisdom of study and thinking is itself to be 
realized through the wisdom of bhavana (bhavanamayya prajiiaya bhavaniyarp), 
nothing else. (For example,) it is like a horse running along a previously indicated 
running track. Therefore the discernment of reality (bhiitapratyave~) is to be 
undertaken,39 
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Thus Kamalasila maintains that bhavanamayi prajiia is required for Awakening and that this fonn 

of wisdom is a more direct realization than cintamayi prajiia. From this he concludes that 

"discernment of reality" should be undertaken. We have seen above that this "discernment of 

reality" is explicitly identified with vipasyanii. Thus it seems that bhavanamayi prajnii, conceived 

as a process, can here be especially identified with one branch of the well-known two-branch 

schema of bhavanii: Samatha and vipasyana -- even though vipaSyana, if understood as 

synonymous with prajiiii, would also appear to be identifiable with the first two kinds of wisdom. 

In this connection it may be noted that Hayes (1988: 168) and Prevereau (33) have both 

suggested that cintamayi prajiia is identified as a kind of vipaSyana meditation by Dignaga (c. 480-

540). According to Prevereau, "Yasomitra suggests that vipaSyana is synonymous with prajiiii 

(AKIV: 14) so that there is not only the insight brought about by mental discipline (bhavanaj to 

which today's meditators tend to limit themselves, but also that brought about by critical reasoning 

(cinta)" (1994, 33). Although Prevereau here appears to regard both vipaSyanii and prajiia as states 

resulting fi'om processes, he also asserts that Dignaga introduced a new way of doing vipaSyana 

consisting in critical reasoning, and this implies a conception of vipaSyan8 and prajna qua process. 

39 Bhk 3 20.3-6: kitp ca yad eva sriitacintamayyaprajiiaya viditaIp. tad eva bhavanamayya prajiiaya 
bhavani}'81!l nanyat / saxp.di${dhavanaJbhiimyaSvadhivanavat / tasmat bhiitapratyavek$8 kartavya /D 64a2-3: ya.li 
thos pa da1i l)sam pa las byuiI ba'i ses rab kyis rtogs pa gail yin pa de iiid bsgom pa las byuiI ba'i ses rab kyi bsgom 
par bya'i / gian du ni rna yin te rta dkyu sa kyi sa bstan nas rgyug pa biin no / de lta bas na yan dag par so sor 
brtag par bya'o/On the analogy of the running horse, see Abkh 328.10-13. 
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Now it may well be that a tendency to identify insight with profound (but nevertheless non-

meditative) thinking originated with Dignaga. This would be consistent with the establishment of 

anumana as a distinct pran18I;1.a. The wisdom of study would perhaps not, in and of itself, have been 

considered vipaSyana -- just as testimony (agama, Sabda)itselfwas not considered a distinct means 

of knowledge. Testimony as a basis for believing is not granted the status of separate pram8I;l.a in 

the Buddhist epistemological tradition; it is rather subsumed under anumana.40 Thus the conceptual 

correspondences would have been between pratyak$a and bhavanamayi prajna, and anumana and 

cintamayi prajDa. Both would have been considered insight. As part of this tradition it is perhaps 

possible that KamalasTIa was the inheritor of just such a conception. We will return to this question 

at the closc:~ of this chapter. 

In ~my case in the Bhavanakramas it is clear that bhavanamayi prajna, as the most profound 

of the thre(~ kinds of wisdom, is identifiable with insight par excellence. Given this fact and the 

additional fact that insight and tranquillity are considered as constituting bhavana, it would seem 

consistent with both schemes to translate bhavan8 as "meditation" in the context of these texts. But 

as we shall see, this translation is not without difficulties. There are other contenders, most notably 

dhyana. But for reasons that will soon be obvious, in our texts dhyana and bhavana cannot easily 

be considered equivalent even though both tenns are commonly translated into English as 

"meditation." In point offact we shall see that the question of the best Sanskrit equivalent for 

"meditation" is not unrelated to the debate between Mo-ho-yen and Kamalasna. It is perhaps not 

without reason that these texts were so repetitively entitled. 

40 See Tillemans (1990: 23-29) for the technical details of how Buddhist epistemologists subsumed 
appeals to scripture under "inference." Also, cf: Yoga Sutras: 1.7 pratyak$inum8n8gamaQ pram8.lJi / In Whicher 
(1998: 109,343). 
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1.2.3 Processes and States. 

Let us now turn to an exploration of this problem. We begin with a more detailed account 

of some of the key terms for meditation found in the texts: dhyana, samadhi, bhavana, Samatha, and 

vipaSyana .. At the outset a general observation should be noted regarding the analysis of these 

terms: it would seem that for at least some of them there is an inherent ambiguity, or flexibility to 

their meanings such that they may be understood "actively"or "passively." This kind of ambiguity 

in Sanskrit terminology has recently been noted by Francis Brassard in a study of the concept of 

bodhicitta.41 Brassard draws a distinction between active and passive senses of certain Sanskrit 

technical terms, pointing out the fact that many terms seem to imply both senses. When translated, 

however, it is often the case that only one of the senses is captured and the original concept is thus 

misrepresented. Here, in the specific context of meditation, I would like to refine his argument by 

connecting it to the aforementioned notions of process and state. This is the same ambiguity that we 

have just noted in connection with the suffix -mayat. I would suggest that in the case of certain 

meditation terminology the active sense may best be considered a process; the passive sense is best 

thought of as a state. We can often see how these two senses may be implied by one term: they 

seem to refer both to activities or processes deliberately undertaken by an agent as well as to the 

conditions or states that result from such activities. While both senses may be implicit in principle it 

is often the case that either grammatical or contextual considerations render one of the two less 

likely. 

41 Brassard's observations regarding Sanskrit tenninology are applied to the terms citta, sarpskara, dhirar)a, 
derivatives of-v'grnh, and karma (Brassard: 38, 53- 58, 114, 16On.l). 
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In this connection, although it is not a te1lIl for meditation per se, we may recall the very 

word we rendered "process" in the title of our text. The word kramal) in the compound 

bhavan8ktmnal) may be construed both as "process" and as "stage." We have seen that the f01lIler 

rendering is somewhat preferable given the contents of the texts, even though both senses could be 

implied in principle depending on the context of use. The English word "process" itselfhas a more 

active, dynamic sense than "stage." Some processes are such that they are actively undertaken, and 

not merely passively experienced (e.g. housebuilding). A process in this sense is akin to a 

"proceedi1llg" or a "procedure"; it often indicates a step by step programme deliberately followed by 

an agent. This would seem to perfectly fit the context ofKamalaSila's gradualism. On the other 

hand the word "process" retains a passive possibility; many processes are non-volitional or 

automatic (e.g. the digestion of food). Again this fits our context well. Many of the milestones 

along the Buddhist path do seem to be conceived as occurring on their own; they are "undergone" 

or "experi€mced," not "done" or "perfo1lIled" by an agent. Thus to use the tellIl "procedure" as a 

translation for -kramal) would be to err in the opposite direction -- we would fail to capture the 

non-volitional dimension of the spiritual path. 

On the other side, as an example of a word with a more "static" signification we may 

examine the very word most commonly rendered "stage" in the Mahayana Buddhist context. This 

is the Buddhist technical te1lIl bhiimi. The bhiimis are stages of spiritual development that result 

from deli~~rate practices; considered individually, they are not processes or activities in and of 

themselves. Indeed, as Mo-ho-yen himself might have been quick to point out, "Awakening" or the 

"buddhabhiimi" is itself is the prime example of such a state. Thus, considered individually, the 

bhiimis are best thought of as atemporal spiritual states or conditions; the translation "stage" is thus 
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appropriate for them. Their overall sequence may be thought of as a process, but not as a procedure 

perse. 

Thus some processes are procedures, some are not. When understood in the sense of a 

procedure" a process is something one does and experiences; a state or condition, on the other 

hand, is something one simply experiences. We shall see how both conceptions are implied in 

some of the concepts of the tenns for meditation we now tum to examine. But as the case of the 

title of our text demonstrates, this conceptual ambiguity need not imply actual ambiguity in use. 

1.2.4 Mediltation Tenninology 

In brief, here are the terms and some of their most commonly attested translations: 

dhyana - absorption, trance, concentration, contemplation, meditation 
samadhi - concentration, state of concentration, unification, meditation 
bhavana - cultivation, development, contemplation, inculcation, practice, actualization, realization, 

meditative actualization, meditative realization, meditation 
Samatha -tranquillity, serenity, calm abiding, meditation 
vipaSyana - insight, insight meditation, discernment, wisdom 

As can be seen, four out offive of these terms can be, and have been, translated as 

meditation while the fifth, vipaSyana, can be considered a kind of meditation (vipaSyanabhavana). 

Thus my purpose in this section will be to clarify the individual senses of these terms, as well as 

the relationships obtaining between them - without begging the question by using the word 

"meditation" in my explanation of anyone of them. When possible I will choose what I take to be a 

non-controversial translation for each term. Once the relationship between them has been clarified 

we can go on to ask whether any of them is the best single candidate for translation as "meditation" 

in the conu~xt of our texts. 
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1.2.4.1 Dhyana 

The Sanskrit tenn most commonly associated with the English word "meditation" is 

probably dhyana (P. jhana). Many textbooks introducing Buddhism to a general audience state that 

this tenn simply means "meditation" and that it is the Sanskrit basis for the Chinese word, ch'an, 

and thus the Japanese, zen. Usually the matter is left at that. Sometimes it is added that the word 

also refers to a set offour specific meditative attainments that are first mentioned in the Pall 

Nikayas. More rarely yet, it may be mentioned that the tenn dhyana also occurs as the fifth 

perfection iin the scheme of the six perfections (paramita) accepted in Mahayana Buddhism. 

V.S. Apte's Practical Sanskrit-English Dictionazyprovides the following meanings: "(1) 

Meditation" reflection, thought, contemplation; (2) Especially abstract contemplation, religious 

meditation; (3) Divine intuition or discernment; (4) Mental representation of the personal attributes 

of a deity" (869). This word is derived from the verbal root -vdhyai plus the lq:tpratyaya "lyut," 

which fOIms abstract, instrumental or verbal nouns. According to Apte the root itself means "to 

think of, meditate upon, ponder over, contemplate, reflect upon, imagine, call to mind" (869). In the 

Buddhist context the tenn did in fact originally indicate a set of four successive attainments or 

absorptions in which the meditator's mental contents are gradually attenuated to a point of 

concentration free from disruptive mental activity and emotions.42 These eIhyanas were said to be 

optionally followed by another sequence of four "formless attainments" (iJiipya samapatti) 

42 "Stated briefly the tenn denotes (anyone of) a series of precisely defined altered states of consciousness, 
altered states which are characterized by an increasing attenuation of the practitioner's emotions. Thus in the fourth 
and highest jhana of fonn, the only emotional response left to the practitioner is that of equanimity; rationation, 
pleasure, pain and indeed all intense emotional reactions have been left behind. The techniques used to gain the four 
]Dana of fonn are also enstatic, designed to withdraw the practioner from emotional attachments to and contacts with 
the external world, as well as from the tendency to rationally analyze his experience" Griffiths (1986: 20). 
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occurring on the basis of the fourth dhyana.43 

While the precise nature of each of the dhyanas and formless attainments is not our subject 

here, thef(~ are two important points that should be noted about them.44 First of all, all dhyanas are 

said to share the quality of ekiigrata or onepointedness of mind, 45 a quality which we shall see is 

also said to characterize samiidhi and Samatba.46 Secondly, it is important to recognize that after the 

first dhyiina, discursive thinking is said to be eliminated. Both vitarka (gross or applied thought) 

and viciira (subtle or sustained thought) are absent in the second through the fourth dhyiinas.47 
48 

After this point, while concepts (vikaJpa) may be present to the mind, one is no longer engaged in 

43 While of considerable interest in and of themselves these attairunents are not our main concern here. 
They are only referred to in passing by Kamaldila. No school of Buddhism regards them as constitutive of insight. 
See Griffiths (1986) for an indepth treatment. 

44 'The nature of the dhy5nas has been thoroughly explored by others. See for example, Crangle (1994: 
201-207) and Gethin (1998: 184-186). 

45 lBhk 1 209.2-4:e$8" ca cittaikagrata uttarottaraka.rmaJ}.yat8saIpprayogad iilambanidigtJ1)Bvi~yogac ca 
dhy5niriipya[samapattiJvimok$8divyapade~ labhate I And this one-pointedness of mind receives the designation, 
'absorption', 'formless attairunent', 'liberation' and so forth on account its being endowed with greater and greater 
effectiveness and on account of union with the distinctive qualities of its object. 

46 samidhi: Bhk 1 214.3-4, Samatha: Bhk 1 207.8-9, Bhk 33.1-2. 

47 On vitarka and vicara see Abhk 204.7-9: vitarkacaravau~te I kasya? cetasa iti paScid valcffati 
I cittaudarika.ta vitarkaQ I cittasiik$mata vicarnlJ. / The view of Vasubandhu is that the first dhyana may contain either 
one, but not both in the same moment. 

48 In including an intennediate stage between the frrst and second dhyana in which vitarka is absent while 
vicara remmtS, the account of the dhyanas found in the Bhavanakramas follows that outlined by Vasubandu. See 
Abkh viii 22d, 23d-e. The relevant passage is Bhk 1 209.2-11. In effect Vasubandhu divides the first dhyana into 
two, the first with vitarka, the second with vicara. See preceding note. 
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intellectuall deliberations (i.e. vitarkavicara).49 Thus for the second, third, and fourth dhyanas this 

consideration would seem to completely rule out the possibility of cintimayi prap However, the 

fact that vikalpa may still be present indicates that dhyana does not preclude vipaSyanii conceived as 

bhiivaniinlclyi prajiiii occurring on its basis. In section 1.3.1 we shall see that vipaSyanii is defined 

as savikalpa, not savitarka or savicara. Vasubandhu's conception of dhyana appears to be that all 

four absorptions are compatible with vipaSyanii. Thus vipaSyanii should be regarded not as one of 

the dhyanas, but rather as a separate sphere or supervenient quality that may optionally occur on 

their basis. 

Th(~ conception of dhyana as referring to a specific kind of meditative attainment is clearly 

one in whi<;h what is being referred to is a state. On the other hand, the word dhyana can be used 

generally to refer to all dhyanas and the successive ascent through (or descent into) these states 

may be understood more actively as a process. Similar considerations apply to the word dhyana 

when considered as part of the p8ramimmodel of practice. 

1.2.4.1.1 Dhyana as a Perfection 

In Mahayana treatments of the perfections, dhyana is generally described in functional 

terms as opposed to psychical ones. Rather than describing the mental processes one experiences in 

dhyiina, it is the necessity and place ofdhyiina in the implementation of the bodhisattva's vow to 

49 How do we understand the continued presence of concepts? As we shall see, vikalpa is said to be absent 
in the case of Samatha meditation even though an object is present before the mind. This suggests that vikalpa is 
not to be miniimally conceived, a ]a Kant's categories, as simply that which serves to unite the manifold of a given 
sensory intuition as an object. An intentional "object" is clearly present before the mind in Samatha meditation in 
spite of its status as nirvikalpa. The sUbject-object dichotomy is still present in these states and one may be aware 
of the objects of meditation as they present themselves, especially through the four foundations of mindfulness. 
Some conscious application of concepts is thus implied by the tenn vikalpa. We shall discuss this in greater detail 
in Chapter 2. 
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rescue all beings that is the focus. That is, the role of dhyiina is described relative to the welfare and 

conversion of others (i.e. upaya, method) and to the attainment of wisdom (prajna). Ulrich Pagel 

has pointed out the pivotal role of dhyiina with respect to the other perfections, serving as a kind of 

"nexus" between the four mundane perfections (giving, morality, patience and energy) and the 

transmundane perfection of wisdom (237). 

While the schema of the four absorptions is often mentioned in the Mahayana siitras, it is 

usually treated as preliminary to the distinctive dhyiina attainments of the bodhisattva (pagel 217-

218). The latter are typically described in tenns of the achievement or production offive kinds of 

psychic power of cognition (abbi fo) and the concentrations that lead up to them. 50 What remains 

rather unclear is whether these superknowledges are generally characterized as dhyiina per se or 

rather as taking place on the basis of dhyiina, which strictly speaking is still identified with the four 

absorptions. Such powers are described as arising on the basis of the fourth dhyiina. 51 Because the 

concept of dhyiina is sometimes understood in a way that extends beyond the traditional four 

absorptions and includes non-enstatic, indeed other-directed, states it is easy to see why the 

translation "absorption" might be thought inadequate. 

It also seems to be true that dhyiina is, in fact, sometimes used as a general, non-technical 

tenn for any meditative state, that is, any beneficial state of extraordinary concentrated awareness. 

In some of its most common usages it would appear to be understood as synonymous with 

50 For details of the Mahayana treatment of dhyina in tenns of the superknowledges see Pagel: 219-232. 
Classically these are: (1) knowledge of magical powers (rddhividhijii8na), (2) knowledge gained through divine 
hearing (divyaSrotajiiina), (3) knowledge of the thought of others (paracittajiiina), (4) knowledge of the recollection 
of previous biirths (piirvaniv8siinusmrtijiiBna), (5) knowledge gained through divine sight (divyacak$ujiiina) or 
knowledge of falling from one existence and rebirth into another (cyurupapadajiiBna) (pagel: 220). 

51 Gethin (1992: 101-102, 1998: 185-186). 
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samiidhi or Samatha In section 1.2.5 we shall see that such an understanding of dhyiina is assumed 

at a numb<~r of points in the Bhiivaniikramas. 

In any case, among the conceptions of dhyiina employed in the Bhiivaniikramas it is the 

four absorptions that are given the most detailed treatment. Higher distinctively Mahayana 

accomplishments are not detailed in tenns of dhyiina. Perhaps this is oocause these texts were 

written for beginners in the Mahayana siitras or perhaps it is simply because Kamalasila was more 

concerned to place the emphasis elsewhere; it will be recalled that these texts were probably written 

contra an opponent who was perceived to be advocating the supremacy of dhyiina over prajiiii. 

1.2.4.2 ~~iidhi 

This tenn is often given as a gloss for dhyana but usually its scope is wider than that of 

dhyiina understood in the limited sense of the four absorptions. It includes these as well as other 

states of mental one-pointedness, such as "access concentration" (aniigamya, "capable," T: mi lcogs 

pa med pa~ "not unable"), a degree of mental focus that allows one to either enter into the dhyiinas 

proper or turn one's attention to insight practices. It is perhaps the broadest tenn for meditative 

state, in different contexts denoting the dhyiinas, the irnmeasurables, tranquillity or insight. 52 It 

occurs as part of the threefold division of the path: moral conduct, concentration and wisdom (sila, 

samiidhi arld prajiii) - a very early schema indeed, although not one that figures very prominently 

in the Bhiivaniikramas. In general it denotes "concentration" as a state of nondistraction, although in 

the Visuddhimagga ofBuddhaghosa it is said that the process ofoocoming non-distracted may 00 

52 For an accolUlt of the immeasurables, see Crangle: 176-178 and Gethin 1998: 186-187. 
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meant. 53 Derived from the verbal root .ydha (to put, place, set, join unite) in combination with the 

prefixes "sam" (together) and "a" (around) and the masculine suffix "ki ,,,54 the sense of samadhi 

is one of "placing (that which is) around together," or simply, "bringing together." The VSM takes 

its relevant sense to be one of "the single-pointedness of a virtuous mind" (VSM III2), thereby 

excluding states of concentration that are not directed toward liberation (e.g. the concentration of an 

assassin, etc). Among its many dictionary definitions we find: "collecting, composing, 

concentrating (as mind), profound or abstract meditation, concentration of mind on one object, 

perfect absorption of thought into the one object of meditation ... " (Apte 1633). 

We shall see that there is an ambiguity with regard to the intended scope of this term in the 

Bhavanakramas. Kamalasila is not always consistent in his employment of it and this reveals that 

two differ(:nt concepts of samadhi were at work in his mind as he composed these works. On the 

one hand following the Samadhirijasiitra he clearly states that Awakening is not achievable by 

samadhi alone; in addition it is said to require prajna.55 In these contexts the word samadhi is 

being emplloyed in such a way as to equate it with Samstba or dhyans. On the other hand we shall 

soon see that Kamalasila also follows the Sarpdhininnocanasiitra. in regarding samadhi as divisible 

into Samsdza and vipaSyana (i.e. bhavanamsyi prajiia). On this latter account the concept of 

samadhi, as a profitable unification of the mind, would appear to be intimately related to that of 

53 The idea ofa process is more clearly captured in its gloss: samadhana. See: VSMIII3. Here we once 
again see the lqtpratyaya "1yut" in a word indicating a proCess. It is notable that this suffix appears as well in both 
dhyana and bhavanB. 

54 (P3.I)ini 3.3.92) Thanks are owed to San jay Kwnar Shastri at McGill University for clarifying the 
Sanskrit derivations of samadbi and Samatba. 

55 Bhk I 210.1-4; Bhk 2 D 43b3-5; Bhk 3 18.5-8. Cf. SamadhiJijasiitra BST No.2 19-26. 
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bhavana. 

1.2.4.3 Bhavana 

Unlike the case of the tenn samadhi, in Sanskrit one does not speak of "attaining" bhavana; 

we have already seen that in its most general sense this word refers to processes through which 

one brings things into being. However, it should be noted that translations such as "cultivation" 

and "development," while capturing this primary signification do not necessarily imply samadhi. 

The word "bhavana" obviously can have a wider non-technical sense that includes giving rise to 

things not necessarily consistent with virtue or characterized by concentration (a plant, a meal, 

hatred, etc.). In the technical sense, like the tenn samadhi, bhavana must refer to profitable efforts; 

those that 1in1:her the cause of liberation by generating positive states or conditions (dharmas). 

According to one account found in the Abhidharmakosa, bhavana is divisible into four types 

corresponding to a classical fourfold division of right effort -- efforts for the arising ofunarisen 

pure dhaInlaS, for the growth of already arisen pure dharmas, for the non-arising of non-arisen 

impure dhal11llas and for the destruction of already arisen impure dharmas. 56 In tenns of this tennIs 

relation to samadhi one might note that the process of making such efforts would involve 

concentrating (samadhana) on the desired state. In addition when specific states of concentration 

such as the absorptions are aimed at, this might be thought of as a case of the first right effort, that 

which is aimed at the arising of unarisen pure dharmas. This however was apparently a point of 

56 )lbhk 1081.1-5, 22-31. For a detailed treatment of the classical Nikaya accoWlt see Gethin (1992: 69-
80). 
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controversy between different Buddhist schools. 57 

Perhaps the best known conception of bhavanB is that of the twofold division of Samatha 

and vipaSyana. Before dealing with this conception in detail, it is necessary to examine another 

conceptual schema in which the word bhavana figures prominently. This is the schema of the five 

paths. 

1.2.4.3.1 Bhavanaas a Path (bhavanBm8rga) 

TIle tenn bhavanamiirga appears in a number of Buddhist path schemes. For example, there 

are those of the AbhidharmakoSa and Asailga's Abhidharmasammucaya The particular scheme 

assumed in the Bhavanakramas is not entirely clear. For reasons to be given momentarily it seems 

likely that Kamalasila adhered to a five path model, possibly that set forth in the 

Abhidhannasammucaya. The five paths are those of accumulation, preparation, seeing, bhavana, 

and the final path (S8Ip.bhiiramarga, prayogamiirga, darSanamiirga, bhavanamiirga and 

ni$!h8miirga).58 Kamalasila does not discuss this theory in detail; the only two components he 

mentions by name are the darSanamiirga and the bhavanamiirga. His account of the bhavanamargB 

is limited to a summary treatment at the end of Bhk 1 (224.24 f) which actually is spelled out more 

in terms of the ten stages of the bodhisattva than in terms of the paths. As well, there are similarly 

brief mentions in Bhk 2 (D55a3, quoting the LaiJkavataIa) and Bhk 3 (2.11-15). 

Whether Kamalasila adhered to the five path theory of Abhidharmasammucaya or to some 

57 The Vaibasikas apparently considered sarrJadhi a separate mental dhanna while the Sautrantikas thought 
it simply referred to a concentrated mind. Abhk 1126.6-1127.3. 

58 On the five paths of the Sarvastivadin-Vaib~ika system, see Lamotte 1988: 677-86. 
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other con<~eption does not appear particularly relevant to the interpretation of the Bhiivanakramas. It 

is very important, however, to take note of his description of an essential Buddhist division 

between the worldly path (laukikamiirga) of the ordinary person (pphagjana) and the transcendent 

path (lokottaramiirga) of the bodhisattva. 59 The latter is said to arise with the first direct nondual 

and nonconceptual cognition of the lack of inherent existence of all dharmas 

(sarvadharmaniJ;zsvabhiivatasiik$iitkiiri sphutataraIp.jiianam). This first moment marks the arising of 

the path of seeing (darSanamiirga) or the first bodhisattva stage, called "Delighted" (pramudita). It 

also marks the beginning of the transcendent path of the bodhisattva. In the sarviistiviidin account 

the darSanmliirga is held to be divisible into sixteen incredibly short moments in which the four 

noble truths are directly apprehended, each in four aspects. In point of fact, the final sixteenth 

moment is said to mark the commencement of the bhiivanamiirga, 60 identified by Kamalasila with 

the "remaining stages" of the ten stage scheme. His account of the paths of darSana and bhiivanii 

mentions the effects of each path, not how they are each to be practiced.61 The bhiivanamargii is 

distinguished by its effect of eliminating sixteen (unnamed) aftlictions not already eliminated on the 

59 Bhk 1 224.16-21: tatha hi yadagradhannanantanup. pratbamataraIp.lokottanup sarvaprapaiicarahitaJp. 
sarvadhanna~bhava~ sphutatanup.jiianam utpaciyate, tad8 bodhisattva.l). samyaktvanyamavaJaintito, 
darSana.margotpid8t, prathamiIp. bhiimilp pravi$to bhavati lIn this regard, when upon the completion of 'the best 
(worldly) condition' a clearer knowledge arises for the first time ever - superior, transcendental, devoid of all 
conceptual plroliferation, directly perceiving the lack of inherent existence of all dhannas - then, on account of the 
arising of the! path of seeing from descending into certainty of the truth (samyaktvany8ma. i.e. the assurance of 
niIvir}a) the bodhisattva has entered the first stage. 

60 Lamotte (1988):682, Gethin 1998: 197. 

61 The practices of the bhava.nama.rga appear to be no different in kind from those of the worldly path. That 
is, they consist in the repeated reinforcement of realizations already undergone through the worldly practices of 
tranquillity and insight ("consideration reperee, en fran~s 'meditation' " La Vallee Poussin vi). They are said to 
gain an increased efficacy on account of occurring after the abandonment of afflictions occurring on the 
~. 
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preceding darSanaInarga (Bhk 1225.1-2). This number matches that given by Asaitga; in the 

AbhidharmakoSa only ten are listed (Griffiths 1983: 575).62 

In Abhidharma literature the three kinds of wisdom are usually mapped onto to the earliest 

path, that of accumulation (pagel 242, Lamotte 1988: 679), which together with the path of 

preparation corresponds to the stage of zealous conduct (adbimukticiiryabhiimi) of the ordinary 

person.63 Neither of these paths appear by name in the Bhavanakramas.64 Now, given the fact that 

the bhavaniim8.rga is said to follow the darSaniimarga we can see that there is a problem in mapping 

the schema of the three kinds of wisdom onto that of the paths. It is however clear enough why one 

should want to locate insight practices in the worldly path. It is precisely through developing 

insight that the first nonconceptual cognition of the lack of inherent existence of all dharmas arises. 

Kmnalasna provides a brief account of this process. The consummation of the stage of 

zealous conduct is said to consist of a graded sequence of increasingly penetrating insights which, 

according to the simplified account given in the Bhavanakramas, progressively discern the lack of 

identity of all dharmas. These are known as the nirvedhabhagiyaJ.L 65 Interestingly, the final 

62 Awakening is achieved through the removal of deeply rooted "habit patterns" or "tendencies" towards 
ignorance and negative emotional states. This can only be accomplished on the darSanamarga and bhavanimarga. 
The term employed in this context is anuSaya. The arising of the clarSanamarg8 is itself hindered by cognitive and 
afflictive "obscurations" or "coverings." The term employed here is avaniQa. The division is betweenjiieya- and 
kleSa-8var8lJas. See Bhk 1214.25-218.7. 

63 Mentioned at Bhk 1 224.10-11. The term can also be translated: "the stage of conduct of implicit faith." 

64 The term S81p.bhara (tshogs) appears on its own many times -- often as the "accumulations" of merit and 
knowledge (pll1).yajiianasaJ!lbhara, bsod roams dan ye Ses kyi tshogs) and sometimes in reference to the 
"prerequisites" for tranquillity and insight (e.g. moral conduct, a quiet spot to meditate, etc). See Bhk 1 205.14-20, 
Bhk 2 D45bl, Bhk 3 3.6-8. 

65 Bhk 1 223.18-224.11: asyii eva ca mrdwnadhyiidhimiitriidhimiitratariivasthiicatU§(:ayena catviiri 
nirvedhabhagiyiini vyavasthiipyante / tathii hi yadii [sarvadharma.naiI3tmyarp bhavayataJ iyatsJ18$to jiianaJoko [bhavati 
tadii ~gataniima.ka.rp nirvedhabhagiyaITl bhavati / sa ciitra mahiiyiina iilokalabdhasamadhir ucyate / yadii tu sa eva 
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penetration -- the 'best worldly condition' is said to be both conceptual and without subject and 

object, which is to say nondual. This stage results in the arising of the path of seeing 

(darSan81IIiirga) in which one's realization is for the first time direct, in the sense of being both 

nondual and nonconceptual. 

Thus it would appear that there are two categories of bhavana, one ordinary or this-worldly 

Oaukika) the other transcendent Ookottara). One gives rise to the path of seeing, the other arises 

from it. If the term miirga is applied to both, a corresponding distinction must be drawn between 

two kinds of bhavaniimiirga -- one worldly, the other transcendent. In terms of the path scheme 

adopted in the Bhavanakramas, only the latter is referred to as the bhavaniimiirga proper.66 67 

jnaniiloko] 1Dadhyamas~to bhavati, tada miirddhanimakanirvedhabhagiymp bhavati vrdcJhilokaS ca samadbir 
ucyate / yada tu s~tataro bahy8rth8nabhasajiianaloko jayate, tada vijiiaptimitravasthaniit ~tinama.karp. 
nirvedhabhigiymp bhavati / ekadeSapravi~taS ca samadbir ucyate griihyakaranupalambhapraveSit / yada tu 
griihyagriihak8karara.hitam advaymp jiianarp vibhavaye't, tadagradha.rmikhJ'81ll nirvedhabhigiYaIJI bhavati anantalyaS 
ca sa sam8dhir ucyate / tadanantaram eva tattvapraveSit / atra tavad adhimuktica.zyabhiimil;I / And of this very (stage 
of zealous conduct) four degrees of penetration are distinguished by way of the tetrad of soft, middling, strong and 
stronger. Th.at is, when, from meditating on the selflessness of all dharmas the light of knowledge arises to the 
extent that i1t is just evident, then this is the degree of penetration called 'Become wann' (~gata). And that, here 
in the Mahayana, is called 'The samadhi reaching the light'. But when that very light of knowledge becomes 
moderately evident, then it is the degree of penetration called 'The summit' (miirddhan), but which (in the 
Mahayana) is called 'The samadhi of increased light'. And when an even more evident light of knowledge is born-
one in which there is no appearance of external objects - then, because it rests on conception (vijiiapo) only, it is 
the degree of penetration tenned 'Forbearance' (k$8nti). And it is called 'The sa.midhi which has entered one domain' 
because one has entered the nonapprehension of the object's aspects. But when one would ascertain the nondual 
knowledge which is devoid of the forms of the object and subject, then this is the degree of penetration designated 
'The best (worldly) condition' (agrndha.rma). And this is called 'The samadhi without interval' because, in fact, 
immediately following it one enters into suchness. Up to this point (we have been dealing with) the stage of zealous 
conduct. 

Th~~ account given in the AbhidhannakoSa Ch. vi is considerably more detailed, explaining the penetrations 
and the consequent path of seeing in terms of discerning the four noble truths. According to Gethin (1992: 71) the 
treatises of the northern tradition generally classify the four right efforts (samyak-prahana) as corresponding to 
~gata. St:e Gethin 1998: 196-197, Ruegg 1989: 176. 

66 We have seen that insight practices can be situated within the three wisdom schema which in tum is 
locatable within the path of accumulation and the path of preparation. According to Gethin (1998: 195 f) however, 
the ordinary path of development may either proceed or follow the path of seeing, depending on whether one has 
already developed the dhyanas while on the worldly path. Ifnot, then the ordinary path of bhivaniimust follow the 
path of seeing. In spite of this explanation being well-attested within the Buddhist tradition itself, there is a 
problem with it. If we maintain that the ordinary path of bhivanii is a necessary preparation for the arising of the 
path of seeing, this means that the latter is impossible without fIrst engaging in the former. 

This kind of problem is common enough in a tradition as diversely informed as KamalaSila's. Different 
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When the Bhavanakramas provide instructions for practicing tranquillity and insight they 

are concerned with the practices of a beginner, and thus with the Jaukikamiirga. In spite of the 

placement of insight practices so early in the stages and five path schemes, one should not think 

that the bodhisattva's spiritual state is not to be thought of as characterized by tranquillity and 

insight. Quite the opposite. According to Kajiyama, the bodhisattva repeats Samatha, vipaSyana and 

their unioIll (yuganaddha) in each of the ten stages (135). One might infer that the need to undertake 

practices aimed specifically at tranquillity and insight is progressively diminished precisely as one 

is more and more able to effortlessly abide in the spiritual state that carries their union. The 

transcendent path is generally characterizable as one in which spiritual qualities cultivated on the 

worldly path are second-nature (or rather, first-nature). 68 One might suggest that other behaviors 

are thus able to take priority on this foundation -- particularly those related to the welfare of others, 

that is method (upaya).69 

Now interestingly, KamalaSUa summarizes the practices of the transcendent path of the 

conceptual schemas are inconsistent in different ways. In hypothetical case (1) if conceptual schema X is mapped 
onto conceptual schema Y it becomes inconsistent with conceptual schema Z. In case (2) if X is mapped onto Zit 
becomes inconsistent with Y. How we choose between (1) and (2) depends on a range of considerations, not the 
least of which is how important we judge the respective inconsistencies generated relative to other aspects of the 
path or to our own conception of the Buddhist path as a whole. 

67 See Frauwallner's speculation on the origin of these two concepts of bhivani (174-76). 

68 In this connection see Rupert Gethin's observations regarding the noble eightfold path (1998: 164); for a 
more detailed treatment see 1992: 190-226. 

69 Thus each bodhisattva stage is said to be characterized by a different perfection's becoming unexcelled. 
It is not clear whether this is mainly understood as a natural sequence of development of the bodhisattva's spiritual 
character or rather as the result of a deliberate honing of practices associated with the perfection in question. The 
former seems the more natural reading to me, especially considering the repeated injunction in Mahayana literature 
that the perfections be undertaken together. 
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bodhisattva as consisting of wisdom and method 70 Thus we can see that for a bodhisattva, 

bhivana may be understood as divisible into the two components of wisdom and method. It is only 

for an ordinary person that bhivana is to be primarily understood as divisible into tranquillity and 

insight. Here we should recall that dhyiina as one of the perfections is part of method. Thus an 

interesting inversion of schemas takes place upon reaching the transcendent path. Bbavana comes 

to be principally thought of as consisting of the perfections. As one ascends the stages towards the 

buddhabhiimi the perfections become decreasingly a matter of practice and increasingly integrated 

into one's natural state or constitution. Thus eventually prajna and dhyiina (and the other 

perfections) become indistinguishable, which is to say "one." 

One problem with this explanation is that in equating wisdom and method with the conduct 

of the transcendent path of the bodhisattva, it would seem to be contradicting my earlier 

characterization of the Bbavanakramas as principally concerned with the worldly path. After all, so 

much of the Bhavanakramas is centred precisely upon wisdom and method The answer to this 

wony is that the virtues that define the perfections characterize the worldly path as well. Indeed it is 

exactly there that they must first be practiced. But it is only when prajiia arises for the first time on 

the darSanamiirga, that these virtues truly become perfections -- in virtue of the wisdom that now 

understands their true nature as empty. All of this is common Mahayana soteriological theory and 

70 Bhk 2 D 53b4-b5: gian yan byan chub sems dpa' mams kyi Ses rab dan thabs zwi du 'breI bar 'jug pa'i 
lam ni 'di yin te / sems can thams cad la Ita ba'i siiiiJ. rje chen pos yom su zin pas 'jig rten las 'das pa'i lam bsten pa 
darl / lans pa~i thabs kyi dus na yarl sgyu rna mkhan biin du phyin ci rna log pa kho na'i sbyin pa la sogs pa la 
bsten pa ste / Furthennore, this is the path that carries the wrion of wisdom and method for bodhisattvas: they rely 
on the transce'lldent path because thoroughly gripped by the great compassion that beholds all sentient beings. And 
at the time of emergent method, they rely on giving and so forth which is unmistaken -- just like miracle workers 
(sgyu rna mkhan). Also see Bhk I 221.11-13: prajiiopayayuganaddhavihi bodhisattvan8Ip. margo I 



 

is directly applicable to the contents of the Bhavan8.k:ra.rnas.71 

1.2.4.4. &111l8tha 

The tenn Samatha is derived from the verbal root vSam plus the krtpratyaya athae. 

According to Apte the term has the primary sense of "tranquillity, calmness; especially mental 

calmness, absence of passion." (Apte 1534). The cultivation of tranquillity involves practices of 

calming the mind that induce states of deep concentration such as the dhyanas. One brief 

explanation given in Bhk 2 captures many of the nuances, including that of onepointedness of 

mind. 

Tranquillity is understood as one's abiding in a state of mind which is thoroughly 
disciplined and joyful and which is continually and by its own nature fixed 
inwardly upon the meditation object -- after having calmed one's distractions related 
to external objects.72 
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It is especially notable that the Tibetan term for Samatha, "ii gnas," combines the word for 

calm, ii, with that for abiding, gnas. Thus another acceptable translation for Samatha is "calm 

abiding" or even, "staying calm." While Samatha may be conceived as the process of bringing 

about the state of calmness, it may also to be understood as precisely the calm state achieved once a 

certain degree mental and physical flexibility can be maintained without effort.73 Further, from the 

71 See, for example, Brassard 112,129-132. 

72 JBbk 2 D 46b7-47al: phyi ro1 gyi yul1a mam par g'yen ba ti nas nail du dmigs pa 1a rgyun du railgis 
nail gis 'jug pa dga' ba da.iJ. sin tu sbyails pa da.iJ.1dan pa'i sems iUd 1a gnas pa ni ii gnas ies bya '0 II 

73 KamalaSila quotes the Sarp.dhinirmocana's description of Samatha in this connection. Bbk2 D 47a6-7: 
de 1tar iugs sm de 1a 1an mail du gnas pa de 1a 1us sin tu sbyails pa da.iJ. sems sin tu sbyails pa 'byuiJ. ba gail yin pa 
de ni ii gnas ies bya ste I de 1tar na byail chub sems dpa' ii gnas yom su tsho1 bar byed pa yin no II Entering like 
that, a pliant body and a pliant mind arise for the one who repeatedly dwells in that state, and this is called 
tranquillity. Thus the bodhisattva undertakes his pursuit of tranquillity. Also see Powers: 150-151. 
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definition just cited we can also see that both as a process and as an achieved state, Samatha may be 

understood as non-distraction, concentration (samiidhI) upon the meditation object. 74 . Although 

certain meditation objects are mentioned by KamalaSila as especially appropriate, he is clear in 

asserting that Samatha is not to be defined in tenns of what object is used as a focal point. 7 5 This is 

an importBmt point: in defining Samatha it is not the object of concentration that is the crucial 

consideration. Objects that one might be inclined to associate with insight (e.g. the four noble 

truths, emptiness) may also be the objects of Samatha (and thus dhyiina as well). 

1.2.4.5 "i~ 

This tenn is a Buddhist hybrid Sanskrit word derived from the Pali vipassanii. The latter is 

derived from the verbal root -vpas "to see," plus the prefix "vi" which can have the senses of "apart, 

asunder" and "different, distinct." The resulting sense is one of "seeing into" or "discerning." In 

general, vipa8yanii is understood either as an observational/analytic process that leads to a 

knowledge of reality, or else, secondarily, as the resulting state of knowledge itself. The tenn 

prajiiii is commonly given as a gloss for vipaSyanii, although we have seen that it tends to be 

employed tor the resulting states of knowledge rather than the observational/analytic processes 

leading up to them. Thus although these two tenns are similar in meaning I believe some 

74 At Bhk 1207.13-208.3 nine stations of tranquillity meditation are outlined in brief and in terms of 
samadhi. It is: possible that Kamala.sila is here following an accoWlt outlined in Asaliga's Mabayinasiitciilarpkara 
(Gethin 1998: 181-82). For a more detailed explanation of these steps see Sopa 1991: 48-50. 

75 Bhk 1 207.5-11: yada tu tatciilambane 'nabhiSaIpSkaravihi yavadicchaJp cittaIp. pravrttaJp bhavati / tada 
Samatho ni$panDo veditavyal;1 / etac ca sarvaSamath8nirp samanya/ak$a.rJam / cittaikagratamatrasvabhavatvat 
Samathasya / aJambanam tu tasy8n.iyatam eva! But when the mind is proceeding just as long as one likes, 
spontaneously bearing in upon the object there, then tranquillity should be known to be accomplished. And this is 
the general definition of all tranquillity since tranquillity has the nature of mere one-pointedness of mind. Its object, 
on the other hand, is definitely not fixed. 
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distinctions in their actual employment may be obseIVed. By and large the term vipaSyana refers to 

processes that give rise to prajii8, conceived as a state. On those occasions when the term 

vipaSyana is in fact used to denote a state as opposed to a process, it refers to a mental episode (i.e. 

an insight) as opposed to a disposition or factor of one's constitution. On the other hand prajiia qua 

state appears to be commonly understood both dispositionally and episodically. 

Now if it is the case that vipaSyana is by and large employed in reference to "processes," 

one must further inquire after the nature of these processes. Here I have tentatively characterized 

them as "obseIVational/analytic" -- but this is somewhat awkward. In choosing such a description I 

have taken my lead from Paul 1. Griffiths, who has described vipaSyana in terms of 

"obseIVationally analytic techniques" (OATs) in contrast to the "concentrativelyenstatic 

techniques" (CETs) of Samatba and dhyana.76 Griffiths' characterization of vifJaSyana attempts to 

capture the two main implications of its myriad descriptions: that it involves a perceptual (or quasi-

perceptual) element as well as an intellectual element. Interestingly, it could be argued that Griffiths' 

terminology appears to be weighted in favor of the intellectual. Witness the effect of inverting the 

qualifiers from "obseIVationally analytic" to analytically obselVational techniques. I think it is fair 

to suggest that Buddhist traditions ( and academics) vary in the degrees to which they consider 

vipaSyana to be a perceptual or an intellectual process.77 I will continue to translate vipaSyana as 

insight; as for an explanation ofvipaSyana qua "discernment ofrea1ity" (bhiitapratyavek~), 

76 Griffiths 1983: 88, 171f. 

77 Griffiths' reading favors an intellectual understanding of the concept of vipaSyani: it is aimed towards a 
"knowledge that" such and such is the case (171). Whatever insight may realize it is such that it is articulatable in 
propositional fonn. He concludes this based on the observation that when insight is described, it is regularly placed 
inside an "iti" clause (p. 'ti). But one might well ask how else one would attempt to convey the experience than by 
use of such a construction. At points Griffiths seems to hedge on whether insight has the character of being 
articulated at the time of its occurrence, or is merely articulatable in principle. (88, 90, 123, 129) 
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discussion of this topic will be deferred until Chapter 2. 

1.2.4.6 Summary of this Analysis 

We have seen that of the five words analyzed three of them have wide nontechnical senses 

as well as more precise technical meanings: "samiidhi" may refer to any process or state of 

concentration or, narrowing our universe of discourse slightly, to any profitable process or state of 

concentration. Technically, according to Vasubandhu, the term dhyiina may be taken as 

synonymous with samiidhi in this latter sense (Abkh viii. Ie: 1128). Likewise, the word bhiivanii 

may refer to any process of cultivation. In their technical senses however these words refer to 

specific states and processes undergone as part of the path to Awakening. It is important to 

recognize when these terms are being used loosely, in a nontechnical sense. When this is the case, 

the prospe(~t of equivocation and confusion looms near. As for the terms Samatha and vipa.syanii, 

both appear to have only very specific technical senses. All of these terms may be used to refer to 

either process or states, with the exception of bhiivanii, which is exclusively used to denote a 

process. It is also to be noted that while the term samiidhi may refer in principle to processes, it is 

most commonly employed to denote particular states of concentration. 

With these considerations in mind we can now turn to a detailed examination of the 

employment of these terms within the Bhiivaniikramas. While our initial focus is on the relationship 

of Samatha and vipaSyanii, our analysis in this section is aimed at revealing the closest possible 

equivalent for the English word "meditation" to be found in these texts. From the above 

considerations I maintain that the three main contenders are bhiivanii, samiidhi and dhyiina. As for 

Samatha it too has sometimes been very loosely understood as equivalent to dhyiina, and has 
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therefore been translated simply as "meditation.,,78 However, it is clear that in its most common 

usage the tenn is mainly thought of as a subdivision of meditation (whether of bhavana, samadhi or 

even dhyana).79 

The tenn samadhi itself is sometimes understood as synonymous with dhyana; as we shall 

see it is also intimately tied to the concept of bhavana. Because of this unique position, samadhi is 

an excellent candidate for translation as meditation. It may be, however, that this possibility is 

somewhat limited by its strong association in the Bhavanakramas, and perhaps in the Mahayana 

more generally, with states of concentration as opposed to the processes leading up to them. 

We.: have seen that bhavan8 is divisible into two subcategories viz. Samatba-bhavana and 

vipaSy'ana-bhavana. The tenn dhyana either appears in the context of the four absorptions or as one 

78 In a very different context, that ofVasubandhu's SukhavativyiihopadeSa, Kiyota Minoru translates 
Samatha as meditation. Insight (vipasyana) is said to be derived from it (259). 

79 The conception of dhyana as being the basis of both Samatha and vipaSyana, occurs in the 
AbhidharmakoSa. In anagaInya and dhy8nintara the two are not in balance: vipaSyana is strong, while Samatha is 
weak. In the .arfipyasthe opposite is true. Abkh 1014.3-9.,1128.1-4. Also See: Pruden, 1021, 1217-18, 1284. 

KamalaSila's usage of dhyana tends to equate it with the nonconceptual. This is very important. It will be 
recalled that litis opponent is charged with being an advocate of dhyana. KamalaSila presents himself as an advocate 
of prajii8 and dhyana together. When used loosely all three of these tenns - bhavana, dhy8na and samadhi -- might 
be understood as roughly equivalent, and in the appropriate context each may be translated as "meditation." But it 
would be logically difficult for a single text to employ the three terms synonymously in the sense of encompassing 
the two branches of Samatha and vipasyana. If all three were to regarded as divisible into the subdivisions of 
Samatha and 'vipaSyana, a problem would arise in the explication of the concept of Samatha, which is generally 
thought to be a broader concept encompassing dhy8na in the technical sense of absorption. Further one would be 
forced to consider dhyana qua absorption as a subdivision of dhy8na qua concentration (samadhi) and so on. 

As far as I can make out there is only one occasion in the Bhavan8kramas where dhyana and bhaVan8 might 
plausibly be interpreted as being understood as synonymous. It is notable that this occurs in the context of a 
discussion of the transcendent path of the bodhisattva. Bhk 1 226.12-16 ata ev8syim iyam 
upayasarp.grhitabodhi,PBk$abhavana sU$thu duiJkena jiyate abhyasyata iti sudurjayety ucyate / asyiIp. 
c8ryasatyakarabhavanabahulikariit, dhyanap8ramIta 'tiriktatarii bhavati / upayasarpgputabodhipak$abahuJavihari ca 
bhavati / yavan na Saknoti saIpS8.rapravrttipratyave~ nirvitsahaya cittasantatya 'nimittavihararp. samapatturp. 
tavat paficamf bhiimil) / yad8 Saknoti tadasy8.Iigasya paripiirita.1). ~ bhiimir vyavasthapyate / Hence only in this 
stage because the repeated cultivation of the aids to Awakening collected under method is won with great difficulty, 
it is called: "Very hard to win". And in this stage the perfection of dhyana becomes unexcelled on the basis of doing 
a lot of meditation (bhavana)on the aspects of the noble truths. And he becomes one who dwells extensively on the 
aids to Awakening collected under method. So long as he cannot attain the signless state because of his mental 
continuum being filled sorrow from its discernment of the activity of saJpS§rn, that long it remains the fifth stage. 
When he can, then on the basis of fulfilling this component the sixth stage is distinguished. 
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of the five perfections collectively considered as part of method (upaya) to be cultivated along with 

wisdom (prajiii), the sixth and ruling perfection. The main conception of dhyana outlined in these 

texts is that of a nonconceptuaJ state of concentration, that is as a sUbspecies of Samatha rather than 

its genus. This is very important. It will be recalled that KamalasTIa considered his opponent at 

bSam yas an advocate of dhyana alone. KamalaSila on the other hand presented himself as a 

champion of dhyana and prajiia conjoined. 

1.3 Two Concepts of Samadbi 

1.3.1 Samadbi Conceived as Divisible into Samatha and VipaSyana: 

Kamalasila's conceptions of Samatha and vipaSyana appear to be based on those set forth in 

a large number of Mahayana siitras. Those he cites most often in this context are the 

SaIp.dhinirmocana and the Lailkavatara siitras. The others that are cited more than once in this 

context are the Ratnamegha, the Samadbir8.ja, the Ratnakuta 80 As noted, it is to beginners in such 

siitras that all three Bhavan8kramas are explicitly addressed In the third Bhk this statement 

80 In the Bhavanikramas there are approximately twenty-five occasions when KamalaSila mentions or 
quotes from :II. siitra source in explaining the nature of Samatha and/or vipaSyani. Ten of these refer to the 
S81p.db.inirrnocana, five to the Ratnamegha, two each to the Lankavatira, the Samad.hiraja (once as Candrapradipa) 
and the Ratnakuta (the same reference cited twice) and one each to the MahaparinirvSl]a, Goca.rapariSuddhi, 
Prajiiap8ramita and an unknown siitra source. On fifteen occasions siitras are appealed to when tranquillity and 
insight are being discussed as a pair. three times in Bhk 1 (Lank8vatira, Ratnakuta and Ratnamegha), ten times in 
Bhk 2 (S81p.<lhininnocana four times, Ratnakuta, MahBparinirvSl]a, Samadhiraja [Candrapradipa), Ratnamegha, 
La.iJk8vatara, GocarapariSuddJu), and twice in Bhk 3 (once to the Ratnamegha and once to the S81p.dhininnocana). 
There are only four occasions where siitras are cited when tranquillity is being explained on its own: three in Bhk 1 
(S81p.dhininnocana, Prajiiap8ramita, and an unknown siitra), once in Bhk 2 (Samadhirija) and none in Bhk 3.There 
are seven occasions where siitras are cited when insight is being discussed on its own: none in Bhk 1, three in Bhk 
2 (all references to the S81p.db.inirrnocana) and four in Bhk 3 (Ratnamegha twice, S81p.db.inirrnocana and an unknown 
siitra from the Sutrasamuccaya once each). 

Whiile one should not put too much stock in this sort of analysis some suggestive results can be gleaned. 
When insight is being discussed, it is the S81p.db.inirrnocanasiitra that is most commonly cited. This is especially 
true in Bhk 2 and Bhk 3. In Bhk 1 the term vipaSyani appears only rarely; however it is fairly clear that the 
expression pl'ajiiabhavan8 refers to the process of insight. In its explanation the Lank8vatarasiitra is cited at length. 



 

regarding the intended audience is immediately followed by a passage indicative ofKamalaSila's 

conceptioll of the logical relations obtaining between many of the key terms employed in the 

context of meditation. 

Homage to Tara! The bhavanBkrama is related in brief for those who are beginners 
in the way of the Mahayana siitras. In that context, even if the samadhi of 
bodhisattvas was taught by the Bhagavan to be limitless (in variety), by way of the 
(four) Immeasurables and all the rest, nevertheless all samadhis are subsumed under 
tranquillity and insight. Therefore, precisely that path which carries the union of 
tranquillity and insight is related.81 

There are many points made in this brief passage. For our purposes we must first notice 

that every single samadhi or state of concentration is here said to be included under the rubric of 
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tranquillity or insight; KamalaSila is here paraphrasing a point made in the S81p.dhinirmocana. (The 

actual siitr.~ passage is quoted by him near the outset of Bhk 2; it refers not only to the samadhis of 

bodhisattvas, but also to those of Sravakas and Tathagatas). 82 Secondly, it is interesting that the 

division of tranquillity and insight is made among samadhis or concentrations, and not within 

bhavana as such. We have already seen that KamalaSila regards bhavana as divisible into Samatba 

and vipaSyana; it would appear that he. also considers samadhi as divisible in the same way. In 

81 lBHK 3 1.2-6: namas tara . / maha - iitrantana vrttanam "' ...... z.."'--to bhivanikramah kath te / l)'8l yanas yapra . . ...... ~~¥" . ya 
tatra yadyapi bo(dhisattv8.nam apa)rimito 'praInaIJadibhOOena bhagavata samadhir upadi~tal;I, tathapi 
SamathavipaSya.n8bhyirp sarve samadhayo vyapta iti / sa eva SamathavipaSyanayuganaddhavahi m8rgas tavat 
kathy ate / D 56b6-57a2 'jam dpaJ gton nur gyur pa la phyag 'tshall0 / theg pa chen po mdo sde'i tshU] la iugs pa 
rnams kyi pllyir bsgom pa'i rim pa mdor brjod par bya '0 / de la bcom ldan 'das kyi byari chub sems dpa roams kyi 
tiil ile 'dsin tha dad pa tshad moo dpag tu med pa la sogs pa bstan du zin kyan / Zi gnas dan lhag mthoil gills kyis 
tili ile 'dsin thams cad la khyab pas na Zi gnas dan lhag mtholi zrm du 'breI pa 'jug pa'i lam de iiid brjod par bya'o / 

82 Bhk 2 D44a7-44bl: de gills kyis tiliile 'dsin thams cad bsdus pa'i phyirrnal 'byor pa thams cad kyis 
dus thams ca.ddu iles par Zi gnas dan lhag mtholi bsten par bya ste / 'phags pa cigmis pa nes par 'WI pa de iiid las 
bcom ldan 'das kyis ji skad du / "ilas iian thos rnams dan / byan chub sems 'dpa rnams / de bZin gsegs pa rnams 
kyi tiil lie 'd<;in roam pa du ma bstan pa gan dag yin pa de dag thams cad ii gnas dan lhag mthoil gis bsdus par rig 
par bya '0" ies gsurls pa Ita bu'o //Since all the concentrations (samadhis) are encompassed by those two, every 
yogin must adhere to them all times. As was said in that very same noble Sarp.dhininnocanasiitra, "All the myriad 
concentrations taught by me -- whether they be of the sravakas, the bodhisattvas or the Tathagatas - all should be 
understood as included in tranquillity and insight." In this way the way it is explained. 
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point of fact KamalaSila never employs the compounds Samatha-bhavana and vipaSyana-bhavana. 

It is, however, clear from this passage that bhavana and samadhi are here regarded by him as being 

coextensive. Not only does he refer to limitless samadhis in explaining the process of bhavana, but 

the passage from the SaIpdhinirmocanasiitra that he quotes to explain their inclusion under 

tranquillity and insight applies to them the gerund of the causative form of the verbal root ...Jbhii. 

This indicates a conception of bhavana as coextensive with samadhi within the intended universe of 

discourse for these texts, that is, the way of practicing for a beginner in the Mahayana siitras. This 

latter qualification is important insofar as it is clearly possible for one to cultivate something 

without concentration and to concentrate on something without cultivating anything in particular. 

Here, however, in the context of Mahayana practice the two concepts converge. 

Thus for any x, if x is bhavana then it involves samadhi; and for any y, if y is samadhi then 

it involves bhavana. Like the concepts oflake and lakeshore, or parent and child, the two concepts 

are mutually implicative although not identical in meaning. In effect what this means is that we 

cannot think: of the one without thinking of the other. It does not mean that every proposition that is 

true of the one is true of the other. This understanding is consistent with Vasubandhu's 

understanding of bhavanamayi prajD.a given above, that "the wisdom arisen from bhavana is born 

.t:... -dID " ( -dbj'- b,L= - -ti;\ 83 !.lorn sama . ...sama fJa 'lli1vanama}'l :J. 

What is interesting here is that while both Samatha and vipaSyana are ambiguous in terms of 

83 Notice that if we Wlderstand prajiia as the nonconceptual state arising at the outset of the transcendent 
path we must also accept that the sufiix -mayst means "arisen from." If, on the other hand, we were to attempt to 
interpret it as "consisting in" prajrl8would have to be Wlderstood as the conceptual process leading up to this 
moment. However in this case, the assertion ofVasubandhu would not as clearly hold "the wisdom consisting in 
bhavar.mis born from samadhi." ( ... sa.ma.dhija bhavanamayio). Indeed it would make better sense to invert it: "The 
wisdom consisting in sam8dhi is born from bhavan6' ( ... bhavanaja sa.ma.dhimayio), Wlderstanding samadhi here to 
refer the state of nonconceptual sam8dhi which is that first moment. However, this is not what Vasubandhu says. 
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their referring to processes or states, bhavana and samadhi can best be viewed as refening to 

processes and states respectively. Thus when one considers the subsumption of Samatha and 

vipaSyana under the former one may be thinking of them as processes, under the latter as attained 

states -- although there is no necessity in this. To use an analogy: the distinction between bhavana 

as a process and samadhi as a state may be thought of as similar to the distinction between waves 

and particles of light. One sees what one preconceives.84 

Now if concentration is divisible into tranquillity and insight, what is it that differentiates 

these two? One way of understanding the division between Samatha and vipaSyana is in terms of 

their respective functions or effects. In brief, the function of tranquillity is to stabilize the mind 

thereby making insight possible. The function of insight is to remove ignorance of the way things 

are. Viewed psychologically, this same distinction may be characterized by the respective purposes 

or goals for which they are each undertaken. Thus the opening statement ofBhk 3 is immediately 

followed by a quotation from the S81p.dhinirmocana that indicates the effects of Samatha and 

vipaSyanii in respectively eliminating one's aftlictive and cognitive obscurations. This in turn is said 

to be required for the arising of non conceptual gnosis, which in turn inevitably leads to the 

eliminatioIll of all obscuration (i.e. Awakening). 

And the Bhagavan has said: "Having cultivated tranquillity and insight, a living 
being is liberated from the bondages of signs (nimitta, T. mtshan may and negative 
dispositions (daU$thula, T. gnas nan len)." Therefore one who aims to abandon all 

84 The close conceptual relationship between these two tenns is indicated by the fact that La Vallee 
Poussin appears to regard them as interchangeable, at least in the context of the AbhidhannakoSa: "Pratique de la 
meditation de: l'horrible (aSubhibhavani) et de l'application de la memoire a la respiration (iinap§nasmrti) (vi. 9-13), 
par laquelle on triomphe du desir et de la distraction, par laquelle on devient capable d'entrer en bhavanB ou 
sami.dhi, recueillement." (v.iv) The gloss of these two by "recueillement" is also interesting. Pruden translates this 
as "absorption," but this seems unsatisfactory (Vol.3 xiv). The word "absorption" is strongly associated with the 
dhyBnas. The word "recueillement" on the other hand seems to carry more of a discursive flavor, of "introspection" 
or "contemplation" rather than "trance" or "absorption." As noted already, the necessary connection of bhavanB and 
samadhi is consistent with the defmition of bhavanamayi prajiia given above. 



 

obscurations should practice (sevaniye; T.bsgom par bya, "should cultivate") 
tranquillity and insight." By the power of tranquillity the mind becomes steady on 
its object, like a lamp in a place without wind By insight, the light ofpezfect gnosis 
emerges from accurately realizing the thusness of dharmas (yathavad 
dharmatattvavagamat). And on that basis all obscuration is removed, just as the 
night by the dawning of the sun.85 
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Thus in this passage we see the functions of tranquillity and insight set out in the context of 

a syllogism summarizing the entire Buddhist path. Tranquillity is required for insight; tranquillity 

and insight are required for the arising of nonconceptual gnosis or wisdom (prajii.a); gnosis is 

required for and assures one of complete Awakening (i.e. Buddhahood, omniscience). 

With regard to tranquillity, in both Bhk I and Bhk 2 Kamalasila provides practical 

instructions in connection with the process of successfully stabilizing the mind in the face of 

various impediments.86 With regard to the practice of insight a large section ofBhk 1 is devoted to 

tracing its course in accordance with the LaiJkavatarasiitra. This account is given in terms the 

cultivation of wisdom (prajnabhavana).87 The tenn vipaAyana only appears on two occasions, both 

85 Bhk 31.6-14: ukta.zp C8 bhagavata: nimittabandhanajjanturatho dall$thuJabandha.n8tI vipaSyan8.tp 
bhavayitv8 Samathaii C8 vimueyata iti I tasmit sakal8VaraJ)8~ SamathavipaSyane sevaniye I 
Samathabalena svaJambane eittam aprakampyatp. bhavati nivatasthitapradipavat I vipaSyanayB yathavad 
dharmatattvavagamat samyagjiiina1okal). samutpadyate I tatal}. sakalam 8V8laQ8lP prahiyate I andhakaravad 8lokodayBt 
ID 56al-3: beom 1dan '<las kyis bka' stsa1 pa I skye ba po yi Jhag mthon dan. Zi gnas goms par byas na ni gnas nan 
len gyi 'chin ba dan. I mtshan rna'i 'chin ba roam gro1 gyur lies so I de 1ta bas na sgrib pa mtha dag spon bar 'dod 
pas ii gnas dan lhag mthon bsgom par bya 0 Iii gnas kyi stobs kyis ni mar me r1u1i med pa na gnas pa biin du 
dmigs pa las sems mi gyo bar gyur ro I lhag mthon gis mun par iii rna Sar ba hiin du ehos kyi de kho na ji 1ta ba 
hiin du rab tu rtogs pas ya1i dag pa'i Ses rab kyi snali ba 'byuri ste I sgrib pa mtha dag spon bar gyur ro I 

86 13hk 1 208.3-20, D 46b2, D 47b2-48a4. 

87 A brief explanation of bhivanimayi prajiia at Bhk 1 204.10-205.4 (Tucci, section 12) is immediately 
followed by lengthier accounts of Samatha (section 13), samiidhi (section 14), dbyina (section 15) and 
prajiiabhiiva.na (section 16). Considering that Samatha, sa.madhi and dhyina can be grouped together, this suggests 
that KamalaSila was here adhering to the division of bhiivana into Samatha and vipaSyani, even though here he refers 
to prajiiabhiivanakramal;J. not vipaSyanibhiivanakramal) as such. Bhk 1 210.7-8: tatrayam iryaIatikiyatjre ~pit 
prajiiabhiivanikramo nirdi~ lIn this regard, this process of cultivating wisdom is briefly taught in the noble 
Latikivatira. 
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in referen(:e to t'he union (yuganaddba) of tranquillity and insight as the cause of the arising of 

nonconceptual (avikalpa) knowledge ofsuchness.88 In Bhk 2 and Bhk 3 the descriptions of this 

process employ the tenn vipa.syana. All these descriptions share a common feature: the application 

of concepts to the object (aJambana) of the meditative process. This is said to distinguish vipa.syanii 

from Samatha. In Bhk 3, again adhering to the SaIpdhininnocana siit:ra, KamalaSila asserts that 

Samatha is nonconceptual (nirvikalpa) and that vipa.syanii is conceptual (savikalpa). 

Precisely because of this the Bhagavan taught four realities as meditation objects for 
yogis: a) a mental image without conceptualization b) a mental image accompanied 
by conceptualization c) the limit of things and d) the perfection of purpose. In this 
context, when by means of tranquillity one has committed oneself to a mental image 
of all dbarmas or to a form like that of the Buddha, that which is depended upon is 

. called a mental image without conceptualization. It is called without 
conceptualization here because of an absence of concepts detennining the meaning 
of reality (bhiitiirthaniriipa1;liivikalpabhiiva). And it is called a mental image because 
it is depended upon, having committed oneself to an image of dbarmas as they have 
be<m learned and understood. When, by means of insight, the yogin analyzes 
(viciirayati) that very reflection in order to realize reality (tattviidbigamiirtba), then it 
is c:alled a mental image accompanied by conceptualization on account of the 
presence (samudbhiiva, T. yod pa) there of a concept detennining reality 
(taftvanirii~vikalpa), which is the characteristic of insight. 89 

88 lBhk 1 213.13-19: ata eviiV81'81)apra./1aIJ8ya SamathavipaSyanayuganaddhavabi mBrgo bhagavata nirdi~ta1;J, 
tayor avikalpasamyagjiiane hetutviit I tathi coktam -"sil81!1 pmti$thiya samadbiJabhal;1 I samadbiJabh8c ca hi . 
prajiiabhaV8JrJ8 Iprajiiaya jii5narp. bhavati visudclha:Ip viSuddhajiianasya hi sil8S81p.pat" II itil On accolUlt of this alone 
the Bhagavan taught the path which carries the union of tranquillity and insight in order to remove the obscurations, 
since those two are the causes of perfect nonconceptual knowledge. Thus it is said: Having established morality, 
there is the gaining of concentration. And from the gaining of concentration, there is the development of wisdom. 
By means of wisdom, knowledge becomes pure. For one whose knowledge is pure, verily there is the wealth of 
morality. Bhk 1 219.21-220.5: evam anena krame1J8 tattvaIp. bhBvayet I tatra ca JayauddhatyBdin vyutthitan pUrvavat 
praSamayet / yadS tu sarvadhannanil;vabhavat8lambane ca Jayauddhatyadirahitam anabhiS81pSkare1J8 pravrttaJp. 
jii.8.naJ.p bhavati, tad8 SamathavipaSyanayuganaddhav8hi margo ni$panno bhavati I tadS yBvat Saknoti tavad 
adhimuktibalenadhimukticazyabhiimau sthito bhavayet I Thus one should cultivate reality by this process. And 
there, as befi)re, one should neutralize the laxity, excitement and so forth that have arisen. But when knowledge is 
proceeding spontaneously, without laxity or excitement, unto the object which is the lack of inherent existence of 
all dhannas, then the path which carries the union of tranquillity and insight is perfected. Then as much as one can, 
one should meditate established in the stage of zealous conduct, with the power of zeal. 

89 Bhk 3 1.14-2.5: I ata eva bhagavata catvily 8lambanavastiini yoginBIp nirdi$tini I 
nirvikalpapratibimbakam I savikalpapratibimbakam I vastuparyantata I k8ryaparinispattis ca I 
tatra Samathem yat sarvadhannapratibimbaka.rp. buddhadiriipa1!J. cadhimucy8lambyate tan nirvikaJpapratibimbakam 
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Thus the cultivation of insight is said to aim for the correct apprehension of reality. This is 

understood by Kamalasna as a conceptual process which eventually results in a direct 

nonconceptual knowledge of natural condition of things, thusness, reality as it is. As we have seen 

however, this is not merely a kind of ordinary reasoning on the basis of scripture (cintamayi 

prajiiii), but rather a special form of scripturally based discernment of reality that occurs while in a 

state of concentration (bhiivaniiJnayi prajfiii). 

" ... [H]aving abandoned mental distractions, he inwardly discerns those very same 
previously considered dharmas as mental images (gzugs briian) in the sphere of 
concentration (tm1ie 'dsin gyi spyod yul, my emphasis)... In this manner, 
discriminating the meaning of what is to be known in those mental images of the 
sphere of meditative concentration, thoroughly discriminating, completely 
considering, completely investigating, forbearing, accepting, classifying, looking 
and knowing -- Thatis called insight. So it is that the bodhisattva is skilled in 
insight. II 90 

This process of examining the nature of dharmas is said to be so vivid that it is like looking at the 

ucyate I tatra bhiitirthaniriipa.r;:livikalpabhavin nirvikalpakam ucyate I yathaSrutodl¢1itanaii. ca dhanni1;Ji1p. 
pratibimbakamadhimucyaJambyata iti Jqtva pratibimbakam ucyate I tad eva pratibimbalcaJp yada vipaSyanaya 
vicirayati yogi tattvadhigamartluup tada savikalpapratibimbakam ucyate I tattvaniriipa.r;:livikalpasya 
vipaSyanalak:$81)8Sya tatra samudbhavat ID 56a3-7: de Ita bas DB beam ldan 'das kyis mal 'byor pa mams kyi clmigs 
pa'i diJ.os po bii bstan te Imam par mi rtog pa'i gzugs briian daIi Imam par rtog pa daIi bcas pa'i gzugs briian daIi I 
diJ.os po'i mtha daIi I dgos pa yorls su grub pa'o I de la ii gnas kyis na chos thams cad kyi gzugs briian gail yin pa 
daIi I salis rgyas kyi gzugs la sogs pa la mos DBS dmigs pa ste I de ni mam par mi rtog pa'i gzugs briian tes bya'o I 
de la yarl dag pa'i don la mam par rtog pa med pas DB de mam parmi rtog pa us bya'o I ji ltar thos pa daIiji ltar 
zin pa'i chos mams kyi gzugs briian us bya'o I mal 'byor pas de kho na'i don rtogs par bya ba'i phyir gail gi tshe 
!hag mtholi gis gzugs briian de ilid 1a spyod pa del tshe 1hag mtholi gi mtshan ilid de kho na 1a rtOgs pal mam par 
rtog pa de DB yod pas DB mam par rtog pa daIi bcas pa'i gzugs briian us bya'o I 

90 From the S8Ip.dhirrnoca.nasUtra (cf. Powers, 150-152). Bhk 2 D 47a7-47b2: sems kyi mam par g'yen ba 
sparls nas ji ltar bsams pa 'j chos de dag ilid nazi du tin lie 'dsin gyi spyod yuJ gzugs briian du so sor rtog par byed I 
mos par byed do II de ltar tin lie 'dsin gyi spyod yuJ gzugs briian de dag la ses bya 'j don de mam par 'byed pa daIi I 
rab tu mam par 'byed pa daIi I yolis su rtog pa daIi I yom su dpyod 1'8 daI.i I bzod pa dali I 'dod pa daIi I bye brag 
'byed 1'8 daI.i 11ta ba daIi I rtog pa gail yin 1'8 de ni lhag mtholi tes bya ste I de ltar DB byarl chub sems dpa' Jhag 
mtholi la mkhas pa yin no" tes gsuiJ.s so IISee Powers: 341-342. 
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blemishes on one's face through their reflection in a mirror.91 When finally the yogin reaches the 

point of comprehending thusness nonconceptually, this constitutes "the limit of things" and the 

arising of the first stage of the bodhisattva.92 We have seen above that this constitutes the 

beginning ofthe transcendent path of the bodhisattva. Gradually, but inevitably, the bodhisattva's 

purpose 011 the bhavanamarga is fulfilled and the omniscience ofBuddhahood is achieved at the 

buddhabhiimi.93 Based on this account Kamalasila reiterates his syllogism and its clear conclusion: 

the final goal of the Mahayana, Buddhahood, necessitates the practice of both tranquillity and 

insight: 

That being so, what is shown by this? The realization of the limit of all things 
occurs through practicing tranquillity and insight. And through that, the perfection 
of purpose defined by the removal of obscurations is attained. And that itself is 
Buddhahood. Therefore tranquillity and inSight must be adhered to in order to 
realize Buddhahood. Conversely it is taught that for one who does not practice 

91 Bhk 3 2.5-8: tasyaiva ca pratibimbasya svabhav81ll nirUpayan yogi, 
darpalJantargatasvamukhapratibimbapratyave~ena svamukhagatavairiipyir)8Ip viniScayavat, sa.rvadha.nnaQi 
yathBvat svabhBviigamat I And in detennining the natme of that very mental image on the basis ofWlderstanding the 
natme of all dhannas as they are, the yogin is as if ascertaining blemishes upon his own face by discerning its 
reflection in a mirror. D 56a7-8: mal 'byor pa gzugs briian de ilid kyi no bo ilid 1a rtog pas chos thams cad kyi no 
bo ilid ji Ita ba Min du khon du chud de I bdag gis Min gyi gzugs me Ion gi nan du bywi ba 1a brtags na bdag gi 
Min 1a mi S(iug pa 1a sogs pa mlion pa biin no I 

92 lBhk 3 2.8-10: yada vastuparyantat8l~ tathatam pratividhyati, tadi vastuparyantatavagamat 
pratha.mayarp bhiimau vastuparyantatalambanam ucyate IWhen he penetrates thusness which marks the limit of 
things then, on accoWlt ofWlderstanding the limit of things, this is called the object which is the limit of things on 
the first stage. D 56a7-b1: gan gi tshe MOS po'i mtha'i mtshan ilid kyi de biin ilid rtog par gyur pa de'i tshe MOS 

po'i mtha khon du chud pas na sa dan po 1a MOS po'i mtha 1a dmigs pa ies bya'o I 

93 Bhk 3 2.11-15: tato bhavanamargeJ;Ul parisi$fiisu bhiimi$v o$8dhiriisiiyanopayogad iva krameJ;Ul 
visuddhatara~odayad, asrayaparavrtfau satyam, 8V8l'a.Qapra.b8l}a1ak§a1Ja karyaparisamaptir yada bhavati, tada 
buddhabhumau tad eva jiiBnarp. kalyaparini$patty8lambanam ucyate I After that, by the bhavanimarga in the 
remaining stages, gradually there is a reorientation of the basis (of the mind) on accoWlt of the arising of moments 
of greater and greater purity -- just as when one employs an elixer of medicinal herbs. This being so, when there is 
the accomplishment of what must be done, which is defined by the removal of obscurations, then that very 
knowledge ill the Buddha-stage is called the object for the perfection of purpose. D 56b 1-2: des na sman bcud kyis 
len za ba Min du bsgom pa'i lam gyis sa lhag ma mams su rim gyis sin tu rab tu mam par dag pa'i skad cig bywi 
bas gnas gyur nas I garl gi tshe sgrib pa rna Ius pa spans pa'i mtshan ilid dgos pa yom su rdsogs par gyur pa de'i 
tshe sans rgyas kyi sa 1a ye Ses de iiid dgos pa yom su grub pa 1a dmigs pa ies bya'o I 



 

those two there is neither the realization of the limit of things nor the perfection of 
pUlrpose.94 95 

The entire argument of this section may thus be summarized: 

1. Insight only if Tranquillity, 
2. Gnosis only if Insight, 
3. Buddhahood if and only ifGnosis. 
4. Therefore Buddhahood only if both (Insight and Tranquillity). 
5. Ifnot (Tranquillity and Insight) then not (Gnosis or Buddhahood). 

1. IfI then T 
2. IfG then I 
3. B if and only ifG 
4. If B then (I and T) 
5. Ifnot (I and T) then not (G or B) 

In the course of making this argument we have seen that KamalaSila seems to employ at 

least three <Closely related, yet distinguishable ways of understanding the distinction between 

Samatha and vipaSyana. The first is in terms of their respective effects. Tranquillity eliminates 

afllictions that obscure the mind and prevent its remaining calm and concentrated; insight, on the 

other hand, rids the mind of cognitive obscurations, which is to say false views of the way that 

things are. The second way restates the first from a psychological point of view, in terms of 

purpose or function. Tranquillity aims at a state of calm concentration, a condition that makes 

insight possible. Insight, by contrast, aims to see reality as it is. More generally, both may be 
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94 Bhk 3 2.15-3.1: tad evam, anena kiIp. darSitaJp. bhavati? SamathavipaSyanibhy81p 
samastavastupruyantadhigamo bhavati / tena cav~prahiz)al~ kiryaparini$pattir avapyate / tad eva ca 
buddbatvam / ato buddbatvadhigamarthina Samathavipa.syane sevaniye / yas tu te na sevate tasya naiva 
vastuparyantatMhigamo napi kBryaparini$pattir in ID 56b2-3: de Ita bu 'dis ci bstan pa yin Ze na 1 ti gnas dan /hag 
mthon gOInS par byas pas cbios po'i mtha rtogs par 'gyu.r te / des sgrib pa mtha dag spon ba'i mtshan ilid dgos pa 
yom su grub pa 'thob bo / de ilid salis rgyas ilid yin te / de bas na salis rgyad ilid thob par 'dod pas tin gnas daD. 
Jhag mthon 1~1 bsgompar bya'o IThis fourfold schema is found in the S81pdhininnocanasiitra. See Powers: 205. 

95 Here the necessity of Samatha and vipa.syana appears in connection to the worldly path of the ordinary 
person. Together they give rise to the realization of the limit of things, that is emptiness. This marks the beginning 
of the transcendent path. Thus on the bhavana.marga, bhavana would be better thought of in terms of the perfection 
of one's purp()se, i.e. Awakening, through the p8ramitas, divisible into wisdom and method. 
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undertaken with the goal of Buddhahood in mind. When practiced together or in alternation they 

fonn a complementary pair (yuganaddha), or as David Ruegg has colourfully dubbed them, a 

"syzygy" (Ruegg 1989: 6 et passim). The third way distinguishes between the two in terms of the 

application or nonapplication of concepts. Insight is a conceptual process, tranquillity is not. 96 

1.3.2 Samadhi Conceived as Samatba and/or Nonconceptual Dhyana 

w~~ have just seen that bhavana and samadhi are considered mutually implicative by 

KamalaSila. Such a conception is compatible with regarding bhavana as the broadest term for the 

processes of meditation; dhyana, on this account, would either best be translated with another term 

denoting a specific kind of meditation e.g. absorption, or else simply left untranslated Let us call 

this way of talking conception "A." Thus "meditation" (bhavana) here would be conceived as 

divisible into two kinds, one that is concentrated and nonconceptual (nirvikalpa., i.e. Samatha, 

samadhibhavana) and aimed towards pliancy and specific concentrated states, and one that is 

concentrate-d and conceptual in nature and aimed at the understanding of reality (vipaSyana, 

prajiiabhavana). 

Th~:re is a problem however. Kamalasila is not always consistent in the conception of 

samadhi he employs. Put simply, samadhi is sometimes exclusively identified with the 

nonconceptual side of the equation i.e. Samatha. There is a thread running throughout the 

Bhavan8.knmlas which simply equates the pair of Samatha and vipaSyana with that of samadhi and 

prajiia. Here is one example: 

96 A fourth way of distinguishing between the two may also be identified as implicit in the text. 
Tranquillity c:annot be defmed in tenns of its meditation object; insight can. The object of insight is always some 
conception of reality, or the way things really are. 



 

By means of insight alone (/hag mtholi '00' Zig, vipaSyaniimiitra), without 
traJtlquillity (ii gnas, samatha), the mind of the yogin would become distracted with 
respect to its objects; like a butter-lamp in the wind, it would not be stable. And on 
acc:ount ofthat, the light of knowledge would not be very distinct. Thus both should 
be practiced equally. For this reason it is also said in the noble MahiiparinirviiJ;Ia 
siitra., "Because their wisdom (ses rab, prajiiii) is weak and their concentration (tin 
lie 'dsin, samiidhi) strong, sravakas do not perceive the genninal essence (rigs, 
gotra) of the Tathagata. The bodhisattvas see it, but not clearly -- because while their 
wisdom is strong, their concentration is weak. The Tathagata sees everything 
bec:ause he is equally possessed of tranquillity and insight." Because of the power 
of 1ranquillity the mind will not become unsteady with the flurries of thought -- just 
lik(~ a butter-lamp that does not flicker in the wind. Because of insight, it will not be 
disturbed by others, since all the stains of mistaken views are removed.97 
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On other occasions samiidhi appears to be regarded as synonymous with both Samatha and 

dhyiina. It is worth quoting such passages at length in order to see how Kamalasila slips from one 

tenn to another: 

As it is said in the noble S8Ip.dhinirmocanasiitra, "0 Maitreya! All the worldly and 
transcendental qualities that constitute the virtues of sr8vakas, bodhisattvas and 
Tathagatas should be understood as the result of tranquillity (ii gnas, samatha) and 
insight (/hag mtholi, vipaSyanii)." That's the way it's explained. Since all the 
concentrations (tin lie 'dsin, samiidhi) are encompassed by those two, every yogin 
must adhere to them at all times. As was said in that very same Noble 
Sarpdhinirmocanasiitra, "All the myriad concentrations taught by me - whether they 
be of the Sravakas, the bodhisattvas or the Tathagatas - all should be understood as 
included in tranquillity and insight." That's the way it's explained By merely 
becoming practiced in tranquillity alone, yogins do not eliminate their obscurations; 
on the contrary, their afllictions are only repressed for a little while. Their latent 
tendencies would not have been properly rooted out, since one cannot do that unless 
one has given rise to the light of wisdom (Ses rab, prajiiii). Thus from that very 
same noble S8Ip.dhinirmocanasiitra, "AfIlictions can be repressed by absorption 
(bsa.m gtan, dhyiina), but it's by wisdom (Ses rab, prajiiii) that the latent tendencies 

97 Bhk 2 D45a4-a7: ti gnas da.Ii bra] OO'i lhag mtholi '00' tig gis ni mal 'byor pa'i sems yuJ maInS la 
mam par g'ytms par 'gyur gyis I rluIi gi nazi na 'dug pa 'i mar me btin du brtan par mi 'gyur ro II de bas na ye Ses 
kyi snazi 00 sin tu gsal bar mi 'byuIi ste I de Ita bas na giiis ka da.Ii 'drs bar bsten par bya '0 II de'i phyir 'phags pa 
yolis su mm nap las 'c!as pa chen po 'i mdo las kyan 'nan thos mams kyis ni de btin gSegs pa 'i rigs mi mtholi ste I 
tiiJ.lie 'dsin gyi sas che 00 'i phyir da.Ii I Ses rab chuIi 00 'i phyir ro II byan chub sems dpa' mams kyis ni mtholi mod 
kyi mi gsal te I ses rab kyi Sas che ba'i phyir dan I tili lie 'dsin chuIi 00 'i phyir roll de btin gkgs pas ni thams cad 
gzigs te I ti gnas da.Ii lhag mtholi mtshuIis par ldan pa 'i phyir ro" ies bka' stsal te I ti gnas kyi stobs kyis ni mar 
me rIuIi gis rna bskyod pa btin du maIn par rtog pa 'i rluIi roams kyis sems g'yo bar mi 'gyur ro Illhag mtholi gis 
ni Ita 00 1ian 1"a'i an ma mtha' dag spaIis pas gian dag gis mi phyed de I 



 

art:: properly rooted out." And from the noble Samiidhirajasiitra, "Although indeed 
one might cultivate (sgom pay concentration (tin ne 'dsin), self-conception would 
not be disengaged. Again one's afflictions would become enraged, just as in 
Udraka's cultivation of concentration (tin ne 'dsin bsgom pa, samiidhi-bhiivanii)' If 
one investigates the identitylessness of dharmas and having investigated thus, if 
there is cultivation (bsgom pa, bhiivanii), that itself is the cause which has its effect 
the: attainment of nirv8I;1.a. Through any other cause true peace does not transpire. "98 
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This passage begins with the familiar conception of samiidhi qua tranquillity and insight; it 

proceeds to identify tranquillity with dhyana (and insight with prajiia); it then concludes by 

identifying dhyana with samiidhi. Such usage is consistent with a normal Buddhist understanding 

that the conceptual process of cultivating prajiiii is complementaty to, or occurs on the basis of 

samiidhi, but is not itself a kind of samiidhi. Now if prajiiii and vipaSyanii are simply identified it 

follows that vipaSyanii also cannot be a kind of samiidhi, but must rather be complementaty to it. 

Thus when the Samatha / dhyana side of the equation is exclusively identified with samiidhi there 

seems to be little alternative but to regard the vipaSyanii /prajiia side as intellectual in nature 

(cintiimayi prajiiii). And thus the identification of vipaSyaniiwith bhiivaniimayi prajiiiibecomes 

unclear. In this case the division of the three kinds of wisdom appears to break down over the 

question of the distinction between the wisdom of thinking and the wisdom of cultivation. Indeed 

98 Bhk 2 D 44a6-b5: 'phags pa dgorls pa lies par 'gel pa las ji skad du I "byams pa gail yarl nan thos 
roams kyi'am I byan chub semsdpa' roamskyi'am de hiin gSegs pa mamskyi dge ba'i chos 'jigrtenpa da1i 'jig 
rten las 'das pa tha.ms cad kyarl Zi gnas daillhag mthorl gi 'bras bu yin par rig par bya '0" ies gsUlis pa Ita bu'o II de 
giiis kyis tin ile 'dsin thams cad bsdus pa 'i phyir mal 'byor pa tha.ms cad kyis dus thams cad du rles par Zi gnas darl 
lhag mthorl bsten par bya ste I 'phags pa dgorls pa lies par 'gel pa de iiid las bcom Idan 'das kyis ji skad du I "rlas 
nan thos m81DS dan / byan chub sems 'dpa mams / de Min gSegs pa nl8lDS kyi tiiJ. lie 'dsin mam pa du ma bstan pa 
gail dag yinl'a de dagthams cad Zi gnas daillhag mthorlgis bsdus par rig par bya'o" ies gsUlis pa Ita bu'oll Zi 
gnas tsam '00' Zig goms par byas pas ni mal 'byor pa roams kyi sgrib pa mi sporl gi Ire Zig non morls pa rnam par 
gnon pa tsaml du zad de I ses rab kyi snarl ba 'byun ba med par bag Ia iiallegs par choms mi srid pa 'i phyir bag Ia 
iiallegs par choms par mi 'gyur ro Iide bas DB 'phags pa ggorl pa lies par 'grel pa de iiid las "bsam gtan gyis ni non 
morls pa mams roam par gnon to II ses rab kyis ni bag Ia iiaIIegs par 'jams par byed do" zes bka' stsaJ to II'phags 
pa tin lie 'dsin wi rgyal po las kyarl I "tin rle 'dsin de sgom par byed mod kyi II de ni bdag tu 'du Ses 'jig mi byed 
II de ni non marls phyir rab tu 'khrugs II lhag spyod 'di DB tin rle 'dsin bsgom pa biin II gal te chos la bdag med so 
sor rtog II so sor de brtags gal te bsgom pa ni II de iiid my a nan 'das thob 'bras bu'i rgyu II rgyu g:tan gail yin des 
ni mi 'gyur 1/" ies gsUIis so II 
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this division is not always very clear in the Bhavanakramas. On this conception either Samatba or 

dhyiina would best be translated as meditation; bhavana would best be translated as cultivation, not 

meditation. Hence it should be observed that this conception of bhavan8would broadly encompass 

both meditation as well as other kinds non-meditative cultivation including for example, the 

cultivation of morality (sila) and the intellectual investigations that of cintamayi prajiia. Let us call 

this conception liB." 

Thus it would appear that Kamalasna was the inheritor of at least two different concepts of 

samadhi that rest uneasily together in the Bhavanakramas viz., those corresponding to bhavana and 

dhyiina. How we choose to deal with this fact has profound implications not merely on our 

translation but also on our understanding of the Buddhist prescription for Awakening as advocated 

by Kamalasila. At different points the Bhavanakramas appear to endorse both readings. That is, 

there are occasions in which S8Inadhi is equated with both Samatba and vipaSyana, and others 

where it is treated as exhausted by the nonconceptual states of Samatba and dhyiina. 99 

Both these conceptions exist within the Bhavanakramas and a translator is left with the 

dilemma of choosing to translate the interrelated meditation terminology in accordance with the one 

99 If we think of the classical threefold division of the path as sila, satnadhi and prajiia, another way of 
making the same distinction would be to say that bhavanii is either divisible into silabhavana, samadhibhavana, and 
prajiiBbhavanii or else coextensive with only sa:m8dhi and divisible into Samathabbavanii and vi~bbavana. 

2. sila sam.8dhi prajiiB 
bhavanii 

Sama~ ~yan8 
According to Gethin (1998: 83) bhBvaniialso sometimes occurs as the third and final component ofan 

early schema found in the Nikayas, that of dana, sila and bhavanii. This conception seems more consistent with 
munber2. 
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or the other. What is clear is that whichever term we choose to principally associate with samadhi, 

whether dhyana or bhavana, that term will be the one that is translated as "meditation." This leads 

to the question as to why we do not simply translate the term samadhi as meditation. At various 

points such a translation for samadhi is indeed appropriate. At other points all that is meant by the 

word is nonconceptual concentration, not insight. Thus our solution in conception "A" is to 

understand Kamalasila's concept of bhavana as meditation qua process and his concept of samadhi 

as meditation qua concentrated state. 

A. 

Here are the two possibilities: 

1. bhavana - meditation/cultivation (bhavayati - one meditates on, cultivates) 
2. samadhi - meditative concentration 

3 . .samatha - tranquillity 
3a. dhyana - absorption 

4. vipaSyana - insight: analytical meditation: bhavanamayi prajiia 
(based on cintamayi prajiia and Srutamayi prajna) 

Thus here samadhi is a necessary and sufficient condition for bhavana, but only a necessary 

condition of dhyana. Stated in more formal terms the conception is thus: 1) S if and only if Bh, and 

2) ifDh then S. 

B. 1. bhavana - cultivation (bhavayati - one cultivates) 
2. dhyana / samadhi / .samatba - meditation 

3. vipaSyana - insight: analytical process of cultivation, non-meditation, 
primarily conceived as cintamayi prajDi (the distinction of which 
from bhavanamayi prajiia is necessarily unclear) 

Acc:ording to this way of thinking, samadhi is a necessary and sufficient condition for 

dhyana, but only a sufficient condition of bhavana. Here the conception is 1) S if and only if Dh, 

and 2) if S then Bh. 
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1.3.2.1 Two Concepts of Samadhi Not Predominant in the BMvana.Ia:amas 

There are at least two other manners in which one might conceive the logical relations 

between the various terms in such a way as to understand dhyiina as the primary term for 

"meditation." One possibility combines aspects of both A and B. In it dhyiina, samadhi and 

bhavana are all seen as coextensive. Here dhyiina would be regarded as divisible into Samatha and 

vipaSyana.. While this is indeed a logical possibility it would seem to invert the relationship between 

Samatha and dhyiina. Are the dhyiinas a necessary condition of Samatha, or is Samatha the condition 

for the dhyiin~ 

c. 1. bMvan8 - meditation/cultivation (bhavayati - one meditates on, cultivates) 
2. samadhi - meditative concentration 
3. dhyiina - meditative absorption 

4. Samatha - tranquillity (nonconceptual dhyiina) 
5. vipaSyana - insight (conceptual dhyiina): analytic meditation 

bhavanimayi prajiia (based on cintamayi prajiia and 
Srutamayi prajM) 

Here Bh if and only if S if and only ifDh. 

In (~onception C the dhyiinas are regarded as divisible into forms of Samatha (and 

vipaSyani), rather than being founded upon them. This conception blurs important distinctions and 

does not ac:curately reflect the manner in which the terms are actually employed by KamalaSila. 

Most egre~~ous is its conception of vipaSyana as a subdivision of dhyiina as opposed to a separate 

sphere that may coexist along with it, or arise on its basis. In conception C both samadhi and 

bhavana are regarded as mutually implicative with dhyanB, in spite of the fact that Kamalaslla 

seems to regard dhyiina as a nonconceptual (nirvilcalpa) state. As we have seen, for KamalaSila 

samadhi and bMvan8 are both thought of as including conceptual states and processes. This is 

precisely the point ofKamalasila's attack on Mo-ho-yen. For these reasons we choose not to 
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translate ill confonnity to conception C.1 00 

A fourth possibility is based on the following considerations. We have seen that vipaSyana 

is described as both a kind of samadhi and as a conceptual process (savikalpa) that includes 

reasoning. Because insight is described as a kind of samadhi, by translating dhyana as meditation 

we would imply that insight is not a meditative samadhi per se. Let us call this conception D. In 

this way of thinking, we can continue to call dhyana "meditation" and think of meditation as one 

among many kinds of bhavana or "cultivation," all of which involve concentration (samadhi) but 

not meditative concentration (dhyana). Thus vipasyana would no longer to be thought of as a form 

of meditation as such, but rather a kind of concentrated conceptual cultivation that is 

complemeJtltary to dhyana i.e. bhavanamayi prajiia. While coherent in and of itself this scenario 

would almost certainly constitute an unwarranted widening ofKamalasila's conception of samadhi. 

We list it here only as a logical possibility. 

D. 1. lJhavana - cultivation (bhavayati - one cultivates) 
2. samadhi - concentration 

3. dhyana - meditation 
4. Samatha - tranquillity 

5. vipaSyana - insight: analytical meditation: cintamayi prajiia. 

1.3.3. In Favor of Conception A 

Thus we are left with conceptions A and B. Both conceptions appear internally consistent. 

Furthennore both are compatible with prajiia's being regarded as divisible into the three kinds of 

processes. In conception A vipaSyana is identified with bhiivanamayi prajiiii. In conception B 

100 In some respects conception C is not so different from conception A. One intriguing possibility is that 
Kamalasila may have regarded something like it to obtain only on the transcendent path of the bodhisattva. See note 
79 above. 
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vipaSyana seems most clearly identifiable with the processes of cintamayi prajiia. As mentioned 

above, th(~re is a strong case to be made for just such an identification within the tradition of 

Dignaga. In this usage vipaSyanii is most easily identifiable with cintamayi prajDii because it is 

considered complementary to, but not a kind of, samiidhi. This conception has the advantage of 

making an apparently clear distinction between samiidhi (which is non-intellectual and meditation) 

and prajm (which is intellectual and not meditation). What then is wrong with it? 

It has already been noted that such a conception of vipaSyanii as exclusively identified with 

cintamayi'prajiia is inconsistent with the division of samiidhi into Samatha and vipa.syanii, a division 

that is obviously of central importance to KamalasTIa in both the Bhk 2 and Bhk 3. However, it 

would simply beg the question if we took this consideration as decisive. The same argument could 

simply be reversed. 

The main disadvantages of conception B lie in its blurring of important conceptual 

distinctiOIls. Obviously the simple equation of samiidhi with Samatha and/or dbyiina cannot be 

upheld if1hese tenns are taken in their technical senses, discussed above. While all absorptions 

(Dh) are instances of concentration (S), not all concentrations (S) are absorptions (Dh). Similarly 

while all absorptions presuppose the attainment of tranquillity (understood as access 

concentration), the reverse is not true. Such subtleties are lost in this equation. Furthennore, with 

regard to 1he schema of the three kinds of wisdom this equation results in a blurring of the 

distinctiOlll between cintamayi and bbavaniimayi prajna -- in effect leaving the latter tenn as a place 

filler, a cipher with no possibility of signifying anything different in kind from the fonner. It would 

also appear to contradict the specific association of insight with bhiitapratyavek~ a tenn that is 

employed with reference to bbiivaniimayi prajD.ii, but not the other two kinds of wisdom. We shall 



 

explore this latter point in greater detail in Chapter 2. In any case it is clear that conception B is 

highly problematic, even though it does regularly appear in our texts .- especially, it should be 

noted, in a number of siitra passages that KamalasUa quotes. 
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Conception A is more consistent with the schema of the three wisdoms: by identifYing 

vipasyana. and bhiivanamayiprajna, it allows for hannony between the model of the three kinds of 

wisdom and the model of samiidhi as divisible into Samatha and vipaSyana. In conception A, 

tranquillity (Samatha) itself is conceived as being further divisible into a variety of states among 

which are the nonconceptual absorptions. The tenn samiidhi is understood as mutually implicative 

with bhiivana, and is thus consistent with the latter tennIs translation as "meditation." 

One of the virtues of conception A is that it allows for a clear distinction to be made 

between ci.11tamayi prajiia and bhiivanamayi prajiiii. KamalaSila wishes to maintain that 

bhiivanam,ayi prajnii is required for Awakening and that it is more profound than cintamayi prajiiii. 

Thus, in this way of thinking, vipaSyanii is conceived as bhiivanamayi prajiia, not cintamayi prajiiii. 

The practi1ce of insight is not equated with ordinary thinking processes. The process of vipaSy'anii is 

experiential, indeed meditative in nature, in a way that mere thinking is not. 

Thle drawback of this conception is that it still leaves one wondering what exactly this 

bhiivanamayi prajiiii can possibly consist in if not ordinary rational thought. Somewhat 

mysteriously, vipaSyanii qua bhiivanamayi prajiia appears to involve both an enstatic state free of 

intellectual activity and a discerning of reality that is said to be conceptual. While this may be 

difficult to comprehend, it appears to have the advantage of being what Kamalasila says: insight is 

discernmeIlt of reality while in the sphere of concentration. The next section of our study will 

attempt to make sense of this idea. We will examine it below, in our analysis of the notion of 
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bhiitapra(yavek$i. This analysis may allow us to further refine our understanding of conception A. 

1.4 Conclusions of Chapter 1 

W'e have seen that two conceptions of samadhi are present in the Bbavanakramas. Because 

of this, two corresponding conceptions of vipaSyana are also present in the text. Kamalasila's 

employment of both these conceptions is understandable when one considers that he is quoting 

from a wide variety of Mahayana siitras, not all of which are bound to be mutually consistent. 

From among such sources he inherited a conception of dhyana and prajii.a as perfections. He also 

inherited 1he models of the three kinds of wisdom and two branches of bbavana. It is possible that 

these difft::rent schemas do not map onto each other entirely consistently in part because they may 

have developed independently. 

An argument has been made that one conception of samadhi, that of conception A, allows 

for greater logical consistency between two key conceptual schemas employed in the text: that of 

the three kinds of wisdom and that of the two branches of bhavana. In addition, this conception 

seems to be more centrally employed than conception B, particularly in Bhk 2 and Bhk 3, and 

especially when Kamalasila is speaking in his own voice. It seems clear that KamalaSila wishes to 

maintain the primacy of conception A, even while attempting to integrate siitra passages that 

advocate conception B; such passages could appear to support the views of his Ch'annist rivals. 

For all these reasons we shall here conclude that conception A more accurately reflects the 

predominant conception and intended meaning of the author (assuming a desire and capacity on his 
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part for maximum consistency ).1 01 We shall therefore translate in accordance with this conception, 

:fully aware that an alternate translation based on conception B is also possible, even though less 

consistent. 

Now this, of course, leads to the question: If conception A is so much clearer than 

conception B why then did Kamalasila not consistently employ it? One reason, that of a diverse 

tradition, has just been mentioned. Further, one might speculate that the general conception of 

dhyiina as a nonconceptual state is a broader pan-Indian conception, not specifically referring to the 

four dhY811as of the Buddhist. Puzzles such as those being faced here can be resolved to some 

extent if we assume that tenninology was sometimes not being employed technically, but rather 

generally and imprecisely based upon common parlance. In this way dhyiina, samadhi, and Samatha 

might be thought of as roughly synonymous with no exact nuance implied by their respective 

usages. 

In ~my case, here, for the sake of greater consistency we choose to translate in accordance 

with the more inclusive conception of meditation, that of bhavana. In spite of the fact that dhyiina is 

so commonly translated as "meditation," for the Bhavaniikramas such a translation would generate 

serious inconsistencies. If bhavan8 is indeed the more general tenn for meditation in these texts, 

then to translate dhyiina as "meditation" would be akin to translating "pomme" by "fruit." 

This way of translating implies that for Kamalasila the way of insight was not principally 

equated with either nonconceptual absorption nor with a purely intellectual analysis. His main 

conception of insight includes conceptual processes, but not those of ordinary reasoning 

101 This is a huge henneneutical assumption, one so commonly made by translators that it is scarcely, if 
ever, mentiollled. 



 

unaccompanied by meditative concentration (cintamayi prajiiaj. This conception of insight qua 

bhavanamayi prajiia does include a conceptual dimension, but for reasons we will discuss in the 

next chapter this does not necessarily imply that it is to be identified with cintamayi prajiJa. 
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Nt'::vertheless, because Kamalasila's conception of insight as "discernment of reality" 

(bhiitapratyavek~j is counterintuitive in referring to a process of experiential wisdom, the 

temptation exists to understand the description of its object as savikalpa as simply indicating that it 

is to be id(mtified with the ordinary thinking processes of cintamayi prajiia. Indeed given the two 

alternatives, most modern interpreters would prefer a hazy three wisdom schema to a self

contradictory conception of insight. Indeed, as mentioned at the outset, the very idea of "analytic 

meditation" (= analytic one pointedness of mind) may strike some as oxymoronic. Such a 

sensibility may not, however, have been shared by ancient Indians; the idea of "discerning reality" 

may not have been seen as precluding enstatic states of mind 

As a final note, it must be pointed out that the inclusion of conceptual processes as part of 

what is meant by the word "meditation" is very much in conformity with the English language 

definitions mentioned at the outset of this thesis. Three points relating to the these definitions need 

to be borne in mind. First of all, there were both transitive and intransitive employments of the verb 

. "to meditate" (historically the fonner appeared to be more common). Second, we saw that there 

were many common usages in which meditation was considered to involve thinking (la above). 

Third, ther~~ were also attested usages in which meditation was said to involve special attention, 

observatio1l or application of the mind, but not necessarily thought per se (I b). 

Th(~ first two points would seem to nicely accommodate a conception of meditation qua 

cintamayi prajiia and thus conception B. One might note that the modem day prevalence of 
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intransitive employments is perhaps one cause for uncertainty regarding the nature of meditation. 

"I'm meditating" is not as immediately clear as "I'm meditating peace." 

As for conception A, the third point would seem to fit quite well with it. While we have yet 

to determine the exact manner in which concepts are involved in its processes of bhavanamayi 

prajiia, or indeed what kind of "attention, observation or application of the mind" these processes 

might involve, there can be little doubt that in the Bhavanakramasthe notion of bhavanahas a much 

more inclusive scope than dhyana -- a term that seems to be mainly associated with nonconceptual 

states. Thus we may say that Kamalasila was an advocate of a wider conception of meditation, that 

of bhavami as opposed to dhyana. His charge against the Ch'annists consisted precisely in the 

accusation that they failed to understand the breadth and nature of the conceptual activity necessary 

for the achievement of Awakening. As advocates of dhyana alone, he viewed them as interpreting 

liberation as an accomplishment achieved all at once, simply by ceasing all activity, a practice he 

regards as impossible. 1 02 The idea of a conceptual process of gradually cultivating insight did not 

figure in their conception of Awakening, except in so far as such processes were considered 

hindrances to the achievement of the nonconceptual state of dhyana. According to Kamalasila's 

account only the conceptual processes of insight (vipaSyana, prajiiabhavana) can give rise to the 

nonconceptual state of wisdom or gnosis (nirvikalpajiiana, prajiJa). This presupposes the attainment 

of a degree of .samatha, although not necessarily the dhyanas per Be. If, then, bhavana is to be 

considered the broadest term for meditation, and if vipaSyana is a kind of bhavanii, we must now 

102 This doctrine is ascribed by Kamala§ila to the aftvakas. Bhk 3 20.14-16: yac capy ucyate / na kiJp.cit 
kuSa.1adikanna kartavyam iti / tatraivaiV8J1lvsdata karmak$ayan muktir ity ajivakava( dabhyupagamo) bhavet / Now 
as for what is also said -- that not a single action, skillful or otherwise, should be perfonned -- those who speak 
thus would here be accepting the doctrine of the Ajivakas, that is, liberation on the basis of karma's destruction. D 
64aS: yan dge ba la sogs pa'i las ci yan mi bya'o ies zer ba de ni de skad smra bas las zad nas grol bar 'gyur ro ies 
mu stegs can kun tu 'tsho ba'i smra ba khas blans par 'gyur ro / 
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examine what precisely its undertaking is thought to involve. 
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CHAPTER 2 INSIGHT 

2.1 On the Compound "bhiitapratyave~" 

In examining Kamalasila's account of the process of insight, it is perhaps no surprise to 

find two broad kinds of activities described by him in contexts where vipaSyana is discussed, 

namely, those involving concentrated observation of reality and those involving concentrated 

analysis of reality. It will be recalled that vipasyanais said to be conceptual in nature (savilcalpa) 

and that it is identified by Kamalasila with bhiitapratyavek$8, which I have translated as "the 

discernment of reality. " I have further identified this with the experiential processes of 

bhavanamayi prafo In this connection it should be noticed that the Tibetan translators of the 

Bhavanakramas consistently employed rtog pa as opposed to rtogs pa for the root "ik~ when 

translating pratyavek$8. This is noteworthy in that the former is usually confined to contexts· 

wherein a conceptual realization is indicated; the latter, by contrast, normally indicates a 

nonconceptual realization. 1 03 Hence we begin our considerations in this chapter by noting that the 

Tibetan translators also understood the processes of bhiitapratyavek$8 to involve concepts (vikalpa, 

mam par rtog paY, although not necessarily those of ordinary reasoning. 104 

103 Ref: Leslie Kawamura. Lecture notes 1996. 

104 The Sanskrit" bhiitapratyavek$O' is alw~ys translated with rtog pa as opposed rtogs pa, as in yazi dag 
so sor rtog 1'3 (or yazi dag rtog pa at Bhk 2 D 47a2, repeated at Bhk 3 D 56b3-4) -- but not yazi dag so sor rtogs pa. 
On the other hand when the concept of vipaSyanB. is being explained the Nand P editions of Bhk 2. give rtogs pa 
where D and C give rtog pa (D 47bl; see Goshima 31). And vice versa. A lack of certainty on the translators' parts 
as to the point at which the cognition associated with insight is thought to become nonconceptual is reflected on 
other occasions in the same way (D 49b5, Goshima 45; D49b7, Goshima 47; and D55al, Goshima 77). In Bhk 2 N 
and P are always in agreement on this point, as are C and D. However, such confusion never occurs in the context 
of bhiitapra~yavek$8. That is, yan dag par so sor rtogs pa is unattested in these texts. 
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It should also be pointed out at the outset that this important technical term, 

bhiitapra~vave¥, appears only in Bhk 2 and Bhk 3. In Bhk I, however, the verb pratyavekSate 

does sometimes appear on its own, and in reference to the processes of both Sriitamayi and 

cintimayiprajiia..105 To keep this distinction clear I use the verb "investigate" for pratyaveqate 

when referring to analytical processes uncoupled with meditative concentration. I use the term 

"discernment" only in cases where what is being discussed is bhavanamayi prajna, which is to say, 

vipaSyana:. This occurs especially in the compound bhiitapratyavek$8, but not exclusively so. For 

example, In the portion of the text entitled "Pratipatti" by Tucci (222.4-223.5; D38bl-39a3), it is 

clear that the context is one of practical realization or bhavanamayi prajiia.. Here the numerous 

instances of cognate forms of prati + ava + ...jiq- are translated in such a way as to suggest the fact 

that the processes described are not those of ordinary reasoning (cintimayi prafo). They indicate, 

rather, observationally based insight into the nature of reality or "what is" (i.e. bhiita, dharma), 

namely, ml this case, the five aggregates. Hence "discernment" is appropriate.106 

105 Bhk 1 198.17-199.2: ukta.zp ca bhagavata samadhiriiie/ nairitmyaclbannan yadi pratyavek§ate / tan 
pratyavekfya yadi bhavayeta / sa hetur nirv8I}aphalasya praptaye I yo anyahetu na sa bhoti santaye / iti / tasmac 
cintimayya prajiiaya yuktyigamibhyirp pratyavek$ya bhiitam eva vastusvariipam bhavaniyam / vastUniIp svariipa1!l 
ca para.mirthato 'nutpida evagamato yuktitaS ca niScitam / And the Bhagavan stated in the Samadhiraja: "If one 
investigates dharmas without identity, and if, having investigated them, one would meditate, that is the cause of 
obtaining the fruit of nirviI;la. Any other cause does not lead to peace." Therefore when the wisdom consisting in 
thinking has investigated by way of both logic and scriptures, the very reality which is the natural condition of 
things should be cultivated. And the natural condition of things is ascertained, on the basis of scripture and 
reasoning, to be in the ultimate sense only non-origination. 

Bhk 1 200.9-13:evaql tivad agamata.1). pratyavek$81)iyam I yuktyi hi st:birfIqtasyigamirthasya anyair 
apohitum aSakyatvat / ato yuktyapi pratyavek$81)iyalil / Thus first one should investigate on the basis of scripture. 
Since the mc>"aning of a text that has been made finn by reasoning cannot be assailed by others, one should 
investigate on the basis of reasoning also. 

106 Bhkl 222.11-223.4: tasya skandhC$u mayavat pratyave~ pratipattir na ca skandhaparityagmp 
sprhatiti / dhatl1$V asivi~vat pratyave~ pratipattir na ca dhituparityigmp SPfhatiti / ayatane~ siinyagr3mavat 
pratyavek$a.I.m pratipattir na cayatanaparityigmp s¢.latiti I riipasya phenapiI).cjavat pratyave~ pratipattir na ca 
tathigatarUpUdyavithapana[1!11 jahati / vedanaya budbudavat pratyave~ pratipattir na ca 
tathigatadhyinasamidhisamapatti~padana prayogmp narabhate / S81!1jiiByirp maricivat pratyave~ 
pratipattir na ca tathagatajiiinani~paclanasamjiiay8m apratipattilJ / ~ kadaJivat pratyave~ pratipattir na 
ca buddhadh~ apratipatt:il) / vijiiiinasya mayavat pratyave~ pratipattir na ca 
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It must be noted that in rendering bhiitapratyavek$8 as "the discernment of reality" 

significant: choices in translation have been made. Other translations are certainly possible and 

some of these would significantly shift our understanding towards a more strictly intellectual 

understanding of vipaSyana associated with conception B described above (Section 1.3.2). While 

we have thus far understood this compound as a ~thi tatp~, it is important to note that others 

have read it as a karmadharaya. Olson and Ichishima (1979: 27,29) take it to mean "true 

examination." Etienne Lamotte takes the sense to be that of "l'analyse correcte" (1952: 348-349). 

David S. Ruegg's usual understanding is also that of "correct analysis" (1989: 110) or, sometimes, 

"exact analysis" or "exact analytic investigation" (96, 64). We shall see, however, that Ruegg is 

not entirely consistent on this point. 

The Tibetan rendering of this compound is nearly always yan dag par so sor rtog pa, 

although there is one occasion where it is rendered yan dpg pa 1a rtog pa (Bhk 3 D56b3-4). 1 07 The 

use of a 1a don, where we might expect to find a possessive marker should alert us to the 

possibility of other understandings of the case relationship obtaining between the two members of 

jiianapiirvll1pgamakayavantnanaska[nna]ni$P8dana 'pratipattir" iti vistaral;! I. .. For him, the practical realization is 
discerning the aggregates to be like an illusion and yet it does not seek the abandonment of those aggregates. The 
practical reallization is discerning the elements to be like a snake and yet it does not seek the abandonment of the 
elements. The practical realization is discerning the sense-spheres to be like an empty village and yet it does not 
seek the abandonment of the sense-spheres. The practical realization is discerning material form as like a ball of 
foam and yet it does not relinquish the creation of a Tathagata's form-body. The practical realization is discerning 
feeling as like bubbles and yet it does not fail to begin the application of the production of the bliss of attainment 
in the absorptions and concentrations of the Tathagatas. The practical realization is discerning perception to be like a 
mirage and yet there is no abstaining from the practical realization of the perception that produces the knowledge of 
the Tathagatas. The practical realization is discerning mental formations to be like a banana tree and yet there is no 
abstaining from the practical realization of the mental formations that are the qualities of the Buddha. The practical 
realization is discerning consciousness to be like an illusion and yet there is no abstaining from the practical 
realization of the production of the actions of body, speech and mind that are the forerunners of knowledge. 

107 Interestingly, when the same passage from the Ratnamegha is quoted in Bhk 2 bhiitapmtyavek$i is 
rendered with the standard yan dag par so sor rtog pa. More interesting yet, the version of the Ratnamegha found in 
the P edition has .ran dag pa ji Ita ba bim du chos la so sor rtog pa'o / (Goshima 29-30). This is consistent with 
KamalaSila's understanding of bhiitapmtyave~as dharmapravicaya. See section 2.2.1 below. 
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the compound. 1 08 It may, in fact, be best understood as dvitiyii or saptami tatpuru~ 109 

It is true that bhiita often has the force ofan adjective meaning "exact," "correct," "true," 

"actual," or "real." Yet it is also the case that it may be translated substantively as "that which is 

true," "what is," "the real,"" reality," or "element." Grammatically bhiita is the past passive 

participle of the verbal root ...Jbhii. Taken substantivally, it thus suggests something that exists or 

that has become. Thus it is also possible to understand the word as referring to elements of 

conventional reality (dharmas) such as the five aggregates. We have also seen that in the context of 

Madhyamaka henneneutics this word is associated with the meaning that is ultimately real, i.e. the 

"object" indicated in nitartha teachings110 (i.e variously, anutpiida, Siinyata, paramatattva, tathatii 

pudgaladhcumanairatmya etc.). On one occasion Ruegg renders bhiitapratyavek$ii as "exact 

analytical investigation [of the real]" (1989: 182), noting that there is a point in the third Bhk at 

which KamalaSila (Bhk 3 5.18) explicitly identifies bhiita with the Mahayana doctrine of the 

identitylessness of persons and dharmas (bhiitarp. punalJ. pudgaladharmanairiitmyarp). Whatever 

else it might be thought to indicate, this latter consideration clearly suggests that bhiita is not to be 

considered as an adjective. Yet Ruegg maintains his adjectival translation, while adding a 

parenthetical qualification in order to reflect Kamalasila's statement. We will return to this important 

108 On at least one occasion Ruegg (1989: 64) gives yan dag pa'i so sor rtog pa. rather than yan dag par so 
sor rtog pa for bhiitapratyave~ but as far as I can tell this construction does not appear to be attested anywhere in 
the Tibetan translations of the Bhavan8kramas. 

109 There is also the possibility that the compound could be understood as a cathurthi tatplJlU$a, 
"discernment for the sake of reality" or, perhaps, "discernment for the sake of the worthy" but this seems less likely 
here. However, see note 34 above. 

110 Above, pp. 26-28. 
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passage below. 1 11 

As for the term pratyave~ itself, it has an analogous spectrum of possible senses. The 

conceptual yardstick ranges from perceptual observation at one end to a more intellectual analysis at 

the other "perception" "observation" "examination" "discernment" "analysis" and . , , , , , 

"investigation. ,,112 The word "discernment" seems to occupy somewhat of a middle position, 

carrying connotations of both ends. 113 The Sanskrit word is derived from the verbal root ...Jik$ (to 

see, behold, perceive, view, observe, look or gaze at), plus the 1.qtpratyaya "a, " plus tap to make it 

feminine. It is combined with the upasargas "prati-" (toward, back to) and "ava-" (down). In 

philosophical contexts the latter prefix sometimes seems to suggest a sense of depth or penetration. 

The total sense is thus one of "seeing into" or "understanding the nature of.,,114 

Thus we see that both components of ~e compound have a significant semantic range. 

Their combination in a compound form allows for a wide variety of possible translations. The 

problem in choosing a translation rests in part on the inherent ambiguity of the terminology. As 

was the case with Brassard's observations concerning the passive and active senses of Sanskrit 

111 See p. 93 below. 

112 Similar considerations apply to other tenns relating to cognition found in the Bhivan8kramas. The 
verbal noun .r1iriipa1)8, for example, has a wide semantic range -- from the object of perception and the act of 
perceiving on the one hand, to investigating and defining on the other. Apte (913) gives: (1) Fonn, shape (2) sight, 
seeing (3) looking for, searching (4) ascertaining, investigation; determination. (5) definition. But note that T. is 
rtog pa not mthon 00. Bhk 3 5.1-2: niriipa.t;18tal;i, D57a6: rtog pas. 

113 B. Alan Wallace, in the context of his work on Tsong kha pa'S Lam rim chen mo, also translates so 
sor rtog pa (pratyave~) as discernment (304). He does not explain his reasons for this choice, but one suspects 
similar considerations to my own. Discernment can be understood as both intellectually and observationally 
analytical. Interestingly, Wallace also chooses to translate bhiita (yan dag pay as reality (308). 

114 Compare pratyakSa (perception) - prati + ~. It seems vaguely possible that the word ak$a (eye) may 
even be etymologically related to ...Jik$, -- this is not clear to me. No Jqtpratyaya has the effect oftransfonning an 
initial ito atll a. Ref: Sanjay Kumar Shastri. 
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technical tenns, we may here also note another common ambiguity -- that between the ontic and the 

epistemic. We can see that the word bhiita holds a spectrum of meanings, shading from the clearly 

epistemic (e.g. correct, true) to the clearly ontic (e.g. what is, the real, reality). In translating, ifwe 

wish to emphasize the unmistakenness of the cognition involved in pratyave~ we would choose 

from among the former; if we wish to emphasize the actuality of the object cognized we would 

choose from among the latter. In this way we can understand the diversity of translations that have 

been and m.ay be offered for this compound: true examination, correct analysis, exact investigation, 

analysis of the real, the discernment of reality and so on. 

2.2 On That Which is Signified by the Compound '7Jhiitapratyaveqa" 

Thus the translation "correct analysis" is certainly possible on simple lexical grounds. Such 

an interpretation of bhiitapratyavek~has the advantage of being clear and relatively easy to 

interpret. It can be taken as implying that bhiitapratyavek~ was conceived as an essentially 

intellectual process, one that is capable of being incorrect as well as correct, inexact as well as 

exact. In effect on this reading bhiitapratyave~ would be amenable to being identified with 

ordinary thinking -- distinguished, perhaps, only by the importance or profundity of what one is 

reasoning ,about This interpretation would be consistent with conception B given above. Thus this 

conception is one of vipaSyana understood qua "intellectual investigation." We have seen, however, 

such an understanding glosses over the subtleties of distinctions made within the text and does not 

mesh well with Kamalasila's conception of vipaSyana qua bhavanamayi prajm. It seems basic that 

the term blliitapratyavek~ is not intended to be understood as existing apart from samadhi. 

A second possible interpretation compatible with the translation "correct analysis" and 
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consistent with conception B attempts to address this concern by conceiving the intellectual 

processes involved as alternating with nonconceptual Samatha or dhyana. On this interpretation, 

bbiitapratyavek~ would amount to a taking of turns, a switching back and forth between ordinary 

thinking (cintamayi prajiia) and one-pointed nonconceptual concentration (nir.vikalpa samadbi, 

Samatba, £fbyana). This concentration would be conceived of as reinforcing the conclusions reached 

through thinking -- perhaps in virtue of one's ability to remain focussed on the subtle concepts 

involved in the reasoning process. Only when undertaken in alternation in this way would these 

two aspects together be considered bbavanamayi prajm. Let us refer to this conception of 

bbiitapratyavek~ as one of "serial alternation" between ordinary thinking and nonconceptual 

samadbi.115 

A final interpretation consistent with the translation of bbiitapratyavek~ as "correct 

analysis" is that it refers to a special kind of intellectual process undertaken while actually abiding 

in a state of Samatba or dhyana. Here bbiitapratyavek~ would be considered a special form of 

meditative analysis. This interpretation also fits well with the translation "discernment of reality," a 

point we will return to momentarily. Let us refer to this conception of bbiitapratyavek$8 as one of 

"concentrative analysis." We shall see that this interpretation is particularly compatible with 

conception A. 

Of all these possible understandings what then does Kamalasila really intend by this term? 

In point of'fact our author actually tells us a fair bit about his own understanding of what is 

denoted by this term and its synonyms, and what he does not say explicitly is often discernible 

115 A version of the latter possibility appears to have been accepted by the dGe Lugs school of Tibetan 
Buddhism. See Ruegg on Tsong kha pa's conception of meditation (1989: 111-112); I take the description "serial 
alternation" from this source, as well as from Paul Williams' account of Madhyamaka meditation (1989: 72-74). 
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between the lines of the text. The first and probably most important point to note has already been 

made -- the process of cultivating wisdom is described as being undertaken while actually abiding 

in a state of Samatha or dhyana. 

[H]aving renounced all obscurations, one who wants pure knowledge to arise must 
cultivate wisdom while abiding in tranquillity) 16 

This suggests that the interpretation of bhiitapratyavek$8 as a serial alternation between 

nonconceptual saInadhi and ordinary intellectual investigation is not what is meant. On the other 

hand it is dear that Kamalasila's description of prajna.bhavana according to the Lankavatara siitra 

does in fae:! imply the idea of a different kind of serial alternation, as well as the notion of 

concentrative analysis. Both appear to form part of what is meant by insight. What we find 

described in this extended passage ofBhk 1 is a series of unusual judgements about (or, better, 

"directed at") reality or "what is," with each such judgement interspliced by a passage describing a 

non-infereJtltial experience of reality or "what is," upon which the next line of analysis is based. 

Thus both Iconcentrative analysis and serial alternation are implied. But note that the alternation is 

not between a nonconceptual saInadhi (Samatha, dhyana) and an ordinary inferential process; it is, 

rather, between a conceptual saInadhi that in some sense "views" the meditation object and a special 

kind of meditative process that analyzes that object experientially. The alternation is thus between 

meditative observation (savikalpa, but not savicarayI17 and concentrative analysis (savikalpa and 

savicara.). Both components taken together, appear to be what is meant by prajDabbavan8.. After 

116 Bhk 2 D 44b7-45al: de Ita bas na sgrib pa 'mtha dag spans nas yom su dag pa 'j ye Ses 'bywi bar 'dod 
pas ii gnas la gnas sin Ses rab bsgom par bya '0 II While basic, such a notion has been taken by some scholars as 
suggesting a conceptual tension in Buddhist meditation theory. According to Paul Griffiths it led to various 
attempts to rc~gard insight as occurring in "liminal states" between the dhyiinas. See Griffiths (1983): 245-251,285-
287 for a treatment ofVasubandhu on this issue. 

117 Nor, it might be added, savitraka. 



 

having stabilized the mind on the five aggregates as a meditation object (Bhk 1 206.7-15), the 

analytical process is described as commencing with an analysis of dharmas with material fOllll: 

First of all the yogin should analyze (viciirayet, T. dpyad par bya) those dharmas 
having a material fOllll, imagined by others as being external objects: "Are these 
other than consciousness, or is it this consciousness itself appearing in that manner 
-- just as in dreamstate?" In that regard [i.e. if the position held is that they have a 
nature] outside of consciousness, he should break them down into atoms 
(param§J;JuSo viciirayet, T. rduI phra rab tu bsig ste). And discerning 
(pratyavek$amil;1al;L, T. so sor brtags pay those atoms by way of parts, the yogin 
does not see (na samanupaSyati, T. mi mthon) those things. Not seeing (them), he 
thinks: "All this is indeed mind-only, an external object does not exist." Therefore 
thus: "Having ascended to mind-only, one would not imagine an external object." 
The meaning is that he would abandon conceptualizations of dharmas that have a 
material fOllll. He should draw a conclusion (viciirayet, T. mam par dpyad) from the 
nonapprehension (anupalabdhi, T. mi dmigs pa)ofthose things that are in principle 
apprehensible (te$8l11 upalabdhiI~apraptin8Ip, T. dmigs su ruiJ. ba'i mtshan iiid 
du gyur pa de dag). Thus having broken down (vibhavya, T. mam par bsig nas) 
dharmas with a material fOllll, he should break down (vibhavya, T. mam par bsig 
bya) those without material fOllll.118 
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It is apparent that here the conceptual analysis of experienced realities is considered part of 

the process of insight. Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to consider the inferences comprising 

this analysis as instances of cint:8mayi prajna.. Because they are undertaken while in the sphere of 

samadhi they are properly considered as meditative in nature; they fOllll part of what is meant by 

118 Bhk 1 210.16-211.4: pratha.malp. yogi ye riipiI;lo dharma biihyarthataya parail) parikaIpitas te$U tavad 
vicarayet / kim ete vijiianad anye, ahosvid vijiiinam evaitat tath8 pratibhisate, yath8 svapnavasth8yim iti / tatra 
vijiianad ballil;l paramiQuSo vicarayet / paran18I;1UmS ca bhagaSal) pratyave~o yogi tan a.rthan na samanupaSyati 
/ tasy8samaI:lUpaSyata eV81!l bhavati / cittamatram evaitat sarv81!l na punar biihyo 'rtho vidyate I tad evam / 
"cittamat:raIll samBruhya biihyam artharp na kalpayet "riipidhannavikalpan tyajOO ityarthal;J. / te~ 
upa[1abdhi]lak$arJapriptanarp. vic8rayed anupalabdhelJ. 1 evaJ?l rupi{1.o dharman vibbavyBriipi{1.o vibbavayet ID 33a4-
34b 1: thog mar mal 'byor pas chos gzugs can gail dag gzugs 1a sogs pa phyi ro1 gyi don du gian dag gis brtags pa 
de dag 1a ci 'eli dag roam par Ses pa las gian tig yin na.m / ~n te ma.m par Ses pa de iiid de 1tar snarl ste / nni lam 
gnas skabs ji 1ta ba biin na.m ies dpyad par bya'o / de 1a ma.m par ses pa las phyi ra1 pa rdul phra rab tu bSig ste / 
rdul phra rab ma.ms kyari cha Sas kyis so sor brtags na mal 'byor pas don de dag mi mthon no / des de dag ma 
mthon bas '«Ii siiam du 'dj dag thams cad ni sems tsam ste phyi ra1 gyi don moo do siiam du sems so / 'di 1tar / 
sems tsam 18 ni rab brten nas / phyi ra1 don 1a mi brtag go / ies de skad 'byun ba ni chos gzugs can 1a ma.m par rtog 
pa spon ba'o ies bya ba'i tha tshig go / dmigs su run ba'i mtshan iiid du gyur pa de dag ma.m par dpyad na mi 
dmigs pa'i phyir ra / de 1tar chos gzugs can ma.ms ma.m par bSig nas gzugs can ma yin pa ma.m par bsig par bya ste 
/ 
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bhavanamayi prajiia. They appear to be distinct from cases of ordinary inference insofar as they 

seem to be: conceived as directly "based upon" objects being concurrently experienced in 

meditatioIll. This appears to be so in the sense that the meditator is thought of as being able to 

remain one-pointedly focussed upon these objects, holding them in view while "analyzing" them. 

In brief: one looks, then analyzes while continuing to look. After analysis when one looks again 

for the purported "external" realities, one sees that there is nothing there. Such is one's 

"conclusion." Articulating, one then thinks that such so-called material dharmas are in fact mental 

in nature. A similar analysis is then performed on mental dharmas. The conclusion reached is that 

the duality of subject and object is illusory. Mind is recognized as nondual. This "conclusion" is 

also an "experience" and appears to form the basis for the next "inference," (or better, perhaps, 

"movement") -- the recognition that goes beyond the dualistic knowledge of a non-dual mind to 

dwell in a knowledge that is without any appearance of duality. In the end even this knowledge is 

to be transcended, recognized as itself unreal since it is no different than the subject and object 

which are known to be unreal on account of their unoriginated nature.119 Dwelling in such a state, 

one has come to experience the unreality of all dharmas, up to and including even the knowledge of 

119 This is a synopsis of Bhk 1 211.4-14: tatra yac cittamatraJp. tad apy asati grihye grihako na yukto 
grahakasya grahyape~tv8t / talaS cittarp grihyagrihakaviviktam advayam eva cittam iti vic8rayet advayaJa.k$81.le -
"tathat8lambane struM [tad api] cittamatram atiktamet" / grihakam 8k8ram at:ikramet / dvayanirabhBsa 
evadvayajiiane tisthed ity art:hab / eV811l cittamatram atikramya tad api dvayanirabhisatp. yaj jiWwp. tad atiktamet / 
svataQ parato bh8vSnarp janmanupapattel;! grihyagrihakayos cilikatve tadvyatirekBt tasyapi satyatvam ayuktam iti 
vicarayet / There, that too is the mind alone. When there is the nonexistence of an object, a subject is not logical -
because of the dependence of subject upon object. Therefore one should analyze (vic8rayet, T. mampardpyad pay 
thus: "The mind separated from the object and the subject is precisely the non-dual mind." (And) with respect to the 
characteristic: of nonduality - "Dwelling on the meditation object of suchness, one should also transcend the mind
only." The meaning is that one should go beyond the subjective aspect; one should dwell in the knowledge of non
duality which is without the appearance of duality. Thus having transcended the mind-only, so too one should 
transcend ev~m the knowledge that is without the appearance of duality. And when the subject and object are false on 
account of the unacceptability (anupapatti, T. mi 'thad pay of the birth of phenomena from themselves (or) from 
another, one should analyze thus: "That being real (i.e. the knowledge that is without the appearance of non-duality) 
is illogical, since it is not different from those." 



 

non-duality. 

TIle meaning is that there also one should abandon attachment to the reality of this 
knowledge of nonduality; one should remain in the knowledge that definitely has no 
appearance of the knowledge of non-duality. When this is so, one is established in 
the practical realization of the lack of inherent nature of all dharmas. Because the 
OIlle who is established there enters ultimate suchness, there is the entry into 
nonconceptual samiidhi. And thus when the yogin is established in the knowledge 
that has no appearance of nondual knowledge, then, due to his being established in 
the ultimate suchness he sees the Mahayana.120 

TIlUS we can see that this process of concentrative analysis is so closely tied to that of 

meditativ<~ observation that at points the two seem indistinguishable. In describing it we face the 

limitations oflanguage.1n the first phase of the process the objects of analysis (dharmaswith 

material form) appear to be actually broken down or dissolved (vibhiivya, T. mam par bsig bya) 

before the mind's eye.121 In general, each object of the increasingly subtle analysis might be 
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thought of as constituting the logical subject term of a subsequent analytic judgment directed "at" or 

"toward" it. The experiential inferences based upon these meditation objects can thus be considered 

instances of a special kind of perceptual or quasi-perceptual judgment. Their "conclusions" are also 

"seen" as effects in the meditation object.122 Here we can see the relevance of our considerations 

regarding the use of a 1a don in the Tibetan translation "yan dag par so sor dog pa, " mentioned 

120 Bhk 1 211.14-20: tatcipy advayajiiane vastutvabhiniveSmp. tyajet, advayajiiana.nirabhasa eva jiiane 
ti$1h.ed ity 8ltha.l) / ev81p sati sarvadha.rmanil.Jsvabhavatipratipattau sthito bhavati / tatrn sthitasya 
para.matattva.praVes8t, nirvikaJpasamidhipraveSalJ. / tatha cadvayajiiananiribbase jnane yada sthito yogi tada 
para.matattvc~ sthitatvat, mahay8na1p. sa paSj'ati / 

. 121 In this connection we may notice that the verb employed for this experiential analysis of dhannas is 
rendered in Tibetan as mam par bsig "to break down." On these occasions the Sanskrit is either vibhavya, or 
vicarayet. In other, nonexperiential, contexts this latter verb is usually rendered [mam par] dpyad pa (to investigate, 
examine). The former verb does not appear in nonexperiential contexts. 

122 Because the Buddhist tradition regards the mind as a sixth sense organ, and for the sake of simplicity, 
I will simply refer to these as perceptual judgements. 
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above;123 the discernment involved in this process is thought of as being "direct" in a way that 

might be masked by the natural adjectival and possessive English language locutions "correct 

analysis," "analysis of the real," and so on. 

TIris understanding of the of process of bhiitapratyavek$8 is consistent with the perceptual 

implications of the verbal root ...jik$, (as well as ...jpas in vipaSyani). The component upon which the 

concentrative analysis is based and with which it "alternates" is perceptual in nature. But because 

the nature of this element as "perceptual," "observational," or "experiential" is not immediately 

obvious, the temptation exists to think of the whole process as basically one of ordinary rational 

thinking. The translation "correct analysis" lends itself to this interpretation. Once such a 

conception of bhiitapratyavek$i is accepted, one is only a short step away from a further conflation 

of bhavanamayi and cintamayi prajD.8. Thus the translation "discernment of reality (or 'the real,' or 

'what is')" is to be preferred. In the context of the Bhavanakramasthe translation of 

bhiitapratyavek$8 by "correct analysis" would fail to capture the experiential dimension associated 

with bhavanamayi prajii8.124 

2.2.1 On the Observational Aspect of "bhiitapratyaveqa" 

What then is the nature of this distinction, what is this so-called "observational" element of 

insight? We have already seen that vipaSyanais defined by Kamala§ila as savikalpa. But the 

concept of "conceptuality" does not necessarily imply those of reasoning, thought or inference. It 

123 See above pp. 77-78. 

124 On the other hand the translation of "true examination" would seem to err in the opposite direction; 
while capturing the observational aspect of the verbal root it less clearly suggests the fact that through the process of 
bhiitapratyave~ something is l111derstood. 
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simply indicates the presence of concepts. Put another way, we can say that the concept of vikalpa 

does not entail that of vicara, (although vicBra most certainly implies vikalpa). Thus both the 

obseIVational and analytic dimensions of the discernment of reality are to be thought of as marked 

by the presence of concepts (vikalpa); but it is only with the conscious application of concepts in 

concentrative analysis that vicBra is implied Ifwe think in tenns of the dhyiinas discussed earlier, 

these considerations would seem to further imply that the obseIVational component of vipaSyanii 

may OCClli' up to the fourth dhyiina, whereas the analytic component would seem to have to be 

limited to the first. 125 

In order to see how a process or state might be considered conceptual, but not inferential, 

we must scrutinize Kamalasila's discussions of the tenn bhiitapratyavek~ as found in Bhk 2 and 

Bhk 3. In the latter text we find the following statement which I take to be a significant indicator of 

KamalaSila's conception of bhiitapratyavek$ii. 

So it is that this one who abandons the discernment of reality (bhiltapratyavek$ii) 
would have abandoned the very foremost limb of Awakening, called "the 
discrimination of dharmas (dhannapravicaya)." And without the discernment of 
reality how could the mind of the yogin, attached to beginninglessly ingrained 
existents such as material fonn, enter into nonconceptuality?126 

125 Much has been made of this kind of concern by modern scholars, but it is not entirely clear to me that 
this is warranted. The prevailing way of understanding the mind's capacities in this connection is rather two
dimensional .. It excludes the possibility of different kinds of awareness and mental activity coexisting 
simultaneously. Whether this conception was held by early Buddhists is still not entirely clear to me. In any case 
Vasubandhu makes the following statement which shows that the concept of dhyana and discursivity were not 
always held to be mutually exclusive. "In the School [of the Sarvastiviidins], all dhyana is prajiii [whereas in some 
other schools, dhyana is cinta or reflection]." (pruden 1217). See Griffiths (1983) and Vetter (1988: xxv-xxvii) 
among others. 

126 Bhk 3 15.5-8: tatha hy anena bhiitapratyavek$iIp pratik$ipati dharmapravicayikhyaIp pradhinam eva 

bodhyaiJgaI!1 pratik$iptatp. syat I vin8 ca bhiitapratyavek$aya, yogina./J. katham 
an8dika1abhyastariipadibhavabhiniveSasya cittatp. nirvikaJpatiIp praviSet? D 62al-2: de 1tar des yaJl dag par so sor 
rtog pa spaiJ$ DB chos sin tu mam par 'byed pa ies bya ba byaiJ chub kyi yan lag dam pa kho DB yaiJ spans par 'gyur 
ro / yaiJ dag par so sor rtog pa med par mal 'byor pas thabs gail gis thog rna med pal dus nas gzugs 1a sogs pa'i 
diJos po 1a nuion par ien em goms pal sems mam par mi rtog pa iiid 1a roam par giag par bya / 
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Here a new term, dharmapravicaya, is introduced in order to explain the necessity of 

bhiitapratyavek~ as a component of proper Mahayana Buddhist practice. There are at least three 

ways of reading the relationship obtaining between bhiitapratyaveqa and dharmapravicaya in this 

passage. KamalaSila could be identifying bhiitapratyaveqa and dharmapravicaya. On the other 

hand, the relationship of the former to the latter might be one of necessary precondition. A third 

and final possibility is that dharmapravicaya is to be understood as a necessary precondition of 

bhiitapratyavek$8. Ruegg (1989: ·182) sometimes seems to accept their equivalence: 

This discernment of reality (bhiitapratyavek~j consists in the analysis of the factors 
of existence (dharmapravicaya) which is otherwise known as discriminative 
knowledge [III pp. 14-15] (Emphasis added). 

Yet elsewhere (96) Ruegg takes the relationship of bhiitapratyaveqa to dharmapravicaya to be one 

of necessary precondition. 

Crucial in this context is exact analysis (bhiitapratyave~a = yazi dag par so sor rtog 
pa) leading to analysis of the factors of existence (dharmapravicaya = chos sin tu 
mam par 'byed pa) and discriminative understanding (prajiia = Ses cab), and to 
Insight (vipaSy'ana = /hag mthon) (Emphasis added).127 

What then does KamalaSila mean by dharmapravicaya? And how is it to be understood in relation 

to bhiitapra.tyave~il! Before we can begin to answer these questions it is necessary that we first 

introduce some related terminology found in the context of the above passage, which occurs as 

Kamalasila is in the process of explicitly refuting his opponent's position. This position is 

characterized as the view that one can simply enter into a nonconceptual state without first 

discerning reality in a conceptual manner. The way that Kamalasila presents his opponent's views 

127 Also see Ruegg (64), where the author speaks of" ... the fundamental factors of exact analytic 
investigation (bhiitapratyavek$a =.ran dag pa'i so sor rtog pa) and its culmination in the analysis of the factors of 
existence (dharmapravicaya = chos sin tu roam par 'byed pa) ... " (Emphasis added). 
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is that of having him advocate the position that one may enter nonconceptuality through simple 

nonmindfWess and nonattention towards dhannas (S8IVadhanne$V asll1{tyamanasikare.t;1a praviSatiti 

cet).128 He refutes this view by arguing that one may not undertake such nonmindfulness (asmrti) 

and nonattention (amanasikara) towards dhannas without first being mindful and paying attention 

to them: 

And without the discernment of reality how could the mind of the yogin, attached to 
beginninglessly ingrained existents such as material fonn, enter into nonconceptuality? If it 
is said that one enters through nonmindfulness and nonattention toward all dhannas, that is 
not reasonable. For without the discernment of reality it is impossible to undertake either 
nonmindfulness or nonattention toward all dhannas even though they are being 
experienced. And if one would (attempt to) cultivate these [dhannas] without attending and 
minding, cultivating thus,"These which are called dhannas are not to be noticed nor paid 
attention to by me," then still more would they have been noticed and attended to by 
hiIn!129 

Thus the Illegatively prefIxed terms nonmindfulness (asm[ti) and nonattention (amanasikara) here 

indicate a positive realization of the identitylessness of dhannas that has a foundation in 

observation. If one is to realize the identitylessness of dhannas, one's consciousness requires an 

object, which is to say dhannas. Thus it is understood that one must engage in the practice of the 

discrimination of dharmas (dhannapravicaya). 

128 Bhk 3 15.12-13. D 62a2-3: gal te chos thams cad 1a dranpa moo pa cIalilyid 1a byed pa med pas 'jug 
go iena I 

129 Bhk 3 15.7-17: vim ca bhiitapratyavek$aya, yoginalJ katham anadikaJabhyastariipidibhivabhiniveSasya 
cittazp. nirvikaJpat8Jp. praviSet? sarvadharm~v asmrt)'amanasi1care1)a praviSati"ti ret / tad ayuktam / DB hi vina 
bhiitapratyavek$ayanubhiiya.m8ne$vapi sarvadhanne$V asmrtir 8l1UUlaSikaro va Sakyate kartwn / yadi ca n§m§mi 

dhanna maya ~art.nya napi manasikartavya ity evaq.I bhavayann 8S11J!.1:imanasu tC$U bhivayet, facta 50tanim 

eva tena te smrta manasiJqtaS ca syu1;t ID 62al-4: yan dag par so sor rtog pa moo par mal 'byor pas thabs gail gis 
thog rna moo pa 'i dus nas gzugs 1a sogs pa'i dnos po 1a mnon par ie na ciIi goms pa'i sems rnam par mi rtog pa iiid 
1a mam par giag par bya I gal te chos thams cad 1a dran pa med pa cIali I yid 1a byed pa moo pas 'jug go ie na I de 
yazi rigs pa Ina yin te / yan dag par so sor rtog pa med par ni iiams 50 myoIi pa'i chos thams cad mi dran par bya ba 
cIali I yid 1a Jrni bya bar byOO mi nus so I gal te bdag gis chos 'di dag dran par mi bya'o / yid 18 mi bya b siiam du de 
1tar bsgom :tiiJ. de dag 1a dran moo pa daIi I yid 1a byOO pa med pa bsgom pa ni de'i tshe des de dag sin tu dran pa 
cIali I sin tu yid 1a byas par gym-ro I 
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We have seen that for Kamalasila the observational aspect of the discernment of reality is 

characterized as conceptual in nature and that it involves the discrimination of dharmas as 

meditation objects. These realities fonn the bases of the concentrated perceptual judgments directed 

at them. Although it would appear that the discrimination of dharmas is thought of as involving 

both S1Il[ti and yonisomanasikara the meaning of these tenns, like dharmapravicaya itself, are not 

explicitly spelled out by Kamalasila. Before discussing Kamalasila's employment of these tenns we 

may take our bearings on this subject by noting a few points made by Rupert Gethin in the context 

of his study of the seven factors of Awakening (bodhi-pakkhiya dhamma). Although most of his 

account of dharmapravicaya (1992: 146-154) is based upon Pali sources' treatments of the 

corresponding Pali tenn, dhammavicaya, much of his treatment of the topic has a more general 

relevance. 

Ge:thin notes that the verbal root "fci in vicaya has two possible, although perhaps related, 

senses: 1. to gather, accumulate 2. to observe, note. The first meaning is particularly indicated when 

the root is prefixed with "vi." The resulting sense is thus "to take apart." Thus in attempting to 

explain the nature of vipaSyana one may take one's cue from both the idea of seeing dbarmas, as 

suggested by the verbal roots ..J ik~ and ..J pas in bhiitapratyave~ and vipaSy'ana., and from the idea 

of "breaking down" dharmas, as suggested by the verbal root" ci in dharmapravicaya.130 

According to Gethin the tenn dhammavicaya may be taken to mean either the discrimination 

130 Cf. our earlier discussion of vi + pasyana in 1.2.4.5 and of roam par bSig as the Tibetan rendering of 
vi + bhivya and vi + carnyet in Section 2.2, p. 85. 
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of dhammas or the discernment of dhamma. Understanding dhamma in the plural, the tenn refers to 

the various mental factors known and cultivated through meditation. Understanding the term in the 

singular, the term here seems to refer to the "order oflaw of the universe" or, possibly, "the 

Buddha's teaching." Gethin indicates the Nikayas' understanding of how it is that in seeing the 

fonner one would also see the latter: 

It is stated in the Nikayas that he who sees paticca-samuppiida sees dhamma and 
that he who sees dhamma sees paticca-samupiida. This is in fact a very succinct 
statement of the principle involved, for what is paticca-sammupiida apart from the 
interrelatedness of dhamma5! To see dhammas is to see their interrelatedness; to see 
thc:::ir interrelatedness is to see dha.mma. One might rephrase the Nikaya, saying, 
then as: "He who sees dhammas sees dhamma; he who sees dhamma sees 
dhammas" (1992: 151). 

Gethin goes on to add that in the Nikayas "to know dhamma is to know the four noble 

truths, and knowledge of the four noble truths involves knowledge of dhammas in various ways." 

(151). The central feature of dharmapravicaya is the "discernment of the subtle operation of the 

view of individuality with regard to the five aggregates" (1992: 153-154). This knowledge is 

associated with the cultivation of the wholesome dharmasthat constitute the factors of Awakening. 

These considerations are mentioned here only for the sake of suggesting what might have fonned 

part ofKarnalaSila's general conception of dharmapravicaya. Unfortunately for us Kamalasila did 

not see the need to spell this conception out in detail in the Bhiivaniikramas. 

Some important clues ofKamalaSila's conception of dharmapravicaya do, however, exist, 

between the lines. To begin with, it seems vital to notice that in this specific context KamalaSila 

actually reJirrg to dharmas in the plural: 

If it is said that one enters [nonconceptuality] through nonmindfulness and 
nonattention toward all dharmas, that is not reasonable. For without the discernment 
of reality (bhiitapratyavek$i) it is impossible to undertake either nonmindfulness or 
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nonattention toward all dharmas even though they are being experienced 131 

The plural ending here suggests that Kamalasila was thinking of a practice involving the 

identification of a number of factors of existence. The passage indicates that without first 

undertaking the discernment of reality there can be no nomnindfulness or nonattention towards 

dharmas. In this connection it important to remember that nonmindfulness and nonattention 

towards dharmas are interpreted positively by KamalaSila -- they do not indicate mere absences. 

Failure to recognize this could lead to some misunderstandings e.g. the absence of nonmindfulness 

and nonattention toward dharmas could simply be equated, by double negation, with the presence 

of mindfulness and attention towards dharmas. In ordinary everyday experience, however, the kind 

of nonri:rindfulness and nonattention towards dharmas Kamalasila is talking about are not present. 

Yet neither is mindfulness and attention towards dharmas, which clearly are intentionally cultivated 

states. Ifwe understand KamalaSila to be conceiving mindfulness and attention towards dharmas as 

necessarily preceding nonmindfulness and nonattention towards dharmas, and further conceiving 

bhiitapratyaveqa as also necessarily preceding nonmindfulness and nonattention towards dharmas, 

this would imply that the pair of mindfulness and attention towards dharmas is being considered as 

either constitutive of, or a necessary condition for, bhiitapratyaveqa. It is also logically possible, 

however, that he conceived bhiitapratyavek~ as necessarily preceding mindfulness and attention 

towards dharmas, understanding bhiitapratyavek~ as cintamayi prajna.. For reasons already 

presented, however, I do not believe this nonexperiential conception of insight to be the central one 

131 Bhk 3 15.12-15: sarvadharme$vasmrtYamanasikare1)8 praviSatiti cet I tad ayuktam I na hi vina 
bhiitapratyavek$ayanubhiiyamBne$V api sarvadharme$V asmrtir amanasikBro va Sakyate kartum ID 61 b2-3: gal te 
chos thams cad 1a d.ran pa med pa dan I yid 1a byed pa med pas 'jug go ie na I de yarl rigs pa rna yin te I yali dag 
par so sor rtog pa med par ni iiams su myon pa'i chos thams cad mi d.ran par bya ba dan I yid 1a mi bya bar byed mi 
nus sol 



 

employed by KamalaSila in the Bbavanakramas. 

Let us first consider the possibility that bhiitapratyavek$8 is to be taken as synonymous 

with dhannapravicaya. If this is so, then bhiita would correspond to dharma, and dharma as we 

have seen, would be understood in the plural. But on the other hand we have already noted that 

bhiita is, at one point, clearly understood in the sense of pudgaladharmanairiitmya. Here is the 

passage: 

And the discernment of reality is said to be insight. But what is real (bhiita) is the 
selflessness of persons and dharmas. Here, the selflessness of the person is the 
aggregates' lack of self or belonging to a self. The selflessness of dharmas is 
precisely their being like an illusion.132 
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This suggests that the two terms are not to be considered synonymous. It seems to indicate 

that dhamlapravicaya is to be regarded as an initial phase of, or a necessary condition for, 

bhiitapratyavek$8. Yet if this is to be maintained, we must be careful to notice that according to the 

system of meditation set out the S8Ip.dhinirmocana sutra, insight (here, bhiitapratyavek$8) is not 

identified with the actual nonconceptual realization of the limit of things (vastupatyantata = siinyata, 

= pudgaladharmanairiitmya), which would be more readily identifiable with asmrti and amansikBra. 

Thus the identification of the bhiita in bhiitapratyavek$8 with pudgaladharmanaiJiitmya in the above 

passage would have to be understood as the concept of pudgaladharmanaiJiitmya rather than its 

nonconceptual realization. Ifwe are to make our reading of the text consistent with the system of 

the Sarpdhinirmocana, the entire process of vipaSyana must be recognized as conceptual in nature. 

The perceptual object of vipaSyanB is dharmas; that which is discerned about them is their lack of 

132 Bhk 3 5.17-19: bhiitapratyavek$a1:l8 ca vipaSyanocyate! bhiitaIp. pzma1;z pudga1adharmanairiitmY8Il1! 
taira pudgal~mairatmY8Il1 ya skandhanim atm.8tmiyarahitati ! dha.rmanairitmyaI11 ya te~ eva mayopamati ! 
D 57b4-5: yan dag par so SOT rtog pa ni lhag mthon ies bya'o! yan dag pa ni gail :mg dati chos 1a bdag moo pa'o ! 
de 1a gan :mg 1a bdag moo pa ni gail phun po mams bdag dati bdag gi moo pa iiid do ! chos 1a bdag med pa ni gan 
de dag sgyu rna Ita bu iiid do ! 
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identity. With regard to both aspects, the knowledge is conceptual. 

The knowledge involved in the observation of dharmas is conceptual in the sense that 

realities like the five aggregates, mind-only, and so on must be known for what they are or 

recognized before they can be judged. In the tenns of Buddhist psychology this function would be 

perfonned by the aggregate of sarpjiia., which we have generally translated as "recognition," or in 

some cases, "perception." The basic idea of sarpjiia is that of a mental function serving to associate 

a concept or a name with an experienced reality.133 The aggregate responsible for the actual 

perceptual judgment would be sarpskara. We will return to these considerations regarding the 

aggregates below. 

2.2.1.2 Smrti and Manasikiira 

The passage quoted above134 may suggest the possibility that dharmapravicaya qua smrti 

was understood by Kamalasila as partially consisting in mindfulness practices, traditionally 

associated with the four s111[tyupasthanas (P. satipatthanas). These practices involve the conceptual 

recognition awareness of the body, feelings, mind and mental contents (dharmas) - in particular, it 

133 We can see the importance of how we choose to translate S81p.jiia. Among common translations we 
find e.g. "recognition" (Boisvert), "perception" (Nyanatiloka), and "ideation" (Scbmithausen 1981, Johannson 
1978). In English, these three seem to carry progressively less force in tenns of their implication of truth
preservation. One would be hard-pressed to imagine circwnstances under which one speaks of recognizing 
something mistakenly."Recognition" captures the psychological implications of the process involved, a re-cognition 
of sensory awareness under a particular concept. It also carries the connotation of possibly being a perceptual 
process, but not one free of concepts (as the term 'perception' is sometimes understood). As is the case with 
"ideation" it carries the implication of conceptuality, but lacks this latter term's c1wnsiness. "Ideation" appears to 
be a word academics have invented; it has no cognate verbal forms. On the other hand "recognition" carries less of a 
connotation of possibly being a falsifying or superimpositional process, something Kamala§ila would probably 
wish to main1tain if it was ever put to him this way. Thus no single English language term seems satisfactory here. 
"Perception" has the disadvantage of being the standard translation for prat:yak$a in the Buddhist epistemological 
tradition. This latter term, however, would seem to correspond to vijiiana rather than S81p.jiia. 

134 Above pp. 91-92. 
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should be :noted, in their character of arising and passing away. However, there is no explicit 

mention of these practices in the contexts of dhannapravicaya, bhiitapratyave~a or vipaSyana in 

the Bhavanakramas. Interestingly, the most of the references that are made to smrti (as opposed to 

asIlJ!b.) in the BhavanBkramas occur in the context of discussions pertaining to Samatha or dhyiina, 

a point we will return to momentarily.135 

As for the term manasikara, it is not entirely clear from the account provided in the 

Bhavanakramas that KamalaSila understood it to have a specific technical reference and if so what 

that might be. That the term is vague in its reference is clear enough when one considers both the 

obscurity ~md the innocuousness of the translations it has sometimes received, even from two of 

KamalaSila's most capable modem interpreters, viz. "mentation" (Ruegg 1989: 94 et passim) on the 

one hand, and "mental activity" and "conscious mental acts" (Gomez 1987: 108) on the other. 

Elsewhere" however, Gomez (1983: 405) has translated manasikara as "the act of bringing to mind 

(attention}," and this is how I have understood the term; it is a general one that seems mainly to 

indicate a (~onscious and deliberate act of paying attention to something.136 At points in the 

Bhavan8laamas, however, context sometimes seems to suggest that it may have a more specific 

technical sense: it may in fact refer to what we have called perceptual judgement. The following 

135 e.g. Bhk 2 D 48a2-a4: de nas mam par g'yeri ba Zi bar byas nas dran pa daIi Ses biin gyi thag pas yid 
kyi glail po che dmigs pa 'i sdori po de fild 18 gdags par by8 '0 II gail gi tshe byirl b8 daIi rgod pa med par gyur te I 
dmigs p8 de 18 sems mal du 'jug par mthori ba de'i tshe ni rtsol ba glod 18 btati siioms su bya iirl I de 'i tshe ji srid 
'dod kyi bar du 'dug par bya '0 II de ltar Zi gnas goms par byas pa de'i Ius 18 sems sin tu sbyails par gyur pa daIi I 
ji 1tar 'dod pa bim du dmigs pa de 18 sems ran dbaJi du gyur pa de'i tshe de'i Zi gnas grub pa yin par rig par bya '0 

II After calming the distraction, the great ox of the mind should be bound to that very tree-trunk of the object with 
the rope of clear comprehension and mindfulness.When one is without sinking and excitement and one sees that the 
mind is settled on the object, then one relaxes one's effort and should be equanimous, remaining that way as long 
as one likes.Thus the mind and body of one who has practiced tranquillity become very disciplined; (when) one can 
freely direct the mind to the object in the manner desired, tranquillity should be known to be established. 

136 lowe this explanation, and others too numerous to repeat, to Prof. K. N. Mishra of the Central 
Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies. 
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considerations suggest this. 

It has not, to my knowledge, been pointed out that Kamalasila may have viewed the term 

manasikaI'a as in some sense corresponding to, or paralleling, the idea of sarpprajanya or "clear 

comprehension." This possibility is suggested by the fact that sarpprajanya and smrti often form a 

natural dyad in the context of Buddhist meditation instructions, just as manasikiira and smrti (and 

more especially amanasikiira and asmrtJ.) do in the third Bhk. At one point, in the course of 

describing the dhyanas, Kama1asila glosses sarpprajanya and smrti together as the "clarity 

pertaining to the self' (adhyatmasarpprasad).137 In Bhk: 3 they are described alongside each other 

in the specific context of antidotes to distractions that may come up in the process of practicing 

Samath.a: 

In brief, there are six (possible) faults for every single samiidhi: laziness, loss of the 
object, laxity, excitement, lack of effort and overexertion. Eight conditions of 
abandonment should be cultivated as their antidotes, namely: faith, aspiration, 
exc~rtion, pliancy, mindfulness, clear comprehension, willpower and equanimity ... 

Mindfulness is the antidote of ''loss of the meditation object". Clear comprehension 
is the antidote of laxity and excitement, since having been noticed by it, they are 
a'bc:mdoned.138 

Thus samprajanya or clear comprehension is associated with the relatively passive act of 

137 Bhk 1 209.6-8: yada ca kama~ya {p8padharmail).] vivikt8 bhavati 
[vitarkavic8ta]pritisukhadhyatmasalp.prasadail). sa.rpprayukti bhavati / tad8 prathamam dhy8nam ucyate / And when 
(one-pointedness of mind) is separated from the thirst for pleasure [as well as] conjoined with [gross and subtle 
thought] rapture, joy, and clarity pertaining to the self (8dhyat:lnasalllprasid, i.e. mindfulness and clear 
comprehension), then it is called the first absorption. 

138 Bhk 3 1 0.8-13: ~patal) sarvasyaiva samadhe.I;z $89 dO$8 bhavanti / kausidyam / 
8lamba:nas;mlpramo$8l;z /Jaya.I;z / auddhatyam / anabhoga.I;z / abhogaS red / e$8I!l prati~u ~skanI) 
bh8vani~ / Sraddha / chanda.I;z / vyay8mal;z / praSrabdhi.I;z / smrtil;z / S81p.prajanyB1P/ cetana/ upek$8 ceti I. ... Bhk 3 
10.19-21: snzrtjr aJambanasa.rp.pramo$8Sya pratipak$8l;z / S8111prajanyB1P Jayauddhatyayo.I;z pratipak$8l;z / tayos tena 
samupek$ya parivarjanat / Cf. Bhk 1 208 3-5 and Bhk 1 208.14-16. The passages are nearly identical. 
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"noticing." What is interesting about this is that in Bhk 3 after these two references in which s111!ti 

and samprajanya appear together, all references are to SInJti in association with manasikara (or 

more often than not to the pair of their negations ).139 More interesting still, the context of 

discussion has also changed from one of Samatha to one of vipaSyanii. This suggests a possible 

parallel, but definitely not an equivalence between the two tenns. Both occur along with srprti, but 

manasikiiJ.'"a appears to possess a more active volitional sense than that indicated by the term 

samprajanya. Further, whereas samprajanya is associated with Samatha, manasikara is associated 

with vipru~yana. 

In this connection one final point should be noted about KamalasTIa's conception of 

manasik§J:a. It is said to be on account of this specific factor, properly undertaken, that it becomes 

possible fc)r nonconceptual knowledge to arise. 

Even if this discernment of reality has a conceptual nature, nevertheless on account 
of the fact it has a nature of proper (or fundamental) attention (yoniSomanasikara), a 
nonconceptual knowledge of reality (bhiita T. om) arises from it. And therefore 
those who aim for such knowledge should practice that (i.e. the conceptual 
discernment of reality ).140 

It is vital to remind ourselves that this knowledge marks the entry of the transcendent path, 

wherein emptiness is realized nonconceptually. Nonattention (amanasikara) and nonmindfulness 

(8SI1J!h) seem to be associated with this particular state of non dual samadhiwhich is also gnosis 

139 Beginning at Bhk 315.12 and continuing to 17.11, D62a2-64bl. 

140 Bhk 3 20.6-8: yadi nBmasaU vikaJpasvabhava tatbapi yoniSomanasikirasvabhavatvat, tato 
bbiitanirvika1pajiianodaya iti lqtva tajjiianarthina sa sevaniya ID 64a3-4: de roam par rtog pa'i.rio bo iiid yin du zin 
kya.ri tshu1 Min du yid 1a byed pa'i.rio bo iiid yin pa'i phyir de las roam parmi rtog pa'i ye Ses 'bywi bar gyur pas 
na ye Ses de 'dod pas de 1a brten par bya'o I 
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(prajna, rllJrvikalpajnana).141 

2.2.2 Process and States Revisited 

All of these considerations combined lead to a general conception of dharmapravicaya as 

one of obs1erving dharmas in such a way as to allow for an understanding of their emptiness. It also 

appears that the same kind of systematic ambiguity obtains in the case of the term bhiitapratyavek~ 

as we saw in the case of vipaSyana itself, namely, that between process and state. As a conceptual 

"process" it may be thought of as referring to the entire twofold procedure of discrimination 

(dharmapnlVicaya) by being aware of or observing dharmas (Sl11[t1) and concentratively analyzing 

them while: continuing to bear them in mind (manasikara). As a resulting conceptual "state," on the 

other hand!. it may be thought of as referring to that which is recognized about dharmas (nairatmya, 

Siinyati). 1hus if we conceive bhiitapratyavek~more statically, as a result i.e. a conceptual 

understanding of emptiness, then dharmapravicaya may be viewed as its necessary condition and 

identified with the conceptual discrimination of dharmas leading up to it (encompassing both 

components of observation and analysis). 

If, on the other hand, we conceive bhiitapratyavek$§ as a process then it may be identifed 

with dharmapravicaya. At different points it would appear that Kamalasila uses both meanings; the 

141 Here one must observe that such a conception of the necessity of manasikara is not without precedent. 
See Mahavedalla Sutta, Majjhima Nikaya 43, sections 26f. Two conditions are given for the attaimnent of 
"signless deliverance of mind," (animitta ceto-vimuttl) which is identifiable as the attainment of fruition, namely, 
"non-attention to all signs" (amanasikara) and "attention to the signless element" (nibbana). MN 43.27: "Friend, 
there are two conditions for the attainment of the signless deliverance of the mind: nonattention to all signs and 
attention to the signless element." Two further conditions are listed for the emergence from the signless deliverance 
of mind. These are "attention to all signs" (manasikara) and non-attention to the signless element. MN 43.29: 
"Friend, there: are two conditions for emergence from the signless deliverance of mind: attention to all signs and 
non-attention to the signless element." This inversion implies that manasikara also precedes the establishment of 
amanasik.8ra. Note also the displacement of nibbana by Siinyata in the role of "the signless element." 
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two are not clearly disambiguated in the text. In any case, both are consistent with the system of the 

Sarpdhinirmocana siitra as both conceive bhiitapratyavek$5 as being conceptual (savikalpa) in 

nature. It is only the state resulting from bhiitapratyavek$5 that is variously identified as the 

nonconceptual realization of vastuparyantata, pudgaladharmanairatmyam, Sunyata, tatham or 

paramatattvam. 

Thus the tenn bhiitapratyavek$8, as "the discernment of reality," may be understood as 

carrying a twofold implication: it indicates a conceptual process undergone as well as a conceptual 

state arrived at through this process. 

2.2.3 SUmmary 

TIle central conception of vipasyanii according to Kamalasila's reading of the LaiJkiivatiira 

siitra is on,e of a sequence of perceptually or experientially based judgments of dharmas through 

which one comes to know various soteriologically relevant aspects of their true nature. This 

ascending sequence of conceptual understandings eventually gives way to a moment of 

nonconceptual gnosis (nirvikalpajfliina) that marks the beginning of the transcendent path. 

We have seen that this process of breaking down dharmas begins with the concentrated 

observation of the dharmasthat are thought by sravakas to constitute a person. The objects are held 

in mind while being analyzed with a view towards understanding their lack of identity, or, in other 

words, the impossibility of their inherent existence. Through a series of experiential inferences 

directed at these realities it is gradually recognized that all things material and immaterial, including 
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the very mind which is analyzing, are empty of inherent nature. 142 

Insight is thus partially identified with a special kind of analytic process that takes place in a 

state of m(~ditative concentration. It issues in a nonconceptual realization and it is this that eliminates 

fundamental ignorance. This ineffable nonconceptual state marks the definitive turning point for 

the bodhisattva, the beginning of the path of seeing. Quoting from the siitras, the description of this 

final result of insight is given in both the second and the third Bhk: 

Someone who only cultivates the mere abandonment of mental activity but does not 
me:ditate having analyzed (so SOT brtags) the nature of entities with wisdom, he will 
never get rid of concepts and will not come to realize the absence of inherent nature 
- on account of the absence of the light of wisdom. So it is said by the Illustrious 
One, "When the fire of knowing reality as such arises from the very discernment of 
reality (yazi dag par so SOT rtog pa iiid, bhiitapratyave~iva), it incinerates the wood 
of Iconcepts (rtog pa'i sin), just as the fire of firesticks rubbed together [consumes 
the sticks themselves]." 143 

The nonrationaJ nature of this realization is clear from its paradoxical description, which also, it 

must be noticed, indicates its nonpeTceptuaI nature. 144 At this point all duality is gone; samiidhi and 

prajiiii are effectively one and the same in their nonconceptual nature. The importance of this 

142 Much has been written regarding the different logical forms of reasoning which partially serve to 
distinguish the two main Madhyamika schools (prasangika and SVitantrika). Our purpose here is not to provide an 
account of the logical fonn of the inferences accepted by Kamala§ila. It is, rather, to examine the nature of the 
processes he accepts as being involved in vipaSyanj. These are a) concentrated observation ofrea1ities experienced in 
meditation and b) concentrative analytical inference, "founded on" or concurrently "directed at" these experienced 
realities. 

143 Bhk 2 D 49b5-b6: gail Ses rab kyis cbios po 'i no bo iiid so SOT brtags nas mi bsgom gyi I yid 1a byed 
pa yom su spoil 00 tsam '00' Zig sgom par byed pa de 'j roam par rtog pa nam yail mi Jdog (NP rtog) em no bo ilid 
med pa iiid (NP omit iiid) rtogs (Gosbima follows NP: rtog) par yan mi 'gyur te I Ses rab kyi snarl ba moo pa 'i 
phyir TO II 'di 1tar ')'aIi dag par so SOT rtog pa iiid las yan dag pa ji Ita ba b:tin du Ses pa 'i me byun na gtsubs sin 
gtsubs pa 'i me hiin du rtog pa 'i sin sreg go" us beom 1dan 'das kyis bka' stsal to II Cf. Bhk 3 30.8-11. 

144 Compare Gunaratana (1985: 144-145) on Buddhaghosa's understanding ofpaD:Daas "a mode of 
knowing (jinana) distinct from and superior to the modes of perceiving (saiijanana) and cognizing (vijanana). What 
distinguishes wisdom from these forms of cognition is its ability to comprehend the characteristics of 
impennanence, suffering and selflessness and to bring about the manifestation of the supramundane path." 



 

nonconceptual realization is clear from KamalaSila's identification of it with the Mahayana itself: 

At: this point, on account ofthe established one's entry into the ultimate suchness, 
thc~re is the entrance into the samadhi without conceptualizations. And thus when 
the yogin is established in the knowledge which has no appearance of nondual 
kn.owledge, then, due to his being established in the ultimate suchness, he sees the 
Mahayana. Only this itselfis said to be the Mahayana which is the seeing of the 
ultimate suchness. This very seeing of the ultimate suchness, when there is the 
vision of genuine knowledge (samyagjJianavaJoka, T. yarl dag pa'i ye Ses kyi snarl 
ba sar) of one who observes all dharmas with the eye of wisdom, is a non-seeing 
(adarSana, T. mtboD. ba med pay. And thus it is said in the siitra: 'What is the seeing 
of the ultimate reality? It is the non-seeing of all dhannas.' 145 

2.3 Kamallasila's Conception of Sriivaka Insight 

In the Bhavaniikramas there are clear indications that Kamalasila understood the sriivaka 
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conception of insight to differ from that of the Mahayana.146 While sharing the. view that insight 

consists iIll seeing and knowing something important about the dharmas experienced in meditation, 

the difference appears to lie in what is known about them. According to KamalaSila, the sriivakas' 

conception of insight is distinguished by: I) knowing the identitylessness of the person, but failing 

to recognize the identitylessness of the dharmasthat comprise the person and 2) a conception of 

meditative~ practice as consisting in the cultivation of the observational knowledge of these dharmas 

145 Bhk 1: 211.17-212.3: tatra sthitasya paramatattvapravesat, nirvikalpasamadhipraveSal;1/tathB 
cadvayajiiaIltaniribhase jiiane yada sthito yogi tada paramatattve sthitatvit, mahiyinatp sa paSyati / etad eva tan 
mahiyanam ucyate yat paramatattvadarSanam / etad eva tat paramatattvadarSa.ruup yat sarvadharman prajiii~ 
nirUpayatal;z samyagjiiinivaloke saty adarSanam / tatha coktam satre - "katamaIp paramirt:hadarS / 
sarvaclha.nnaQim adarSanam I" iti / 

146 This point has been also noted by Gomez (1987: 107). His observations in this connection, while not 
detailed, seem consistent with my own: "KamalaSila's critique reflects both a general Indian belief in the necessity 
of practicing both calm and insight, and a Mahayana notion that the followers of the Hinayana do not practice the 
correct form of insight. Mahayana insight is a process of discrimination and a state of nondual knowledge. As 
discrimination or contemplative analysis, it is an essential aspect of meditation practice, for it guarantees both the 
correctness ()fthe process (defIDing its object accurately) and the dialectical nature of the result. As a dialectic, 
insight is also the basis for generating thoughts of compassion in the calm mind of the contemplative. A doctrine 
proposing a direct access to liberation through the practice of sheer nondiscrimination (nirvikaJpa), therefore, lacks 
in awareness and compassion." 
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arising and passing away, not the analytical knowledge of their emptiness. These points are 

obviously very closely connected. 

We have already noted the fIrst point in passing. The sravaka's analysis stops short of the 

goal. This is a standard Mahayana criticism of the sriivaka vehicle. In the following passage from 

the first Bhk Kamalasila summarizes the hierarchy of realizations which we have just explored. The 

Sravaka's insight into the fIve aggregates is superseded by that of the mind-only, which recognizes 

the mentally projected nature of the so-called external world and with it, the inapplicability of the 

notions of arising, enduring, and passing away to this non-dual mind This insight is itself the 

proper point of entry into the highest realization, that of suchness. 

The path of the sriivakas was only taught with the intention of getting started So it 
is that by contemplating, "Indeed this is only the aggregates; there is no self", the 
sravaka enters into the view of the selflessness of the personality. One enters into 
the view of the identitylessness of external objects held by the Vijiianavadin by 
contemplating, "The three worlds are mind only." In this way, from the entrance 
which is the identitylessness of this nondual knowledge one comes to enter into the 
highest suchness. But the entrance into mind-only alone is not the entrance into 
suchness. Just as was said before. And as was said in the noble Lokottaraparivarta: 
"Moreover, 0 son of the Jinas, one realizes the three realms as mind-only, and that 
mind presents itself (avatarab.) by way of the absence of middle and extremes." The 
mUld is without middle or extremes on account of the nonexistence of the two ends 
characterized by origination and dissolution, and of the middle which has the 
characteristic of endurance. Therefore the entrance into nondual knowledge is 
defilnitely the entrance into suchness (tattva).147 

For Kamalasila it is not merely the nondual mind that is ultimately free from origination 

147 Bhk 1 217.2-15: kevalam avatira.t)abhiS81p.dhina Srivakidimargo desita,1) / tatha hi skandhamatram 
evaitat / DB tvatmastiti bh8vayan Sriva.ka.1) pUdgaJana.iratmyam avatarati / vijiiaptim8t:rarp traidhatukam iti bh8vayan 
vijiiBnavadibahy8rthana.ir8tmyam avatarati / anens tv asyBdvayajiiBnasya nairatmyapraveS8t paramatattvapravi$ 
bhavati / DB til vijiiaptim8tratapraveSa. eva tattvapraveSal) / yathoktam pr8k / uktazp. c.iryalokottammriyarte "punar 
aparam, bho jinaputra, cittam8t:raIp. traidhatukarp. avatarati tae ca cittam a.na.nta.ma.dhyatayavatarati" iti / antayor 
utp8dabha.il~yol) sthitilak$at.Jasya ca madhyasyabh8vad a.na.ntamadhyazp cittam / tasmad advayajiiBnapraveSa. 
eva tattvapraveSal) / 
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(and thus endurance and cessation); all dharmasare, in truth, unarisen.148 An entity which analysis 

has shown. to be impossible cannot truly arise. But this is not to say that entities do not arise 

conventionally. They are not, for example, like a hare's hom. Thus in a conventional sense things 

do in fact arise. From the ultimate perspective however, they are like an illusion. 

But that of which a cause does not exist even conventionally also does not arise 
conventionally -- just as a hare's hom and so forth. But that of which a cause exists, 
although ultimately false, definitely arises -- just as do illusions, reflections and so 
forth. And even though conventionally such illusions do arise in interdependence, 
ultimately their reality (vastutva) is not feasible since it does not stand up to 
an,ilysis. Hence the entire world is like an illusion.149 

The yogin who is possessed of the light of wisdom can distinguish between the 

conventioIlLal and ultimate nature of things. The importance of being able to do so is clear. 

According to KamalasTIa, 

[O]mniscience is obtained through knowing all things just as they are in terms of 
their conventional and ultimate nature. 1 so 

Thus from the ultimate perspective dharmas are to be seen as beyond predication, neither 

originated not unoriginated. Quoting the scriptures, Kamalasila makes his point: 

148 Bhk 3 7.5-9: napi cittam utpidyaman81p. kutaScid agacchati / napi nirudhyam8na.Ip kvacid gaccbati / 
napi svaparobhayatal;! pa.ram8rthenasyotpBdo yuktal;r / tasman mayopamam eva cittam / yatha cittam evaql 
sarvadha.rm8 mayaV8t paramBrthato 'nutpannil) / Nor also does the mind, in being generated, come from anywhere; 
nor when ceasing, does it go anywhere. Nor also is its generation ultimately from itself, another or both reasonable. 
Therefore the mind is just like an illusion. Just as the mind, so too all dhannas, like an illusion, are ultimately 
unarisen. D 58a7-58b1: sems skye ba'i tshe yan gail nas kya.zi mi on / 'gag pal tshe yan gail du yan mi 'gro ste / don 
dam par na bdag da:iJ gZan da:iJ giiis ka las skye bar mi rigs so / de Ita bas na sems kyan sgyu rna biin te / sems ji 
Ita ba de bZUl du chos thams cad kyan sgyu rna Ita bu ste I don dam par na ma skyes pa'o siiam du brtag par bya~ / 

149 Bhk 1 218.22-219.2: kiIptu yasya S81!lvrtYapi k8.raJ)81p. nBsti sa S81!lV[ty8pi notpadyate / yatha 
SaSavi~di / yasya tu ka.ranam vidyate sa paramBrthato 7fko 'pi samutpadyata eva / yatha mayapratibbnbadi / na ca 
mayadel) S81!1V[ty8 pratityasamutpide paramBrthato vastutvaprasa1;lgalJ I tasya vi~tv8t / atal;! sarvam eva 
mayopa.m8111 jagat I 

150 Bhk 1 216.16-18: atal;! S81!lvrDpa.ram8rthariipe1}8 sakalasya V8StunO yathBvat parijii8nat sarvajiiatvam 
aviipyate/ 



 

In this context, from the scriptures -- as it's put in the noble Dharmasarpgiti, "Non
origination is truth, other attributes are falsehood." And this non-origination is 
called true on the basis of its being in accord with ultimate truth 
(paramarthiinukiilatva), even though from the perspective of the ultimate truth there 
is neither origination nor non-origination since (ultimate truth is) beyond all 
mundane relations. Once again, and here itself, it is said, "The worldly crowd is 
preoccupied with arising and cessation, Kulaputra. Therefore the Tathagata, 
possessed of great compassion, spoke in accord with mundane relations so as to 
remove the occasion of fear of the world, 'It arises, it stops,' -- even though there 
does not exist here the origination of any dharma whatsoever. "151 

Here it is apparent that KamalasTIa regards the teaching of arising and passing away as a 
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case of the Buddha's upaya. It is a lower order teaching, compassionately designed for those who 

would be frightened by the distinctively Mahayana teaching of emptiness. Thus impermanence is 

also a lower-order characterization of reality which lacks ultimate validity: 

And again this is said in the Brahmapariprccha, "As for those who are adrift 
(viprayukta, T. sems par Zugs pa) among inconceivable dharmas, they are 
without foundation (ayonisfllh T. tshul biin ma yin pa)." And also in that 
context, there are those like the sriivakas who having imagined the 
origination of these ultimately non-arisen dharmas, give preeminence to a 
notion consisting in impermanence, suffering and so forth. They are without 
justification (ayoniSal}., T. tshu1 biin ma yin paY, producing (such) an idea 
through the extremes of superimposition and denial. What is said here is to 
rule out those (extremes); it does notrule out the discernment of reality, 
since that is assented to in every siitra.152 

151Bhk 1199.5-14: yathoktam mdhaapasmgitau/ "anutpidal). satyam asatyam anye dluu:mi.1}." iti; etac 
ca pa.ramirth8nukiilatviid anutpadalJ satyam ity uktam ; pa.ram8rthatas tu notpiido napy anutpadaJ) / tasya 
sarvavyava.hiWtitatvat ; punaS cat:raiva coktam / "utp8.dJw.irodhabhinivi~, kulaputra, IokasazpniveSal;! / tasm.at 
tatbagato ma.hikarw)iko IokasyottarisapadapariharirtbaIp. vyavahamvaSad uktavan utpadyate nirudhyate coo na cat:ra 
kasyacid dha.rmasyotpidal) /" iti ; 

152 Bhk 3 19.1-7: tat punar brnhmapariprccbal@n uktam lye tv acintye$u dhanne$u viprayuktas te$8(m 
ayoni)Sa iti ; tatrapi ye pa.ram8rthato 'nutpa.nnin.irp cIha.rmiI)im utpidaIp parikalpyanityadu1)khadiriipe1)a 
Sriivakadivac cintaIp prakurvanti, te$BI!l samaropapavadantena cintaIp pravartayatam ayoniSas tad bhavatiti 
tatprati~dMya yad uktazp. na bhiitapratyavek$8~ sa prati~dhaJ}. 1 tasyal;! sarvasiitre~ anujiiBnit ID 63b3-5: tsails 
pas ius pa las kyaiJ. bka'stsa1 te; gail dag bsam gyis mi kbyab pa'i chos mams Ia sems tugs pa de dag ni tshuJ biin 
rna yin pa'o l.es 'byun no / de Ia gail dag don dam par rna skyes pa'i chos maInS Ia skye bar YOM su brtags te ; nan 
thos 18 sogs pa biin du de dag 18 mi rtag pa dan sdug bsnaI gyi tshul du sems par byed pa de dag ni sgro 'dogs pa 
dan skur pa 'debs pa'i mtha' de dag Ia sems pa 'jug pas tshul biin rna yin par gyu,. te ; de dgag pa 'i phyir de skad 
bka' stsa1 gyi / yaiJ. dag par so sor rtog pa de dgag par ni rna yin te ; de ni mdo sde kun las kyaiJ. bka' stsa1 pa'i phyir 
ro; 
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In this passage it is the idea of dwelling on all three marks of existence, not merely impennanence, 

that comes in for criticism. But Kamalasila is careful to make a distinction. Denial of the importance 

of observing the three marks does not amount to a denial of the discernment of reality. Kamalasila 

goes on to associate such practices with the lower two forms of the three kinds of wisdom, those 

of mere hearing and ordinary thinking (Srutamayi and cintamayi prafoaj. Interestingly he further 

identifies the advocates of these practices with "those who teach that dharmas are to be known 

individually" C'pratyatma" -- this is Tucci's reconstruction from T. so SOT ran gis). 

Therefore, in whatever situation conceptual proliferation (prapaiica. T. tshig) 
concerning such inconceivables is studied, the knowledge. of reality is only through 
mere hearing and thought. Those who think in that way, because hindered by pride, 
teach that dharmas are to be known each individually. But it should be realized that 
while an unfounded mind is denied, this does not constitute a denial of the 
discernment ofreality.153 (Emphasis added). 

The meaning and force of this criticism are not entirely clear, but it could possibly be the 

case that Kamalasila was here making a fairly standard Madhyamika criticism of Abhidhannika 

thought: that it reifies dharmas and is generally obsessed with their individual identification, 

enumeration and so on. In this connection it should be observed that the meditation processes of 

the LaiJkavatara siitra as described by KamalaSila commence with the observation of dharmas 

considered as collections or "groups" (sarpgraha), specifically the dharmas with material fonn, the 

153 Bhk 3 19.14-20.2: tad evarp yatra yatracintyadiprapafical} Sriiyate, tatra tatra Srotacintamatrenaiva 
tattvadhiganuup. ye manyante, te~ abhimanaprati~edheDB pra(tyatma) vedaniyatvaJp. ~ pratipadyate 1 
'yoniSsS ca cittaprati~ecfhaJJ kriyata iti boddhavyarp, DB bhfitapratyave~ya1) prati~dhal) ID 63b7-64a2: de 1tar gail 
dag gail du bsam gyis mi khyab pa 1a sogs pa'i tshig thos DB de dai1 der thos pa dai1 bsam pa tsam kho nas de kho 
DB rtogs par gail dag sems pa de dag gi n:uion pa'i na rgyal dgag pa 'i phyir chos rnams so sor nui gis rig par bya ba 
iiid du bstan par byed do 1 tshul biin ma yin pa'i sems pa yail dgag par byed par khon du chud par bya'i 1 yail dag 
par so sor rtogs pa de dgag par ni ma yin no 1 
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immateriall dharmas, which is to say the five aggregates.154 Perhaps a contrast is intended here; it 

may be that Kamalasila regarded a more detailed observation of dharmas individually as a possible 

but soteriologically irrelevant practice of the lower vehicle. We shall return to this point below. In 

any case, we may take it as established that Kamalasila had something else in mind when it came to 

his understanding of the discernment of reality, or, to come full circle, bhavanamayi prajnii: 

Otherwise it would be thoroughly opposed to reason and scripture. Just as already 
stated. And whatever is known through the wisdom of hearing and thinking is itself 
to be realized through the wisdom of meditation, nothing else. (For example,) it's 
like a horse running along a previously indicated running track. Therefore the 
discernment of reality is to be undertaken.155 

Because the cultivation of an awareness of individual dharmas and their impermanence is 

clearly not: to be associated with the realization of emptiness it is perhaps no surprise that we also 

do not find KamalaSila mentioning impermanence in contexts wherein vipa.syanii is being 

154 Bhk 1 205. 20-206.9: tatra prat:bamaIp tavad yad vastu vicirayitavyaIP. yavata p.rakireI)a S81J1k$epatal;! 
sakalavastus8.l1lgraho bhavati tatTa cittaIp. badhniyat I S81J1k$iptaIp punar vastu riipyariipibhedena dvidhi bhavati I 
etac cadikarmikasya ~pado$8pa.r.ihiriirtha S81J1k$iptaIp tavad yuktam ilambayitum I yadi tu jitamanaskMo 
bhavati tada skandbadhitvidibhedena viSodhya vistiraSo py ilambata eva I tatbi samdhininnoca.nadau yoginiql 
8$tidaSap.rakitaSiinyatiJambanidibhedena [nanaJprakirarp ilambanam uktam I atraiva bhagavata sattvinugrahid 
riipyiriipyadibhedena S8111k$epamadhyavistirair vastubhedo 'bhldha.rmadau nirdi$tal;! I tac ca vastv 
adhyiropapavadapuihiriya skandhadhitvidiS81p.grahato gaI)8yet lIn that context, initially at the outset, the thing to 
be analyzed is the collection of all things abbreviated in terms ofldnd; one should fix the mind there. But, summed 
up, a thing is twofold -- by way of division into material and immaterial. For a beginner it is appropriate to 
objectify summarily in order to avoid the fault of distraction. But when he becomes one whose attention is 
mastered, then having analyzed in terms of the division of the elements which are the aggregates and so on, he then 
also relies on a (more) detailed way. Thus in the Sarp.dhininnocana the various kinds of meditation object are 
spoken of in terms of the division of meditation objects into the eighteen kinds of emptiness for yogins and so on. 
And in precisely this connection in the Abhidhanna and elsewhere, out of the kindness to sentient beings, the 
Bhagavan taught the division of a thing in brief, in moderate detail, and in detail -- by way of the division into 
material, immaterial and so on. And that thing should be counted (gaJ)ayet) as a collection of the elements which are 
the aggregatc~s and so forth in order to avoid exaggeration and underestimation. 

155 Bhk 3 20.2-6: (anyatbi) bahutaraIp yuktyagamaviruddh8.Ql syat I yathoktarp. prak I kirp ca yad eva 
Sriitacintima'yyaprajiiaya viditaJp. tad eva bhivanamayya prajiiaya bhivaniy8.l1l nanyat I 
S81p.di$[a[dhiivana JbhiimyaSvadhivanavat I tasmit bhiitapratyavek$i kartavya ID 64a2-3: de Ita rna yin na rigs pa da.iI 
IuD. sin tu man po da1i 'gal bar gyur ro zes silar bSad pa btin no I yan thos pa da.iI bsam pa las bywi ba'i Ses rab kyis 
rtogs pa gail yin pa de fiid bsgom pa las byun ba'i ses rab kyi bsgom par bya'i I gian du ni ma yin te rta dkyu sa 
kyi sa bstan .!las rgyug pa btin no I de Ita bas na yan dag par so sor brtag par bya'o I 
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specifically discussed When the topic ofimpennanence is brought up in the context of meditation 

it is nearly always in the context of instructions for Samatha. It is regarded as an antidote to a 

distraction. One is to contemplate sobering topics like impermanence, as a reminder not to get 

enmeshed in distractions and so forth: 

And if one would see the mind excited while remembering previous laughter, 
enjoyment and so on, then one should pacify the excitement by paying attention to 
sobering topics such as impermanence.l 56 

When the concept of impermanence does appear in a general context pertaining to insight or 

wisdom, it is always in the role of a lower-order characterization of reality that one is to go beyond, 

and which is not to be dwelt on for nonconceptual gnosis to arise. Thus in general three 

observations may be made regarding Kamalasila's treatment of the concept of impermanence in the 

Bhiva.n8kramas: 

I) It is treated as a lower-order teaching, compassionately designed for those who would be 
frightened by the teaching of emptiness. 

2) It sometimes appears in the course of argumentation as a lower-order characterization of 
conventioIllal reality. 

3) In the context of meditation procedures it appears in instructions for Samatha, but not vipaSyana. 

156 Bhk 1 206. 23-25: atha yada piirvahasitaramitadyanusmarato ntara cittam uddhataIp. paS)'et / tada 
rutyatidiS81P.vegamanasikarid auddhatyaIp. praSamayet / 
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CHAPTER 3 CLOSING CONSIDERATIONS 

3.1 A Suggestion for Future Research 

All of this is suggestive, if not conclusive. It would appear that for KamalaSila the Sravakas' 

conceptioltl of vipasyana is that of the comprehension of the three marks of impennanence, 

suffering ~md lack of self. This is also the view of modem day Theravadin traditions.157 There is 

little doubt that when it comes to insight meditation practices modem day Theravada Buddhism 

accords a much greater role to the realization of impennanence, and more generally the three marks 

of existence, than is evident in the Bhavan8kramas (and the Mahayana siitra passages KamalaSila 

quotes from). In the Pali scriptures insight into impennanence is sometimes even said to be 

liberating. I 58 One can see what the relation might be by expanding on Gethin's observations above: 

He who sees papcca-samuppada sees dhamma and he who sees dhamma sees papcca-samupada. 

He who s~~es papcca-samup5da sees the arising and passing away of dhammas. Therefore he who 

sees the dhamma sees arising and passing away, which is to say impennanence (anicca).159 We 

157 See e.g. Bhikkhu Bodhi: "Insight should be understood as the three contemplations ofimpennanence, 
pain and not self; not contemplation of impermanence alone." (PM 9-10) YSM: 750. 

158 e.g. S~yutta Nikaya 22.102.10: 961-2: At Savatthi. "Bhikkhus, when the perception of 
impermanence is developed and cultivated, it eliminates all sensual lust, it eliminates all lust for existence, it 
eliminates all ignorance, it uproots all conceit 'I am.' Just as, bhikkhus, in the autumn a ploughman ploughing with 
a great ploughshare cuts through all the rootlets as he ploughs, so too, when the perception of impermanence is 
developed and cultivated, it eliminates all sensual lust .... it uproots all conceit 'I am.' ...... And how, bhlkkus, is the 
perception of impennanence developed and cultivated so that it eliminates all sensual lust, eliminates all lust for 
existence, eliminates all ignorance and uproots all conceit 'I am'? 'Such is form, such its origin, such its passing 
away; such is feeling ... such is perception ... such are volitional fonnations such is consciousness, such its origin, 
such its passing away': that is how the perception of impermanence is developed so that it eliminates all sensual 
lust, eliminates all lust for existence, eliminates all ignorance, and uproots all conceit 'I am.' " 

159 The Pili texts standardly seem to suggest that the other two marks of existence are what we would call 
"inferred" rather than "seen" in the same direct way as impennanence - at least initially. The inferences are that if 
something is impermanent it is not satisfying, and if something is not satisfying it is not the self. The process also 
would appear to involve what we call "induction" to establish their universality throughout the three times. It is 
also said to involve emotional states such as terror. See Gethin 1998: 188-194 for a useful summary. One must note 
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should notice, however, that the relationship is "one-way"; on this formulation the observation of 

impermanence is not a sufficient condition of seeing the dbamma. It is, however, necessary. 160 

In our text it is pudgaladhannanairatmya that is identified with the key content of vipaSyana 

- not impe:rmanence or the three marks. Furthermore, Kamalasila appears to explicitly reject the 

idea that the three marks of existence are soteriologica1ly relevant. Rather than being observed 

under the aspects of three marks, observed dharmas are experientially analyzed by kind to 

demonstrate their lack of ultimate reality. Whether permanent or impermanent, they are all 

ultimately unreal. In the Madhyamaka school an understanding of the impossibility of anything 

truly existing is what counts. For KamalaSila this is established on the basis of the concentrative 

analysis described above. 

One could research the possibility that these suggestions point to an actual area of 

difference between various Indian Buddhist schools. It seems reasonable to suggest, for example, 

that the Madhyamika conception of the process of insight might have co-arisen along with its 

theoretical rejection of the earlier ontology of svabhava associated with the VaibaSikas' theory of 

here that perception and inference were not identified as distinct modes of knowledge in the Pili texts. While 
instances of both abound in the Nikayas, there was no need to clearly distinguish between them. 

Kn()wledge of impermanence does seem to stand on a different epistemological footing from other items 
of Buddhist dogma. When in meditation we "see change" this involves a sensed comparison and contrast between 
consecutive moments of experience. Change is not a presupposition of intellectual judgment, it is in fact a 
precondition for it. Insight meditation that focusses on impermanence aims to make the awareness of change explicit 
by removing obscuring conditions. Among such obscuring conditions are included the five hindrances (which are 
emotional in nature), as well as intellectual activity. 

160 To see impermanence is perhaps only to see dependent origination in its most minimally conceived of 
senses (i.e. When this, that is. This arising, that arises. When this is not, that is not. This ceasing, that ceases). To 
see dependent origination in a more sophisticated fonnulation, as for example the well known twelve nidanas, much 
more than a simple observation of impermanence is implied (in this case very specific causal connections must be 
seen and understood). If this is so, how much more so in the case ofMadhyamika conceptions of pratityasamutp8da 
as emptiness and dependence on a designating mind (See Williams 1989: 61). 
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dhannas. 161 The emergence of the Madhyamaka might have been characterized by a recasting of 

the notion of insight such that the identification of dhannas and the observation of their arising, 

enduring, and passing away (i.e. "impermanence") was displaced by the understanding of 

emptiness (and the nonarising of phenomena). Such a shift in the basic conception of insight could 

be understood as correlated with the theoretical shift away from an ontology of dhannas. No longer 

considered as ultimate realities, the meditative act of watching dharmas arise and pass away might 

naturally have come to be considered as an unnecessary, secondary or even an inferior kind of 

practice.162 Thus within the Mahayana a trend may have developed towards the identification of 

insight practices with specific intellectual lines of reasoning. Observation of the impermanence of 

dhannas may have been relegated to a lesser role -- no longer associated with the liberating insight 

that marks the entry into supramundane wisdom, so much as a healthy reminder that time is short 

and one had best practice while one can.163 

For the sravaka schools the mode of cognition involved in insight may have been less 

161 Note that for the Theravada the notion of svabhava is simply that of nature, or character, svala.k$ana, 
rather than Cine of an ontological ultimate. Hence water has the character of wetness -- nothing in this conception 
implies pernl8llence, irreducibility or ultimacy. See Gethin (1992: 149-150). 

162 These observations are consistent with the commonly made generalization that an empirically oriented 
early Buddhism was gradually displaced by a more philosophically inclined religion concerned with defending itself 
against brahmanical critics. 

163 Such a suggestion would seem particularly compatible with the tradition ofTathagatagarbha teachings 
as found in sutras like the Tathagatagarbha, MahBparinirv8t)a, SrimBliidevi, Lankiivatiira and the Ghanavyiiba siitras. 
In these texts, to varying degrees, we find the rejection of the three marks (along with impurity, aSubha) as proper 
characterizations of the Dhannakaya. Somewhat problematically, from the traditional Buddhist point of view, the 
Ratnagotmvibhaga actually defends the attribution of permanence, bliss, self, and purity to the Dhannakaya. 
Although traditionally one must come to see conditioned phenomena as they are -- impermanent, suffering, of no 
substantial ego and impure, this characterization will itself be in error if it is applied to the Dhannakaya considered 
as emptiness, and even to dhannas understood to be empty of self-nature (Brown: 78). These errors are attributed to 
the Sravakas" for whom the notions of anitya, asukba, aniitman and aSubha have become the objects of dogmatic 
attachment. Thus the RGV negates them -- albeit while attempting not to posit the Dhannakaya as a substantial 
entity. See Brown (72-81) and Ruegg (1989:17-55). 
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conceived as involving the deliberative inferences of the aggregate of sa.Ip.skara., and more as a 

process of cultivating and intensifying an obseIVationaJ recognition (satpjiia) of dharmas qualified 

by the three marks. The conception KamalaSila outlines on the other hand most certainly involves 

the volitional fonnations. It is through a deliberate concentrated analysis directly founded on the 

objects of observation, that emptiness is conceptually understood. Put in other tenns, we may 

alternately suggest a sravaka emphasis on samprajanya rather than manasikara, which would be 

more strongly emphasized, and associated with insight, in some Mahayana schools. For example, 

the Madhyamaka in general may have placed less emphasis on the observational aspect and more 

on the analytic dimension of insight. It is possible that these two conceptions were combined in the 

y ogacara school, two of whose siitras appear as the main sources of the experientially based 

analytic meditation we find described in the Bhavanakramas. 

TIlUS for KamalaSila it is clear that the relatively passive act of observing dharmas is not 

considered sufficient. More generally we can say that for those who would have held the 

observation of the arising and passing away of dharmasto be insufficient (or misguided), there 

would obviously have been less scope for accommodating practices aimed at the direct observation 

of the three marlcs of existence. For Sriivakas to see reality as it is is at least to see dharmas as 

impermanent; for Mahayanists it is to understand that dharmas are actually unoriginated Any 

predication of impermanence (or permanence) is ultimately unfounded, as the logical subject or 

property holder (dharmin) of the predication is unreal, like an illusion. 

In different Mahayana schools, and in varying degrees, active inferential analyses of 

various kiIllds would thus have come to characterize their conceptions of insight. It seems credible 

to suggest that when taken to its limit such a position would imply an identification of insight with 
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cintimayi prajJii and meditation with nonconceptual dhyiina, as outlined in conception B in Section 

1.3.2 above. 164 We have seen, however, that for KamalaSila this reading is not as plausible as that 

of conception A. As a Madhyamaka, Kamalasila did indeed conceive the process of insight as 

aimed at the cognition of emptiness. But he also describes insight as an observationally based 

analytic process -- even if not one aimed at recognizing the three marks of existence. Thus while 

the observational experiencing of dharmas in meditation is not regarded as sufficient, it is 

considered necessary. 

It is further possible that the two conceptions of samiidhi found in the Bhiivaniikramas can 

be respectively attributed to Yogacara (A) and Madhyamaka (B) influences. The former might be 

principally associated with a conception of samiidhi qua bhiivanii and vipaSyanii as essentially 

including lm observational component. The latter could be associated with a conception of samiidhi 

qua dhyiina and vipaSyanii as intellectual analysis. Further research is necessary to corroborate or 

falsify this hypothesis. 165 

IfIndian Buddhist traditions did indeed differ regarding their conceptions of what is known 

in insight meditation, would this fact suggest anything at all about what individuals may actually 

have been doing when practicing meditation? I think it is reasonable to suppose that it would. For 

Kamalasila the notion of origination is not accepted (Bhk 1 199.3-202.8). It would not make sense 

for a meditator who takes such a recognition seriously to cultivate anything more than a minimal 

164 It is possible that within some Indo-Tibetan Buddhist traditions, such as the Prasangika tradition of 
the dGe lugs, a tendency to understand insight as primarily intellectual in nature arose from just such an 
understanding. More research is required to detennine if this is true. 

165 This is suggested by the fact that conception A seems to be partially based on the conception of 
sam8dhi fOruId an important Madhyamika proof text, the Samadhir8jasiitra, while conception B is primarily based 
on two texts associated with the Y ogacara: the Sa.rp.dhininnocana and Lankavatara siitras. 
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awareness of arising and ceasing -- just enough, perhaps, to be subsequently negated. 

At a minimum, these considerations can be used to understand one scholastic stream of 

Indian Buddhism's self-understanding, its self-identification as Mahayana in contrast to the 

Sravakayaina (i.e. those whose insight meditation practices consist in a special mode of 

concentrative analysis). It is clear that Kamalasila held that the two vehicles differed in their 

respective conceptions of insight. It is possible that he was correct. This hypothesis is falsifiable in 

principle. Given the central importance of both meditation and the concept of insight to the Indian 

Buddhist tradition, it seems to me that an attempt to test it would be a worthwhile, albeit vast, 

undertaking. In order to investigate this scholars would have to first analyze what the various 

schools' texts have to say about the concept of insight. One could word-search the corpus of 

various early Mahayana texts for references to insight (vipaSyani) and to the three marks of 

existence (individually and collectively). One could then chart the results to see the frequencies and 

correlations of such references over the centuries in different schools of thought. It is possible that 

in the Mahayana in general, the Madhyamaka in particular, or some further sub-schools thereof, 

there gradllally came to be fewer and fewer references to the observation of the three marks and 

insight in the same breath. 

3.2 Conclusions 

In 1he course of this study of the Bbavanakramas six. general and interconnected themes 

have emerged: 

1. Two concepts of samadhi exist within the text, associated with two views of vipaSyana. The first 
regards S8lnadhi as both conceptual and nonconceptual and vipaSyana as bhavanamayi prajDa. The 
second understands samadhi as nonconceptual and vipaSyana as cintamayi prajDi.. 
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2. The first of these, conception A, predominates in the Bhavanakramas. The texts have therefore 
been translated accordingly. A very different translation would have resulted if conception B was 
taken as nonnative. 

3. KamalaSila regarded bhavana as a broader concept than dhyiina, one that more truly reflects the 
nature of Mahayana practice. 

4. For Kamalasila vipaSyana involves both the meditative observation of dharmas and a special 
kind of experiential analysis that is not identifiable with ordinary reasoning. 

5. KamalaSila held that what is known through insight in the Mahayana is different from what is 
known through insight in the Sravakayana. Recognition of emptiness is regarded as distinctively 
belonging to the Mahayana. Knowledge of impennanence, and more generally of the three marks 
of existence, is not, in and of itself, regarded as insight. It is, rather, associated with Samatha 
meditatioIll. 

6. This suggests the possibility that different conceptions of insight prevailed in different streams 
of Indian Buddhism. In particular, some elements of the Mahayana, especially within the 
Madhayamaka, may have distinguished themselves from the Sravakayana in terms of the 
meditation practices they prescribed for insight. This hypothesis is falsifiable in principle. 

It is generally agreed by Buddhists that vipaSyana is an observationally analytic process. 

But it may be the case that while the weight of this notion initially rested on the observation aspect, 

in later times analysis was emphasized. This fact may be reflected in a blurring of the distinction of 

cint8mayi and bhavanamayi prajila, a phenomenon which is apparent in the Bbavanakramas. We 

have seen that in the Bbavanakramas the concept of insight is associated both with observation and 

analysis. Insight is said to be experiential in a way ordinary reasoning is not. I suggest that this is 

because of the observational dimension of the process. It is thus because of this aspect of insight 

that the process is correctly considered one of bhavanamayf rather than cintamayi prafo. Insight is 

equated with bbutapratyavek$8, which in tum is said to be either identified with or based upon 

dharmapravicaya. Each of these tenns is associated both with a dimension of observation and a 

dimension of analysis. Dbarmapravicaya, however, is a tenn more clearly conceived along 

observational lines. Unfortunately its nature is not clearly spelled out in the Bbavanakramas --
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perhaps because it was considered too obvious (or perhaps because it was too obscure). 

It may be the case that the experiential nature of the analytic component of vipaSyana was 

not considered crucial by some within the Buddhist tradition. This may have allowed vipaSyana to 

become identified with strictly intellectual processes of analysis, and the nonconceptual processes 

of Samatha and dhyana to become exclusively associated with the experiential dimension of 

practice. While both conceptions are present within the Bhavanakramas, the elevation of the status 

of nonconceptual dhyana over bhavana was vigorously opposed by Kamalasfla. 

One possible reason for the lack of clarity surrounding the experiential dimension of insight 

is that practices involving the cultivation of awareness of the three marks of existence may have 

fallen by the wayside in some schools of the Mahayana. We have seen that such practices were not 

held by Kamalasfla to constitute insight. It is, however, clear that he held them to be part of the 

Sravakas' (:onception of insight and felt that his opponent would also recognize them as such. He 

himself appears to associate these practices with Samatha meditation. 
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TEXTS 



 

The Process of Meditation I 

1 In the In.dian language bhi va na kra ma; in the language of Tibet: bsgom pal rim pa. 

Homage to Manjusri Kumarabhiita! 
The Process of Meditation is briefly set forth 

with regard to the regulation of conduct 
of a beginner in the Mahayana siitras 

1. Great compassion is of primary importance to the bodhisattva; 
universality of pain; necessity of compassion.2 
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In brief, those wishing to quickly reach the state of omniscience should strive in three areas: 

compassion, the thought of Awakening and practical realization (pratipatti). Knowing that 

compassion alone is the root cause of all the qualities of the Buddha, that is cultivated at the very 

outset. As it is said in the noble Dharmasa.rp.gitisiitra: 

Then the great being, the bodhisattva A valokitesvara said this to the Bhagavan: 
"Bhagavan, a bodhisattva should not train in too many teachings. Bhagavan, if one 
teaching is completely adopted, completely realized by a bodhisattva then all the 
qualities of the Buddha rest in the palm of his hand. Which is the one teaching? 
Great compassion. It is because of great compassion, Bhagavan, that all the 
Buddha-qualities rest in the palm ofthe hand for bodhisattvas. For example 
Bhagavan, where the Wheel-treasure of a wheel-turning king appears, all the 
multitudes of troops appear. In the same way Bhagavan, where the great 
compassion of the bodhisattva appears, all the qualities of the Buddha appear. 
Bhagavan, just as when the life-force is present other powers will arise, likewise 
Bhagavan, when great compassion is present the bodhisattva's other qualities will 
arise." 

And it is also said in the noble ~yamatinirdesa: 

"Moreover, Venerable Saradvatiputra, the bodbisattvas' great compassion is 
inexhaustible. Why is that? Because of its precedence. Venerable Saradvatiputra, 
just as breaths are the predecessors of a person's vital force, so too for the full 
acc:omplishment of the accumulations (sarpbhBralJ, i.e. of merit and knowledge) of 

1 Unless otherwise noted the present translation is based on Tucci (1986). 

2 Division and heading of sections follow Tucci. 



 

the Mahayana the bodhisattva's great compassion is the predecessor". 

And it is said in the noble GayasiT$a: 

"MaiijuSri! The practice of the bodhisattvas has what starting-point, what sphere?" 
MafijuSIi said, "The practice of the bodhisattvas has great compassion as its starting 
point, 0 Son of the Gods -- its sphere is that of sentient beings." 
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Thus being moved by the great compassion that has the goal of helping others, the bodhisattvas, 

indifferent to themselves, one-pointedly proceed in the task of acquiring the accumulations -- even 

though this is very difficult and takes a long time. And thus it is said in the noble 

Sraddhabaiadhana: 

"Therefore, because of [great] compassion there is nothing whatsoever which 
imparts pleasure that he does not give up for the sake of ripening all sentient beings 
[nor any misery-ridden rebirth that he does not accept]." 

Henceforth, having fulfilled the accumulations without delay, the one who undergoes great 

difficulty definitely attains omniscience. Thus compassion alone is the root of the Buddha's 

qualities. Having attained omniscience by fully adopting great compassion, the lllustrious Buddhas 

remain working (vikurvana) for the entire world; thus the Bhagavans' great compassion is itself the 

reason for their not remaining in nirviiI}.a. And this increases by increasing one's attention on the 

object of distressed sentient beings. And it should be cultivated towards all sentient beings, since 

every sentient being in the three world realms is perpetually afflicted by the three kinds of 

suffering, ~:ach according to its circumstances. 

And so, first of all, the Bhagavan described the denizens ofRell submerged in various 

miseries, such as continuous, protracted burning. And the ghosts also experience acute suffering, 

their forms emaciated by the agony of unbearably severe pains of hunger, thirst and so forth. They 

are thus described by the Bhagavan as not obtaining a dirty ball of snot to eat, even in the course of 
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a century. Animals also are seen experiencing diverse kinds of suffering because of mutual malice, 

killing and mutilation. Thus some, being tormented from all sides and completely against their will, 

have their bodies subjugated by piercing the nose, beating, binding and so forth. They are 

exhausted!. their bodies worn out by canying unbearably heavy burdens. Thus too, certain harmless 

ones dweUling in the wilderness, having been hunted down (anvi$Ya) for some purpose 

somewhere, are slain. And as they perpetually remain fleeing hither and thither with minds agitated 

by fear, their suffering is definitely seen to be unlimited. 

So too among men, hellish suffering is definitely seen. Here there is the hellish suffering of 

those who are robbers and such, who are done in by chopping off their limbs, impalement on 

spikes, hanging and so forth. And the suffering caused by hunger, thirst and so on belonging to the 

poverty-snicken and their ilk is just like that of the hungry ghosts. And the suffering caused by 

beating, confinement and so on belonging to those who are slaves and their ilk, whose bodies are 

completely subjugated and who having been seized by the powerful are oppressed, is just like that 

of the animals. Thus their suffering, created by desire, by mutual animosity, killing and such, and 

by separation from the agreeable as well as union with the disagreeable, is immeasurable. 

Ev(m those who are spoken of as contented rich people somewhere, of whom the wealth 

does come to an end, sunk in a pit of various mistaken views they accumulate the various actions 

and afflictions that are the causes of the experience of suffering for hell-beings and so on. In reality 

they are truly miserable, existing in the cause of suffering just like trees on a precipice. 

Even the gods, of the desire-realm to begin with -- those of whom the hearts are ablaze with 

the fire of alcute desire, and whose thoughts are beclouded as though their minds were convulsed -

they do not attain concentration of their minds even momentarily. Deprived of the treasure which is 



 

tranquillity and ease -- what kind of happiness is that! How are those afflicted by the fear and 

sorrow of perpetual transmigration, decline and so forth happy? 
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And those (gods) of the realm offonn and the realm of the fonnless as well-- even if they 

have temporarily left behind the suffering connected with pain -- because they have not completely 

relinquished the latent tendencies (anuSaya) of the desire-realm, the suffering connected with 

change ddinite1y still exists for them, on account of the possibility of falling into hell and so forth. 

In fact, aU those who are gods and men are afflicted by the suffering connected with mental 

fonnations, in virtue of their subservience to afflictions, actions and so forth. 

2. How compassion should be meditated upon. 

TIIUS having understood that the entire world is licked by the blaze of the fires of suffering, 

compassion towards all beings should be cultivated by considering, "Just as suffering is 

disagreeable to me, it is likewise disagreeable to others." First of all (it) should be cultivated by 

keeping ill view the aforementioned experiences of various suffering among those who occupy the 

position offriends. Then one who does not see difference owing to the basic equality of beings 

should cultivate compassion towards strangers (vyasta) by broadly considering, "And in 

beginningless S8Ip.sara there is not a single being who has not been a relative of mine a hundred 

times." Once an equal compassion is developed towards strangers as towards those in the position 

of friends then, in the same way, it also should be cultivated towards one in the position ofan 

enemy -- by bearing in mind the basic equality of beings and so on. 

And once it is equally developed towards an enemy as towards a friend, then gradually (it) 

should be made to arise towards all the beings of the ten directions. And when compassion is 
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developed equally towards all beings as dear as afflicted children, carrying its own essence in the 

form of wishing to rescue (them) from suffering, then it is perfected and obtains the designation 

"great compassion", just as it is described in the Ak~yamatisiitra. And this gradual meditation of 

compassion is described by the Buddha in the Abhidharmasiitra and so on. 

3. It helps the thought of Awakening. 

Thus for him the thought of Awakening arises effortlessly from the power of the practice 

of compassion - in the form of seeking after unsurpassed, perfect Awakening through the vow to 

rescue all beings. Thus it is said in the DaSadharmasiitra: 

Having seen beings unprotected, defenceless, without refuge; having produced a 
thought devoted to compassion, he then generates the thought of unsurpassed, 
perfect Awakening. 

Although (here it is said that) the magnanimous bodhisattva's thought of Awakening arises 

because of deliberate reflection upon others and so forth, in the noble TatbigatajDanamuddsamadhi 

the bodhisattva's thought of Awakening that arises on its own, from an impulse of compassion, is 

described by the Bhagavan as being superior. This very thought of Awakening even lacking in 

practical realization is described by the Bhagavan as a great reward in S81p.S8ra. And thus it is said 

in the Maitreyavimok~: 

Thus, for example, 0 noble son, even a fragment of a diamond-jewel outshines any highly 
rerut1ed golden ornament. It does not lose the name diamond-jewel and it (still) dispels all 
poverty. Thus noble son, even a fragment of the practice of the diamond-jewel which is the 
production of a mind of omniscience outshines any golden ornament of the virtues of the 
sravakas and pratyekabuddhas. And it does not lose the name of the thought of Awakening 
and it (still) dispels the poverty of satp.sarn. 

Even one who is unable to train in the perfections completely in every respect, should 

generate the thought of Awakening - on account of the great fruitfulness of embracing method 



 

And as is said in the noble RajiivaviidakasiitTa: 

Because you, 0 great king, with many duties and much to do, are not able to train in 
the perfection of giving completely in every respect, and equally so in the perfection 
of wisdom, on account of that then, you, 0 great king, must constantly and 
continuously remember, bear in mind and cultivate - the wish, the faith, the longing, 
and the prayer for Awakening whether you be walking, standing, sitting, lying 
down, waking, eating or drinking. Having accumulated the roots of virtues of the 
past, future and present relating to all the Buddhas, bodhisattvas, noble Sravakas, 
pratyekabuddhas, laypeople as well as yourself - rejoice! And having rejoiced with 
great rejoicing, perfonn the rituals of worship of all the Buddhas, bodhisattvas, 
pratyekabuddhas and noble sravakas. And having acted thus, extend it to all 
beings. Then, in order to obtain omniscience for all sentient beings, and to fulfill all 
the teachings of the Buddha, develop unsurpassed, perfect Awakening at three 
times throughout the day. Thus indeed, 0 King, being accomplished you will 
govern, and you will not neglect the king's duties." Having spoken thus, he said, 
"Thus indeed, 0 great King, having done much through the ripening of the roots of 
virtue on account of the genuine thought of Awakening, you have become fit for the 
gods. Having done much, you have become fit for men. And among all those 
appearing as gods and men you will be made sovereign. 
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4. Bodhicitta: Thought of A wakening. 

But it is established that the thought of Awakening that has its heart in practical realization 

(pratipattisiirarp., T. sgrub pa smil po byed pay has an extraordinarily abundant reward. Thus it is 

stated in the noble V-uaciattapariprcchii: 

The merit from the thought of Awakening, 
if it took shape, 

having filled the sky would yet surpass it 
A :man who would offer to the Lords of the world, 

filled with jewels 
Buddha-fields as many as the sands of the Ganges 

And one who, having made pr8iijali, 
bends his thought to Awakening: 

It is this worship which excels, 
of which there is no end 

Just as it is described in the noble ~qavyiiha, "The thought of Awakening is like the seed 

(bJjabhiita) of all the qualities of the Buddha." 
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And that thought of Awakening is of two sorts: the thought which is an intention and the 

thought which is (actually) proceeding (to act). It is described in the noble GaIJ.4avyuha thus: 

Difficult to find, 0 noble son, are those beings in the world of beings who wish for 
unsurpassed, perfect Awakening. 

In comparison, most difficult to find are those beings who have actually proceeded 
towards unsurpassed, perfect Awakening. 

The consciousness which has the form of firstly seeking, "May I become a Buddha for the 

benefit of the entire world," -- that is the intending thought From the moment beings exist in the 

adoption of vows and have entered (T. tugs; Skt. drSyante, "are seen") into the accumulations - that 

is the proceeding Thought. And vows should be taken (grahya/:}.) from another, from a spiritual 

friend who is ( already) established in vows and whose strength is known. But when there is no 

suitable initiator (grahaka), then having turned to face the Buddhas and bodhisattvas, one should 

produce the thought of Awakening in the same way as it was produced by ManjuSri who became 

King Ambara. A bodhisattva with the thought of Awakening produced thus, himself gives gifts 

and so forth and undertakes the practical realization (pratipatti), having thought, "One who is 

himse1funltamed does not tame others." 

5. Wisdom and Method, prajiia and upaya, must be realized jointly. 

Moreover, without practical realization Awakening is not attained. Just as is said in the 

noble Gayiisi1'$8: 

Awakening belongs to bodhisattvas who have the essence that is practical 
realization, not to those who do not have the essence which is practical realization. 

And it is said in the noble Samadhiraja: 

o SlOn, you should train thus: "Therefore, may I become one possessing the essence 



 

of practice." Why is that? Because for one with the essence of practice, unsurpassed 
genuine Awakening is not difficult to find. 
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And in siitras such as the ~yamati and the Ratnamegha the practical realization of bodhisattva is 

described in detail by way of division into perfections, immeasurables, attractions and so forth3
• 

Thus a bodhisattva should train in the areas of the worldly arts,4 etc. How much more so in the 

transcendent absorptions! Otherwise how would they perform every kind of benefit for beings? 

This itself: in brief, is the bodhisattva's practical realization which has the form of wisdom and 

method -- not wisdom alone, nor method alone. As in the noble VimaJakirtinirdeSal), "Method 

without wisdom, and wisdom without method, are a shackle of bodhisattvas." 

Wisdom accompanied by method, method accompanied by wisdom are described as being 

liberation. And it is said in the noble Gayasir~: 

These two are the two shortened paths of the bodhisattvas. Magnanimous 
bodhisattvas who are endowed with these two paths will quickly wake up to 
unsurpassed, perfect Awakening. Which two? Method and wisdom. 

6. Wisdom and Method. 

In that context, having abandoned the perfection of wisdom, everything that includes the 

perfections beginning with giving, the attractions and so forth -- the skill that allows one to attain 

3 Six perfections ($84 paramital;i, pha roJ tu phyin pa drug) - 1. Giving (dana, sbyin pa) 2. Morality (sila, 
tshuJ khrims) 3. Patience (k$8nti, bzod pa) 4. Energy (viiya, brtson Bros) 5. Absorption (dhyina, bsam gtan) 6. 
Wisdom (prajiia, shes rab). Four immeasurable contemplations (catvaryapram81:l8ni, tshad med bil) - 1. Love 
(maim, bymns pa) 2. Compassion (lca.rtuJB, siiiiJ. rje) 3. Sympathetic Joy (mudita, dga' bay 4. Equanimity (upe~, 
btail siioms). Four means of conversion (catvari sa.rp.graha vastiini, bsdu OO'i diJ.os po bil) - 1. Giving whatever is 
necessary (dana, mkho 00 sbyin pa) 2. Speaking pleasantly (priyavadita, siIan par sgra 00) 3. Helping others (altha 
ca.ryi, don spyod pa). 4. Consistency between words and deeds (saminBrthati, don mthun pa). In this siitra the 
scheme is O11le of six perfections, the first five falling under Method. In another later (?) development Method 
(upiya) cam~~ to be considered a separate perfection which together with vow (pnu;1idhina), power (bala) and 
knowledge Giii8na) together constitute the ten perfection scheme found at the end ofBhk1. 

4 T: bzo. According to Candra Das (1111) divisible into arts of body, speech and mind. Arts of the mind 
are again divisible into three: thos, bsam and sgom i.e. srutamayi, cintamayi, and bhivanamayi prajiia. 
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all the dharmas of worldly development:5 the complete purification of the fields, great enjoyment, 

many followers, prosperity, the ripening of beings, magical transformations and so on -- is said to 

be method. As for wisdom, it is the cause of ascertaining the true nature of that very method. 

Because of it, having discriminated genuine method, one is unchanged by acting (an~am) 

appropriately for the benefit of oneself and others; the one who is experiencing does not get 

afflicted, just as with poison taken along with a mantra. Thus it is said in the very same sutta: 

Method is the knowledge of attraction, wisdom is discriminating knowledge. 

And it is said in the noble Sraddhabaladhana: 

Wlrich is the skillfulness in method? It is the bringing together of all dharmas 
correctly (T. only: yan dag par). Which is wisdom? It is skillfulness by way of not 
getting mixed up with any dharmas. 

These two, method and wisdom, are definitely to be adhered to at all times, also by those who have 

entered thc~ stages (of the bodhisattva) -- not just wisdom alone, nor method alone. On account of 

which, the proper practice of the perfections of the bodhisattva in all ten stages is recited in the 

DaSabhumika and so on, as in the words, "Never is it the case that in the remaining stages, one 

does not properly practice." In the eighth stage of the bodhisattva dwelling in peace, the neglect of 

duty (vyutthiinaIp) would be opposed by the Buddhas. And that is to be understood from reading. 

7. No contradiction can be discovered in the scriptures. 

And that which is stated in the noble VimalakirtinirdeSa and Gayasi~a siittas also would 

contradict what was previously said, on account of what is generally stated there. And that which is 

5 al)hyudaya = "sukham" worldly goods, things pertaining or pleasing to the senses. Its counterpart is 
nil)Sreyas = "'hitam" metaphysical goods, things pertaining to spiritual development. (Ref: K.N. Mishra). 
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said in th(~ noble· Sarvadhannasarpgrahavaipulyasiitra would also be in contradiction. There it was 

said: 

"Subtle indeed, 0 Manjusri, is the veil of actions opposing the true Dharma. 
MaiijuSri! Whosoever generates to a positive evaluation (SobhanaS81pjiJam) of one 
teaching spoken by the Tathagata [i.e. wisdom] (and) a negative evaluation with 
respect to another (teaching) [i.e. method], that person rejects the true Dhanna. The 
Tathagata is maligned by one who rejects the true Dhanna." Having clearly spoken 
in this way, he said, "As for this, Maitreya, which is the bodhisattvas' realization of 
the six perfections for the sake of Awakening (T. byazi chub; Skt. bodha) those 
ignorant people will speak as follows. 'A bodhisattva should train only in the 
perfection of wisdom, what with the remaining perfections!' They consider the other 
perfections relating to method to be reprehensible. Is that what you think Ajita? Did 
he who was the king of Kasi possess corrupt wisdom, he by whom his own flesh 
was given to a hawk for the sake of a dove?" Maitreya said, "Definitely not this, 
Bhagavan!" The Bhagavan said, "Maitreya, with regard to those meritorious deeds 
litJiked to the six perfections I accumulated by travelling the bodhisattvas' course, 

. was any harm done by those virtuous actions?" Maitreya said, "Definitely not so, 
Bhagavan!" The Bhagavan said, "You, Ajita, to the extent of having realized sixty 
aeons in the perfection of giving, have to the same degree realized sixty aeons in the 
perfection of wisdom. Therefore (only) those who are ignorant people say, 
'Awakening is only (reached) by a single way, that is, by the way of emptiness.' "6 

And it is aJso said in the VairocanabhiS81pbodhisiitra, "This omniscient knowledge which has 

compassion as its root and the thought of Awakening as its cause is the end of method." 

Therefore both [i.e. method and wisdom] should be pursued by the bodhisattva at all times. 

8. Aprati~tanirv8.J;J.a; it can be explained only ifthere is cooperation of wisdom and method. 

So it is that the nonabiding nirv8.J;J.a of the Bhagavans is demonstrated For the Bhagavans' 

not abiding in nirv~ is on account of their embracing the prosperity of the fruit of great 

enjoyment such as a form body, a (Buddha-) field, followers and so on, (all of which) belong to 

method i.e. giving and so forth. And because of wisdom, there is no staying in S81pSiira on account 

6 Cf. Bhk 2 D 52alf. and Bhk 3: 26.16-27.4 
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of the complete abandoning of all mistakes -- for sa.Ip.sara is rooted in a mistake. Moreover, by this 

path which consists in wisdom and method, the middle way is made to arise -- on account of the 

abandonment of the extremes of superimposition and denial (of reality). By wisdom the extreme of 

superimposition is abandoned; by method the extreme of denial is abandoned. Hence it is said in 

the noble Dharmasarpgitisiitra: 

Such a one is an enjoyer of the perfection of the form-body (riipakaya), that is, the 
major and minor characteristics -- not one who delights in the realization of the 
Dharmakaya alone. 

Again it is said: 

Born from wisdom and method, the arising of the Tathagatas should be understood to be 
dependent upon others. 

Which is stated again: 

Those who know the method of the teachings to possess the likeness of a raft 
should abandon the teachings. And even before that, what is not the teaching. 

But this is said with the intention that they should be abandoned by abandoning one's mistaken 

attachment, but not that they should not also be resorted to in order to achieve the purpose. And so 

it is said, ''The teaching should be adopted, not clung to." The meaning is that it should not be 

adopted in a misguided way. And giving and the rest, which in some places are described as 

worldly fruits, were previously spoken of (in that way) for the benefit of those who possess them 

without wisdom -- who are satisfied with meritorious deeds as such -- in order to inspire (them to) 

higher melitoriollS actions. Otherwise it would all contradict the Vimalakirtinirdek Therefore it is 

established that the two, wisdom and method, are to be pursued. In that context, when adopted 

along with wisdom, giving and the rest obtain the designation "perfection" -- not otherwise. Hence 

having remained concentrating in order to completely purify giving and the rest, one should strive 
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to obtain wisdom. 

9. Prajna: Srutama}'4 cintarna}'4 bhavanamayi. 

There, first of all, the wisdom of hearing should be generated. For through it first of all one 

enters into the meaning of the scriptures. Thereafter one penetrates their provisional and definitive 

meanings by the wisdom of thinking. After that, having ascertained the meaning that is real 

[bhiitam artham, i.e. non-origination, emptiness] by means of that (wisdom of thinking), one 

should cultivate it, not that which is unreal [abhiitarn i.e. neyaztha]. Otherwise, on account of 

meditating upon the false and the (consequent) non-disappearance of doubt, there could be no 

production of perfect knowledge. And then meditation would be pointless, just like that of the non-

Buddhists. And the Bhagavan stated in the Samadb.ir8ja: 

If one investigates dharmas without identity 
And if, having investigated them, one would meditate 
That is the cause of obtaining the fruit of nirv8J;La 
Any other cause does not lead to peace. 

Therefore when the wisdom consisting in thinking has investigated by way of both logic and 

scriptures" the very reality which is the natural condition of things should be cultivated. And the 

natural condition of things is ascertained, on the basis of scripture and reasoning, to be in the 

ultimate sense only non-origination. 

10. The non-origination ofal1 things is ascertained by a) agama and b) yukti. 

a) agama, authority: 

In this context, from the scriptures -- as it is put in the noble DharmasaIpgiti," Non-

origination is truth, other attributes are falsehood." And this non-origination is called true on the 
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basis of its being in accord with ultimate truth (paramarthanukiilatva), even though from the 

perspective of the ultimate truth there is neither origination nor non-origination since (ultimate truth 

is) beyond all mundane relations. Once again, and here itself, it is said: 

The worldly crowd is preoccupied with arising and cessation, Kulaputra Therefore 
the Tathagata, possessed of great compassion, spoke in accord with mundane 
relations so as to remove the occasion of fear of the world, 'It arises, it stops,' -
even though there does not exist here the origination of any dharma whatsoever. 

A11d it is said in the noble Buddhasarpgiti: 

What is the fundamental inquiry? What is the foundation? It is said: Non-origination 
is the foundation. The inquiry with regard to it is the fundamental inquiry. 

And again here itself it is said: 

All dharmas because they have their beginning with 'a'7 are free from death and 
birth. All dharmas have as their beginning non-existence owing to their emptiness 
of inherent nature. 

And in th(~ noble Satyadvayavibhiiga (it is said that) the equality of all dharmas is because of their 

equality with regard to non-origination. And it is said in the Prajiiapiiramim: 

Material form, Subhiiti, is empty of an inherent nature of material form, just as 
much as consciousness is empty of an inherent nature of consciousness -- owing to 
its emptiness of any specific characteristic. 

And it has also been said in the Hastikak~a: 

There is no existent whatsoever to be found 
of which origination is possible, 
An ignorant person seeks origination 
among non-originated dharmas. 

And it was said in the Pimputrasamiigama: 

All these dharmas, all are equal because of the equality of the three 

7 Reference to the Tantric theory that the letter 'a' is implicit in all phenomena in virtue of the fact that a) it 
is the first letter of the alphabet and b) it is the vowel inherent in all Sanskrit consonants. As this letter is also the 
prefIx of negation, the implication is that all objects denoted by words are ultimately nonexistent, nonoriginated. 
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right up to the present time. 

b) yukti, cuguing: b.1 Origination is not uncaused: 
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Thus first one should investigate on the basis of scripture. Since the meaning of a text that 

has been made firm by reasoning cannot be assailed by others, one should investigate on the basis 

of reasoning also. 

In this context the reasoning is briefly discussed. The origination of things could be either 

without or with a cause. (It can) not (be) without a cause, since it is seen to occur on specific 

occasions. For (if origination was) unconnected to a cause, would not things occur at all times and 

places in 1he same way as at the time of origination, on account of there being no distinction 

(between them)? Alternatively, because there is no difference between the time when it arises and 

the time when it does not arise, they could not even occur at the time of origination either! Thus it is 

proven that (origination) is not without a cause. 

b.2 Origination is not caused; criticism of God as creator: 

Not, however, that it has a cause. That is, in so far as a being such as God (Iswar) is 

imagined by non-Buddhists as a pennanent cause, things (can) not be born from Him - since they 

are seen to originate gradually. For the gradual origination of an effect from a complete cause is not 

logical, because of [its] non-relation (i.e. to other contributing causes). For a powerful, self-

sufficient being such as God there (can be) no connection to other (causes). This is on account of 

the fact that (such beings) cannot be assisted by others by reason oftheir pennanence. And on 

account of the fact that a connection to one who is unassisted is not appropriate. Hence because 
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God and his ilk are devoid of all capacity, they have no nature. They are just like the son of a 

barren woman, since a real thing (vastu) is capable of causal efficacy. They have no capacity for 

gradual (o:rigination) with regard to any effect anywhere in the manner thought (by non-

Buddhists). 

Nor also simultaneously. That is, having produced all effects suddenly, at a later time if He 

was truly c:apable of production then there would again be the entailment of the production of the 

(same) effects as before, in a repetition (resulting) from the nature of that capacity. Or else, if there 

was no suc:h repetition, (his) impeImanence would be entailed by (his) abandonment of (his) 

previous nature (of producing the set of effects). Therefore there is no real thing whatsoever 

designated "pennanent." Hence truly it was stated by the Bhagavan: 

But the superimposition is false, 0 Mahamati, the superimposition 
due to attachment to unmade phenomena; the sky, cessation and 
IDrv5JJ.a. 

Therefore the origination of these from the pennanent is not logical. 

b.3 A nonf~temal cause is also illogical: 

Nor also from the impetmanent. On account of the unreality of the past and future, to that 

extent birth from that is not logical since it entails a condition of causelessness. But (it can) not (be) 

from the present, because origination from that in the same and different times is not appropriate. 

That is, not at the same time -- since the effect, like the nature of the cause, would ( already) be 

accomplished by having been made to arise at the same time as it. 

Nor also at a different time -- since ifthere is origination (after) a different interval of time 

(between cause and effect), then there would be the (absurd) entailment of the (present) production 
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of effects from a (disconnected) past. On the other hand, if origination occurred without an interval 

(between Icause and effect) -- if origination was completely without interval, then the 

momentariness of an aeon would be entailed, since all moments would merge into one moment. 

Just as when there is the union of ultimate particles completely, there is the entailment of a lump 

being only a particle. Thus (if a moment had a connection) by one side, this would necessitate its 

being composed of parts. Nor do they arise from themselves, since this position is already covered 

by the position of (origination) without a cause, and because of the contradiction of activity in 

oneself. 

Nor also from both -- since this would entail a double fault by partaking in both positions! 

Therefore [all] those things are from the ultimate perspective, non-originated But because 

origination exists conventionally there is no contradiction with any particular scripture. And thus 

the Bhagavan said: 

Things are born conventionally, 
In the ultimate sense they are without a nature. 
An error with regard to things without an inherent nature 
is accepted as a convention. 

And this r1easoning was intended by the Bhagavan in the SaJistamba and elsewhere, since he. 

(therein) denied birth from oneself, from another, from both and without a cause. 

11. Other reasons. Criticism of the notion of matter (and atoms), ofimmateriaJity (vijniina), of 
external objects as being distinct from mind: 

Alternatively it should be analyzed by reasoning as follows. Things are of two sorts: those 

with a material form and those which are immaterial. 

But here, fIrst of all, those with a material form, such as pots and so forth, do not have an 
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individual nature since a material fonn is divisible into atoms. (And) their multiplicity (also) is not 

logical, since the condition of having the nature of a collection of atoms is not proven for atoms 

aligned in sequence being divided into directions like "in front" and so forth. And since aside from 

single or multiple natures there does not exist any other nature whatsoever for a thing, from the 

ultimate perspective nature1ess indeed are these entities with material fonn" just like the fonns 

perceived in a dream. And this was stated by the Bhagavan himself in the noble Lankavatara: 

o Mahamati! As a cowhom being divided into atoms does not 
remain, so too even the atoms -- being divided they do not retain the 
character of atomhood. 

And those which are immaterial, being analyzed in this way, are also definitely without an inherent 

nature. That is to say, since an object which is external such as blue does not exist, the immaterial 

aggregates such as consciousness and the rest appear in the fonn of 'blue' out of their own 

capacity. It should be approached in this way. The Bhagavan said, "Material fonn is not outside, it 

is one's own mind that is seen outside." And thus those (immaterial things) having a singular 

nature are not logically possible since they appear in various aspects such as blue and so on [and] 

since they appear under the (two) forms of subject and object. And an individual having a multiple 

nature is not reasonable, since "one" and "many" are opposed 8 Since no individual nature (can be) 

established, then a multiple nature is also illogical-- since something multiple has the fonn of a 

collection of individuals! 

But if it is accepted here that those untrue material forms and so forth appear as aspects, 

then consciousness also proves to be false since consciousness is no different in nature from those. 

8 D 30a4: de bas na slion po 1a sogs pa sna tshogs kyi roam par snail OO'i phyir dan / gzuli ba dan 'dzin pa'i 
mam par snail 00 'i phyir lio bo ilid gdg tu mi run ste / gdg dan du rna mi mthun pa'i phyir gcig ni du rna'i lio bo 
ilid kho nar mi run lio / 
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For there is no other fonn of consciousness apart from the fonn it has in appearing. And material 

fonns and so forth do not appear on their own. And since those which have been reduced to the 

nature of c:onsciousness are false, it should be granted that all consciousness is false. Therefore the 

Bhagavan said, "All consciousness is like an illusion." 

Therefore it is certain that all these things are ultimately false because of their voidness of 

singular or multiple natures. And this meaning was spoken by the Bhagavan in the Lailkiivat8ra.: 

Just as a fonn in a mirror, its oneness and otherness abandoned, 
is seen and yet is not there, so too is the reality of things. 

'Oneness and otherness abandoned' means 'without oneness or otherness'. And again it is said: 

Discriminating with the intellect, an inherent nature is not 
ascertained. Thus they are shown to be inexpressible and without an 
inherent nature. . 

12. Bhiivaniimayi prajnii. 

Thus having ascertained the real meaning by means of the wisdom of thinking, one should 

give rise to the wisdom of meditation in order to directly perceive it. In the noble Ra.tnamegha and 

others, it is declared, "The meaning does not become evident by merely hearing a great deal." 

And experience (anubhiival;t) belongs to those who practice (pratipattr). Indeed also without 

the rising of the light of a clearer knowledge, the darkness of obscuration is not properly 

abandoned. From doing a lot of meditation, even upon an unreal object, a clearer knowledge 

arises. For ,example (it arises) for those practitioners who have attained nonauspicious objects and 

so on, as well as the entire earth and so forth. What to speak of those objects which are real? In that 

way, because meditation has the fruit which is very clear knowledge, its fruitfulness is spoken of in 

the noble Samadhiriija: 



 

I illuminate (and) proclaim to you: 
Just as a man would reason a great deal 
So too in this way he becomes one deep in mind 
through those reasonings dependent on it. 

Therefore he who wants to directly perceive (s~atkartukam.a) reality proceeds in meditation. 

13. Samatha. 
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In this regard, first of all a yogin should produce tranquillity in order to stabilize the mind. 

Since the mind is tremulous, like water, there is no steadiness without a calm foundation. And 

reality as it is cannot be known by an unconcentrated mind. For it is stated by the Bhagav3n, "One 

who has a concentrated mind discerns reality as it is. " 

Tranquillity is more quickly accomplished for [one who] is free from desires for gain and 

such, who is established in the correct orientation, whose discipline (sila) endures pain and so forth 

and whos~~ effort is begun. On account of this, giving and the others are repeatedly described in 

the noble 8arpdhi.nirmocana and the rest. 

Therefore, one who in this way is established in the prerequisites (sarpbhara) of tranquillity 

which begin with morality, having prostrated (oneself) before all the Buddhas and bodhisattvas in a 

place whi(;h is agreeable to the mind, confesses his sins taking joy in its merits. Then, manifesting 

great compassion and sitting down on a comfortable seat with the body straight and in the lotus 

posture, this one who intends to rescue the entire world should bring about samadhi. 

In that context, initially at the outset, the thing (vastu, T. diJ.os po) to be analyzed is the 

collection of all things abbreviated in tenns of kind; one should fix the mind there. But, summed 

up, a thing is twofold -- by way of division into material and immaterial. For a beginner it is 

appropriat1e to objectifY (aJambayitum) summarily in order to avoid the fault of distraction. But 
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when he becomes one whose attention is mastered, then having analyzed in tenns of the division of 

the elements which are the aggregates and so on, he then also relies on a (more) detailed way 

(vist8ra.so 'pyaJambata eva). Thus in the SaIp.dhinirmocana the various kinds of meditation object 

(aJambana) are spoken of in terms of the division of meditation objects into the eighteen kinds of 

emptiness for yogins and so on. 

And in precisely this connection in the Abhidharma and elsewhere, out of the kindness to 

sentient be~ings, the Bhagavan taught the division of a thing in brief, in moderate detail, and in detail 

-- by way of the division into material, immaterial and so on. 

And that thing should be counted (ga.IJ.ayet) as a collection of the elements which are the 

aggregates and so forth in order to avoid exaggeration and underestimation. And next, having 

ascertained the collection of all things, again one should continuously motivate the mind there itself. 

If in so doing the mind should be distracted outward because of desire and so forth, then having 

recognized the distraction and having pacified it by meditating on the topics beginning with 

impurity, one should again repeatedly motivate the mind there itself. But the process for meditating 

on the topics beginning with impurity is not written of, out of concern for too much detail in this 

book. 

But when in that context one would see the mind dissatisfied, then one should develop 

satisfaction there by seeing the advantages of samadhi. One should pacify the dissatisfaction by 

seeing the faults in distraction. And if from being overcome by sluggishness and sleep, the mind 

has sunk because of a lack of clarity in the grasping the object, then having alleviated that laxity by 

meditating on a perception light or from paying attention to delightful things like the qualities of the 

Buddha, one should again seize that very object more firmly. 
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And if one would see the mind excited while remembering previous laughter, enjoyment 

and so on, then one should pacify the excitement by paying attention to sobering topics such as 

impennanence. Then one should again make an effort with respect to the mind's spontaneously 

engaging (~xactly that meditation object. And when, because of being cut offfrom laxity and 

excitement, one would see the mind bearing its own flavour, proceeding evenly, then by letting go 

of effort one becomes equanimous. For if an effort is made while the mind is proceeding evenly, 

then one would distract the mind. 

But when the mind is proceeding just as long as one likes, spontaneously bearing in upon 

the object there, then tranquillity should be known to be accomplished And this is the general 

definition of all tranquillity since tranquillity has the nature of mere one-pointedness of mind.9 Its 

object, on the other hand, is definitely not fixed And this path of tranquillity has been explained by 

the Bhagavan in the noble Prajniiparamita and so on. 

14. Six defects and eight counteragents. 

Which is said with nine words, "One (acts upon) the mind there thus: sthiipayati, 

sarpsthiipayati, avasthiipayati, upasthiipayati, damayati, Samayati, vyupaSamayati, ekotikaroti and 

samiidadhati. " There sthiipayati (means) that one binds (the mind) by means of a meditation object. 

Sarpsthiipayati (means) that one makes (the mind) proceed continuously on the meditation object 

there itself: Avasthapayati (means) that having understood distraction one avoids it. Upasthapayati 

(means) that having avoided that distraction one again repeatedly binds (sthiipayati) (the mind) to 

9 T: ti gnas kyi lio bo iiid ni sems rtse gcig pa tsam du zas pal phyir 'dj ni ii gnas thams cad kyi spyi'i 
mtshan iiid yin no / 
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the meditation object there itself. Damayati (means) that one gives rise to satisfaction. Samayati 

(means) that, by seeing the faults of distraction one quells dissatisfaction. Vyupa.samayati means 

that one quells the torpor and drowsiness that have arisen. Ekotikaroti means that one makes an 

effort with respect to spontaneously engaging the meditation object. Samadadhati means that one 

cares for, pays heed to the mind which has attained its balance. Such is the meaning. And the 

meaning of these words was explained by previous teachers and by Maitreya. 

In brief, there are six (possible) faults for every single samadhi: laziness, loss of the object, 

laxity, ex<:itement, lack of effort and overexertion. Eight conditions of abandonment should be 

cultivated as their antidotes, namely: faith, aspiration, exertion, pliancy, mindfulness, clear 

comprehension, willpower (cetana) and equanimity. Here the first four are antidotes oflaziness. 

That is to say, it is through the faith which has the characteristic of a :fum confidence in the virtues 

of samadJ:li that the yogin's aspiration arises there. Then, out of that aspiration effort should 

commenc,e. Through the power of that effort one obtains capability (kann81J.Yata) of body and 

mind. Then, for the one who is pliant (prasrabdha) in mind and in body the laziness abates. Hence 

(those antidotes) beginning with faith should be cultivated for the removal oflaziness. Mindfulness 

is the antidote of ''loss of the meditation object." Clear comprehension is the antidote oflaxity and 

excitement since it is by it that laxity and excitement are properly noticed But at the time when 

there is no alleviating the laxity and excitement, there is the fault of lack of effort; and as the 

antidote of that, willpower should be cultivated. Laxity and excitement being alleviated, when the 

mind is the carrier of calmness then there [can be] the fault of (over )exertion. Then its antidote, 

equanimi~y, should be cultivated. The samadhi which is accompanied by these eight conditions of 

abandonment is extremely effective. It establishes qualities such as the extraordinary powers. Thus 
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it is said.utthe sutra, "One who is endowed with [the eight conditions of]10 abandonment develops 

a condition of extraordinary powers." 

15. Dhyana etc. 

And this one-pointedness of mind receives the designation, "absorption", "formless 

attainment", "liberation", and so forth on account its being endowed with greater and greater 

capability :and on account of possessing the distinct qualities of its object and so forth. That is, 

when it is conjoined with feelings of equanimity, and has gross thought and subtle thought, then it 

is called 'capable' (anagamya, T. mi lcogs pa med pa, "not unable"). And when it is separated from 

the thifst for pleasure [as well as] conjoined with [gross and subtle thought,] rapture, joy, and 

clarity pertaining to the self (adhyatmasarpprasad, i.e. mindfulness and clear comprehension), then 

it is called the first absorption. 

After this the first absorption without gross thought alone is called "intermediate 

absorption "' (dhyanantara). When it is without (both) gross thought and subtle thought, as well as 

separated from thirst for the stage of the first absorption -- (but still) conjoined with rapture, joy, 

and clarity pertaining to the self -- then it is called the second absorption. 

But when it is separated from the thirst for the second absorption, (and) is conjoined with 

joy, equanimity, mindfulness and clear comprehension, then it is called the third absorption. And 

when it is separated from thirst for the stage of the third absorption and conjoined with the 

mindfulness and equanimity and without sorrow or pleasure, then it is called the fourth absorption. 

Thus among the supreme domains and so forth which are the formless attainments and 

10 D 32b2: 'du byed brgyad 
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liberations, one should engage (yojyam) according to the aspects and so forth of the meditation 

object. Having stabilized the mind upon the meditation object in this way, one should analyze by 

means of wisdom -- since the thorough removal of the seed of delusion occurs on the basis of 

generating the light of knowledge. For otherwise, through samiidhi alone there would be no 

removal of the afflictions - as is the case with the non-Buddhists. Just as it is said in the siitra: 

And however one might cultivate this samiidhi 
but that self-perception not be meditated upon 

Again its klesas will be enraged 
here just as in Udraka's cultivation of samiidhI11 

16. Method of meditation according to the LaiJkiivatiira; vicara on the dhannas 
(no object, no subject), etc. 

In this regard, this process of cultivating wisdom is briefly taught in the noble Lai1kiivatiira: 

Having ascended to 'mind-only', 
one would not imagine an external object. 

Dwelling on the object which is suchness, 
one should transcend the mind-only. 

Having transcended the mind-only, 
one should pass into nonappearance. 

Established in the state of nonappearance 
the yogin sees the Mahayana. 

The effortless condition, 
pacified, is purified by prayers 

H(~ sees the best knowledge, 
from which self has gone out, 

by means of nonappearance. 

There this is the meaning. First of all the yogin should analyze (viciirayet, T. dpyad par bya) those 

dhannas having a material form, imagined by others as being external objects, "Are these other 

than consdousness, or is it this consciousness itself appearing in that manner -- just as in 

11 From the Samadhiraja. Udraka Ramaputrah, one of the renunciate Siddhartha's teachers. 
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dreamstate?" In that regard (i.e. if the position held is that they have a nature) outside of 

consciousness, he should break them down into atoms (param8J.JuSo viciirayet, T. rdul phra rab tu 

bsig ste). 

And discerning (pratyavek§am8J;1.al;1., T. so sor brtags pa) those atoms by way of parts, the 

yogin does not see (na samanupa§yati, T. mi mthoIi) those things. Not seeing (them), he thinks, 

"All this is indeed mind-only, an external object does not exist." Therefore thus, "Having ascended 

to mind-only, one would not imagine an external object." The meaning is that he would abandon 

conceptualizations of dhannas that have a material fonn. He should draw a conclusion (viciirayet, 

T. mam p.ClI' dpyad) from the nonapprehension (anupalabdhi, T. mi dmigs pay of those things that 

are in principle apprehensible (upalabdhi, T. dmigs su ruIi bay. Thus having broken down 

(vibhavya, T. mam par Mig nas) dhannas with a material fonn, he should break down those 

without material fonn. There, that too is the mind alone. When there is the nonexistence of an 

object, a subject is not logical-- because of the dependence of subject upon object. Therefore one 

should analyze (viciirayet, T. mam par dpyad pay thus: "The mind separated from the object and the 

subject is precisely the non-dual mind." (And) with respect to the characteristic of nonduality -

''Dwelling on the meditation object of suchness, one should also transcend the mind-only." 

The meaniing is that one should go beyond the subjective aspect; one should dwell in the 

knowledge of non-duality which is without the appearance of duality 

Thus having transcended the mind-only, so too one should transcend even the knowledge 

that is without the appearance of duality. And when the subject and object are false on account of 

the unacceptability (anupapatti, T. mi 'thad pay of the birth of phenomena from themselves (or) 

from another, one should analyze thus: "That being real (i.e. the knowledge that is without the 
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appearanc:e of non-duality) is illogical, since it is not different from those." 

The meaning is that there also one should abandon attachment to the reality of this 

knowledge of non-duality; one should remain in the knowledge that definitely has no appearance of 

the knowledge of non-duality. 

When this is so, one is established in the practical realization of the lack of inherent nature 

of all dhannas. Because the one who is established there enters ultimate suchness, there is the entry 

into nonconceptual samadhi. And thus when the yogin is established in the knowledge that has no 

appearanc:e of nondual knowledge, then, due to his being established in the ultimate suchness he 

sees the Mahayana. 

17. Meditation on the Absolute. 

Only this itself is said to be the Mahayana which is the seeing of the ultimate suchness. 

This very seeing of the ultimate suchness, when there is the vision of genuine knowledge 

(samyagjiJ.anavaJoka, T. ya.zi dag pa'i ye ses kyi sna.zi ba sar) of one who observes all dharmas with 

the eye of Wisdom, is a non-seeing (adarSana, T. mthoil ba med pa). And thus it is said in the siitra, 

"What is the seeing of the ultimate reality? It is the non-seeing ofall dharmas." Here precisely this 

kind of "non-seeing" is intended, not the non-seeing which is from lacking a condition -- as with 

those who are blind by birth or whose eyes are closed, or which is from lack of attention. 

Therefore a mistaken inclination of attachment and so on towards things (bhava, T. drlos po) 

occurs on the basis of non abandonment. Even ifhe is one who has emerged from the "unconscious 

state of attainment" and so forth (asaIp.jDisamapattyadivyuttbita), if possessed by the root which is 

attachment to existence, the yogin would yet be unliberated from the (future) arising of the group of 
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afflictions which are passions and so forth. 

Passion and so forth, which has its root in attachment to existence, is described in the noble 

SatyadvayanirdeSa and elsewhere. But when it is said in the A vikalpapraveSadh8raJ;1i, "He sets 

aside the phenomenal signs of material forms and so forth on the basis of nonattention 

(amanasikara)," the nonattention intended, which is nonapprehension (anupaIambba) on the basis 

of observing with wisdom, is not the mere absence of mental activity (manasikarabhavamatra). For 

beginningless attachment to material form and so forth is not removed by the mere abandonment of 

mental activity, as in the unconscious state of attainment etc. When there is no removal of doubt, 

one cannot avoid mental activity based upon attachment to previously apprehended material forms 

etc, just as there is no avoidance of burning when there is no avoidance of fire. 

In this way, these false conceptualizations which are the material forms and so forth are not 

to be manually extracted from the mind like a thom or some such thing pulled out by hand Then 

what, (must it not be) by the disappearance of the seed of doubt? And that seed of doubt, when 

there is th,e light of samadhi of the yogin who is observing with the eye of wisdom, vanishes like 

the cognition of a snake in a rope, on account of the non-apprehension of those previously 

apprehended material forms and so forth which had taken on the character of findability -- not 

otherwise .. 

Thus mental activity based on phenomenal signs of material forms and so forth can be 

avoided 0:0 the basis of the disappearance of the seed of doubt, not otherwise. Indeed, otherwise, if 

there wer(~ no light of samadhi and also no vision with the eye of wisdom, the yogin's doubt 

regarding the existence of material forms and so forth would not cease -- just as for a man situated 

down in an overgrown well with regard to the pots existing in a house. And with the non-cessation 
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of that, th,e irrational attachment to false material forms and so forth would continue -- just as for 

one who has the fault of unremoved eye disease. It could not be stopped by anyone. Therefore 

having taken hold of the mind with the hand of samadhi (the yogin) should clear away the seed of 

false conc:eptualizations of material forms, etc in the mind there with the sword of very subtle 

wisdom. %en this is so, false conceptualizations, just like uprooted trees, because the ground is 

free of (their) roots, do not grow in the mind again. On account of this alone the Bhagavan taught 

the path which carries the union of tranquillity and insight in order to remove the obscurations, 

since those two are the causes of perfect non-conceptual knowledge. Thus it is said: 

Having established morality, 
there is the gaining of concentration 

And from the gaining of concentration, 
there is the cultivation of wisdom. 

By means of wisdom, 
knowledge becomes pure 

For one whose knowledge is pure, 
verily there is the wealth ofmorality)2 

So it is that when the mind is fixed upon the object by means of tranquillity, then the light 

of genuine knowledge arises for the one who analyzes with wisdom, and then the obscuration is 

banished just as the darkness when the light is shining. Therefore on account of the fact that these 

two are established as compatible qualities regarding the production of genuine knowledge, like the 

eye and light, there is no mutual incompatibility as there is between light and darkness. For 

samadhi does not have the nature of darkness. Then what, does it not have the character of 

onepointedness of mind? From the words, "And he who is concentrated knows reality as it is," (it 

can be seen that samadfu) is entirely consistent with wisdom, and is not opposed. Therefore for the 

12 From the Ratnakuta. 
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one who is concentrated, who is observing with wisdom, there would be the nonapprehension of 

all dhannj'~s. And that is the highest nonapprehension. And in this way, that yogins' condition 

characterized by stability is "effortless" because of the nonexistence of anything to be seen more 

than that. (The condition is) "pacified" because of the pacification of conceptual proliferation 

characterized by conceptions of existence and nonexistence, etc. 

That is, when the yogin observing with the eye of wisdom does not apprehend any inherent 

nature in (~xistents, then, for him there is no conception of existence. And also for him there is no 

conception of nonexistence. If ever an existent is seen, that being the case, a conception of 

nonexistence occurs by the denial of that. But when throughout the three times an existent is not 

apprehended by the yogin observing with eye of wisdom, then how can he form a conception of 

nonexistence through denial? Thus other conceptualizations definitely do not arise for him at that 

time because of the pervasion of all conceptualizations by conceptions of existence and 

nonexistence, and because when there is an absence of pervader there is no possibility of that 

which is to be pervaded. This itself is the yoga of the highest non conceptualization. 

18. Definite Elimination ofkleSa- andjiieya- av~a. 

In this circumstance, on the basis of all the steadfast yogin's conceptualizations coming to 

an end, afflictive and cognitive obscurations are completely removed. For the root cause of the 

afflictive obscuration is described by the Bhagavan in the noble Satyadvayanirdesasiitra and 

elsewhere as the mistaken transposition (viparyasa) of existence and so forth (bhavadi) onto 

nonoriginated, unobstructed phemonena (anutpa.nn8niruddhabhava). 

And on the basis of the removal of all conceptualizations of existence and so forth by this 
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practice of yoga, there is the removal of the mistaken transposition of all existence, which is of the 

nature of ignorance and the root of the afflictive obscurations. Thus on account of being cut off at 

the root the afflictive obscuration is completely removed. 

Thus it is said in the Satyadvayanirdesa: 

"How, Maftjusri, are the afflictions restrained? How are the afflictions fully 
known?" Maftjusri said, "From the ultimate perspective, upon all of these dharmas 
which are really unborn, unoriginated and without substance there is a false 
inversion (asadvipaIyasaJ,.) because of conventions. On the Oasis of that false 
inversion, there is imagination and conceptualization (smpkaJpavikaJpa). From that 
imagination and conceptualization comes unfounded mental activity 
(ayonisomanasikara). Out of unfounded mental activity there is a superimposition 
of self (atmasamaropaIJ.). From the superimposition of self, there is the emergence 
of views (dr$tiparyutthana). On the basis of the emergence of views, the afflictions 
advance. But he, 0 Son of the Gods, who knows all dharmasto be really unborn, 
unoriginated and without existence -- such a one is ultimately unmistaken. And he 
who is ultimately unmistaken is without conceptualization (avikaJpa). And one who 
is without conceptualizations is in touch with the fundamental (yoni~ prayukta). 
And for one who is in touch with the fundamental, the superimposition of a self 
does not occur. And for one to whom the superimposition of a self does not occur, 
there is no emergence of views. illtimately there is not even the emergence of any 
view among the views of nirv8JJ.a. Thus the afflictions of one who dwells in 
nonorigination should be seen to be completely restrained. This is called the 
restraint of the afflictions. 0 Son of the Gods! When, ultimately, by means of 
knowledge without appearance he knows the afflictions to be really empty, really 
without existence, really without a phenomenal sign then, 0 Son of the Gods, the 
afflictions are fully known. As an example, 0 Son of the Gods, he who 
understands a species of snake neutralizes the poison of that snake. Just so, 0 Son 
of the Gods, for one who understands the origin of afflictions, the afflictions are 
completely neutralized." The Son of the Gods said, "What, 0 Man juSri, is the origin 
of the afflictions?" Came the reply, "illtimately it is this imagination with respect to 
all dharmas, which are really unborn, unoriginated, and without existence, that is the 
origin of afflictions. " 

Al(1d because all inversion is pervaded by the inversion with respect to existence, on 

account of the removal of all inversion when there is the removal of that (inversion with respect to 

existence), the cognitive obscuration is also completely removed by this, since an obscuration is 
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defined ill terms of an inversion. And when there is the removal of the cognitive obscuration, then 

on account of this absence of obstruction the yogin's perception (yogipratyak$[l) shines forth with 

the light of knowledge, unimpeded anywhere -- like a sunbeam through a sky whose covering of 

clouds has retreated. Thus consciousness has the appearance of light upon the nature of things 

(vastusvabhava). But so long as an obstruction is present (pratibandhasadbhava), it does not 

illuminat€~ even something close at hand. When obstructions are absent however, then, from 

gaining a quality of inconceivable power, why indeed would not every single thing be illuminated 

just as it is? Therefore omniscience is obtained through knowing all things just as they are in tenns 

of their conventional and ultimate nature. Thus only this is the highest path for removing 

obscurations and attaining omniscience. For the two obscurations are not properly removed by that 

which is the path of the sriivakas, on account of the nonremoval of inversion. And so it has been 

said in the noble Lailkavatarasiitra: 

Others indeed, having seen all dharmas dependent on causes become possessed of 
such minds (as mistakenly see) nirviiJ)a even in what is not nirv8J;l.a. Because they 
do not see the identitylessness of dharmas, Mahamati, for them there is no 
liberation. Mahamati! One who belongs to the class having the realization of a 
Sravaka has the idea of a final emancipation (niIyiiJ)a) in what is not the final 
emancipation (aniIyiiJ)a). In such a case, Mahamati, practice should be undertaken in 
order to purify false views. 

And thus since there is no liberation by any other path, the Bhagavan spoke of only one 

vehicle. The path of the sriivakas was only taught with the intention of getting started So it is that 

by contemplating, "Indeed this is only the aggregates; there is no self', the Sriivaka enters into the 

view of the selflessness of the personality. One enters into the view of the identitylessness of 

external objects held by the Vijiianaviidin by contemplating, "The three worlds are mind only. " In 

this way, from the entrance which is the identitylessness of this nondual knowledge one comes to 



 

enter into the highest suchness. But the entrance into mind-only alone is not the entrance into 

suchness. Just as was said before. And as was said in the noble Lokottaraparivarta: 

Moreover,O Son of the Jinas, one realizes the three realms as mind-only, and that 
mind presents itself (avataratJ.) by way of the absence of middle and extremes. 

The mind is without middle or extremes on account ofthe nonexistence of the two ends 

characterized by origination and dissolution, and of the middle which has the characteristic of 
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enduranc(;~. Therefore the entrance into nondual knowledge is definitely the entrance into suchness 

(tattva). And how is that state of yogin purified? It is said, "It is purified by prayer." What is 

prayed for by the bodhisattva is the benefitting all beings through great compassion. Thereafter, 

from the practice of the virtues such as ever-increasing giving, having the power of prayer, that 

great compassion thus becomes purified. Because of this, even when there is knowledge of all 

dharmas lack of inherent existence, the needs of all beings are not neglected to such an extent that it 

is said, "As long as this world itself remains, those undefiled by its faults will remain." 

But how (is such a state) "without effort" (and) "pacified" ? Here the cause is said, 

"He sees the best knowledge, from which self has gone out, by means ofnonreflection." On 

account of which, even that knowledge that has the characteristic of non duality which is accepted 

as ultimat<ety the best by the nondualists, the yogin sees as devoid of self, without a nature -- by 

means of knowledge which is without the appearance of nonduality. Hence it is without effort 

since there is nothing else to see; it is pacified because of the absence of all conceptualization. 

19. Absolute and conventional: paramiirtha and S81pvrti. 

Now here!, if it is asked, "Who is this yogin who sees?", ultimately there isn't anyone with an 

independent self or some such, nor either any yogin who sees. But conventionally just as 
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consciousness occurs by the mere generation of cognitions of the aspects of sense objects such as 

material fonns, so too in the world one maintains (vyavabriyate): "Devadatta sees Yajiiadatta 

through cognition," even though there does not exist any self whomsoever, etc. So here too, that 

very cognition arising without the appearance of nondual knowledge is designated thus: "One sees 

by a knowledge without appearance." It is not the case that because of there being a lack of inherent 

existence of all dharmas from the ultimate perspective, that conventionally the knowledge of the 

yogins or other knowledge of the layman is not sought. So it is said in the noble 

Satyadvayanirdesasiitra, '~though ultimately completely nonexistent, conventionally one 

cultivates the path." Otherwise, how could there be a distinction between ordinary people and 

sravakas, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas and so on? However, that of which a cause does not exist 

even conventionally also does not arise conventionally -- just as a hare's hom and so forth. But that 

of which a cause exists, although ultimately false, definitely arises -- just as do illusions, reflections 

and so forth. And even though conventionally such illusions do arise in interdependence, ultimately 

their reality (vastutva) is not feasible since it does not stand up to analysis. Hence the entire world 

is like an illusion. 

In this regard, just as for sentient beings the illusion of birth proceeds in dependence upon 

the illusions which are the actions and afilictions, so too for yogins the illusion of yogic knowledge 

proceeds in dependence upon the illusions which are the accumulations of merit and knowledge! 

Thus it has been said in the noble PrajiiBparamitasiitra: 

Someone is an apparition of a sravaka, someone an apparition of a pratyekabuddha, 
someone an apparition of a bodhisattva, someone an apparition of a Tathagata. 
Someone is an apparition of actions, someone is an apparition of afflictions. 
Through this enumeration, Subhuti, all natures are known as apparitions. 

But this is the distinction between yogins and common people: they are like magicians who, 
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from knowing that illusion as it really is, do not become attached to it as real. It is for that reason 

they are called yogins. Those who have taken a trick to be real, as have childlike, ordinary people 

illusion, are called 'childlike' because of their attachment to what is mistaken. Hence everything is 

consistent. As it is said in the noble Dharmasarpgiti: 

Just as a certain magician tries to liberate an apparition 
even while there is no attachment to the apparition 
because of his previous knowledge, 
So too he who has completely mastered Awakening 
having known the three worlds to resemble an apparition 
rc;~adies himself for this previously known world 
for the sake of living beings. 

20. Progress in meditation, yuganaddhamarga. 

Thus one should cultivate reality by this process. And there, as before, one should 

neutralizc;~ the laxity, excitement and so forth that have arisen. But when knowledge is proceeding 

spontaneously, without laxity or excitement, unto the object which is the lack of inherent existence 

of all dharmas, then the path which carries the union of tranquillity and insight is perfected Then as 

much as one can, one should meditate established in the stage of zealous conduct, with the power 

of zeal. Then having broken the lotus posture just as one likes, and having arisen, one should again 

consider: Even if all these dharmas are ultimately without an inherent nature, the fact remains that 

they are established conventionally! Thus it was said in the noble Ratnamegba: 

"How is a bodhisattva skillful in selflessness? Here, 0 Kulaputra, the bodhisattva 
discerns material fonn by means of genuine wisdom, he discerns feeling, 
perception, formations and consciousness. Discerning form, he does not find the 
production of form, nor does he find its cessation, nor does he find its origin. Thus 
he does not find the production of feeling, perception, formations or consciousness. 
Nor does he find their cessation. Nor does he find their origin. But this is so from 
the ultimate perspective, by the wisdom which abides in nonorigination -- not from 
the perspective of designated nature." And these who have minds like children 
experience diverse sufferings wandering around in sarpsara because of their 
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mistaken attachment to entities that have no inherent nature. 

Having manifested great compassion, one should think as follows, "I will act in such a way 

that once ][ have obtained omniscience I would make the Dharma nature known to them." Then 

having performed offerings and hymns of worship to all the Buddhas and bodhisattvas, one should 

offer the prayer which is the noble Bhadracaryii. Then one proceeds in the acquisition of all the 

accumulations of merit and knowledge, starting with giving, which has the womb of emptiness and 

compassi()n. As it is put in the noble Dharm8S81p.giti: 

The great compassion of the bodhisattva who sees reality as such issues forth and 
he thinks, "For the sake of all beings I should perfect this doorway of samiidhi 
which is the vision of all dharmas as they really are.13 He who is being impelled by 
that great compassion having fulfilled the three teachings of exalted morality, 
mmdfulness, and wisdom is awakened to unsurpassed, perfect Awakening." 

This alonc:~ is the bodhisattvas' path which carries the union of wisdom and method, that even while 

viewing the ultimate they do not cut off the conventional. And those unmistaken ones who do not 

cut off the conventional, for whom great compassion comes first, enter into action for the benefit of 

all beings. 

Now it may be the case that adherence to method is not possible while in the condition of 

world-transcending wisdom. Nevertheless at the time of adhering to method, because the 

bodhisattva, like a magician, is unmistaken due to his world-transcending knowledge, the wisdom 

with a background in (that world-transcending) practice is present, connected to the ultimate 

suchness ofthings as they are! Therefore there is definitely a path which carries the union of 

wisdom and method! And (it is stated) in the noble Ak~yamatinirdeSa that the path which carries 

13 T: de yan 'di snam du bdag gis chos thams chad yan dag pa ji Ita ba Min du mthori ba'i tiri rie 'dsin gyi 
sgo 'di sems can thams cad la bsgrub par bya'o siiam du serns te / 



 

the union of wisdom and method should be followed with inexhaustible concentration 

( dhyiinak.~yata) 

And it was said in the noble Ratnamegha: 

How does a bodhisattva become skillful in the Mahayana? Here the bodhisattva 
learns all the training, even though he does not apprehend a path in the training. 
And that which he learns also is not apprehended And the one who is taught, he 
too is not apprehended. And it is by way of that reason, that cause, that condition 
that he does not fall into annihilationism. 

21. Pratipatti. 

And it said in the noble DharmasaIpgiti: 

What is the practical realization of the bodhisattvas? Whatever the bodhisattvas' 
bodily action, whatever their vocal action, whatever their mental action - it proceeds 
for the sake of all beings because of the precedence of great compassion. The 
sovereignty of great compassion is produced from the intention (to act) for all 
sentient beings' happiness and well-being. The one with the intention of well-being 
takes cognizance in this way: 'I should realize in practice the practical realization that 
produces well-being, that brings happiness to all beings'. For him, the practical 
re:alization is discerning the aggregates to be like an illusion and yet it does not seek 
the abandonment of those aggregates. The practical realization is discerning the 
elements to be like a snake and yet it does not seek the abandonment of the 
elements. The practical realization is discerning the sense-spheres to be like an 
empty village and yet it does not seek the abandonment of the sense-spheres. The 
pl'actical realization is discerning material form as like a ball of foam and yet it does 
not relinquish the creation of a Tathagata's form-body. The practical realization is 
discerning feeling as like bubbles and yet it does not fail to begin the application of 
the production of the bliss of attainment in the absorptions and concentrations of the 
Tathagatas. The practical realization is discerning perception to be like a mirage and 
yet there is no abstaining from the practical realization of the perception that 
produces the knowledge of the Tathagatas. The practical realization is discerning 
mental formations to be like a banana tree and yet there is no abstaining from the 
practical realization of the mental formations that are the qualities of the Buddha. 
The practical realization is discerning consciousness to be like an illusion and yet 
there is no abstaining from the practical realization of the production of the actions 
of body, speech and mind that are the forerunners of knowledge. 

Thus among limitless siitras the practical realization which has the form of wisdom and method 
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should be followed 

22. The stages: adhimukticBIYa. 

Thus by this process, having constantly honoured wisdom and method, twelve kinds of state arise 

for the bodhisattva who develops by practicing over a long period of time. Those very states are 

distinguished (vyavasthapyante) as stages in the sense that they are the bases of progressively 

higher virtues -- from the stage of conduct of zealous conduct right up to the stage of a Buddha. In 

this connection, as long as one does not directly experience the suchness (tattvam) of the 

selflessness of the personality and of dharmas, (there is) only a very intense zeal. Unshakable by 

the likes of Mara, when one cultivates suchness with the power of zeal, then the stage of zealous 

conduct is distinguished on the basis of intense zeal. The bodhisattva existing in this stage, 

although ~ti11 an ordinary person, has completely passed beyond all the calamities of a fool and is 

endowed with innumerable qualities like samadhis, spells, freedoms, superknowledges and so on. 

Thus it is read in the noble Ratnameghasiitra. 

Alld of this very (stage) four degrees of penetration are distinguished by way of the tetrad 

of soft, middling, strong and stronger. That is, when from meditating on the identitylessness of all 

dharmas the light of knowledge arises to the extent that it is just evident, then this is the degree of 

penetration called "Become warm" (U$magata). And that, here in the Mahayana, is called "The 

Samadhi reaching the light". But when that very light of knowledge becomes moderately evident, 

then" it is the degree of penetration called "The summit" (miirddha), which (in the Mahayana) is 

called "The samadhi of increased light". And when an even more pronounced light of knowledge is 

born -- one in which there is no appearance of external objects -- then, because it rests on 
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conception (vijiiaptJ.) only, it is the degree of penetration termed "patience"~ti). And it is called 

"The sa.tr.liidhi which has entered one domain" because one has entered the non-apprehension of the 

object's aspects. But when one would ascertain the non-dual knowledge which is devoid of the 

fOIms ofthe object and subject, then this is the degree of penetration designated "The best 

(worldly) condition" (iigradharma). And this is called "The sarrriidhiwithout interval" because, in 

fact, immediately following it one enters into suchness. Up to this point (we have been dealing 

with) the stage of zealous conduct. 

23. The ten bhfimis and the Buddhabhfimi. 

But the other stages are briefly distinguished on the basis of fulfilling eleven components. 

In that context the first stage is distinguished at the outset on the basis of fulfilling the component 

which is understanding suchness which is the identitylessness of the personality and of dharmas. 

In this regard, when upon the completion of "The best (worldly) condition" a clearer knowledge 

arises for the first time ever -- superior, transcendental, devoid of all conceptual proliferation, 

directly perceiving the lack of inherent existence of all dharmas -- then, on account of the arising of 

the path of seeing from descending into certainty of the truth (sarrryaktvanyiima i.e. the assurance of 

nilV~)14 the bodhisattva has entered the first stage. 

Thus in this stage, the bodhisattva is delighted on account of understanding for the first 

time the suchness that was not understood. Hence this stage is called 'delighted'. And here the one 

hundred and twelve afflictions that are fit to be abandoned by seeing are forsaken. But the 

remaining stages have the nature of a path of cultivation. In them the sixteen afflictions of the three 

14 Edgerton 298, Abhk 923. 
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worlds that are fit to be abandoned by cultivation are forsaken. And in this stage the bodhisattva's 

perfectioIlL of giving becomes unexcelled on account of proceeding in the interests of others just as 

in the interest of oneself -- on the basis of a realization which has a full comprehension the Dharma 

Realm. But even that bodhisattva for whom suchness is well mastered, verily, so long as he cannot 

become one who dwells in clear comprehension of subtle immoral slip-ups (skh.alita), that long (he 

remains ill) the first stage. But when he can, then on the basis of fulfilling this component the 

second stage is distinguished. 

Hence in this stage the perfection of morality becomes unexcelled because of his non

perfonnance of subtle immoral slip-ups. This stage is called "pure" on account of the departure all 

the filth which is moral undiscipline. He becomes one who dwells in clear comprehension of subtle 

immoral slip-ups. So long as he cannot attain the entire worldly samadhi and keep to the meaning 

as it was heard, until then it is merely the second stage. When he can then on the basis of fulfilling 

this component the third stage is distinguished. 

ArId in this stage the perfection of patience becomes unexcelled on account of enduring 

every suffering in order to achieve the all worldly samadhis by means of the learned cJharaJ)is of the 

bodhisattva. On account of gaining those samadhisthis stage is called "Light-maker" since it 

creates an immeasurable light of knowledge that transcends the world But as long as he who 

possesses the entire worldly samadhi gained cannot repeatedly dwell in the qualities that aid 

Awakening just as they were gained, and cannot make the mind equanimous in connection to all 

the attainments, that long it remains the third stage. But when he can, then on the basis of fulfilling 

this component the fourth stage is distinguished. 

In this stage, continuously for the bodhisattva, the perfection of energy becomes unexcelled 
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on the basis of staying with the qualities that aid Awakening in order to proceed beyond the babble 

of body, speech and mind And this stage is called 'Brilliant' on account of the flaring of the flame 

of the qualities that aid Awakening which is capable of burning up all the fuel of the afflictions. He 

becomes one who continually dwells upon the qualities that aid Awakening. Meditating on the 

truths, so long as he cannot turn around the mind which faces nilViiI)a and does not face saIpSiira., 

and cannot cultivate the qualities that aid Awakening collected under method, that long it remains 

the fourth stage. But when he can, then on the basis of fulfilling this component the fifth stage is 

distinguished 

Hence only in this stage because the repeated cultivation of the aids to Awakening collected 

under method is won with great difficulty, it is called "Very hard to win". And in this stage the 

perfectioIll of concentration (dhyiina) becomes unexcelled on the basis of doing a lot of meditation 

(bhavana) on the aspects of the noble truths. And he becomes one who dwells extensively on the 

aids to Awakening collected under method. So long as he cannot attain the signless state because of 

his mental continuum being filled with sorrow from its discernment of the activity of saIpsiira., that 

long it remains the fifth stage. When he can, then on the basis of fulfilling this component the sixth 

stage is distinguished 

And in this [stage] the bodhisattva's perfection of wisdom becomes unexcelled on the basis 

of dwelling in meditation upon dependent origination. Thus from the unexcelled quality of the 

perfection of wisdom one exists in this stage facing towards all the teachings of the Buddha. 

Therefore it is called "Facing towards". He is one who gains (the state of) dwelling upon the 

signless. So long as he cannot attain (the state of) dwelling upon the signless uninterruptedly, that 

long it remains the sixth stage. When he can, then on the basis of fulfilling this component the 
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seventh stage is distinguished 

But in this stage the bodhisattva understands all signs as signless and does not oppose 

designation that is made in signs. Hence in this (stage) the perfection of method becomes 

unexcelled. And this stage is "Far going" due to its going very far because of its close contact with 

the effortless path. He becomes one who continuously dwells on the signless. Until he can attain 

the state of dwelling upon the signless that carries itself effortlessly, it remains the seventh stage. 

When he can, then on the basis of fulfilling this component the eighth stage is distinguished. 

And in this [stage] from effortlessly joining to the aids ofvirtue15 the perfection of the vow 

becomes unexcelled. And this stage is called "Immovable" on account of its quality of not 

wavering with effort for the signless. He becomes one who effortlessly dwells upon the signless. 

As long as he cannot become an authority on all dharma instructions of all kinds according to 

divisions such as synonyms, etymologies and so forth, that long it remains the eighth stage. When 

he can, then on the basis of fulfilling this component the ninth stage is distinguished. 

And in this [stage] on the basis of gaining distinction in the analytic sciences 16 because of 

possessing excellence in the power of wisdom, the bodhisattva's perfection of power becomes 

unexcelled And on account of the distinction of gaining a faultless intellect through skillfulness in 

dharma instructions of all kinds, the stage is called "Having praiseworthy intellect". And in this 

stage he becomes one who obtains the set of four analytic sciences. So long as he is unable to 

display Buddha-fields, retinues, magical projections and so forth, and cannot enjoy the complete 

teaching ~md ripen beings, that long it remains the ninth stage. When he can, then on the basis of 

15 Edgerton 188. kuSalapak$a - the side of virtue, good morals. 

16 For Buddhists, four: dhanna, artha, nirukti, pratibhanam. Edgerton 370, LaV-P Abhk.vii89ff 
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fulfilling this component the tenth stage is distinguished. 

And in this [stage] the bodhisattva's perfection of knowledge becomes unexcelled owing to 

his possessing excellence in knowledge for the sake of ripening sentient beings through magical 

projections and so forth. And this is called the "Cloud of teachings" on account of the downpour of 

teachings on endless world-realms by the clouds of dharma instructions. There is also an 

arrangement of the stages in terms of other classifications such as the aggregates, purifications and 

so on -- this is not written of (here) out of fear of (too much) detail in this book. Even though he 

has obtained supernatural powers such as magical creation, until with regard to all knowable 

objects, he can give rise to unattached, unimpeded knowledge of all kinds, that long it remains the 

tenth stage. When he can, then on the basis of fulfilling this component the Buddha Stage is 

distinguished. 

And the excellence of this stage is explained in the noble Sarpdhinirmocana: 

There is no other circumstance higher than this Buddha stage on account of going to 
th{~ highest limit of all accomplishments of every kind. 

And the division containing the position of the qualities of this Buddha stage cannot be spoken in 

any way, not even by the Buddhas. (Now) since that (stage) is immeasurable, how then by the 

likes of me?!!! Just as was said in the noble GaJ;zdavyiiha.: 

Even though examining, one would not comprehend even one part of the qualities 
ofthe self-existent. For the excellences of the Buddha are unthinkable. 

But this much it is possible to say briefly here17 as the bodhisattva's Process of Meditation by the 

17 From this point T. gives: Having reached the condition wherein all faults have departed, the illustrious 
Buddhas who have gone to the end of attaining the benefit of self and others, abide in the body of the Dharma, 
effortlessly perfonning the benefit of the entire world by means of their complete enjoyment and emanation bodies 
remaining as long as sa.rps8.ra exists. Therefore the wise should generate faith in the Bhagavans who are the sources 
of all virtue, and should strive to accomplish their virtues by whatever means. As for the division of the three 
bodies, it is lIlot written of here out of concern for too much detail in the text. By following the system of the 



 

renowned Venerable Kamalasila is concluded: 

The Tathagata taught the cause of dhannas that have a causal origin, as well as their 
c(~ssation. The one who speaks thus is the great renunciate. 
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siitras, and by speaking well of this path of the Buddha's sons, I have obtained great merit. By this may the foolish 
world quickly reach the highest wisdom. By the order of the World-ruler and King of the Gods Kamalasila made 
this summary of the procedure for meditating. The First Bhavanikrama is completed. 



 

The Process of Mediatation I 

1. Great compassion is of primary importance to the Bodhisattva; 
universality of pain; necessity of compassion. 1 
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rgya gar skad du I bhii va nii kra ma I bod skad du I bsgom pa'i rim pa I 2 fjam dpal gion nur gyur 
pa la phyag 'tshallo I theg pa chen po'i mdo sde yi I tshul spyod las ni daD. po pa II de las brtsams te 
bsgom pa yi I rim pa mdo tsam brjod par bya II thams cad mkhyen pa iiid myur du thob par 'dod 
pas mdor na siiifl rje dail I byail chub kyi sems dail I sgrub pa daD. I gans 'di gsum la 'bad par bya'o I 
I de la saris rgyas kyi chos ma Ius pa'i rgyu'i rtsa ba ni siiii1 rje kho na yin par ses par byas la de Did 
la thog ma kho nar bsgom mo I de skad du 'phags pa chos yan dai par sdud va las gsuils te I de nas 
bcom ldan 'das la 'phags pa spyan ras gzigs dbail phyug gis 'di skad ces gsol to I I bcom 1dan 
'das byail chub sems dpas chos rab tu mail po la bslab par mi bgyi'o I I bcom ldan 'das byail 
chub sems dpas chos gcig rab tu gzuiJ. tifl rab tu rtogs par bgyis na sails rgyas kyi chos thams cad 
de'i lag mthil du mchis pa lags so I chos gcig po gail ie na I 'di Ita ste I siiifl rje chen po'o I bcom 
ldan 'das sDifl rje chen pos ni sails rgyas kyi chos thams cad byail chub sems dpa' mams kyi lag 
mthi1 du mchis pa lags so I I bcom ldan 'das dper bgyis DB 'Ichor los sgyur3 ba'i rgyal po'i 'Ichor 
10 Tin po che gail du mchis pa der dpuil gi tshogs thams cad mchi'o I I bcom ldan 'das de bim du 
byafl chul, sems dpa'i siiifl rje chen po gail du mchis pa der sails rgyas kyi chos thams cad mchi'o I 
I bcom ldan 'das dper bgyis na srog gi dbail po mchis na dbail po gian mams 'byuil bar 'gyur ro I 
I bcom ldan 'das de bim du siiii1 rje chen po mchis na byail chub serns dpa'i chos gian rnams kyail 
'byuil bar 'gyur ro ies 'byuil flo I] 

{187} dharmiiI)iizp. pravrttir bhavati I" iiryaksaYamatinirde§e coktam I ''punar apara1!l, bhadanta 
saradvatiputra, bodhisattviiniiIp mahiik8Ill1J.ii apy ~yii I tat kasya hetol}. I piirvailgamatviit I tad 
yathiipi nama, bhadanta saradvatiputra, iiSviisiil}. p~asya jivitendriyasya piirvailgamiil}. I evam eva 
mahiiyan2.lsambhiira[samud]iigamiiya bodhisattvasya mahiikarut;1.ii piirvailgamii" iti vistaral}. I 
iiryaiayiisirse coktam I ''kimiirambhii, ManjuSri1}., bodhisattvaniiIp. caryii kimadhi$tbanii I ManjuSrir 
iiha I mahakaruniirambhii, devaputra, bodhisattvaniiIp. caryii sattviidhi$tb8nii" iti vistaral}. I tathii hi 

1 Division and heading of sections follow Tucci. Numbers in large brackets indicate Tucci's pagination. 

2 Bracketed Section: D 22b 1-6; Skt reconstruction from T. in CIHTS 195: namo maiijuSriye 
kumarabhiit'aya mahayanasiitr8.r;l8rp. ya adikannikasya ca.rySniyamal) I tamad.bi1qtya ~pad 
bhav8nakramastvabhidhiyate II ac~ sarvajiiatarp praptuk8mai1). ~patal;! karu.t}.8 bodhicittam pratipattiSceti 
tri$U sth8ne~ prayatitavyam I buddhatvasya aS~dhanna.hetumiil81p. Jauw.uUveti jEatvii sa "daveva bhavayitavyi I 
yathoktam iiryadharrnasamgitisiitre -- atha khalvavaJokiteSvaro bodhisattvo mahasattvo bhagavantametadavocat - ''lla 
bhagavan bodhisattvena atibahlI$U dhannC$U sik$itavyam I eko dhanno bbagavan bodhisattvena svirBdhital;! 
supratividdha.l;z kartavya.1:J I tasya sarvabuddhadhann8l;l karatalagata bhavanti I katama ekac:lhanna1). I yaduta 
.mah8karuJ;rii 11lltIhaka.rw}aya bhagavan bodhisattv8n8.lp. sarvabuddhadhann81;l karatalagata bhavanti I tadyatha 
bhagavan ytma rajiiaScakravartinaScakraratnaJp. gacchati tena sarvo balakayo gacchati, evameva bbagavan ytma 
bodhisattva.'iYa .mah8karuJ;rii gacchati tena sarve buddhacfhann8 gacchanti I tadyatha bhagavan jivitendriye sati 
anye$8mindriyalJ8-rp pravrttir bhavati evameva bhagavan mah8k8.l1ll)8y8rp. saty5manye~ bodhisattv8n8.lp.]. 

3 CIHTS: bsgyur. 
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taya preryam8J)a bodhisattvalJ. svatmanirapek$8 ekantena paropakararthataya, 
atidU$karadirghakiilike 'pi sarpbharoparjanapariSrame pravartante / tatha coktam 
&;yaSraddhabaladhane: "tatra 4 [maha]kartl1J.aya api sarvasattvaparipacanarthaIp. [na tat kincid 
dul:JkhasabitaIp. janma yan na parigrfuJati] na tat kincit sukhopadhanarp. yan na parityajati" iti / ato 
'tidU$kare pravarf:amano na cireJ;18iva sarpbharan paripiiryavaSyam eva sarvajnapadam adhigacchati / 
{188} tato buddhadharm8J)8Ip karUIJ.aiva miilam / mahakaruJJ.aparigrahad eva buddha bhagavanto 
'dhigamy.a sarva[jiia]padam aSe~sya jagato 'rtharp vikurv8J)as ti$hanta iti nirv8J)aprati$thane saiva 
bhagavatiirp. mahak8IU1J.8 hetul)5 / sa ca dul:}khitasattviilambanamanaskarabahulkarato vrddhim 
upayati6 / sarve ca te sattvas tridhatukavacariis trividhadul:Jkhataya yathayogam atyantaduiJkhita 
eveti sarve$V eva sattve$U bhavaniya (J tatha ca ye tavan narakas te 
vividhacirantanadirghakiilikadahadidulJke$U nimagna eva bhagavata van;lita/;1. / tatha preta api 
du1)sahati"vrak.$uttpjadiduJ;Jkhapigabhi-sarpSo$itamiirtayas tivradulJkam anubhavanti / yena 
v8I$8SatenapyaSucHp. khetapir}.cjanarp ca bhoktwp. na labhanta ityadi van;litarp bhagavata / tiryaiico 
'pi parasparakrodhavadhaBhiIp.sadibbir anekavidharp. dul:Jkham anubhavanto d[Syanta eva / talba hi 
kecm nasikabhedanatacjanabandhanadibhir tant:rilqtaSariraJ9 parital}. paripicjyamanalJ. katham apy 
anicchanto 'pi atidurvahagurubharodvahana-parikhinnavap~ pariklamyanti / tatharaJ;we 'pi 
nivasanto 'naparadhalJ. kecit kvacit 1 O[ altha]to 'nvi~a hanyante / nityarp ca bhayavihvalamanasas 
tatas tatal;l palayamanas tishantity aparimitam e$iIp dul;Jkharp drSyata eva / talba man~e 'pi 
narakarp dul}khatp. drSyata eva / atra ye cauradayo 'iJ.gacchedaSiilarp8l)odbandhanadibb.ib karyanta 
eva te~! narakarp eva dul:Jkham / ye ca daridryadyupahatas te$iIp pretinam iva tat 
~ttar$8(libhi[r] dul:Jkham / ye ca bbrtyadayal) parayatti1q:tatmabbavalJ. / ye ca baJibhir iila:amya 
picjyante te$iIp tiraScam iva tadanavarodhanadidul:}kham / tatha parye$tiktam anyonyadrohopa
gbaladikrlaJ!1 priyaviprayogapriyasarpyogalqtaIp caprameyam e$iIp dul:}kha[m] / {189} ye kvacid 
iSvara1;1. sukhita iva lapyante te 'pi viparyavasinasarppado vividhaku~tigahananimagna 
narakadidul:JkhanubhavahetuvividhakleSakarm8J)Y upacinvantal}.ll prapatasthas taravo iva12 

dul:Jkhahetau varf:amanalJ. paramiirthato dul:}khila eva / deva api ye lavat kamavacaras te 'pi 
tivrakama.gnisarpdiptamanasa ak$iptacitta ivasvacchacetasalJ. k$aJJ.am api samadhanarp. cetasaJp na 

4 Square brackets T. only. 

5 Tucci: ?J:}811J.8hakaruetul).. 

6 Following eIHTS. Tucci: "upetya (?)" 

7 Abhk 875: du1Jkh8stridulJkhat8yogad yathayogama.se$3fa.1} I manapa arnan8pasca tac1anye caiva s§stravi1) II 
II tisro hi dzI1Jkhatil) -- dul)khdul)khati, vipa.riJ:lamadzI1Jkhati, smpskaradzI1Jkhati ca I tibhiryathayog~talJ. sarve 
sastcavi1) sarpsk8ra dul)khal) I tatra manapa vipa.riJ:lamadul;lkhataya, amanapa dul;lkhadul;lkhataya I tebhyo 'nya 
sarpskaradul)kbataya I 

8 Following eIHTS. Tucci: vaeIhs. 

9 Following eIHTS. Tucci: atant:rilqtaSaririi. 

10 Reading with CIHTS; Tucci: "kvacit. .. to 'nvi$ya". 

11 Following eIHTS. Tucci: upacinvantal}.. 

12 Following eIHTS. Tucci: pr8pat:astha iva taravo ... 
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Iabhante / te~ praSamasukhadhanadaridra¢rp. kidrSmp. niima tat sukham / 
nityaeyav.anapatanadibhayaSokopahat8l.l kathmp. sukhita niima / ye ea riip8riipavaearas te 'pi yadi 
niima kiyatk8lmp. duJ)khadulJkhatarp. vyatitas tathapi atyantaIp. kiimavacar8IJ.8rp anuSayaniim 
aprah.8JJ.at [te~] punar api nBrakadivinipataSaIp.bhavad vipariJ;liimadu1}kham [asty eva] / sarve 
niima devaman~al;l kJeSakarmadiparatantryat te smp.skiiradu1}khataya du1}khita eva / 

2. How compassion should be meditated upon. 

tad evmp. sakaIam eva jagad du1}khagnijv81avahqh.am ity avetya yatha mama dul;dcham apriymp. 
tathiinye$8m apriyam iti eintayata sarve~ eva sattve~ lqpa bhavaniya / prathamam tavat 
mitrapak$e[~] pfirvoktavividhadu1}kh8nubhave~ anupaSyata bhavaniya / tata/;l sattvasamataya 
viSe~ apaSyata 'n8dimati ea saIpSare na kaScit sattvo yo na me Sat:aSo bandhur abhfid iti 
parieintayata vyaste~ bhavaniya / {190} yada mitrapak$e~v iva [vyaste~u] tulya kanu;.a pravrtta 
bhavati / tada Satrupak$e 'pi tath8iva sattvasamatadimanasikare1)a bhavaniya / 
yada ea [Satrupak$e] 'pi mitrapak$avat samapraV{tt8 bhavati / tada kramaSo daSasu ~u 
sarvasattve~ bhavayet / yada ea du1}khitab81apriye~ iva du1}khoddharatJ.eeeh8k8r8 svarasav8hini 
sarvasattve~ samapraV{tt8lqp8 bhavati / tada sa ni~panna bhavati mahaka1111J.8vyapadeSa[rp] ea 
Iabhate / yatha aksaYamatisiitre ea vanPtam / aymp. ea lqp8bhavan8kramo bhagavata 
'bhidhazmasiitradau vanPta/;l / 

3. It helps the thought of Awakening. 

tasyaivmp.lqp8bhyasabalat sakaIasattvabhyuddharatJ.apratijiiayanuttarasamyak
SaIp.bodbipr8rthanakiiram ayatnata eva bodhieittam utpadyate / yathoktaIp. daSadhaqnasiitce: 
"sattvan atr8J;18n a8ara1)8n advipan drt~va karunayai cittam upasthapya yavad anuttaray8rp 
samyaksaJpbodhau cittam utpadayati" / iti / yadi niima parasamadapanadin8pi bodbisattvasya 
mahasattvasya bodhicittam utpadyate / tath8pi lqp8vegato yat svayam eva bodhisattvasya 
bodhieittam utpadyate tad bhagavaWyatatbagataWinamudrasarnidhau visi$taratvena vanPtam / 
tad etad bodhieittaIp. pratipattivikalam api SaIp.s8re mahapbalmp. bhagavata vanPtam / (191) tathS 
coktaIp.m.aitrwavimoge / "tad yathapi niima, kulaputra, bhinnam api vajraratnaIp. sarvam 
ativisi$I1:z SUV81'1J.81arpkiiram abhibhavati / vajraratnaniima ea na vijahati sarvadaricbymp. ea 
vinivartayati / evam eva, kulaputra, pratipattibhinnam api sarvajDataeittotpadavajraratnarp 
sarvaSr8vakapratyekabuddha-~asuvan;z8larpkiiram abhibhavati / 13 bodhicittaniima na vijahati / 
SaIp.s8ra.dari.drymp. ea vinivartayati" iti / yo pi p8ramitasu sarve1)a sarvmp. sarvatha si~itum 
asama.rthal;l, tempi bodhieittam utpadaniyam eva / upayaparigrahe1)8 mahaphalatviit / yatba eoktam 
Wyarajavavadakasfitre / ''yasmat tvmp., maharaja, bahulq:tyo bahukaraJftyo 'saha.I) sarve1)8 sarvmp. 
sarvatha dmap8ramitay8rp sik§iturp yavat prajiiapiiramitay8rp sik§itum / lasmat tarbi tvmp., 
maharaja, evam eva SaIp.bodhau ehandarp Sraddh8rp pr8rthan8rp pra1J.idhirp gacchann api ti$thann 
api ni~o 'pi sayano 'pi jagrad api bhuiijano 'pi pibann api satatasamitam anusmara manasikuru 

13 [I] CIHTS. 
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bhavaya /14sarvabuddhabodhisattvaryaSravakapratyekabuddhaprthagjananam atmanas 
eatitanag:ltapratyutpannani kuSalamiilani pi1J.cjayitva, anumodasva I agraya 'numodanaya 'numodya 
ea sarvabuddhabodhisattvapratyekabuddharyasravakaIJ.8.rp. pujakarm8J;Ji niIyataya I niryatya ea 
sarvasattvasadharaIJ.8ni kuru/15 tatal;t sarvasattv8J;18rp. yavat sarvajiiatapratilambhaya 
sarvabuddhadharma-paripiiraJ;Iaya dine traikiilyam anuttaray8.rp. samyaksaIpbodhau pariJ;lama[ya] I 
16evaIp. khalu tvaIp., mahiiriija, pratipannalJ. san rajyaIp.17 kari~asi I rajaktyani ca na hapayi~asi I 
( 192) ityadikam uktviilla 181 atba khalu punas tvaIp., mahiiriija, 
samyakS8Ip.bodhieittakuSalamiilavipake nanekalq:tyo deve~upapanno 'bhiil;I I anekalq:tyo 
man~e~iipapanno 'bhiil;I I saIVasu ea devaman~yopapatti~ adhipatyaIp. k8rayi~asi" I iti vistaral}. 
I 

4. Bodhicitta: Thought of Awakening. 

yat punalJ. pratipattisBrarp. bodhieittaIp. tad atitararp vipu1aIp. [phalam] iti siddham lata 
eV&yaviradattavariweehaY8m uktam / 

bodhicittiid vai yat pU1J.yaIp. tae ea riipi bhaved yadi I 
akaSadhatwp sarppiiIya bhuyaS eottaritarp. bhavet II 
gailgaviill1kasarpkhyani buddhak~tr8JJi yo naralJ. I 
dadyad ratnaprapiirI)ani lokanatbebhya eva hi II 
yas eaikal]. praiijalibhutva eittaIp. bodhaya niimati I 
iyaIp. visi~ate puja yasya anto na vidyate II iti I 

yatbarya&'811davviibe van;1itam I "bodhieittarp., kulaputra, bijabhiitarp. sarvabuddhadharmanam" iti 
vistaral) I tae ea bodhieittarp. dvividhatp. pra1J.idhicittarp. prasthinacittarp. ca I iQra&andaK,Yiibe 
van;1itarp. / tatba I durlabhas te, kulaputra, sattva/;l sattvaloke ye 'nuttaray8.rp. samyaksaIp.bodhau 
pra1J.idadhati" iti I "tato 'pi durlabhatamas te sattva ye 'nuttarazp. samyaksaIpbodhim 
abhisarpprasthital!." iti I (193) sakalajagato hitaya buddho bhaveyam iti pratbamataraJ:p 
priirthaniikiira eetana tat pra1J.idhicittam I yatal;t prabh{ti sarpvaragrah.a1J.e ... vartamana/;l sarpbhare~ 
drSyante tat prastbanacittam I sarpvaraS ea vijiiatapratibalasarpvarasthita[t] kalyanamitrat purato 
grihyalJ. I asati pratirUpe grihake buddhabodhisattvan iimukh.i1qtya yatba maiijuSriya 
'mbararajabhutena bodhieittam utpaditarp. tatbotpiidaniya/;l I evam utpiiditabodhieitto bodhisattvalJ. 
svayam eva danadi dadati pratipattau prayo~yate Ina hi svayam adantal;t paran damayatiti matva I 

14 [I] CIHTS. 

15[/] CIHTS. 

16 [I] CIHTS. 

17 Following CIHTS. Tucci: svarajya.rp. 

18 Following CIHTS. "aha" not in Tucci. 
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5. Wisdom and Method, prajiia and upaya, must be realized jointly. 

na eapi vina pratipattya bodhir avapyate / yathoktam 8J;ya~ayaSir$e ''pratipattis8.r8J)iirp. 
bodhisattlraniirp. bodhir napratipattis8.r8J)8m" iti / iIyasamadhira;e eoktam / tasmat 'pratipattisaro 
bhavi~iimi' ity eva.q:z tvaya kumiira Sik$itavyam / tat kasya hetolJ. / pratipattisiirasya hi, kumara, na 
durlabha bhavaty anuttara samyaksa.q:zbodhir" iti / (194) sa. ea pratipattir bodhisattvasya 
p8.ramita~)ramiiI)asaIpgrahavastvadibhedena aksaYamatiratname@adisiitre!}u vistare1J.a vamita / tatha 
laukikaSi~padisthane~ api yavad bodhisattvena Sik$itavyam / kiIp. punar lokottare!}U dhyanadi!}U / 
anyatha lGatha.q:z sarvakararp sattva.rtharp I.ruIyl$ / sa. eeya.q:z saIp.k!}epe1J.a bodhisattvasya 
prajiiopayariipa pratipattir na prajii8.matraIp. nopayamatraIp. yathiryavimalakirtinirdeSe 
''prajiiaralrita[upaya] upayarahita ea prajiiabodhisattvaniirp. bandhanam" ity uktam / 
upayasahita prajiia prajiiasabita upayo mok$atvena vamitalJ. / 8J;ya~ayaSirse eoktaIp. / "dvav imau 
bodhisattlraniirp. ~iptau margau / dvabhyiirp. miirgabhyiirp. samanvagata bodhisattva 
mahasattva./:J. k!}ipram anuttaraIp. samyaksaIpbodhim abhiS8Ip.bhotsyante / katamau dvau / upayaS ca 
prajiia ea" / iti / 

6. Wisdom and Method. 

tatra praffia.paramit:arp. tyaktva dBnadipiiramitasarpgrahavastvadika.q:z sarvam eva 
k!}etrapariSuddhimahabhogapariva.rasa.q:zpatsattvaparipakanirm8.1J.adikasakalabhyudaya
dhannasal'pgriihakarp kuSalam upaya ueyate / prajiia tu tasyaiva 
eopay~['viparitasvabba.vaparieehedahe~ / taya hi samyagupaya.q:z vivieya'viparyasto yathavat 
svapariirtb.anU§thanad vi!j81ll iva mantraparigrhitaIp. bhuiijano na sarpkJiSyate / {J95} tatha. coktam 
atraiva siitre / "upayalJ. S8Ip.grahajiiana.q:z / prajiia parieehedajiiBnam" iti / 
iIyaSraddMbaladhane eoktam / "upayakauSal8Ip. katam8Ip. / yat S8Ip.grahalJ. sarvadhann8.1J.B1p. / 
prajiia kat:~ma / yat sarvadhanniiI)iim aS8Ip.bhedanakauSalam" iti / etau prajiiopayau dvavapi 
sarvakalam eva sevaniyau bhiimipravi!}tair api na tu prajiiiimatraIp. nopayamatraIp. /19 yatalJ. sarvasv 
eva daSasu bhiimi!}U bodhisattvasya piiramitasamudae8.ralJ. pathito daSabhiimikadau / "na ea 
pariSe~su na samudacarati" iti vaeanat / a$tamyiirp. ea bhiimau bodhisattvasya Santavi.ba.ri1J.o 
buddhair vyutthanazp. tad virudhyeta / tae ca tatas tatra patba.d avagantavyam / 

7. No contradiction can be discovered in the scriptures. 

yae eiJ;yavHnalakirtinicdeSe ~ayaSirse cokta.rp. tad api piirvoktaIp virudhyeta eva siimanyenaiva 
tatriibhidhanat / yat sarvadharmasammbav&pulye eoktaIp. tad api virudhyeta eva / tatroktam / 
siik$ma.q:z hi, maiijuSn1}., saddhannapratik!}epakannavaraIJam / yo hi kakin, maiijuSris, 
tathagatabh.a.§ite dhanna ekasmin SobhanasaIpjii8.m utpadayati / (196) ekasminn aSobhanas8Ip.jiiiim 
utpadayati / sa saddhanna.q:z pratik$ipati / tena saddhanna.q:z prati~ipata tathagato 'bhyakhyato 

19 [I] CIHTS. 
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bhavati" iti vistaram uktva aha / yo yarp, maitreya, ~tparamitasamudagamo bodhisattviiniiIp. 
bodhaya /20 taIp. te mohap~ evarp vak~anti / prajiiaparamitayiim eva bodhisattvena s~itavyarp 
ldrp. Se~bhi1J. paramitabhir' iti / te 'nyam upiiyapiiramitiiIp. d~yitavyiiIp. many ante / tat kirp. 
manyase, 'jita, dl1$prajiial) sa kiiSirajo 'bhiit yena kapotartharp Syenaya svamiiIp.siini. dattiini / 
maitreya aha / no hiliarp., bhagavan / bhagaviin aha / yiini maya, maitreya, bodhisattvacaryiiIp. carata 
~tpiiramitasarp.yuktani kuSalamiiliiny upacitiini / apalq:tarp. nu tailJ. kuSalamiilair / maitreya aha / no 
hidarp bhagavan / bhagaviin aha / tvarp, tavad, ajita, diinapiiramitayiiIp. ~ kalpiin samudagatalJ. / 
yavat prajiiaparamitayiim ~tirp. kalpiin samudagatalJ. / tat te mohap~ evarp vak§yanti / 
ekanayenaiva bodhir yaduta Sunyatiinayena" iti vist:ara1) / vaUocanabhisambodbau coktam21 / tad 
etat sarvaJiiajiiiinarp kariinamiilarp bodhicittahetukam upiiyaparyavasanam" iti / tasInad ubhayarp 
sarvakaJam eva bodhisattvena sevaniyam / {197} 

8. Aprati~tanirv8J;J.a; it can be explained only ifthere is cooperation of Wisdom and Method. 

evarp hi bhagavatam aprati~tani.rv8J;J.arp sidhyati / tatha hi diinader upayasya 
rupakayak§etraparivaradimahiibhogataphalasarppatparigrahad bhagavatiiIp. na nirviine 'vasthiinam / 
praJiiaya ca sakalaviparyiisaprah8J;J.iin na sarp.siire 'vasthiinarp viparyiisamiilatvat sarp.siirasya / 
anyac22 ca prajiiopayasvariipaya pratipiida samiiropiipavadiintavivarjanena madhyama pratipad 
udbhavitii / prajiiaya samiiropiintasya varjanad upiiyenapavadantasya varjanat / ata 

eviiJ;yadharmasam~tav uktam / ''lak§a1;1iinuvyaiijanariipakayaparini$piidanabhiralaS ca bhavati na 
dharmakiiyabhisamayamatrabhiratalJ. / iti /punar uktam / ''prajiiopiiyajanitas tathiigatiiniiIp. 
parapratyayatalJ. sal rp. ]bhavo 'nugantavyal)" / iti / yat punar uktam / "kolopamarp dharmaparyayam 
ajiinadbhir dharma eva prahatavyiil;1 / priig evadharmal) " / iti / tad viparitabbiniveSaprahiinatalJ. 
prahatavya ity abhipriiyad uktam na tu prayojanasarppiidaniirtbam api niiSraya¢yam / tatha coktam / 
''dharmal) pragra1n1avyo nodgral111avya" / iti / nOnIDiirgeI;1a pragrahitavya ity arthal;l / yac capi 
kvacid daniidi siiIp.siirikaphalatvena vaIIJitarp. tat prajiiiirabitiiniiIp. daniidiniiIp. piirvam ukta.rp. 
tavanmatrakuSalamiilasarpf:u$tiinS cadhilqtyottara-kuSalamiile protsahaniirtham / {198} anyatha 
vima]akirtyadinirdeSab sarva eva virudhyeta / tasmat tu dvav api prajiiopayau sevaniyav iti sthitam / 
tatra prajiiaparigrhita diinadayai;J. piiramitavyapadeSarp.labhante niinyatheti / ato daniidipariSuddhaye 
samadhiinam iisthaya prajiiopiidaniirtharp yatnarp. kurvita / 

9. Prajiia: Srutamayi, cintamayi, bhavaniimayi. 

talra prathamarp tavat Srulamayi prajiiotpiidaniya / taya hi tavad agamiirtbam avadhiirayati / talaS 
cintamayyii prajiiaya nitaneyiirthaI!J. nirvedhayati / tatas taya niScitya bhiitam artharp. bbavayen 

20 [I] not in text. 

21 Tibetan places this quote a few sentences below at the point in section 8 immediately following 
"prajiiopayajanitas tathagatanarp parapratyayata1;l sa[1!l]bhavo 'nugantavya.1;t" / iti /. 

22 Following CIHTS. Tucci: anaya. 
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nabhiitam I anyatba hi viparitasyapi bhavanad vicikitsayas cavyapagamat samyagjiliinodayo na syat 
I taW ca l1yarthaiva bhavana syat I yatha tiItb.ikiinam I uktaIp ca bhagavata sarnadhiIjje I 
nairatmyadharmiin yadi pratyavek$atel tan pratyavek$Ya yadi bMvayeta I sa hetur nirviil;1.aphalasya 
praptaye I yo anyahetu na sa bhoti Siintaye I iti I tasInac cintamayya prajilaya yuktyiigamabhyatp. 
pratyavek$ya bhiitam eva vastusvariipam bhavaniyam I vastiinatp. svariiparp. ca paramartb.ato 
'nutpiida eviigamato yuktiW ca niscitam I {199} 

10. The non-origination of all things is ascertained by a) agama and b) yukti. 

a) iigama, authority: tatragamato I yatboktam iilyadhaunasawgitau I "anutpadalJ. satyam asatyam 
anye dharmal;1." iti I etac ca paramarthiinukiilatvad anutpiidalJ. satyam ity uktam I paramarthatas tu 
notpado n,apy anutpadalJ. I tasya sarvavyavahBriititatvat I punaS catraiva coktam I 
"utpiidanirodhabhinivi$tal;1, kulaputra, lokasarp.nivesalJ. I tasmat tathagato mahiikiirUJ;Jiko 
lokasyottariisapadaparih.ar8rtharp. vyavaharavaSiid uktaviin utpadyate nirudhyate ceti na catra 
kasyacid dharmasyotpadal}. I" iti I iiJyabuddhasawwtau coktam I "katama yoniSa1;l. prccha I katama 
yonil}. 18ha I anutpado yonil}. I tasya prccha yonisalJ. pfccha" I punar atraivoktam I "akiiramukhal;1. 
sarvadharmas cyutyutpattivigatal;1. I abhavamukhal;1. sarvadharmal;1. I svabhavaSiinyatam upadiiya" iti 
I acrasatvadvayavibha~e ciinutpadasamataya sarvadharmiil;1.atp. samata bhavati I {2oo} 
prajila,WramitaY8m coktam I ''riipaIP, subhiite, riipasvabhavena Siinyarp. yavad vijiliinarp. 
vijfianasvabMvena Siinyam iti sval~aSiinyatam upadiiya" iti I hastikaksve coktam I " na kaScil 
labhyate bMvo yasyotpadasya sarp.bhavalJ. I asarp.bhave$u [dharme$u] balalJ. sarp.bhavam icchati "1 
iti pitjputrasama(lame coktam I 'Sarva ete dharmal;1. sarve samas traikaJyasamataya I atite 'dhvani 
sarvadhannal;1. svabhavarabita yavat pratyutpanne 'dhvani I" iti I evarp. tavad agamatal;l. 
pratyave~~yam I yuktya hi sth.i.rikrtasyagamarthasya anyair apohitum aSakyatvat I 

b) yukti, arguing: b.I Origination is not uncaused: ato yuktyapi pratyave~yam I 
tatra sarpK:$epato yuktir ucyate I utpiido bhaviinam ahetuko va syat sahetuko va Ina tavad ahetukalJ. 
kadiicitkatvadarSanat I k8raJ;Jiinapek$a hi vise$iibMvad utpiidakaJavat sadii sarvatraiva ca bhaval;1. 
kirp na bhaveyulJ I abMvakaJad aviSe$ad va utpiidakaJe 'pi naiva bhaveyulJ I evaIp tavan na 
nimetuko ,yuktalJ. I 

b.2 Origination is not caused; criticism of God as creator: napi sahetuka/;l I tatba hi yas tavad 
iSvaradis tIrtbikair nityo hetul,1 kalpitas tato bhava na jayante krameIJ.0tpiidadarSa.nat Ina tv 
avikalakaI'8IJ.asya [phalasya)23 krameIJ.otpiido yukto nirapek$atvat I napiSvaradelJ. svayarp 
samarthasya pariipek$§. I nityatvena parair anupakiiryatvat I anupakiiriIJi capek$§. 'yogat I {20 1} ata 
evewaradiniiIp. sarvasamarthyaSiinyatviid vandhyiiputriidivan nil;Jsvabhiivatvam eva I 
arthakriyasamarthatvad vastunalJ. I te$iirp kvacid api kiirye na kramena samarthyarp. yatba viciiritam I 
napi yaugapadyena I tatha hi sarvakiiryarp. sakrd utpiidyottarakaJe 'pi yady [utpattiJsamartha eviisau 
tada punat' api samarthasvabhaviinuvrttau piirvavat kiiryotpattiprasaiJ.galJ. I ananuv!ffau va 
piirvasvabhavaparityiigad anityatvaprasafJ.galJ. I tasmiin na nityaIp nama kirpcid vastu vidyate lata 

23 Following T. 
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evoktaJp. bhagavata I ''asatsamiiropalJ. punar, mahiimate, akaSanirodhanirvir;J.aJqtakabhiiviibhinivesa
samaropa/J." I iti I tasmiin na nityiid e~ utpiido yuktal;J. I 

b.3 A noneternal cause is also illogical: napi anityiit I tatriititiiniigatayor avastutvan na tavat tato 
janma yuk.tam I ahetukatvaprasailgiit I napi vartamiiniit I samiiniisamanakiilayos tata utpiidayogiit I 
tathii hi nc'~ tavat samiinakiilarp. kiiraJ:).asvabhiiva[ va jt kiiryasyiipi tatsamiinakiilabhiivitayii ni~pannatviit 
I niipi bhinnakiilam I kiiliintaravyavadhiinenotpiide 'titader evotpattiprasailgiit I avyavadhiineniipy 
utpiide saJrviitmanii yady avyavadhiinarp. tadaikasminn eva k$aI;1.e sarvak$aJ,liiniim anupravesiit 
kalpasya ~amiitrataprasaiJ.galJ. I yathii paramanolJ. sarviitrnanii saIpyoge 
piI,u;iasy8J:1UmiitrataprasaiJ.galJ. I athaikadeSena I tada k$aJ,lasya savayavatvaprasailgalJ. I svato 'pi 
notpadyante I nirbetukapak$el)aiviisya pak$asya saIpgrhitatviit I sviitmiini ca kiiritravirodhiit I 
{202} niipy ubhayatalJ. I ubhaya~bhiivido~dvayaprasaiJgiit I tasmiit paramarthato 'nutpannii 
eviimi bhaviil]. I saIpvrtyii tiitpiidasya vidyamiinatviin, niigamiidivirodhalJ. I tathii coktaJp. bhagavata I 
" bhiivii jiiyante saIpvrtyii paramiirthe 'svabhiivakiil]. I ni1Jsvabhiive~u bhiive~u bhriintil}. sa saIpV{tir 
mata "1 iti I iyarp. ca yuktir bhagavato 'bhipreta @istambadau I svatalJ. parata ubhiibhyiim ahetos ca 
janmani~dhiit I 

11. Other reasons. Criticism of the notion of matter (and atoms), of immateriality (vij6iina), of 
external objects as being distinct from mind: 

athavii evarp. yuktyii vicarayet I dvividhii bhiivii riipiIJo rupinas ca I tatriipi tavad riipiIJo gbatiidayas 
te ~uSo vibhirma.riipatviin naikasvabhiiviil]. I aJ,liiniirp. piirviipariivasthitiin8Ip. piirviididigbhiigatvena 
vibhidyanliiniiniim asiddhiiv apy aJ,lUS8Ipcayiitrnakatve niinekasvabhiivo yuktaJJ Ina 
caikiinekasvabhiivavyatirekeIJiiparalJ. kaScid bhiivasvabhiivo 'stiti nilJ.svabhiivii eviimi paramBrthatalJ. 
svapnadYllpalabdhariipiidivad riipino bhiiviil]. I {203} etac ca bhagavataiva coktam irvalaPkiva@;e1 
" [go jvi~arp. punar, mahiimate, anuSo 'pi vibhidyamiinarp. niivati$fhate I punar apy 81J8vo 'pi 
vibhidyanliinii aJ,lutvalak$aI;1.ena navati$fhanta " iti I ye ciiriipiIJas te 'pi tathaiva viciiryamiir;rii 
nil}.svabhiivii eva I tathii hi biihyasya niliider arthasyiibhiiviit siimarthyata eva vijiiiiniidayo 'rupiIJalJ. 
skandhii ru1iidiriipe1J8 pratibhiisanta ity abhyupeyam I ukta.rp ca bhagavatii I 
bahirdhii niisti vai riiparp. svacittaIp. cJrSyate babi.iJ. I iti I caikasyiinekariipatii yuktimati, 
ekiinekavirodhiit I ekasya kasyacit svabhiivasyiisiddhiiv anekariipampy ayuktimati, 
ekasamiihariipatviid anekasya I athavii tatriilikii eviimi riipiidaya 8kiiriil;J. pratibhiisanta ity 
abhyupag-dlDyate I tada viffiiinam apyalikarp. priipnoti I vijiiiinasya tatsvariipiivyatirekat Ina hi 
svayarp. plakaSamiinariipatiivyatirekel)iinyad vijniinasya riipam asti I svayarp. ca na nirbhiisante 
riipiidayalJ. I te$ii1p ca vijniinasvariipiipanniiniim alikatve sarvam eva viffiiinam alikaIp. abhyupetaIp 
syat I tasmiin mayopamaIp ca vijna.nam ity uktaIp. bbagavata / (204) tasmiid 
ekiinekasvabhiivaSiinyatvena paramBrthato 7ikii eviimi sarvabhiivii iti niScitam etat I ayarp. c8rth.a 
ukto bhagavata laiJkavat8.re I yathaiva darpane riipam ekatvanyatvavarjitam drSyate na ca tatriisti 
tathii bhiive~ bhiivata I iti I ekatviinyatvavarjitam iti I ekatviinyatvarahitam ity arthalJ. I punaS 
coktam I buddhyii vivicyamiiniiniirp. svabhiivo navadhiiryate I ato nirabhiliipyiis te ni1Jsvabhiivas ca 
darsitiil}. I 



 

12. Bhavanamayi prajiia. 

tad ev81p cintamayya prajiiaya niscitya bhiitam arth8Ip. tasya pratyak§ikararJ.aya bhavanamayiIp 
prajiiam utpadayet I bahuSrutadimatraket;la narthalJ. pratyak§o bhavatiti niveditam 
iiJyaratnrunfZ'lhadi$U I anubhavaS ca pratipattrrJ.8Ip Ina capi sphutatarajiiiinaJokodayam antare1)a 
samyag aV8ra1J.8tamo 'pahiyate I bhavan§bahiilikara{tajs cabhiite 'pyarthe sphutatarajiiiinam 
utpadyate I yatha 'subhadip{thvi1qtsnadisamapannanam I kiIp. punar bhiite I tatha ca bhavan§yal;1. 
parisphutajiiiinaphalatvena saphalyam uktam iiJyasamadhirjje I iirocayami prativedayami vo 
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yatha bahul81p vitarkayen naral;1 I {205} tatha tatha bhavati hi nimnacittas tehi vitarkehi tanniSritehi II 
iti vistaral,l I tBsmat tattv81p ~tkartukamo bhavanay8Ip pravartate I 

13. Samatha. 

tatra prathamataraIp. tavad yogina Samatho ni~padaniyaS cittastb.irikBra1J.aya I salilavac caiicalatvac 
cittasya, na Samatham adhiiram antare1J.8 sthitir asti Ina casamahitena cetasa yathabhiitarp. Sakyate 
jiiatum I uktatp. hi bhagavata ''samahitacitto yathabhiitaIp. prajiinati" iti I Samatho 
labhadikaman8.24nirapek!j8sya samyakpravrttau sthitasya du1JkhadyadhivasanaSnasya 
iirabdhavLryasya sighrataraIp. sarppadyate lata ev8.tyasarpdhinirmocanadau cJanadaya 
uttarottaratvena van;lital]. I tad ev8Ip. snadiSamathasarpbhare$U sthito mano'nukiilade{kj 
sarvabuddhabodhisattve$U praIJ.Bmadik81p lqtva papadesanarp pU1J.yanumoclanatp vidhaya 
sakalajagadabhyuddh8ra1J.8Sayo mab.ak8I1l1J.8m evabhimukbiJ.q:tya kayam gmp. praIJ.idhaya 
sukhasanopavi$lJ. paryaiJk8Ip. abhiijya samadhim abhini~padayet I tatra pratham81p tavad yad vastu 
viciirayitavy81p yavata prakiire1)a S81p.k~patal]. sakalavastusarpgraho bhavati tatra cittaIp. badhniyat I 
saxpk~ipta:tp. punar vastu rfipyariipibhedena dvidha bhavati I (206) yada tujitamanaskiiro bhavati 
tada skandhadhatvadibhedena viSodhya vistiiraSo pyaJambata eva I tatha samdbinirmocanadau 
yoginarp 8.$t8daSaprakiiraSiinyatalambanadibhedena {nanaJprakiiraIp aJambanam uktam I atraiva 
bhagavata' sattviinugrahad rfipyarupyadibhedena s~pamadhyavistarair vastubhedo 
'bhidharmidau nirdi~ I tac ca vasty adhyiiropapavadaparihiiriiya skandhadhatvadisarpgrabato 
gB1J.ayet I tato niScitya sarvavastu.satpgrahar tatraiva punaS cittaIp. prabandhena prerayet I yada tu 
antara ragadina cittam bahir ~ipet I tadavagamya ~epatam aSubhadibhavanaya vi~pam 
upasamya punas tatraivopary upari cittaIp. prerayet I aSubhadibhava.naJa:amas tu 
granthavistarabhayan na likhital]. I 
yada tu cittaIp. tatrinabhirataIp. paSyet I tada samadher gUIJ.8darSanato 'bhiratiIp. tatra bhavayet I 
~pado!J8darSanad aratiIp. praSamayet I atha yada styanamiddhabhibhavad 
aJambanagrah81J.aprakataya linaIp cittaIp. bhavati I tada aJokasarpjiiabhavanay8.25 

primooyavastubuddhadiguT;1aJnanasikarat [vaJ26 JayaJn upaSiimya punas tad evaJaJnbanatp 
dr4hatararp grbJ;Jiyat I atha yada piirvahasitaramitadyanusmarato 'ntara cittam uddhataIp. paSyet I 

24 Following CUITS. Tucci: kamata. 

25 'Tucci: tacla lokasa.rp.jnabhavanaya ... 

26 Following CIHTS and T. 
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tada 'nityatadisarpvegamanasikarad auddhatyarp praSamayet / ta~ punas tatraivaJambane 
cittasyiimlbhisarpskarav8.b.itay8lp. yatnarp kznvita / {207} atha yadalayauddhatyiibhy8lp. viviktatayii 
samapravrttarp svarasav8.b.i cittarp paSyet / tadabhogaSithilik8.Ta.T)iid upe~te / yada tu samapraV[tte 
saty iibhogal). kriyate tada cittarp viqipet / yada tu tatriilambane 'nabhisarpskiirav8.b.i yiivadiccharp 
cittarp praV[ftarp bhavati / tada Samatho ni$panno veditavyal). / etac ca sarvaSamatMn8lp. 
samiinyalak$aTJ.am / cittaikiigratamiitrasvabhiivatviit Samathasya / aJambanam tu tasyiiniyatam eva / 
ayarp ca Samathamiirgo bhagavata Brw!urniiiipiramitadau nirdi$lJ. / 

14. Six defects and eight counteragents 

yad aha "tatra cittarp sthiipayati / sarpsthiipayati / avasthiipayati / upasthiipayati / damayati / Samayati 
/ vyupaSamayati / ekotikaroti / {208} samiidadhiiti / " i[ti nava ]padail) / tatra sthiipayati, aJambanena 
badhniiti / sarpsthiipayati, tatraivaJambane prabandhena pravartayati / avasthiipayati, ~pam 
avagamya tat pariharati / upasthiipayati, ~parp parihrtya upary upari punas tatraivaJambane 
sthiipayati / damayati, ratim utpiidayati / Samayati aratiJp VYUpaSamayati ~pado$BdarSanii[t] / 
VYUPaSamayati, styiinamiddhiidin vyuttbitan VYUpaSamayati / ekotikaroti, aJambane 
'nabhisaIJ1Skiirav8.b.itayiiIp. yatnarp karoti / samiidadhiiti, samapriiptaIp. cittam upek$ate 
samanviiharatity arthal). / e$B cai$iim padiin8lp. arthal). piirviiciiry[air] maitreyeIJ.a ca vyiikhyii~ / 
sa:t!Jk$epeIJ.8 sarvasyaiva samiidhel}. $Be} dO$ii bhavanti / kausidyam iilambanaSarppramo$o 
layauddhatyam aniibhoga iibhogateti te$iiJp pratipak$erJ.ii${:au prab.iiI}.8saIJ1skara bhiivaniy~ / tad 
yathii sraddhii chanda vyiiyamal). praSrabdhil}. smrtil:J. sarpprajanyarp cetanii upe~ii ceti / tatradyiiS 
catviiral;1. .kausidyasya pratipak$iil;l / tathii hi samiidher guIJ.esv abhisarppratyayaJ~8IJ.ayii sraddhayii 
tatra yogino 'bhilii$B utpadyate / tato 'bhilii$iid viiyam iirabhet [1]2 7 tadviiyabalena 
kiiyacittakarmaIJ.yatam iisiidayati / tatal}. praSrabdhakiiyacetasal}. kausidyam iivartate / a~ 
Sraddhiidayal). kausidyaprahiiT;1iiya bhiivaniy~ / sIn{tir aJamban8saIJ1pramo$asya prati~al). / 
sarpprajanyarp layauddhatyayol}. pratiIJak$alJ. / tena layauddhatyayol}. samyagupal~t / 
layauddhatyii28praSamanakaJe tv aniibhogado~ / tat prati~eIJ.a29 ca ceta.nii bhiivaniyii / 
layauddhatyapraSame sati yada cittarp praSa[ma]v8.b.i tadabhogado$8lJ. / tatpratiIJak$as30 ta.diinim 
upeqa bhiivaniyii / ebhir a$tabhil) prahiinasarpskiirail) samanviigatal). samiidhil) paramakarmaIJ.Yo 
bhavati /rddhyiidin guIJ.iin ni$piidayati / ata evoktaIp. siitre / ''prahiiT;1asamanviiga~ rddhipiidarp 
bhiivayati" iti / {209} 

15. Dhyiina etc. 

e$ii ca citt.aikiigrata uttarottarakarm8IJ.yatiisarpprayogiid aJambaniidigw;mvik$Byogiic ca 
dhyiinariipya[ samiipatti ]vimok~divyapade~ labhate / tathii hi yadopek§iivedaniisarpprayuktii 

27 [I] CIHTS. 

28 Following CIHTS. 

29 Following CIHTS. Tucci: tat prati~. 

30 Following CIHTS. Tucci: tat pratipa.k$3S. 
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savitarkasaviciirii sa bhavati I tadanagamyam ucyate I yada ca k8matr~ya [papadharmail;1] vivikta 
bhavati [vitarkavicara]pritisukhadhyatmasarpprasadai!J. S8Ip.prayukta bhavati ltada prathamam 
dhyiinam ucyate I ata eva prathamarp. dhyiinarp. vitarkamatrarahitaIp. dhyiin8.ntaram ucyate I yada 
vitarkavi,;8rarahita prathamadhyiinabhiimit[$l)aya vivikta ca bhavati I 
pritisukMdhyatrnasarpprasadai!J. S8Ip.prayukt8. bhavati I tada dvitiyarp. dhyiinam ucyate I 
yada tu dvitiyadhyiinabhiimil:f$JJ.aya vivikta bhavati I sukhopek$8smrtisarp.prajanyasatp.prayukta 
bhavati I tada trtiyarp. dhyiinam ucyate I yada trtiyadhyanabhiimit[$l)aya vivikta bhavati, 
adul)kh.asukha upek$asl11[tyabhiS8Ip.prayukta bhavati, tada catuItharp. dhyanam ucyate I 
evam ariipyasamapattivimok$8bhibhvayatanadi!JV alambaniikaradibhedena yojyam I tad evam 
alambane cittarp. sthirilqtya prajiiaya vivecayet I yato jiianalokotpadat 
sarpmohabijasyatyantaprahar;J.arp. bhavati I anyatha hi tirth.ikaniim iva samadhimafre1J.a 
kleSapra.ha1J.arp. na syat lyathokta:Lp. sUIre {210} kiIp capi bhav[ay]et samadhim etam I 
na vapi bhavayet sa atrnaS8Ip.ji18 II punalJ. prakupyati kilesu tasya I yathodrakasyeha 
samadhibhavana" I iti I 

16. Method of meditation according to the LaiJkavatira; vicara on the dharmas 
(no object, no subject), etc. 

tatrayam fi!yalaiJkavat8.re ~ep8t prajiiabhavaniikramo nirdi~ta1J. I 

cittamatrarp. sam8rub.ya bahyamartharp. na kalpayet I 
tathataJambane sthitva cittamatram atikramet II 
citta[matram] atikramya n.i.r8bhasam atikramet I 
nirabhase sthito yogi mahayiinarp. sa paSyati II 
anabhogagatilJ. santa praIJ.idhanair viSodhita I 
jii8na.rp. niratmakarp. Sre~arp. nirabhasena paSy'ati II iti I 

tatrayam arthalJ. I prathamarp. yogi ye riipiIJ.o dharma bahyarthataya parai}J. parikalpitas te~ tavad 
vicarayet / kim ete vijnanad anye, ahosvid vijfi8nam evaitat tatha pratibhasate, yatha 
svapnavastMyam iti I tatra vijDiinad ba.b.i/;J. paramiiIJ.uSo vicarayet I paramiiIJ.iims ca bMgaSal;. 
pratyave~iiIJ.o yogi tan arthan na samanupaSy'ati I tasyasamanupaSyata evarp. bhavati I 
cittamatram evaitat sarvarp. na punar bahyo 'rtho vidyate I tad evam I {211} ''cittamatcaIp. 
sam8ruhya bahyam artharp. na kaIpayet" riipidharmavikalpan tyajed ityarthalJ. I te~ 
upa[labdhi]lak$aIJ.apraptBn8rp. vicarayed anupaIabdhel;1 I evarp. rupi1J.o dharman vibhavyariipi1J.o 
vibhavayet I tatra yac cittamatcaIp. tad apy asati grahye grahako na yukto grahakasya 
griihyapek$8tvat I taW cittaJp. griibyagrahakaviviktam advayam eva cittam iti vicamyet 
advayaIaks.aIJ.e - ''tathataJambane sthitva [tad api] cittamatram atikramet 1"31 grahakam akaram 
atikramet I dvayaniriibhiisa evacivayajiiane tisthed ity arthalJ. I evarp. cittamatram atikramya tad api 
dvayan.ir8bhiisaJp. yaj jiianarp. tad atikramet I svatal;1 parato bhav8n8Ip. janmanupapattel;1 

31 Following CIHTS. Tucci: ... vicarayet, advayala.k$81)e tathatalambane strutva tad api citta.matram 
atikrametl 
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grabyagrahakayos caJikatve tadvyatirekat tasyapi satyatvam ayuktam iti vicarayet / 
tatrapyadvayajiiiine vastutvabhinivesaIp. tyajet~ advayajiiiinanirabhasa eva jiiiine ti#hed ity arthal;t / 
evaIp. sao sarvadharma.ni1Jsvabhavatapratipattau sthito bhavati / tatra sthitasya paramatattvapravesat~ 
nirvikalpasamadhipraveSal]. / tatha cadvayajiiiinanirabhase jiiiine yada sthito yogi tada paramatattve 
sthitatva~, mahayiinaIp. sa paSyati / 

17. Meditation on the Absolute. 

ctad eva tan mahayiinam ucyate yat paramatattvadarSanam / etad eva tat paramatattvadarSanaJp yat 
sarvadharmiin prajiiac~a niriipayatal;t samyagjiianavaloke saty adarSanam / {212} tatha coktam 
siitre -"ka.tama:rp paramarthadarSanam / sarvadharm8J;18m adarSanam /" iti / atreeJrSam evadarSanam 
abhipretam / na tu niIm1itak$ajatyandhiinBmiva pratyayavaikalyad amanasikarato va yad adarSanam / 
tato bhav.abhinivesadiviparyasaviisanaya aprahiI)atvat / asa:rpjiiisamapattyadivyutthitasyeva punar 
api bhaviibhiniveSamiilasya ragadikleSagaJ.;1asyotpatter amukta eva yogi bhavet / 
bhavabhiniveSamiilo ragadir iiryasatyadvayanirdeSMau van;lita./;l / yat punar uktam 
avikaJvapraveSadh8ra.ny8m "amanasikiirato riipadinimittam varjayati" iti / tatrapi prajiiaya 
niriipayato yo 'nu[p]alambhal;t sa tat:r8manasikaro 'bhipreto na manasika:cibhavamatram / 
na hy aS81pjiiisamapattyadir iva anadikaJiko riipadyabhiniveSo manasikaraparivarjanamatrat 
prahiyate / sa:rpSayaprah8J;1e tu na piirvopalabdhe~u ca riipadi~v abhiniveSamanasikaraparivarjanaIp. 
SakyaIp. kartum agnyaparivarjane dahaparivarjanavat / tathami riipadimithya vikalpalJ. kaJ.;1{:akadivad 
utla1ya rut hastena cetaso 'panetavya1;t / kirp. tarhi~ saIpSayabijapagamat / tac ca saIpSayabijaIp. 
yogina}:J. samadhyaloke sati prajiia~ niriipayatas te~ riipadiniilTl pmvopalabdhanam 
upa1abdhil~prapt8.n8m anupalambhad, rajjau sarpajiiiinavad apagacchati nifuyatha / 
{213} tatb832 sa:rpSaya[bijaJpagamad riipadinimittamanasikarah. sakyate varjayitwp nanyatha / 
anyatha hy asati samadhyaJoke prajiiacak$U$8py anavaloke yatha 
andhakii.pavasthitapuzfi$asyavacarakagataghatadi~ iva yogino1;l riipadi~ astitvasa:rpSaYo naiva 
nivarteta / tadanivrttya caprahiI)atimirado~yeva yo 'yukto 'JikariipadyabhiniveSa};l pravarteta na 
kenapi nivartyeta / tasInat samadhihastena manal;t sa:rpdhaya ~ataraprajiiaSastre1)a tatra cetasi 
riipadimitbyavikalpabijam33 uddharet / evaIp. saty utkhatamiila iva taravo bhiimer nirmiilataya 
mithyavikalpa/:}. punas cetasi na virohanti / ata evavara.t;18praha1;laya 
SamathavipaSyanayuganaddhavabi margo bhagavaffl: nirdi$lh tayor avikalpasamyagjiiiine hetutvat / 
tatha coktam / SnaIp. prati#haya samadhilabhal;l samadhilabhac ca hi prajiiabhavana / 
prajiiaya jiiana:rp bhavati visuddhaIp. / visuddhajiiiinasya hi snasarppat" / / iti / tatha hi yada 
SamathenaIambane cittarp. sth.irilqtaIp bhavati / tada prajiiaya vicarayata./;l samyagjfiiinaJoka 
utpadyate, tadandhakiiram34 iva/oke prakaSayati av8ra1)8Ip apahiyate / {214} ata evanayos 
c~Qka.yor iva samyagjiiiinotpadaIp. praty anyo'nyanugut)yenavastbitvan naJokandbakaravat 
parasparavirodh.al;t / na hi samadhir andhakiirasvabhaval;t / kirp. tarhi cittaikagratalak$a1;1al;t / sa ca 

32 T. dei ts'e. 

33 T. adds zug niu, SalY81p. 

34 Following CIHTS and T. Tucci: utpadya I tetathandhakaram ... 
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samabito yathabhiitaIp. prajanatiti vacanad ekantena priijiianukula eva bhavati na tu viruddhalJ. / 
tasmat syat35 samahitasya prajiiaya nirUpayatal;1. sarvadharm§.r.tam anupalambha1;t / sa eva paramo 
'nupalambha1;t / sa. ca tad[Si yoginam avasth8nal~ gatir anabhoga / tatal;1. para1!1 

dra$tavyasyabhavat / santeti bhavavadivikaIpa1~asya prapaiicasyopaSamat / 
bhavavikalpo bhavati / abhavavikaIpo 'pi tasya niisty eva / yadi bhava1;t kadacit dr~o bhavati, evarp. 
sati tanni;,~edhenabhavavikaJpalJ pravartate / yada tu kalatraye 'pi bhavo yogina prajnac~ 
nirUpayata nopalabdha1;t / tada katharp. tasya prati~dhenabhavavika1paIp. kwvita / evam anye 'pi 
vikalp§.s t.ada tasya na samutpadyanta eva bhavabhavavikaIpa.bhyarp. sarvavikalpasya vyaptatvat / 
vyapakabhave ca vyapyasy§.sarp.bhavat / ayam asau paramanirvikalpo yoga1;t / 

18. Definite Elimination of kleSa- andjiieya- aVa.raJ).a. 

atra sthitasya yogina1;t sarvavikaIpanam astaIpgamat samyak klesa.va.raJ).arp. jiieyavaraIJ.arp. ca 
prahiyate / tatha hi klesavarailasya anutpann8.njruddhabhave$U bhavadiviparyaso miilarp. ka.rar].am 
iiJ;yasatyadvaYanirdesadau van;UtaIp. bhagavata / {2IS} anena ca yogabhya.sena 
sarvabhavadivikalp8n8.Ip pra.b.a.1)at sakalabhavadiviparyasasyavidyasvabhavasya 
klesav8Ta.9.an1iilasya prah8.r;1am / tato miilocchedat klesavaraIJ.8IP. samyak prahiyate / 
tatha coktarp. satyadvaYanirdese / ''katharp., maiijuSrilJ., klesa vinayarp. gacchanti / katharp. kleS8.lJ. 
parijna.ta bhavanti / maiijuSrir iiha / param8.rthato 'tyantajat8nutpannabhave$U s8IVadharme$U 
S81p.vrtyasadviparyasa1;t / tasmad asadviparyasat sarp.kalpavikaIpa/;t / tasmat sarpkalpavikalpad 
ayoniSomanasik8.ral;1 / tasmad ayoniSomanasikarad atrnasamiiropa/;t / tasmad atrnasamiiropad 
dffliparyutthanam / tasmad dffliparyuttha[nat] klesiil). pravartante / ya1;t punar, devaputra, 
paramiirthato 'tyantajatanutpannabhavan sarvadharman prajanati, sa param8rth.ato 'viparyasta4 / yaS 
ca paramlfrthato 'vipary~ so 'vikalpa/;t / yaS cavikalpa1;t sa yoni§8l) prayuktalJ / yaS ca yoniSal.J. 
prayuktas tasyatrnasamiiropo na bhavati / yasyatrnasamiiropo na bhavati tasya dr~paryutth8narp. 
rna] bhawilti / yavat paramiirthato nirv8.r;1adr¢sarvad¢.iparyutth8nam api na bhavati / tasyaivam 
anutpadavihiiriIJa1;t klesa. atyantaIp. vinita ~tavyiil). / ayarp. ucyate kleSavinaya1;t / yada, devaputra, 
klesan nirabha.sena j6anena paramiirthato 'tyantaSiinyan atyantabhavan atyantanimittan36 prajanati 
tada, devaputra, kleS8.lJ. parijiiata bhavanti / tatra yathapi nama, devaputra, ya a.sivi~sya gotrarp. 
prajanati / {2I6} sa tasya.sivi~sya vi$81P Samayati / evam eva, devaputra, yal;1 klesanBIp gotrarp. 
prajanati tasya klesiil). praSamyanti / devaputra aha / kataman, maiijuSrilh kleS8n8Jp gotram / aha / 
yavad e§8. param8.rthato 'tyanta[jatajnutpannabhave$U s8IVadharme$U kalpana idarp. klesanam 
gotram" iti vistaral;1 / bhavadiviparyiisena ca sakaIavipary§.sasya vyaptatvat / tatprah8.r;1e 
sakalaviptlIYasaprah8.r;1at / jiieyava.raJ).am api anena samyak prahiyate, vipary8.sal~atvad 
aVa.raJ).asya ljiieyaviira1)e ca prahine pratibandhabhavad ravikiraJpvad apagatameghadyavaraIJ.e 
nabbasi sarvatravyiihato yogipratyak§o jfi8nruokalJ, pravartate / tatha hi vastusvabh8.vaprak8.Sariiparp 
vijiianam / tac ca sarpnibitam api vastu pratibandhasadbhavan na prakaSayati / pratibandhabhave tu 
saty, acin~yaSaktiviSe~abhat kimiti sakalam eva vastu yathavan na prakasayet / atal;1. 
S81p.V{tiparnmiirthariipe1J8 sakaIasya vastuno yathavat parijna.na.t sarvajiiatvam avapyate / atoyam 

35 ? Tucci note 1, p. 524 "Ms. virruddhas tu syat." 

36 Following Tucci 215 note 6. (Ms: atyantanityan, CIHTS: atyantanimimittin, T: sin tu mtshan moo pay. 
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evav8I81J.apraha1;Je sarvajiiatvadhigame ea paramo miirgalJ. I yas tu sravakadinBIp miirgas tena 
vipazyasaprah8J;1iin na samyag aV8I81J.8dvayam prahiyate II tatha eoktam &,yalailkavaWe I "anye tu 
kiirar].adhiniin sarvadharmiin drwa 'nirv8I;le37 'pi nirv8J;1aIp. itibuddhayo bhavanti I 
dharmanairatmyadarSanat nasti, mahamate, mok$a e$8lp I mahamate, Sravakayiinikabhisamaya- . 
gotrasyan.Uy8J;1e niry8I;labuddh.ilJ. I atra, mahamate, kudr~tivyavartaniirthaIp yogalJ. k~yalJ." iti / 
ata eva cal1yena [miirgeIJ.8] mo~bhavad, ekam eva yiinam ukta.rp. bhagavata I {217} kevalam 
avatiiraJ;J.abhisarpdhina Sravakadimiirgo desital;J. I tatha hi skandhamatram evaitat Ina tv atmastiti 
bhavayan Sravaka/;1. pudgalanairatmyam avatarati I vijiiaptimatraIp. traidhatukam iti bhavayan 
vijiiiinavadiMhyiirthanairatmyam avatarati I anena tv asyadvayajiiiinasya nai.ratmyapravesat 
paramatattvapravi~o bhavati Ina tu vijiiaptimatratapraveSa eva tattvapraveSa1}. I yathoktam pr8k I 
uktaIp. elI.,yalokottagmarivarte ''punar aparam, bho jinaputra, eittamatraIp. traidhatuk81p. avatarati tae 
ea eittam anantamadhyatayavatarati" iti / antayor utpadabhaiJ.galak$aI;l.ayoq. sthitil~ ea 
madhyasyabhavad anantamadhy81p. cittam I tasmad38 advayajiianapraveSa eva tattvapraveSa1}. I sa 
eey81p. yoginam avastha kuto viSodhiteti 18ha I pra1)idhiinair viSodhita iti I mahak8.I1lIJ.8ya yat 
sarvasattviirthak8I81J.aya bodhisattvena praJ;1ihit81p., tatal;J. pIaI)idhiinabalad 
uttarottaradanadikuSalabhyasat sa tatha viSuddha jata yena sarvadharma.niJJsvabhavatajiiiine 'pi 
sakalasattvapek$8. na vyavartate yavat sarp.siira [eva]nanuliptal:). sarp.siirado~ avati$tb,anta iti I 
kath81p. punar anabhoga Siintety atra kiiraT,lam 8ha I jiiiinaIp. niratmak81p. sre$tb,81p. nirabhasena 
paSyati I iti I {218} yasmad yad advayalak$aT;zam [jiiiinam] advayavadinBIp sre$tb,81p. 
paramiirthenabhimataIp. tad api niratmakaIp. nil,Isvabhavam advayanirabhasena jiiiinaena paSyati yogi 
I ato 'parasya dra$tavyasyabhavad anabhoga I sarvavikalpabhavat Siinteti I 

19. Absolute and conventional: paramartba and sarp.~. 

atredaniIp. ko Sau yogi vidyate yalJ. paSyatiti eet Ina paramartbatal;J. kaScid atmadilJ. svatantro 'sti 
yogi napi kaScit paSyati I kiIp.tu sarp.vrt)ra yatha riipadivi$8yakarajiianotpadamatre1J.a vijiiiinam eva 
loke tatha tatha vyavahriyate devadatto yajiiadattaIp. jiiiinena paSyatiti na tu kaScid 8tmadir asti I 
tatha'tr8pijiianam evadvayajiUinaniribhasam utpadyamiinaIp. tatha vyapadiSyate nirabhasena 
jiiiinena ptlSyatiti Ina hi sarvadharm8I;l8Jp paramiirthato nil,Isvabhavatve 'pi sarp.vrt)ra yogijiianam 
anyad va l>rthagjiiiinaIp. ne$m I tatha coktam iQrasatyadvayanjrdeSe I ''paramartbato 'tyantabhavaS 
ea sarp.vrtJr8 ca miirg81p. bhavayati" iti I anyatha 
Sravakapratyekabuddhabodhisattvadiprtbagjanavyavastha kath81p. bhavet I ki1p.tu yasya sarp.vrt)rapi 
klira1J.arp nasti sa s81p.vrt)rapi notpadyate I yatha SaSavi$8J;1adi I yasya tu karanam39 vidyate sa 
paramiirtbflto 'liko 'pi samutpadyata eva I yatha mayapratibimbadi Ina ca mayadeq. sarp.vrt)ra 
pratityasamutpade paramiirthato vastutvaprasa.r;tgalJ. I {219} tasya vi~atvat I atal;J. sarvam eva 
mayopamarp jagat / tatra yatbii kleSakarmamayavasat sattviiniirp janmamaya pr8vartate, tatbii 

37 Following CIHTS. Tucci, nirv8.ne . T: gia.n <lag ni chos thams cad ryen la rag las par mthon nas my a 
nan las 'das pm blor gyur te / 

38 Following CIHTS. Tucci: tasmann; Tib. de Ita bas. 

39 karanaJp. not in Skt. Added from T: rgyu. 
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yoginam clpi p~yajfliinasaIp.bh8ramiiyiivaSat yogijiiiinamiiyii pravartata eva I tathii coktam 
&;ramjiiaWfynitiiY8m I 'bScit sriivakaninnita/;l I kaScitpratyekabuddhaninnita/;l I kaScid 
bodhisattvanirmita/;l I kaScit tathiigatanirrnita/;l I kaScit kleSanirmita/;l I kaScit kannanirmita/;l I anena, 
subhiite, paryiiyena sarvadharmiinirmitopanna/J." iti / ayarp tu viSe$<} yoginiirp prthagjanebhya/J. I te 
hi miiyiikiiravat t8Ip miiyiiIp. yathiivat parijiiiiniit satyato niibhiniviSante I tena te yogina ucyante lye 
t8Ip biilaprthagjanavat kautiihalarp satyatveniibhinivi$fiis te vipaIitiibhiniveSiid biilii ucyanta iti 
sarvam a"iruddham I tathii coktam iiryadharmasamiltau I miiyiikaro yathii kaScin nirmitaIp. mo~ 
udyata/;l I.DB ciisya nirmite sailgo jiiiitapfirvo yato 'sya sa/J. II tribhavarp nirmitaprakhyarp jiiiitvii 
sarpbodhiparaga/J. I sarpnahyate jagaddhetor jiiiitapfirvarp jagat tathii II iti I 

20. Progress in meditation, yuganaddhamiirga. 

evam anena krameJ.l8 tattvarp bhiivayet I tatra ca layauddhatyiidin vyutthitiin pfirvavat praSamayet I 
yada tu S8rvadharmani1Jsvabhiivatiilambane ca layauddhatyiidirahitam anabhisarpsk8re1J.a pravrttaJp 
jiiiinarp blravati, tada SamathavipaSyaniiyuganaddhaviihi miirgo ni§panno bhavati I {220} tada yiivat 
Saknoti tiivad adhimuktibaleniidhimukticaryiibhiimau sthito bhiivayet I tato yathecchaIp paryaiJkam 
iibhujya vylitthiiya punar evarp cintayet I yadi niimiini dharmii1;J. paramiirthata eva nilJsvabhiivii apy 
ete smPvrtYii sthitii eva I tathii coktaIp. iiryaratnarofZihe I kathaJT1 bodhisattvo nairiitmyakuSalo 
bhavati I iha, kulaputra, bodhisattva/J. samyakprajiiayii riiparp pratyavek§ate vedaniiIp. sarpjiiiiIp. 
sarpSkBriill vijiiiinarp pratyavek§ate I sa riiparp pratyaveqamiiT;lo riipasyotpiidarp nopaJabhate I 
nirodhaIp nopaJabhate I samudayarp nopaJabhate I evarp vedaniiyii1;J., sarpjiiiiyii1;J., sarpskiiriiI;J.iirp, 
vijiiiinasyotpiidarp nopalabhate I nirodhaIp nopaJabhate I samudaYaJT1 nopalabhate I aYaJT1 ca 
paramiirthato 'nutpiidavihiiriIJ.yii prajiiayii na punar vyiivahiirikeq.a svabhiivena" iti vistarah. I ete ca 
biilabuddbaya evarp nil;lsvabhiive§u bhiive§U vipaIitiibhiniveSiit sarpsiire paribhramanto vividhiini 
duI;zkhiini pratyanubhavanti ImahiikaruJ).8m evamukhilq:tya evam anuvicintayet I tathiihaJT1 kari§Yiimi 
yathii sarvajiiatvarp priipya ete§iirp dharma tam, avabodhayeyam iti I {221} tata/;l 
sarvabuddhabodhisattvebhyalJ. piijastotropah8raJ:p./qtvii, &;rabhadraccgyapraIJidhiinam abhinirharet 
I tata/J. siinyatiikarw;tiigarbha eva sakaladiniidipU1J.ya[jiiiina ]sarpbharopiirjane pravartate I tathii 
coktam a:cvacJharmasamgjtau I yathiibhiitadarSino bodhisattvasya sattve§u mahiikaruJ).ii pravartate 
[evarp c~ya bhavati] idarp maya samadhimukhaIp sarvadharmayathiibhiitadarSanaJT1 ca 
sarv8S8ttv8niiIp. ni§piidayitavyam I sa taya ma.b.iikarw;J.ayii sarpcodyamiino 'dhisilam adhicittam 
adhiprajiiarp ca sik$iitrayarp paripiiryiinuttariiIp samyaksarpbodhim abhisarpbudhyata iti I ayam eva 
prajiiopiiy:ilyuganaddhavam bodhisattviiniiIp. margo yat paramiirtbadarSane 'pi sarpvrtHP 
nocchedayanti I sarpvrtiJp. ciinucchedayanto mahiikaruJ).iipfirvangamii aviparyastii eva 
sattviirtbakriyiisu pravartante 140tatra yadi nama lokottaraprajiiiivasthiiyam upiiyasevanii na 
saIpbhavati / upayasevaniikiile tu bodhisattvasya mayiikaravad aviparyastatviillokottarajnanat 
prayogaP!§thabhiivani yathavad vastuparamiirthatattvabhiniveSani prajiiii sarpbhavaty eveti / 
bhavaty eva prajiiopiiyayuganaddhaviihi miirga/J. / iiry§ksaYamatinirdeSe ca dhy~yataya 
prajiiopiiyayuganaddhavam margo 'nugantavya/J. I uktam iiryaratnameghe "katharp bodhisattvo 
mahiiyiinalruSalo bhavati / ilia bodhisattva/J. sarv8sU sik§iisu sik§ate si~argarp ca nopalabhate I 

40 In T. and elHTS this passage is placed at the end of section 21 after anugantavyi. 
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yac ca sik:~te tad api nopalabhate / (222) yaS ca s~ate tam api nopalabhate / na ca taddhetukam 
tannid8nam tatpratyayam uccheda$.tau patati" iti / 

21. Pratipatti. 

myadhannasamIPtau coktam / katama bodhisattvaniirp. pratipattilJ. / yat kiIpcit bodhisattv8niirp. 
kayakanna, yat kiIpcid vakkarma, yat kiIpcin manal)karma [tat] sarvasattvapek$ak81.p. pravartate 
mahakaruI)8piirvail.gamatvat, mahakaruJ).adhipaty81.p. sarvasattvahitasukhadhyasayasamutthitam" iti / 
ayam ev8lp hitaSaya1) sarpjiiIbhavati / sa maya pratipattilJ. pratipattavya sarvasattvaniirp. hitavaha 
sukhavaha / tasya skandhe$U mayavat pratyave~a pratipattir na ca skandhaparityag81.p. sprhatiti / 
dhatll$V asivi$8vat pratyave~81J.8 pratipattir na ca dhatuparityagmp sprhatiti / ayatane$U 
siinyagriimavat pratyave~a pratipattir na cayatanaparityag81.p. sprhatiti / riipasya phenapir;1cjavat 
pratyavek"$81J.a pratipattir na ca tathagatariipakayavithapanii[rp] jahati / vedanaya budbudavat 
pratyavek$81J.ii pratipattir na ca tathagatadhyanasamadhisamapattisukhani$piidana prayog81.p. 
niirabhate / sarpjDay8J:p. maricivat pratyavek$81J.a pratipattir na ca tathagatajiianani$piidan.asaJp.jiiayiim 
apratipattil]. / sarpskiiriir;liirp. kadalivat pratyavek$81J.8 pratipattir na ca buddhadharmasarpskiiriiJ;J.iim 
apratipattilJ. / (223) vijiianasya mayavat pratyavek$81J.8 pratipattir na ca 
jiianapiirv81.p.gamakayaviiJimanaska[nna]ni$piidana 'pratipattir iti vistara/J. / evam aparyante$U 
siitriinte$U prajiiopiiyariipii pratipattir anugantavya / 

22. The stages: adhimukticarya. 

evam anella krame1J.a bodhisattvasya prajiiiim upay81.p. ca satatarp satkrtya dIrghakaJabhyiisena 
bhiivayato dvadaSiivasthiivise$ii bhavanti / tii evavasthii uttarottaraguIJaprati$1hiirthena bhiimayo 
vyavastMpyante / adhimukticaryabhiimer yavad buddhabhiimir iti / tatra yavat 
pudgaladharmanairiitmyatattv81.p. na s8k$atkaroti / kevaI81.p. drcJhatariidhimukti1;l /41 miiriidibhir apy 
abhedyo yadadhimuktibalena tattv81.p. bhiivayati / tada cJrcjhiidhimuktito 'dhimukticaryabhiimir 
vyavasthiipyate / asyiim api bhiimau vartamiino bodhisattva1) prthagjano 'pi sarvabiilavipattiJ}. 
samatikriinto 'sarpkhyeyasamadhidh8raJJ.ivimok$iibhijDadigrJ1J.iivita ilyaratnawee-he pa{:hyate / 
asya eva ca mrdumadhyadhimatriidhimatratariivasthiicatu$yena catviiri nirvedhabhagiyiini 
vyavasthiipyante / tathii hi yada [sarvadharmanairiitmy81.p. bhiivayata]42 iyatsJ'8$to jiianaloko 
[bhavati tada fl$D1agataniimakarp nirvedhabhiigiy81.p. bhavati / sa ciitra mahayana 
aJokalabdhasamadhir ucyate / (224) yada tu sa eva jii8niiloko]43 madhyamaspago bhavati, tada 
miirddhaniimakanirvedhabhiigiy81.p. bhavati vrddhaJokaS ca samadhir ucyate / yada tu spa$fataro 
bahyiirtbaniibhiisajfliiniiloko jiiyate, tadii vijnaptimatravasthaniit k$iintinamakarp. nirvedhabbagiyaIp. 
bhavati / ekadeSapravi$faS ca samadhir ucyate griihyiikariinupalambhapravesat / yadii tu 

41 [I] CIHTS. 

42 CIHTS: bahyilthaIp vibhavayati. T: phyi rol gyi don mam par 'jig pa, "examining the external object". 

43Tucci's restoration from T. 
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grahyagrahakakararahitam advay81p jDiiD81p vibhavayet, tadagradharmakhyiiIp. nirvedhabhagly81p 
bhavati ar.l8DtaryaS ca sa samadhir ucyate I tadanantaram elva] tattvapravesat I atra tavad 
adhimukticaryabhiimil) I 

23. The ten bhiimis and the Buddhabhiimi. 

itaras tu bbiimayal;l s~pata ekadaSarlgaparipiirito vyava.stbapyante I tatra prathama bhiimil;l 
pratbam8l1l pUdgaJadharmanairatmyatattvadhigamangaparipiirito vyavasthapyate I tatba hi 
yadagradharmanantaraxp. pratbamataraIp lokottaraIp sarvaprapaiicarahitaIp. 
sarvadharmani1Jsvabhavata~tkiiri sphutataraxp. jfianam utpadyate, tada bodhisattval;l 
samyaktwmyamavakrantito, darSanamargotpadat, prathamiiIp. bhiimiIp. pravi$to bhavati I 
ata evasyrup bhiimau pratbamato 'nadhigatatattvadhigamad bodhisattval;l pramudito bhavati I tata e~ 
bhiimil;l pramuditety ucyate I atra ca dvaciaSottaraIp darSanahey81p kleSaSataIp. pralllyate I Se~ tu 
bhiimayo bhavanamargasvabhaval;z I {22S} tasu bhavanaheyas traidhatukal;z $O<}aSa kleS8l;1 
prahlyantc~ I asyiiIp. ca bhiimau bodhisattva[sya] [dharmadhatusamudagamata] prabodhat svartha iva 
pariirthe pravartanat, dinaparamita 'tiriktatarii bhavati I sa ca bodhisattval}. samadhigatatattvo 'pi va 
yavan na Saknoti siik$mapattiskb.alite!fU sarpprajanyavihiizi bhavitum, tavat pratbama bhiimil) I yada 
tu Saknoti tadisyangasya paripiirito dvifiya bhiimir vyavasthapyate lata evasyiiIp. bhiimau 
siik$mapattiskbaIitasamudac8J.iit, silaparamita 'tiriktatarii bhavati sarvadaw,sliyamaIapagamad iy81p 
bhiimir vimalety ucyate I sa siik$mapattiskhalite$U" sarpprajanyavih:ari bhavati I yavan na Saknoti 
sakaIalaukik81p samadhirp. samapattUIp. yathaSrutatp. cBrtham adhartwp tavad dvifiyaiva bhiimil) I 
yada Saknoti, tada tasy8iJ.gasya paripiiritas trfiyabhiimir vyavastbapyate I asyiiIp. ca bhiimau 
bodhisattvasya Srutadharar}.ya sarvaIaukikasamadhyabhinirhararth81p sarvadu1)kb.asahanat, 
k$8ntiparamita 'tiriktatarii bhavati I te$iiIp. samadhfuiiIp.labhad iy81p bhiimir apram~ lokottaraIp 
j:iJ.aniivabhasarp. karofiti prabhakarity ucyate I sa pratilabdhalaukik.asakalasamadhir api yavan na 
Saknoti yatbapratilabdhair bodhi~ dharmair bahul81p vihatturp. sarvasamapattlnam. ca cittam 
upe~iturp tavat trfiya bhiimil) II (226) yada tu Saknoti tada tasyiingasya paripiiritaS catuJ:tbi bhiimir 
vyavasthapyate I asyiiIp. bhiimau bodhisattvasyab~ kayavanmanojaIpasamatikram8J;1.aya 
~ dharmair viharaJ;lat, viryaparamita 'tiriktatarii bhavati I iy81p ca 
sakalaklesendhana[daha]samartbasya bodhip~dharmarci!J8 udgatatvad arci$11lafity ucyate I so 
'bhik~1)81p bodhi~adharmavihiizi bhavati I yavan na Saknoti satyiini bhavayan 
sarpsara[na]bhimukh81p nirvaQabhimukh81p ca ceto vyavartayitwp. upayasarpgrhltan bodhip~ 
dharmiin bhavayitum tavat catuJ:tbi bhiimil) I yada tu Salmoti tadasyangasya paripiiritalJ. paiicaml 
bhiimir vyavasthapyate lata evasyam iyam upayasarpgrhJtabodhip~bhavana su.nhu dul}kena 
jlyate abhyasyata iti sudurjayety ucyate I asyiiIp. ciiIyasatyakarabhavanabahulik8rat, dhyiinaparamlta 
'tiriktatarii bhavati I upayasatp.grmtabodhi~bahulavihiizi ca bhavati I yavan na Saknoti 
sarpsarapraV{ttipratyavek§arJ.iin nirvitsahaya cittasantatya 'nimittavihararp. samapattwp tavat paiicaml 
bhiimilJ. I yada saknoti tadasyangasya paripiiritalJ. ~ bhiimir vyavastbapyate I asyiiIp. ca 
bodhisattvasya prafityasBmutpadabhavanavibarat prajiiaparamita 'tiriktatarii bhavati lata eva 
praj:iJ.ap8ramitaya atiriktataratvat, sarvabuddhadharme~ abhimukho 'syiiIp. bhiimau vartata iti lq:tvii, 
abhimukhity ucyate I so 'nimittavih8ralabm bhavati I yavan na Salmoti nikhidram animittavihararp 
samapattum tavat ~ bhiimil) I (227) yada Saknoti tadasyangasya paripiiritalJ. saptaml bhiimir 
vyavasthapyate I asyam api bhiimau bodhisattval}. sarvanimitl:aIp nimimittena pratividhyati 
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nimittalq:tavyavahiirarp. ca na virodhyati I ato 'syam upayapBramita 'tiriktatara bhavati I iyarp ca 
bhiimir al1.abhogamiirgopaSle~t ~thu diirarpgamat, diirarpgama I [sa] niSchidranimittavih8.ri 
bhavati l.vavan na Saknoty anabhogavabinam animittavihiirarp. samapattUIp. tavat saptami bhiimil;1 I 
yada Sa/aIOti tadasyangasya paripiirito ~tami bhiimir vyavasthapyate I asymp ca [bhiimau] 
anabhogena kuSala~yogat pra1;lidhanapBramita 'tiriktatara bhavati I 
animittanabhogaprakampyatvad iyam acalety ucyate I so 'nabhog8.nimittavihari ca bhavati I yavan na 
Saknoti puyayaniruktyadiprabhedaH,. sarvakarasarvadharmadeSanaYmp vaSibhavitwp tiivad 8§tami 
bhii.mil;z Iyada Saknoti tadasyangasya paripiirito navami bhiimir vyavasthapyate I asymp ca 
[bhiimau] bodhisattvasya pratisarpvidviSe~abhat prajiiabaIaviSe~yogad balapBramita 'tiriktatara 
bhavati I t~arvakaradharmadeSan8kauSaIato 'navadyamativiSe~abhat sadhumati bhiimir ucyate I 
asymp ca pratisarpviccatu$yaIabhi bhavati I yavan na Saknoti buddhak$Ctrap~8J;1adi 
darSayitwp. paripiin;ladharmasarpbhogarp sattvaparipBkarp ca kartw.p. tavan navami bhii.mil;z I {228} 
yada tu Saknoti tadasyangasya paripiirito daSami bhiimir vyavastbapyate I asymp ca nirm8J;1adina 
sattvaparipacanaya jiianaviSe~yogad bodhisattvasya jiianapBramita 'tiriktatara bhavati I iyarp ca 
dharmadesanameghair anante§u Iokadha~u dharmaprav8.T$81)iid dharmameghety ucyate I aparair 
api skandbapariSuddhyadivyavasthapanair bhiiminmp vyavasthapanam asti grantbavistarabhayan 
na Iikhitam I sa pratilabdhanirma1)§divaSito 'pi yavan na Saknoti sarvasmin jiieye sarvakaram 
asaktam a.pratihatarp. jiianam utpidayitwp tavad daSami bhii.mil;z I yada Saknoti tadasyangasya 
paripiirito buddhabhiimir vyavasthapyate I etac ca bhiimivyasthapanam Bcyasamdhinirmocaoe 
nirdi$m I asyas ca buddhabhiimelJ sarvakarasakalasarppa~paryantagamanan naparam 
utJcma.rp stbanantaram asti" iti I asyas ca buddhabhiimer guIJ.8pak~prabhedo buddhair api na 
Sakyate scuvakiirarp. vaktum I tasya aprameyatvat katham punar asmatsacJrSail;t I yatboktam 
8J:ya~andavyiihe [guJ)aikadeSaparyantarp. nadhigacchet svayarpbhuval;1. I ni]rik$yamano 'pi 
buddhadharma hy acintiy8l;1 II iti I (229) etavat tu S8I[1k$epe1)8. vaktwp Sakyate 44 [yatb ]aJabdho 
bhadantakamalaSilavisruto bodhisattvabhavanakramal;1. samapta/;1. I 

ye dharma hetuprabhava hetwp te$8Ip. tatbagato hy avadat I 
te~ ca yo nirodha evarpvaru mahaSram8.1J.al;1. II 

44 * [From here T. differs: bdag da1i gia.n gyi don phun sum tshogs pa rab kyi mthar phyin pa iies pa rna 
Ius pa bsal ba'i mthar thug pa briies nas sails rgyas beom Jdan 'das roams ehos kyi sku 1a biugs te I Ions spyod 
rdsogs pa dan sprul pa'i tshul gyis mdsad em 'khor ba ji srid par biugs so I de Jta bas na rtog pa da1i Jdan pa mams 
kyis yon tan thams cad kyi 'byuil gnas beam Jdan 'das roams Ja dad pa bskyed Ja de dag gi yon tan yons su bsrgub 
pa'i phyir rnam pa thams cad kyi rab tu 'bad par bya '0 I I sku gsum Ja sogs pa'i ranm par dbye ba ni yi ge mails 
kyis dogs te rna bris so I mdo sde dag gi tshul gyis (fucci: gyi) lugs mthun pa I rgyal ba'i sras kyi lam 'eli Jegs 
bSad pas II bdag gis bsod nams mi chuiJ. gail thob des I 'gro ba ses ian blo mchog myur thob Sag II sa'i nJIia'i bdag 
dpa11ha bstan pas bka'i stsaJ nas --- ka rna Ja si Jas bsgom pa'i rim pamdor bsdus pa 'eli bgyis so I I bsgom rim 
da1i po rds<)gs so II II rgya gar gyi mkhan po pm jiia va rma da1i I iu chen gyi 10 ts8 ba bande ye Ses sde Ja sogs 
pas bsgyur em gtan Ja phab pa II SKT reconstruction in CUITS: svapar8rthasampatti~patyantagata.1) 
aSe$8do$ipagamani$fhizp prapya bhagavan buddho dhannakaye sthitv§ sarpbhoga.ninna1)akiyabhyim 
anabhogenariipeIJ8 aSe$8jagadartharp. kurvan yavat sarp.s8raIp. viharati I tasmat prek$8vadbhil) sarvagw)ikare$U 
bhagavatsu S1'addha utpiidaniya, tadguIJBparisadhan-artJuup. sarvap.rakareJ)a pmyatitavyam I trik8yadivibh8gastu 
granthadist,uabhayanna likhyate I nayasyanusire1J8 siitrasya catha saduktya'sya mirgasya jinaputrakaJ:Wn I 
rnayiinalpapU1)yarp yadaptaIp. ca rena paIiimetu buddh.i1p. jaganmancla.ma$u II bhiipatiSridevarajavacanena kamalasilena 
bh8vanakramasya ayazp ~pa}J.lqtaJJ. II bh8vanakramal;l prathama1;1. samaptal) I 



 

The Process of Meditation II 1 

{D42al} ka ma la si las mdsad pa 'i sgom rim bar pa biugs so2 
rgya gar skad du I bh§ va na3 kra ma I 
bod skad du I bsgom4 pa 'i rim pa I 
'jam dpal gion nur gyur pa la phyag 'tshallo II 

The Process of Meditation, a work by Kamalasila, is contained herein. 
In Sanskrit: Bhavanakrama 
In Tibetan: bsGom pa 'i rim pa 
Homage to Maiijusri! 

th.egpachenpo'i5 mdo sde'i gyis6 rjes su 'jugpa mamskyi7 bsgomB pa'i rimpa mdor 
bSaddol/ 
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'di la thams cad mkbyen pa Did sin tu myur du thob par 'dod pa rtog9 pa danldan pas de 
thob par byed pa'i rgyu mams dan tkyen mams la mnon par brtson par bya' 0 I 'di ltar thams cad 
mkbyen 1'a Did 'di ni rgyu med pa las 'byun bar mi ruzi ste I thams cad kyail dus thams cad du 
thams cad mkbyen pa Did du 'byurl bar thal bar 'gyur ba 'i phyir TO II bltos10 pa med par 'byurl na 
ni gail du yail thogs par mi ruzi ste I gail gis na thams cad kyail thams cad mkbyen pa Did du mi 
'gyur TO II de Ita bas na la lar brgya lam na 'ga' zig 'byllli du zad pas diJ.os po thams cad ni rgyu la 
bltosll pa kho na yin no 1/ thams cad mkbyen pa Did du yailla lar brgya lam na 'ga' Zig 'gyur te I 
dus thams cad du yail ma yin I gnas thams cad du ma yin I thams cad kyail ma yin pas de'i phyir de 
ni rgyu d,m rkyen la bltos12 par iles so II 

1 Tibetan text for this translation is principally based on Goshima and D. Departures from Goshima are 
noted. I have included all his footnotes regarding variations in the manuscripts. I have mainly followed Goshima in 
the division of paragraphs. 

2 Omitted in CD; P par for bar pa. 

3 CDna. 

4NP sgom. 

5 CD po. 

6 CD gyi. 

7 CD kyis. 

8 NP sgom. 

9 CD rtogs. 

10 CD 1tos. 

11 CD 1tos. 

12 CD 1tos. 



 

The process of meditation for those who apply themselves in accordance with the 
Mahayana sfitras will now be explained in brief. 

179 

A thoughtful person who wishes to rapidly obtain the state of omniscience should strive for 
the causes and conditions that bring it about. Such omniscience cannot emerge without a cause; 
since (if it could) it would then absurdly follow that all beings would be omniscient at all times. If it 
were to emerge independently, there could be no obstructions to it anywhere -- obstructions on 
account of which not everyone becomes omniscient.13 Because events occur only to certain people 
at certain times and places, all ( events) are indeed dependent on causes. So too omniscience -- it 
arises for ,certain people, at certain times and places; but because it does not occur to everybody at 
all times and places, it is certain that it depends on causes and conditions. 

rgyu dail. rkyen de dag gi nail. nas kyail ma nor cm ma tsb.ai1 ba med pa mams bsten14 par 
bya' 0 II rgyu nor ba la nan tan byas na ni yun sin tu nil mo15 Zig gis kyail. 'dod pa 'i 'bras bu 'thob 
pa med doll dper na twa las '0 ma bio ba biin no II rgyu mtha' dag ma spyad16 pa las kyail 'bras 
bu 'byuil ba med de I sa bon la sogs pa gail yail ruil ba Zig med na myu gu la sogs pa 'bras bu mi 
'byuil ba'i phyir ro II de Ita bas na 'bras bu 'dod pas rgyu dai1 rkyen ma nor ba dail mtha' dag la 
bsten par bya '0 II 

Moreover, from among those causes and conditions one should adhere to those which are 
non-erroneous and complete. If one applied oneself to an erroneous cause, even for a very long 
time, one would not obtain the effect sought for. For example, it would be like milking the hom of 
a cow for milk. The effect also will not arise from not putting into practice all its causes, since an 
effect such as a sprout will not occur if anyone (of its causes), such as the seed, is missing. 
Therefore someone who seeks a result should adhere to its causes and conditions -- non-erroneous 
and complete. 

'bras bu tharns cad mkhyen pa Did kyi17 rgyu dail rkyen de dag gail ie na I smras pa I bdag 
Ita bu dmus loil dail 'dra bas de dag bstan18 parmi nus mod kyi I 'on kyail beom ldan 'das Did kyis 
milon par rdsogs par sails rgyas nas gduJ bya mams la ji skad bsad pa de biin du bdag gis beom 
ldan 'das .lcyis bka'19 Did Mad doll 

13 Here I have understood the expression gail gis na as '(that) on account of which, , (Sanskrit yena), taking 
this relative clause to refer back to the obstructions to omniscience. 

14 P sten. 

15 CD po. 

16 NP dpyad. 

17 P gyi. 

18 DN bsten. 

19 D bdag. 
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beom ldan 'das kyis der bka' stsal pa I "gsan ba pa'i bdag po thams cad mkhyen pa'i ye ses 
de ni siiiti rje'i rtsa ba las byufl ba yin I byan chub kyi sems kyi rgyu las byufl ba yin 1{D42bJ} 
thabs kyi.s mthar phyin pa yin no" ies 'byuflno II 

de Ita bas na thams cad mkhyen pa Did thob par 'dod pas sDin rje da.li I byan chub kyi sems 
dan I thabs da.li gsum po 'di dag la bslab par bya' 0 II sDin rjes bskyod20 na byan chub sems dpa' 
mams sems can thams cad mlion par gdon pa 'i phyir nes par dam 'cha' bar 'gyur ro II de nas bdag 
Did la Ita ba bsal nas sin tu bya dka' iin rgyun mi 'chad la yun rin por bsgrubs21 pa'i bsod nams 
dali ye Ses kyi tshogs la gus par 'jug go II de tugs nas nespar bsod nams dali ye Ses kyi tshogs 
yons su rdsogs par bsgrub22 bo II tshogs mams yons su rdsogs na thams cad mkhyen pa Did lag 
mthil du23 thob pa dan 'dra bar 'gyur ro II 

Now, ifit is asked what are the causes and conditions of which omniscience is the effect, I 
say that one like me, who is as ifblind by birth, cannot explain them. What I can do, however, is 
convey them in accordance with the very words of the Illustrious One, just as he conveyed them to 
his disciples after he became enlightened. 

The Illustrious One said to them, "0 Master of Secrets, the wisdom of omniscience has 
arisen from the root which is compassion. It has arisen from the cause which is the thought of 
Awakening. It has reached its completion through method" 

Thus one seeking to attain omniscience should train in the triad of compassion, the thought 
of Awakening and method When moved by compassion, bodhisattvas will definitely make vows 
for the sake of rescuing all sentient beings. Then, having removed self-centredness, they will 
devotedly apply themselves to the accumulations of merit and knowledge, which are extremely 
hard work and which are perfected uninteruptedly over a long period of time. Once they have 
embarked upon it, there can be no doubt that they will thoroughly perfect the accumulations of 
merit and knowledge. When the accumulatons are complete, it will be as if omniscience is 
contained in the palm of one's hand. 

d(~ bas na thams cad mkhyen pa Did kyi rtsa ba ni sD.iiJ. rje kho na yin pas de ni thog ma kho 
nar goms pas bya' 0 II 

gos yazi dag par sdud pa las kyali bka' stsal te I "bcom ldan 'das, byan chub sems dpas24 

chos rab tu mali po la bslab par mi bgyi'o II beom ldan 'das byan chub sems dpas25 chos gcig rab 

20 C bskyed. 

21 NP bsgrub. 

22 CD sgrub. 

23 CD lagtu. 

24 NP dpa' 

25 N omits dpas. P dpa '. 
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tu bzwi26 tin rab tu rtogs par bgyis na27 sails rgyas kyi chos thams cad de'j lag mthil du mchis pa 
lags so II chos gcig po gan ie na I 'di Ita ste I smn rje chen po '0" ies byuiJ. no II 

smn rje chen po yons su zin pas na, sails rgyas bcom ldan 'das mams rail gj don phun sum 
tshogs p~1 mtha' dag briies28 kyail sems can gyi khams mthar thug pa 'j bar du biugs par mdsad do 
II iian thos btin du my a nan las 'das pa 'j gron khyer sin tu ti bar yail 'jug par mi mdsad de I sems 
can la gzigs nas my a nan las 'das pa 'j gron khyer ij ba de lcags kyi khaiJ. pa 'bar ba biin du thag 
rin du spon29 bas bcom Idan 'das mams kyi30 mi gnas pa 'j my a nan las 'das pa 'j rgyu ni sDin rje 
chen po3.l de Did yin no II 

Therefore, because this very compassion is the root of omniscience, it should be practiced 
right from the start. . 

As was said in the Dharmasa.rp.giti, "lllustrious One! A bodhisattva should not train in too 
many teachings. lllustrious One, when a bodhisattva has thoroughly embraced one teaching, 
thoroughJly understood it, then all the qualities of the Buddha are there in the palm of his hand And 
if it is asked what is this one teaching, it is nothing other than great compassion." 

Because they are fully possessed by great compassion the lllustrious Buddhas remain in the 
world un1il reaching its end - in spite of the fact that they have already acquired all of their own 
perfections. They will not enter the serene citadel of nirviiI;la., as sravakas do. Having contemplated 
sentient beings, they distance themselves from the serene citadel of nirv8I},a as though it were a 
blazing house of iron. Thus the cause of the Buddhas' nonabiding nirviir}.a is precisely that great 
compaSSlOn. 

de la sDiiJ. rje bsgom pa 'j rim pa de dail po 'jug pa nas brtsams te brjod par bya' 0 II thog 
mar re tig btaiJ. siioms bsgoms32 pas sems can thams cad la rjes su chags pa dan I khon khro ba 
bsal te I siioms pa 'j sems Did bsgrub par bya'o II {D43aJ} sems can thams cad bde ba ni 'dod 
sdug bsilal ba ni mi 'dod la I thog ma med pa can gyi 'khor ba na33 sems can gail Ian brgyar bdag 
gi giien du ma gyur pa de gail yail med do mam du yoils su bsam tin I 'di la bye brag ci tig yod na 
la la la ni rjes su chags la la la ni khon khro bar gyur pas34 de Ita bas na bdag gis sems can thams 
cad la sems siioms pa Did du bya'o siiam du de Itar yid la bya:iiiJ. bar ma phyogs nas brtsams te 

26 CD giwi. 

27 NP nas. 

28 P briied. 

29 NP son. 

30 NP kyis. 

31 NP po'i. 

32 NP bsgom. 

33 C ni. NP nas. 

34 P omits pas. N pa. 
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mdsa' bSes daiJ. dgra la sems snoms pa ilid du bsgom mo II 

H<:::re then, starting from the very outset, the stage of cultivating compassion should be 
explained. Initially, at the beginning, one cultivates equanimity -- thereby clearing away anger and 
attachment towards any sentient being. Thus even-mindedness should be produced. Thinking, "All 
sentient h<~ings desire happiness and do not desire suffering. In beginningless S8Ip.s8ra there is no 
sentient h<~ing who has not been a relative of mine at least a hundred times ... " -- what distinction 
could there be among them that one could be attached to some and angry at others? Therefore, 
taking it to heart that one should act with even-mindedness towards all sentient beings, 
commencing from a position of neutrality, one cultivates even-mindedness towards friends and 
enemies a1ike. 

de nas sems can thams cad la sems snoms pa ilid du bsgrubs nas byams pa bsgom mo II 
byams pa"i chus35 sems kyi36 rgyud brIan te gseryod pa'i sagii biin du byas la silin rje'i sa bon 
btab na bde blag tu sin tu yons su rgyas par 'gyur TO II 

de nas sems kyi rgyud byams pas bsgos nas siliiJ. rje bsgom par bya' 0 II siliiJ. rje de ni sems 
can sdug bsilal ba thams cad37 sdug bsilal de da:iJ. bral bar 'dod pa 'i mam pa yin no II 

kbams gsum pa 'j38 sems can thams cad ni sdug bsiJ.al ilid mam pa gsum gyis ci rigs par 
sin tu sdug bstJ.al ba dag yin pas de'i phyir sems can thams cad la de bsgom par bya ste I 

'di ltar ''re iig sems can dmyal ba pa 'i sems can gaiJ. dag yin pa de dag ni rgyun mi 'chad 
cm yun rin la tsha ba la sogs pa 'i sdug bsiJ.al sna tshogs kyi chu bor byiiJ. ba kho na yin no" ies 
bcom ldan 'das kyis bka' stsal to II de biin du ''yi dags roams kyaiJ. phal cher sin tu mi bzad pa'i 
bkres pa daiJ. skom pa'i sdug bsiJ.al gyi mes bskams pa 'i Ius sin tu sdug bsilal mail. po myoiJ. iJ.o" 
ies bka' stsal to I I dud 'gro mams kyaiJ. gcig la gcig za ba da:iJ. I khro ba da:iJ. I gsod pa daiJ. I roam 
par 'tshe ba 1a sogs pa'i sdug bsilal mam pa maiJ. po myoil ba kho nar snail iJ.o II [8] mi mams kyail. 
'dod pa yoils su tshol bas phoiJ.s pas39 gcig la gcig 'khu ba da:iJ. I gnod pa byed pa40 da:iJ. I sdug pa 
da:iJ. bra} b.~ da:iJ. I mi sdug pa da:iJ. phrad pa da:iJ. I dblil phoils las gyur pa la sogs pa 'i sdug bsiJ.al 
dpag tu mOO pa Iiams su myoiJ. bar snaiJ. ilo II {D43bl} gaiJ. dag 'dod chags la sogs pa 'i non moils 
pa'i41 /run nas dkris pa dag daiJ. I gaiJ. dag Ita ba iJ.an pa mam pa sna tshogs gziiJ. gziiJ. bar gyur pa 
de dag42 thams cad kyaiJ. sdug bsilal gyi rgyu yin pas gad ka na 'dug pa biin du sin tu sdug bsiJ.al 
ba kho na yin no II lha mams kyaiJ. thams cad 'gyur ba'i sdug bsilal ilid kyis sdug bsiJ.al ba dag ste 

35 NP omits chus. 

36 NP kyis. 

37 NP roams lao 

38 lP omits pa'i. 

39 CD nas. 

40 ,"yed pa omitted in NP. 

41 CD pas. 

42 CD omit dag. 
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/ 'dod pa na spyod pa 'i lha gan dag43 yin pa de dag ni rtag tu 'chi 'pho ba daiJ.1tuiJ. ba 1a sogs pa 'i 
'jigs pa'i my a nan gyis sems 1a gnod na ji ltar bde I 'du byed kyi sdug bsIial ilid ni las dan non 
moils pa ''; mtshan ilid kyi rgyu'i gian gyi dbaIi gi no bo ilid dan I skad cig re re la 'jig pa 'i nail can 
gyi mtshcl.D. ilid de I 'gro ba thams cad 1a khyab pa yin no II 

Next, having established even-mindedness, one cultivates kindness. Saturating the mental 
continuum with the waters of kindness so that it becomes like a soil of gold, when the seed of 
compassion is sewn there it readily flourishes. 

Then, having penneated the mental continuum with kindness, one should cultivate 
compassion. And that compassion consists in the wish that all suffering sentient beings might be 
free from that suffering. 

Every sentient beings in the three worlds is thoroughly miserable due to the three kinds of 
suffering, each according to its respective circumstances; hence compassion should be cultivated 
towards all sentient beings. 

On this point the Illustrious One said, "First of all, as for those beings who are the 
denizens IOf the hells, they are truly submerged in a torrent of myriad sufferings, such as 
uninterupted protracted heat." Similarly he said, "The hungry ghosts also undergo incredible 
suffering, their bodies nearly entirely withered away by agonizing fires of intolerably intense 
hunger and thirst." "As for the animals, they do seem to experience many kinds of suffering, such 
as mutual malice, mutilation, slaughter and consumption." People as well are ·seen experiencing 
endless sufferings, such as mutual insult and injury, seperation from the agreeable, union with the 
disagreea1ble and everything that is born from poverty -- (all) on account of neediness and the 
pursuit of desires. All those minds which are ensnared by the various snares of the aftlictions of 
passion and so forth, which have become a tangle of all kinds of mistaken view -- all (such 
mindsets) are causes of suffering and are therefore extremely miserable, like being stuck in a pit. 
Even the gods are subject to suffering due to the state of suffering which is universal change. As 
far as those gods who partake of desire go, how can they be happy when their minds are constantly 
oppressed by the misery which is fear of death, decline and so on? And the suffering of 
conditioning penetrates all living beings on account of their having a nature of subservience to 
causes which are actions and afflictions, and a characteristic which is the natural tendency to decay 
moment by moment. 

de bas na 'gro ba mtha' dag ni sdug bsnal gyi me Ice 'bar ba'i nail du tugs pa yin par b1tas 
la I ji ltar bdag44 sdug bsnal mi 'dod pa ltar gian thams cad kyaIi de dan 'dra'o siiam du bsam tiiJ. I 
kye ma kyi hud lxlag 1a sdug pa 'i sems can 'di dag sdug bsIial na sdug bsiJ.al de las ji ltar thar bar 
bya ies b<iag ilid sdug bsiJ.al ba btin du byed ciiJ. de dail bra! bar 'dod pa 'i mam pa 'i siiiiJ. rje de45 

tiil iJ.e dsiz11a46 'dug kyail ruiJ. I spyod 1a thams cad du yaiJ. ruiJ. ste I (dus thams cad du yaiJ. rui1 ste 

43 NP omit dag. 

44 N omits bdag. 

45 D des. 

46 NP las kyaiJ. for 1a. 
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1)47 dus tbams cad du sems can thams cad 1a bsgom par bya ste I thog ma kho nar mdsa' bses kyi 
phyogs mams la ji skad smos pa 'i sdug bsila1 sna tshogs Iiams su myoil bar mtboil bas48 bsgom 
par bya '0 II de nas sems can miiam pa md kyis49 bye brag med par mtboil nas serns can tbams cad 
ni bdag gi giien du gyur pa kho na' 0 sIiam du yoils su bsam iii1 bar ma 'i phyogs rnams 1a bsgom 
parbya'oll 

Thus when it is seen that all beings are immersed in the blazing flames of suffering, the 
compassion which consists in the desire to be free from suffering reflects, "Just as I do not wish to 
suffer, so it is with everyone else. Alas, alas! These sentient beings, so dear to me, are suffering! 
How can they be freed from it?" Taking them to be like oneself in suffering, such compassion 
towards all beings should be cultivated at all times -- whether one is in a state of concentration or 
engaged ill any activity whatsoever. And to begin with, it should be developed by seeing that the 
above-described surfeit of sufferings is experienced among one's own friends. Then, having 
recognize~d that sentient beings are without distinction owing to their basic similarity, and reflecting 
that indeed all sentient beings have been one's own relations, neutral parties should be meditated 
upon. 

g:m gi tshe de 1a mdsa' bses kyi phyogs biin du siiiiJ. rje de miiam par tugs par gyur pa de'i 
tshe phyogs bcu'i sems can thams cad 1a bsgom par bya' 0 I gail gi tshe bu chuiJ. ilu sfijri du sdug pa 
sdug50 b...,iJ.al bar gyur pa'i ma biin du, bdag md kyi51sin tu sdug pa52sdug bsiJ.al ba las 'don par 
'dod pa 'i rnam pa rail gis 'jug pa 'i smil rje de sems can tbams cad 1a miiam par tugs par gyur pa 
de'i tshe .rdsogs pa ies bya ste53 I smil rje chen po'i mm yaii 'thob bo II {D44aI} byams pa bsgom 
pa ni mdsa' b.ses kyi phyogs 1a54 thog mar byas nas bde ba daD. phrad par 'dod pa 'i rnam par ste I 
rim gyis tna mal pa daD. dgra 1a yail bsgom par bya '0 II 

d(~ Itar de smil rje goms par byas nas rim gyis serns can mtha' dag 11llion par 'don par 'dod 
pa rail gi ilail gis 'byuiJ. ba md du 'gyur TO II 

When that compassion has been equally engaged towards them as towards those in the 
position of friends, then it should be developed towards all the beings of the ten directions. When 
that compassion has been equally engaged towards all sentient beings, naturally taking the form of 
wishing to rescue one's own very dear ones from suffering -- just like the mother of a cherished 

47 NP only. 

48 NP bar. 

49 NP kyi. 

50 D sdag. 

51 CD kyis. 

52 CD omit sdug pa. 

53 rdsogs pa ies bya ste omitted in NP. 

54 NP omit 1a. 
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little child who has come into suffering -- then, at that time, it is said to be perfected. And it obtains 
the name great compassion. This meditation ofloving kindness, having first been cultivated 
towards friends and consisting in the wish for them to meet with happiness, should be gradually 
extended even towards indifferent people and enemies. 

IIIL this way, having practiced compassion, the wish to rescue all sentient beings gradually 
comes to arise on its own. 

des na !tsa ba'i55 sii;n rje gorns par byas nas, byaiJ. chub kyi serns bsgorn par bya' 0 II byaiJ. 
chub kyi serns de ni rnam pa grus te kun rdsob daiJ. I don dam pa' 0 II de la kun rdsob pa ni sDiiJ. rjes 
serns can rntha' dag lIllion par 'don par dam beas nas 'gro ba la phan gdags56 pa'i phyir saiJ.s rgyas 
su gyur c.ig siiam du bla na rned pa yaiJ. dag par rdsogs pa 'i byaiJ. chub tu57 'dod pa 'i rnam pas 
serns daiJ. po bskyed pa' 0 II de yaiJ. tshul khrirns kyi Ie 'u las bstan pa 'i cho ga biin du byaiJ. chub 
serns dpa'i sdorn pa la gnas pa mkhas pa pha rol po las sems58 bskyed par bya '0 II de ltar kun 
rdsob pa "i59 byan chub kyi serns bskyed nas don dam pa 'i byaiJ. chub kyi serns bskyed pa'i phyir 
'bad par bya'oll don dampa'i byaiJ. chubkyi serns de ni 'jig !ten las 'das pa spros pa rntha' dag 
daiJ. bral',a I sin tu gsaJ ba I don dam pa'i spyod yu1 I dri rna rned pa I mi g'yo ba I rluiJ. rned pa 'i 
rnarrne'i rgyun ltarrnig'yo ba'060 II 

Thus having practiced the compassion which is the root, one should cultivate the thought of 
Awakening. The thought of Awakening is of two kinds: conventional and ultimate. Now as for the 
conventional, it is the initial mindset generated by someone wishing for unsurpassed perfect 
Awakening after vowing, out of compassion, to rescue all sentient beings: "May I attain 
Buddhahood in order to help all living beings!" Moreover, this mind(set) should be produced by 
relting on the foundation of another person, a wise person who is already established in 
bodhisattva vows according to the method taught in the Morality chapter. In this way, having 
generated the conventional thought of Awakening, one should exert oneself in order to generate the 
ultimate thought of Awakening. As for this ultimate thought of Awakening -- it is utterly beyond 
this wor1d~ free from all conceptual proliferation, extremely clear, the sphere of the ultimate, 
stainless, unmoving and steady as the stream of a lamp out of the wind. 

dt~ grub61 pa ni nag tu gus par yun riil du ii gnas daiJ.lhag rnthoil gi mal 'byor gorns par 

55 NP 00. 

56 NP omit gdags. 

57 CD omit tu. 

58 NP omit sems. 

59 NP kyi for pa 'i. 

60 NP g'yos pa '0. 

61 CD 'grub. 
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byas pa62 las 'gyur te I 'phags pa dl:oPs va Pes var 'weI va las ji skad du I "byams pa gan yan nan 
thos mams kyi'am I byan chub sems dpa' mams kyi'am de biin gsegs pa mams kyi63 dge ba'i 
chos 'jig lten pa dan 'jig nen las 'das pa thams cad kyan ii gnas dan lhag mthoP gi 'bras bu yin par 
rig par bya '0" ies gsuns pa Ita bu'o II 

Its acheivement arises from having been practiced in the union of tranquillity and insight, 
for a long time, constantly with veneration. As it is said in the noble Sarpdhinirmocanasiitra, "0 
Maitreya! All the worldly and transcendental qualities that constitute the virtues of sriivakas, 
bodhisattvas and Tathagatas should be understood as the result of tranquillity and insight." 

de giiis kyis tip Pe 'dsin thams cad bsdus pa 'i phyir mal 'byor pa thams cad kyis64 dus 
thams cad du Pes par ii gnas danJhag mthoP bsten par bya ste I 'phags pa dl:oPs va Pes var 'Wei 
m de ilid Jas bcom ldan 'das kyis ji skad du I 'lias nan thos roams dan I {D44bl} byan chub sems 
'dpa mams I de bim gsegs pa mams kyi65 tin Pe 'dsin mam pa du ma bstan pa gan dag yin pa de 
dag thams cad ii gnas dan lhag mthoP gis bsdus par rig par bya '0" [18] ies gsuiJ.s pa Ita bu' 0 II 

Since all concentrations (samadhis) are encompassed by those two, every yogin must 
adhere to them at all times. As was said in that very same noble Sarpdhinirmocanasiitra, "All the 
myriad concentrations taught by me -- whether they be of sriivakas, bodhisattvas or Tathagatas - all 
should be understood as included in tranquillity and insight." In this way it is explained. 

ii gnas tsam 'ba' Zig goms par byas pas ni mal 'byor pa mams kyi sgrib pa66 mi67 spon68 
gi69 Ire Zig non moils pa mam par gnon pa tsam du zad de70 I ses rab kyi snan ba 'byuiJ.71 ba med 
par bag la nal legs par choms mi srid pa 'i phyir bag la nal legs par choms par mi 'gyur ro II 

de bas na 'phags pa dl:oP va Pes par '¥Tel va de ilid las "bsam gtan gyis ni non moils pa 
mams mam par gnon to II ses rab kyis ni bag 1a nal legs par 'joms par byed do" ies bka' stsal to II 

62 NP bya 00. 

63 NP kyis. 

64 NP kyi. 

65 NP kyis. 

66 N adds maInS. 

67 P adds maInS. 

68 NP spoils. 

69 NP kyi. 

70 NP do II. 

71 CD byurl. 



 

'phags pa tin De 'dsin ffYi22.wvalw las kyaD I 

ies gsurls so II 

''tin De 'dsin de sgom73 par byed mod kyi II 
de Pi bdag74 tu 'du Ses 'jig mi byed II 
de Pi non moDs phyir rab tu 'khrugs II 
Ihag spyod 'di na75 titJ.De 'dsin bsgom pa biin II 
gal te chos la bdag med so sor rtog II 
so sor de brtags gal te bsgom pa Pi II 
de ilid my a Dan 'das thob 'bras bu'i rgyu II 
rgyu gian gaD yin des ni ii mi 'gyur I/" 
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By merely becoming practiced in tranquillity alone, yogins do not eliminate their 
obscurations (sgrib pa, Skt: avarnna); on the contrary, their afflictions (non moDs pa, Skt: kJeSa) are 
only repressed for a little while. Their latent tendencies (bag la jjaJ, Skt: anuSaya) would not have 
been properly rooted out, since one cannot do that unless one has given rise to the light of Wisdom. 

Thus from that very same noble SaIp.dhinirmocanasiitra, "Afflictions can be repressed by 
absorptioltl, but it is by wisdom that the latent tendencies are properly rooted out." 

And from the noble Samadhirajasiitra: 

Although indeed one might cultivate that concentration 
Self-conception would not be disengaged 
Again one's afflictions would become enraged 
Just as in Udraka's cultivation of concentration. 
If one discerns the identitylessness of dharmas 
And having discerned thus, ifthere is cultivation 
That itself is the cause which has its effect the attainment of nirv8J;l.a 
Through any other cause true peace does not transpire. 

AvaD chub sems dQa'i sde snod las kyaD I ''gaD dag byaD chub serns dpa'i sde snod kyi 
chos kyi mam grai1s 'di ma thosl 'phags pa'i chos (daD)'dul ba ma thos par, tiil ne 'dsin tsam gyis 
chog par 'dsin pa ni ila rgyal gyi76 dbail gis milon pa 'i ila rgyal du ltuD iiiJ. I skye ba daD I rga ba 
dan Ina ba dan I 'chi ba dan I my a ilan dan smre snags 'don pa dan I sdug bsilal ba daD. I yid mi 
bde ba dan I 'khrug pa las yoils su mi grol I 'gro ba drug tu77 'khor ba las yoils su mi grol I sdug 
bsilal gyi phurl po las kyaD yoils su mi grol te I de la dgoils nas de biin gsegs pas 'di skad ces gian 

72 CD omit gyi. 

73 N bsgom. 

74 CD mg. 

75 CNP ni. 

76 NP omit gyi. 

77 CD gyi. 
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1a rjes su mthun pa thos pa ni rga si las gro1 bar 'gyur ro ies bka' stsal to" ies gsuils so II 

And also from the Bodhisattvapitaka, "Those who do not pay heed to the enumeration of 
teachings of the BodhisattvapitaJca, who do not heed the noble teaching and rules of conduct 
(vinaya), who are satisfied with mere concentration, they fall prey to intellectual arrogance because 
of such pride. They will not be liberated from birth, old age, illness, death, misery, lamentation, 
pain, dissatisfaction and disquiet; nor will they be liberated from the cycle of the six realms of 
beings, nor from the aggregates of suffering. So, with such people in mind, the Tathagata taught 
that one who pays heed by faithfully following another,78 might yet be delivered from old age and 
death." 

de~ Ita bas na sgrib pa mtha' dag spails nas yoIis su dag pa'i ye ses 'byuli bar 'dod pas79 i:i 
gnas 1a gnas sin ses rab bsgom par bya '0 II {D45aJ} de skad du I 'phags pa dkon mchQg brtsegs 
J}i! las kyaIi bka' stsal te I 

"tshuJ khrims 1a ni gnas nas tiIi Iie 'dsin thob ste II 
ti.iJ.Iie 'dsin thob nas kyail ses rab sgom80 par byed II 
ses rab kyis ni ye ses roam par dag pa 'thobS1 II 
ye ses mam par dag pas tshuJ khrims phun sum tshogs" 

:ies bka' stsal to II 

TIlUS having renounced all obscurations, one who wants pure knowledge to arise must 
cultivate wisdom while abiding in tranquillity. Just as has been said in the noble Ratnakuta: 

Having become established in morality, one cultivates concentration 
Having attained concentration, one cultivates wisdom 
Through wisdom very pure knowledge is attained 
Through very pure knowledge morality is perfected. 

'phags pa theg va chen go 1a dad va bsgom va'i mdo las kyail /82 rigs kyi bu, ses rab 1a fie 
bar wi gnas na byail chub sems dpa'i theg pa pa83 roams kyi theg pa chen po 1a dad pa theg pa 
chen po 18 ji 1tar yail 'byuli bar Iia84 wi smra' 0 II rig kyi bu mam graDs 'dis kyail 'di 1tar byail chub 

78 gian 18 rjes su mtbuns pa tbos pa - Literally, "faith-in-another-hearing ." Here, perhaps, the necessity of 
a teacher is indicated. 

79 NP pa. 

80 C bsgom. 

81 P thob. 

82 This section highly corrupt. 

83 CD dpa' for dpa'i tbeg pa pa. 

84 N de. 
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sems dpa' mams kyi tbeg pa chen po 1a dad pa, tbeg pa chen po 1a 'byun ba gail ci yail rui1 I deBs 
tbams cad ni mam par ma g'yerls pa'i sems kyis86 don daiJ. chos yail dag par bsams87 pa las byun 
bar rig par bya' 0" ies bka' stsal to II 

And from the noble Prasadaprabhavanasiitra, "0 Noble Son! I do not say that someone 
who has fhith in the Mahayana of the bodhisattvas will somehow emerge in that Mahayana without 
abiding in wisdom. According to this method, 0 Noble Son, whosoever would emerge in the 
Mahayana, possessed of faith in the Mahayana of the bodhisattvas, should be understood to have 
emerged (there) from properly considering the teaching and its meaning with an unagitated 
mind. "88 

ii gnas dail bral OO'i 1hag mtboli '00' zig gis ni mal 'byor pa'i sems yu1 mams 1a mam par 
g'yelis par89 'gyur gyis90 I r1uiJ. gi nail na 'dug pa'i mar me biin du brta.n91 par mi 'gyur ro II 

de bas na ye ses kyi snail 00 sin tu gsal bar mi 'byuiJ. ste I de Ita bas na grus ka daiJ. 'dm bar 
bsten par bya' 0 II de 'i phyir 'phags pa yolis su my a lian las 'das pa eben po'i mdo las kyaiJ. "nan 
thos mams kyisni de biingSegs pa'i rigs mi mtboli ste Itm lie 'dsingyi Sas cbe ba'i pbyirdail I 
ses rab chuiJ. ba 'i pbyir ro II byaiJ. chub sems dpa' mams kyis ni mtboli mod kyi mi gsal te I ses rab 
kyi ses che ba'ipbyirdaiJ. ltili lie 'dsin chuiJ. ba'i phyir ro9211 de biingSegs pas ni tbams cadgzigs 
te Iii gnas daiJ.Jhag mtboli mtshuris par 1dan pa'i phyir ro" ies bka' stsal te Iii gnas kyi stobs kyis 

85 NP ste for I de. 

86 CNP kyi. 

87 NP bsam. 

88 Version 2 following Mahayanaprasidaprabhavan8siitra P. Vol. 32 No.812 23b2-5 (Given in Gosruma 
pp. 20&22): ks rab 18 fie bar mi gnas na rigs kyi bu byan chub sems d1'8'i theg 1'8 chen po'i phyir theg 1'8 chen po 
la dad 1'8 ji ltar yan mi skye '0 ies 1ia smra '0 II rigs kyi bu byan chub sems d1'8' tshogs rna bsags kyan theg 1'8 chen 
po'i chos nan tam sems kya.zi run ste Iii gnas dan lha.g mthoIi 18 gnas theg 1'8 chen po 'i phyir theg 1'8 chen po 18 
dad skye '0 .II sems rtse gcig tu mi byed ciIi theg pa chen po'i chos mi 'dsin theg 1'8 chen po 18 dad 1'8 mi skye '0 II 
rigs kyi bu byail chub sems d1'8' gab 18 18 theg 1'8 chen po'i phyir theg 1'8 chen po la dad 1'8 skye ba de thams cad ni 
mi g'yeIi ool'i sems kyis chos kyi don la rtog 1'8 las skye bar roam graIis 'dis de ltar rig par bya'o 110 Noble Son! I 
say that faith. in the Mahayana with a view towards [entering] the Mahayana of the bodhisattvas will not arise in any 
way if one is not abiding in wisdom. 0 Noble Son, even if one had not acquired the accumulations of the 
bodhisattvas or thought, "May I listen to the teachings of the Mahayana," still, having become established in 
tranquillity and insight such faith will arise. Not making the mind one-pointed, not comprehending the Mahayana -
faith in the Mahayana does not arise. For any bodhisattva whatsoever, any such faith in the Mahayana which arises, 
arises from contemplating the reality of the teaching with an unagitated mind." Thus it is that this method should 
be understood. 

89 CD g'yen bar. 

90 CD gyi. 

91 NP gnas. 

92 NP dan. 
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ni mar m(~ rluiJ. gis93 ma bskyod94 pa biin du mam par rtog pa 'i rluiJ. mams kyis95 sems g'yo bar 
mi 'gyur TO II Ihag mthon gis ni Ita ba nan pa'i dri ma mtha' dag spans pas gian dag gis mi phyed 
de I zIa ba s~on ma'i mdo las ji skad du I 

''ii gnas stobs kyis g'yo ba med par 'gyur II 
/hag mthon gis ni ri dan 'dra bar 'gyur" II 

{D45bl} zes gsuiJ.s pa Ita bu'o II de Ita bas na giiis ka Ia mal 'byor du byas par gnas so II 
de Ia thog mar re zig mal 'byor pas gaiJ. gis96 bde bar myur du ii gnas daiJ. Ihag mthon 

'grub par 'gyur ba ii gnas dan /hag mthon gi tshogs Ia je97 bsten par bya '0 II 

By means of insight alone, without tranquillity, the mind of the yogin would become 
distracted with respect to its objects; like a butter-lamp in the wind, it would not be stable. 

And on account of that the light of knowledge would not be very distinct. Thus both should 
be practiced equally. For this reason it is also said in the noble Mahiiparinirv8.r;lasiitra, "Because 
their wisdom is weak and their concentration strong, sravakas do not perceive the genninal essence 
(rigs, Skt: gotra) of the Tathagata. The bodhisattvas see it, but not clearly -- because while their 
wisdom is strong, their concentration is weak. The Tathagata sees everything because he is equally 
possessed of tranquillity and insight." Because of the power of tranquillity the mind will not 
become unsteady with the flurries of thought -- just like a butter-lamp that does not flicker in the 
wind. Bec:ause of insight, it will not be disturbed by others, since all the stains of mistaken views 
are removed Thus from the Candrapradipasii.tra: 

Through the power of tranquillity one becomes unwavering 
Through insight one becomes as if a mountain. 

In this way it was explained. Hence it is established that both are undertaken in unison. 
H(~re, at first, the yogin should adhere more to the prerequisites (tshogs) of tranquillity and 

insight, OIl account of which tranquillity and insight will be acheived easily and quickly. 

de Ia ii gnas kyi tshogs gaiJ. ze na I mthun pa 'i yul na gnas pa daiJ. I 'dod pa chuiJ. ba dan I 
chog ses pa. daiJ. I bya ba maiJ. po yons su spans pa daiJ. I tshuJ khrims rnam par dag pa dan I 'dod 
pa Ia sogs pa 'i rnam par rtog pa yom su spans pa' 0 II 

de Ia yon tan Ilia dag dan Idan pa ni mthun pa 'i yul yin par ses par bya ste I gos dan zas Ia 
sogs pa tshegs med par med pa 'i phyir med sIa ba daiJ. I skye bo mi STun pa daiJ. dgra Ia sogs pa mi 
gnas pa 'i phyir98 gnas bzan ba daiJ. I nad med pa 'i sa yin pas sa bzaiJ.. ba dan I grogs, tshuJ khrims 

93 NP gi. 

94 P skyod. 

95 NP kyi. 

96 NP gi. 

97 NP omit je. 

98 NP omit phyir. 
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dail 1dan pa1ta. ba mtshlllis pa yin pas grogs bza.iJ. ba dan I iiin mo skye bo mail po dag gis rna gail 
ba 'i phyiI' dan I mtshan mo sgra. chuiJ. ba 'i phyir legs par 1dan pa.' 0 II 

Now ifit is asked what are the prerequisites of tranquillity, they are: 1) living in an 
agreeable place; 2) having few desires; 3) being content; 4) abandonment of many involvements; 5) 
very pure moral conduct; 6) complete abandonment of thoughts connected with desires and so 
forth. 

In this regard, five qualities should be recognized in an agreeable place: a) it is convenient 
on account of food, clothing and so forth being obtained without difficulty; b) it's a good place to 
live on account of the absence of rough people and enemies; c) it's a healthy spot since it's a place 
without disease; d) there are happy friendships because one's friends there are moral and of similar 
perspective; e) it is praiseworthy since it is not crowded with living beings during the day and 
because there are few sounds at night. . 

'dod pa. chuiJ. ba gab ie na I chos gos 180 sogs bza.iJ. po 'am mail po 1a99lhag par chags pa 
medpa'o/I 

chog ses pa gail ie na I chos gos 180 sogs pa nan non tsam riled pas rtag tu chog ses pa gail 
yinpa.'ol/ 

bya ba mail po yons su spaiJ.s pa. gail ie na I no tshon 180 sogs pa las Iia.n pa YOM su spails 
pa.l00 dan I khyim pa101 dan rob tu byuiJ. ba gab dag ha cail smaos 'drin byed pa. yons su spail ba 
dan I sman byed pa. skar ma rtsi ba 180 sogs pa yons su spails pa. gail1 02 yin pa.' 0 II 

tsbu1 khrims mam par dag pa. gab ie na I sdom pa. giiis ka. 180 yail ra.rl biin dail bcas pa'i kha 
na. ma tho ba dan bcas pa 'i bs1ab pa'i gii mi 'dra.l ba103 dail / bag med par ra1 na yail skyen pa 
sky en par'04 'gyod pas chos biin du105 byed pa. dan I nan thos kyi sdom pa 180 pham1 06 pa bcos su 
mi ruiJ. bar gSuD.s pa. gail yin pa de 180 yail 'gyod pa. dan 1dan pa dan I phyis mi bya ba'i sems 1dan pa. 
dail I sems gail gis las de byas pa'i sems de 180 no bo iiid med par so sor rtog pa.'i phyir ram I 
{D46aJ} chos thams cad no bo iiid med par goms pa'i phyir de'i tshul khrims mam par dag pa. 
kho na yilZ par brjod par bya' 0 II 

And if it is asked what it is to have few desires, it is being without attachment to many or 
high quality things by way of monks' robes and so forth. 

99 P omits la. 

100 CD spail ba. 

lOll Goshima khrim pa. 

102 NP omit gail. 

103 Goshima 'dra ba. 

104 Following C. D pa. Goshima pas. 

105 P omits duo 

106 Goshima phan. 



 

And what is it to be content? It is to always be content with meagre things by way of 
monks' robes and so forth. 
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What is it to abandon excessive involvements? It is ceasing common work like trade and 
desisting from keeping company with too many householders and monks. It is also to be one who 
has abandoned medicine, astrology and so forth. 

What is very pure moral conduct? With reference to the two vows, it is not breaching the 
code of conduct (sik$8pada) pertaining to behavior which is harmful in itself and behavior which is 
religiously prohibited. It is acting in accordance with the teachings by repenting very quickly when 
there is a breach in attentiveness. It is also having repentance with regard to those failures in 
sravaka vows that are said to be irremediable -- and to possess the resolution not to repeat these. 
And one is said to very pure in morality indeed when one understands the lack of inherent 
existence of that mind which is the mind that performs actions, or when one is fully familiar with 
with the fact that all phenomena are without inherent nature. 

de ni 'phags pa ma styes dm'i 'grod va IIsal bal 07 las khon du chud par rig par bya' 0 II 
de bas na del08 'gyod pa med par byas la I sgoml 09 pa la mIion par brtson par bya '0 II 

'dod pa mams la yan tshe 'eli dan tshe phyi ma la lies dmigs rnam pa man por 'gyur bar yid 
la byas la de dag la mam par rtog pa span bar bya' 0 II mam pa gcig tu, khor ba pa 'ill 0 dIios po 
sdug pa 'run mi sdug pa yan ruiJ. ste I de daglll thmns cad ni mam par 'jig pa 'i chos can wi brtan pa 
ste I gdon .mi za bar de dag thams cad dan bdagl12 rin por mi thogs pat 'bra] bar gyur na I bdag de 
la ci Zig Ibag par chags pa la sogs par 'gyur siiam du bsgomsl13 pas roam par rtog pa thams cad 
span bar ~ya' 0 II 

Onle should know that this can be understood from the noble AjataSatrukaulqtyavinoda 
siitra. Thus when one comes to be without regret (gyod pa med pa) one works diligently in 
meditation. 

But with regard to desires, (since one knows that) once these are formed in the mind they 
turn into many kinds of negative consequence (lies dmigs) in this life and the next, then one should 
abandon conceptualization concerning them. Alternatively, one should eliminate all such 
conceptualizations by meditating on the thought, "Inevitably all these things and I will soon be 
separated Why should I be attached to them? Whether worldly things be pleasant or unpleasant, 
they are all unstable perishing things." 

1 07 CD bsaJ ba. 

108 P omits de. 

109 P skom. 

11 () CNP 'khoT ba 'i. 

111 NP omit dag. 

112 dail bdag omitted in NP. 

113 P bsgom. 
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]hag mthon gi tshogs gaJi ie nal14 I skyes bu dam pa la brten pa daiJ. I marl du thos pa yom 
su bstal ba. daJi I tshul biin sems pa' 0 II 

de la skyes bu dam pa ji Ita bu la115 brten par bya ie na I gaJi maJi du thos pa daJi I tshig 
gsal ba dai1 I sDitJ. rje daiJ. ldan pa daiJ. I skyo ba bzod pa' 0 II 

de la marl du thos pa yons su btsal ba garl ie na I gaJi beom ldan 'das kyi gsuiJ. rab yan lag 
bcu gDis po nes pa 'i don daiJ. drarl ba 'il16 don la gus par byas sin I sin tu nan pa ste I 'di ltar 'phags 
pa dions pa nes par 'fUel pa las I" 'phags pa 'i gtam 'dod pa biin du rna thos pa ni lhag mthon gi 
gegs yin no " ies bka' stsal to I I de ilid las " ]hag mthon ni thos pa daiJ. bsam pa las byuiJ. ba'i Ita ba 
rnam par dag pa 'i rgyu las byuiJ. ba yin nol17 " ies gsuns so II 'phags pa sred med kyi busl1Ji~ 
om las kyan I " thos pa daJi ldan pa ni ses rab 'byuiJ. bar 'gyur ro II sesl19 rab danldan pa ni non 
morls pa r.~b tu ii bar 'gyur ro120 " ies bka' stsal to II 

If it is asked what are the the prerequisites of insight, they are reliance upon excellent 
people, searching out learned people, and correct thinking. 

AIlld what kind of excellent person should be relied upon? -- A learned person, clear in 
words, who is possessed of great compassion and able to bear misfortune. 

Who is the learned person sought? He is one who has honoured the definitive and 
provisional meanings of the twelve scriptural categories of the illustrious One, and listened to them 
a lot. Thus in the noble Sarpdhinirmocanasiitra it says, "Desiring noble speech, but not listening -
this is a hinderance to insight." In the very same siitra it is explained, "Insight arises from the cause 
which is a very pure vision which (in tum) arises from listening and reflecting." And in the 
N""ariiyaJiapariprccha it is said, "One who listens becomes wise. Possessing wisdom, one comes to 
thoroughly pacify one's afflictions." 

tshtul biin bsam pa gaJi ie na I gaJi nes pa'i don gyi mdo sde daD. draiJ. ba'i don gyi mdo sde 
1a sogs pa legs par gtan 1a 'bebs pa ste I de 1tar byaJi chub sems dpa' the tsho med na, bsgom121 pa 
la gcig tu lies par 'gyur ro II {D46bI} de Ita rna yin na the tshom gyis122 'phyan123 mo iiug pa 'i 

114 NP Zig for ie DB. 

115 NP omit lao 

116 NP omit ba'i. 

117 NP omit no. 

118 NP add suo 

119 D sas. 

120 NP omit roo 

121 NP sgom. 

122 Cp gyi. 

123 Goshima 'phlIli. D 'phyaIi. 
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theg124 p2.tla 'dug pa ni lam kha brag125 gi mdor ph yin pa 'i mi ltar gail du yail gcig tu nes par mi 
'gyurro// 

mal 'byor pas ni126 sgom pa 'i127 dus thams cad du iia dab. sa la sogs pa128 span tin mi 
mthun pa ;ma yin pa daill zas tshod zin par bza' bar bya '0 II 

de ltar byail chub sems dpa' ii gnas dab.Jhag mthon gi tshogs mtha' dag bsags pa des 
bsgom129 pala 'jug par bya '0 II 

And who is correct in thought? He is one who has become clear with regard to the proper 
ordering of the siitras of definitive and provisional meaning. If a bodhisattva is without doubt in 
this regard~ he will be certain in meditation. If it was not like this, if one was on an uncertain course 
due to doubt, then he couldn't become certain of anything at all -- just like a man who has arrived at 
the juncture of a forked road. 

The yogin, forsaking meat and fish at all times of meditation, should eat only the proper 
amount offood and that which is not in disaccord (with the scriptures). 

In this manner, bodhisattvas who have accumulated all the prerequisites of tranquillity and 
insight should enter into meditation. 

de 18 mal 'byor pas bsgom130 pa'i dus na thog mar bya ba ci yod pa thams cad yons su 
rdsogsPaJ: byas la bsail gci byas nas sgra'i tsber ma med pa yid du on ba'i pbyogs su bdag gis131 
sems can thams cad byail chub kyi siiin po la dgod par bya '0 siiam. du bsam tin I'gro ba mtha' dag 
milon par gdon pa 'i bsam pa can gyis132 siiin rje chen po milon du byas la I phyogs bcu na biugs 
pa'i sails Igyas dail byail chub sems dpa' thams cad la yan lag lnas phyag byas nas I sails rgyas 
dab. byail chub serns dpa'i sku gzugs ri mo la sogs pa mdun du giag gam gian du yail .ru.d ste I de 
dag la ci nus kyis mchod pa dab. bstod pa byas la rail gi sdig pa bSags nas 'gro ba mtha' dag gi 
bsod nams la rjes su yi rail bar byas la I stan sin tu 'jam pal 33 bde ba la rje btsun mam par snail 
mdsad kyi skyil mo krwi Ita bu 'am 1134 skyil mo krwi phyed du yail .ru.d ste I mig ha cail yail mi 

124 CD thag. 

125 NP dbrag. 

126 NP omit ni. 

127 sgom pa'i omitted in CD. 

128 NP omit pa. 

1291 NP sgom. 

13() NP sgom. 

131 NP gi. 

132 NP gyi. 

133 CD po. 

134 NP bu'ol/. 
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dbye Iha caiJ.yaiJ. mi zum135 par sna'i rtse mor bstad136 cm I Ius ha caiJ.yaiJ. mi dgu137 I ha caiJ.yaiJ. 
mi dgye bar drari por bsraiJ.s 1a dran pa nail du giag 138ste • dug par bya '0 II 

In this context, at the time of meditation having first of all finished whatever duties he may 
have and having emptied his bowels and bladder, in a pleasant spot without a thorn of sound the 
yogin reflects, ''May I bring all sentient beings to the essence of Awakening." This one who 
intends to rescue all living beings, having actualized great compassion and having made 
prostrations to all the Buddhas and bodhisattvas residing in the ten directions, whether he places 
pictures of their bodies in front of himself or elsewhere, he praises and makes offerings to them as 
much as he can. Having confessed his sins, he rejoices in the merits of all living beings. Then on a 
very soft ~md comfortable seat, in the manner ofVairocana's Lotus posture, or alternatively in a 
Half-lotus posture, with eyes neither too open nor closed directed at the tip of the nose, and with 
the body neither too bent or crooked but simply straight, such a one should place his attention 
inwardly ~md remain there. 

de nas p1n~g pa milam par giag139 1a mgo mi mtho mi dma' iii1. phyogs gcig tu mi g'yol40 bar 
giag ste sna nas 1teba'i bardraiJ.porl41 giag go II so dail mchuyaiJ. tha malpargiag142 go II Ice 
yaiJ. yas143 so'i drun du giag go 144// dbugs phyi nail du rgyu ba yaiJ. sgra can dail I niams145 pa 
can dail I dbugs rgod pa can du mi btaiJ. gi I ci nas kyaiJ. mi tshor bar dal bu146 dal bus lhun gyis 
grub pa 'i tshu1 gyis dbugs naiJ. du rilub pa dail phyir 'byun ba de 1tar bya' 0 II [30] de 1a thog147 

135 CD gzum. 

136 CD glad. 

137 CD sgu. 

138 NP biag. 

139 NP bia.g. 

141[) CN mayo for mi g'yo 

141 P par. 

142 NP biag. 

143 CD ya. 

144 CD giaI roo 

14:5 NP SIiam. 

146 NP omit dal bu. 

147 D theg. 
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marI48 re Zig Zi gnas bsgrub par bya ste I phyi rol gyi yulla roam par g'yen ba Zi nasI49 nail du 
dmigs pa .fa rgyun du rail gis nail gis 'Jug paI50 dga' ba dail sin tu sbyailsI5I pa daiJ.lda.n pa 'i sems 
Did la gnas pa ni Zi gnas ies bya' 0 II 

Thus squaring his shoulders and keeping his head neither raised nor lowered, nor moving it to one 
side (or another), he remains erect from the nose right down to the navel. The teeth and lips should 
be left natural, while the tongue is placed near to the upper teeth. His respirations should not be 
accompanied by sound, nor move too hurriedly or heavily, but rather should in this manner 
imperceptibly enter and depart, slowly and effortlessly." In this regard, first of all, at the outset 
tranquillity should be practiced Tranquillity is understood as one's abiding in a state of mind which 
is thoroughly disciplined and joyful and which is continually and by its own nature fixed inwardly 
upon the meditation object -- after having calmed one's distractions related to external objects. 

{D47aJ} ii gnas de Did la dmigs pa 'i tshe de kho na la roam par dpyod pa gail yin pa de ni 
Ihag mthon yin te I 'phags pa dkon mchQ~ mein las Ji skad du Zi gnas ni sems rtse gcig pa Did do II 
lhag mthon ni yail dag par so sor rtog pa' 0" ies gsuils pa Ita bu' 0 II 

Once one has based oneself on that very tranquillity, insight is the investigation of reality. 
As it's said in the noble Ramamegha, "Tranquillity is one-pointedness of mind; insight is 
discemmemt of reality" In this way it was explained. 

'pbags pa d~ons pa bes Rar 'fUel pa las kyail I "beom ldan 'das, Ji ltar Zi gnas yons su tshol 
bar bgyid pa daJi I Ihag mthonla mkhas pa lags I bka' stsal pa I 'byams pa, ilas chos gdags pa mam 
par biagI52 pa 'di Ita ste Imdo'i sde daiJ. I dbyails kyis bsiiad pa'i sde daJil luil du bstanpa'i sde 
dail ItshiArS su bead pa'i sde dail I53ched du brJod pa'i sde dan I glengii'il54 sde daill nogs pa 
bIjod pa 'i sde dail I de Ita bu byuil ba'i sde dail I skyes pa rabs kyi sde dail I sin tu rgyas pa 'i sde 
dail I nnad du byuil ba'i chos kyiI55 sde daJi I gtan la phab par bstan pa'i sde gail dag byail chub 
serns dpa :> mams la Mad pa de dag byail chub serns dpas legs par thos I legs par gZuiJ. I kha ton 
byail bar byas I yid kyis legs par brtags I mthon bas sin tu rtogs par byas nas de gcig pu dben par 

148 NP rna. 

149 D gnas. 

150 CD 1a. 

151 Goshima spyans, "seizing, catching hold of' avalambana; CD sbyans, pf. spyoli ba "cleanse, remove 
by cleaning., purify, exercise, train, practice". 

152 CD gi3g. 

153 tshigs .... dan / omitted in NP. 

154 C bii'i. 

155 chos kyi omitted in NP. 
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'dug ste156 nazi du yazi dag biag nas ji ltar legs par bsams pa'i chos de dag Did yid la byed ciJi I 
sems gazi gis yid la byed pa'i sems de157 nazi du rgyun chags su yid la byed pas yid la byed do II 

And also from the noble Sarpdhinirmocanasfitra, " '0 Illustrious One! How is tranquillity 
sought and how is insight learned?' '0 Maitreya, I have set forth that which pertains to the dharma 
the following way: sfitram, geyam, vyakaraJ),am, giithi, udanam, nidanam, avadanam, itivrttakam, 
jiitakam., vaipulyam, adbhfitadharma, upadeSa.158. [Once] these parts of the teaching which I have 
explained to bodhisattvas have been well-heard by them, well-grasped, clearly recited, well
examined by their intellects, and thoroughly realized by vision, then residing alone and completely 
absorbed, the bodhisattva in this manner takes to heart those very teachings just as they have been 
well-thought over. And the very mind which takes them to heart takes them to heart by constantly, 
inwardly paying attention. 

de ltar :tugs sm de la Ian mazi du gnas pa de la lus159 sin tu sbyans160 pa dazi sems sin tu sbyazis 
pa161 'byuJi ba gazi yin pa de ni ii gnas ies bya ste I de ltar na byab chub sems dpa' ii gnas yom 
su tshol bar byed pa yin no II de162 Ius sin tu sbyans163 pa dazi I sems sin tu164 spyazis165 de thob 
nas de Did la gnas te I sems kyi166 mam par g'yeJi ba spans nas ji ltar bsams167 pa 'i chos de dag 
Did nazi dll tiJi Jie 'dsin gyi spyod yul gzugs briian du so SOT nog par byed168 I {D47bl} mos par 
byed do II de Itar tiJi Jie 'dsin gyi spyod yul gzugs briian169 de dag la Ses bya'i don de mam par 

15~) NP teo 

157 NP omit de. 

158 Discourses, intennediate verses, prophetic teachings, versified teachings, specific teachings, 
introductory teachings, parables, legends, life stories, grand teachings, marvellous teachings, finalized teachings. 

159 DN add ni. 

160 Goshima reads spyaiJs. CD sbyaiJs. 

161 Goshima reads spyaiJs pa. CD sbyans; daiI sems sin tu sbyaiJs pa omitted in NP. 

162 D des. 

163 Goshima reads spyaiJs. D sbyaiJs. 

164 NP yons su for sin tu. 

165 CD MS unclear. Goshima reads spyans? 

166 NP kyis. 

167 NP bsam. 

168 NP add do. 

169 NP omit briian. 
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'byed pa. dail I rab tu mam par 'byed pa. dail I yolis su rtog170 pa da.zi I yolis su dpyodl71 pa dail I 
bzod pa dail I 'dod pa. dail I bye brag 'byed pa dail I Ita ba da.zi I rtog172 pa gail yin pa de ni /hag 
mtholi ies bya ste I de 1tar na byail chub sems dpa. '173 /hag mtholi 1a mkhas pa yin no" ies gsulis 
soil 

Entering like that, a pliant body and a pliant mind arise for the one who repeatedly dwells in that 
state, and this is called tranquillity. Thus the bodhisattva undertakes his pursuit of tranquillity. 
Having abandoned mental distractions, he inwardly discerns those very same previously 
considered dharmas as mental images (gzugs briian) in the sphere of concentration (titJ. lie 'dsin gyi 
spyod yuJ). In this manner, discriminating the meaning of what is to to be known in those mental 
images of the sphere of meditative concentration, thoroughly discriminating, completely 
considering, completely investigating, forbearing, accepting, classifying, looking and knowing -
Thatis called insight. So it is that the bodhisattva is skilled in insight." Thus it is explained. 

de 1a mal 'byor pa. Zi gnas mlion par bsgrub174 par 'dod pas thog mar175 re Zig mdo 'i sde 
dail I dbya.zis kyis bsfiad pa. 'i sde 1a 80gS pa176 gsu.zi rab mtba' dag ni de bim iiid 1a gio1 ba I de 
bim iiid 1.l bab pa I de bim iiid 1a 'babl77 pa' 0 ies tbams cad bsdus te de 1a sems fie bar giag178 
par bya' 0 II roam pa gcig tu na roam pa. ji tsam gyis chos tbams cad bsdus par gyur pa179 phuli po 
1a 80gS pa. de 1a sems fie bar giag par bya '0 II mam pa. gcig tu na ji 1tar mtboli ba da.zi I ji 1tar thos 
pa'i sails rgyas kyi sku gzugs 1a sems giag180 par.bya ste I 'phags pa. tili lie 'dsin ni rgyal pa las 
ji skaddu 

"gser gyi kha dog Ita bu'i sku Ius kyis181 II 
'jig rten mgon po tun tu mdses pa ste II 
dmigs pa de 1a gail gi sems 'jug pa. II 
byail chub sems dpa.' de mi1am giag ces bya" 

170 C rtogs. 

171l NP spyod. 

172 NP rtogs. 

173 NP dpa'i. 

174 CD bsgrub. 

175 NP rna. 

176 NP omit pa. 

177 NP bab. 

178 NP bZag. 
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ies gsuiJ.s pa Ita bu' 0 II 

Here the yogin who wishes to establish tranquillity for a little while at the outset, summarizing all, 
thinking that the various sacred scriptures -- such as siitra, geya and so on -- all open out towards 
suchness, are inclined towards suchness and incline towards suchness should apply his mind to 
that. Altemativelyone can place one's mind upon the skandhas and so forth which includes all 
dharmas by way of types. Otherwise, one can concentrate upon the body of a Buddha as one has 
seen it or heard of it. In the words of the noble Samiidhiraja: 

The bodhisattva whose mind is engaged upon the object 
which is the World Protector 
Resplendent with a body like the colour of gold 
-- he should be called equipoised. 

de 1tar gail1a 'dod pa'i dmigs pa de 1a sems biag nas de Did 1a phyir tin rgyun tu182 
sems183 giag par bya '0 II de 1a lie bar biag184 nas sems 1a 'di 1tar dpyad185 par bya ste I ci dmigs 
pa legs par186 'dsin tam I 'on te byiIinam I 'on te phyi £01 gyiyul1arnampar 'phyar bas mam par 
g'yens sam sliam187 du brtag par bya' 0 II 

de 1a gal te rmugs pa daD. giiid kyis non nas sems byiil. Dam I byin du dogs pa mthon ba de'i 
tshe Imchog tu dga' ba'i diJ.os po188 sails rgyas kyi skugiugs 1a sogs pa'am I snail ba'i 'du ses 
yid 1a bya '0 II de nas byin ba ii bar byas nas ci nas kyai1 dmigs pa de Did 1a189 sems kyis190 sin tu 
gsal bar mthon bar gyur pa de 1tar bya' 0 II 

Thus after one has concentrated upon the desired meditation object one should repeatedly 
and continuously bring it back to that itself. Having placed the mind there, one should examine the 
mind in the following manner. One should investigate, thinking, "Does it grasp the object well? Or 
does it sink? Or is it distracted by excitement connected to external objects? 

In this regard, when one sees that the mind has sunk on account of being overcome by 
sluggishness or sleep, or that there is an apprehension of such sinking, then at that time one should 

182. C duo 

183 NP omit sems. 

184 Goshima giag. 
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187 Goshima miiam. 
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tum one's attention to a perception of light or an object of great joy such as the body of a Buddha. 
Then, having alleviated the the sunken state, to the extent the mind can clearly see the very 
meditation object, that much one should do. 

ga:iJ.gi tshedmus Ioillta bu'amlmi munpar tugs pa Ita bu'amlmig btsumspa Ita bur191 
sems kyis dmigs pa sin tu gsal bar mi mthoil ba de'i tshe byiiJ. bar gyur bar rigs par bya'o II 

{D48aJ} gail gi tshe phyi rol gyi gzugs Ia sogs pa Ia de dag gi yon tan rtog pas rgyug192 
pa'i phyir' ram I gian yid Ia byed pas sam I silon myoil ba'i yu/Ia 'dod pas sems rgod pa'am rgod 
du193 dogs par mthoil ba de'i tshe 'du byed thams cad mi rtag pa dail I sdug bsiJ.aI ba Ia sogs pa yid 
'byuiJ. bar 'gyur ba'i d:iJ.os po yid194 Ia bya'oll 

When the mind does not see the meditation object very clearly - like one born blind, or one gone 
into the dark, or one with his eyes closed -- then one should know that it is sinking. 

When, with regard to external objects, one encounters an excited mind or suspects such -
because of knowing 195 about their qualities, or because of paying attention to something else, or on 
account of desire for previous enjoyments - then one should pay attention to sobering qualities, 
such as the impermanence of all composites, suffering and so on. 

de nas roam par g'yeil ba ii bar byas nas dran196 pa dail Ses biin gyi thag pas yid kyi197 
glail po che dmigs pa'i sdoil po de Did Ia gdags par bya' 0 II 

gail gi tshe byiiJ. ba daiJ. rgod pa med par gyur198 te I dmigs pa de la sems199 mal du 'jug 
par rnthoil ba de'i tshe ni 11sol ba glod Ia btaiJ. siioms su bya iin I de'i tshe ji srid 'dod200 kyi bar du 
'dug par bya' 0 II 

de Itar Zi gnas gorns par byas pa de'i Ius Ia serns sin tu sbya:iJ.s20 1 par gyur pa daiJ. I ji Itar 

191 NP bu'i. 

192 NP brgyug. 

193 NP add 'jug. 

194 CD :ilid. 

195 yon tan rtog pas rgyug pa'i phyir .... Literally, "for the reason of running with knowing the qualities." 
Perhaps the the sense is simply that of a mind which is racing with thoughts. 
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197 NP lao 
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199 NP omit sems. 
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'dod pa b.iin du dmigs pa de202 Ia sems rarl203 dbail du gyur pa de'i tshe de'i ii gnas grub pa yin 
par rig pa.r bya' 0 II 

AJ[ter calming the distraction, the great ox of the mind should be bound to that very tree
trunk of the object with the rope of clear comprehension and mindfulness. 

When one is without sinking and excitement and one sees that the mind is settled on the 
object, then one relaxes one's effort and should be equanimous, remaining that way as long as one 
likes. 

TItuS the mind and body of one who has practiced Tranquillity become very disciplined; 
(when) one can freely direct the mind to the object in the manner desired, Tranquillity should be 
known to be established. 

de nas ii gnas grub nas lhag mthon bsgom par bya ste I 'di siiam du bsam par bya' 0 II 
beom Idml 'das kyi bka' thams cad ni legs par gsuris pa ste I miion sum mam204 brgyud205 pas de 
kho na 1ll11on par206 gsal bar byed pa dail I de kho na ses na snail ba byuri bas mun pa bsal ba biin 
du Ita ba'i dra ba thams cad d81:i207 bral bar 'gyur ro II 

ii gnas tsam gyis 208 ni ye Ses dag par mi 'gyur iii1. sgrib pa 'i mun pa yan sel bar mi 'gyur 
gyi I ses r.ab kyis209 ni de kho na legs par bsgoms na ye ses roam par dag par 'gyur I ses rob kho 
nas de kho na iiid nogs par 'gyur I ses rab kho nas sgrib pa yail dag par spon bar 'gyur te I de Ita 
bas na bdag gis21 0 ii gnas te ses rob kyis211 de kho na yons su btsal bar ba'i Iii gnas tsam gyis212 
ni213 chog par 'dsin par mi bya' 0 siiam du bsam m021411 

Then with tranquillity established, insight should be cultivated and this thought considered: 
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All the words of the Buddha have been well-explained. They clarify suchness either directly or 
indirectlYl' and converge upon suchness. If one knows suchness, one will be freed from the entire 
net of views just as darkness is dispelled by the arising of light. 

By Tranquillity alone knowledge will not become pure - nor also will the darkness of 
obscurations be dispelled On the other hand, if one properly meditates on suchness with wisdom, 
knowledge will become very pure. By that very wisdom, suchness will be realized. By that very 
wisdom, the obscurations will be properly removed. And on account of seeing this, one thinks the 
thought, '~Established in tranquillity, I should pursue suchness through wisdom. Tranquillity on its 
own should not be taken as sufficient." 

de kho na ji Ita bu ie na I gail don dam par diJos po thams cad gail zag daiJ. chos kyi bdag 
iiid215 kyis216 ston pa iiid de I de yaiJ. Ses rab kyi pha ral yu phyin pas rtogs par 'gyur gyi I 
{D48bI} gian gyis ni ma yin te I 'phags pa d~ons va Des Dar 'grel va las I "beom ldan 'das byab 
chub sems dpas chos mams kyi Do bo iiid ma mchis pa iiid pha ral tu phyin pa gail gis217 'dsin pa 
lags I spyan ras gzigs dbaiJ. phyug ses rab kyi pha ral tu phyin pas 'dsin to" ies ji skad gsuils pa 
Ita bu'oll 

de Ita bas na, ii gnas la gnas te ses rab bsgom par bya '0 II 

What is this suchness? It is all entities'being ultimately empty of the selthood of persons 
and things; it is that which will be understood through the perfection of wisdom, but not through 
anyting else. As is said in the Samdhinirmocana, "By which of the perfections do the illustrious 
bodhisattvas comprehend the non-existent nature of things? - 0 Chen-re-zig! Through the 
perfection of wisdom it is comprehended." 

Thus having dwelt in tranquillity one should cultivate wisdom. 

de la mal 'byor pas 'di ltar mam pa dpyad218 par bya ste I gaiJ. zag ni phllli po daiJ. khams 
daiJ. skye mched las gud na mi dmigs so I gaiJ. zag ni phuil po la sogs pa 'i Do bo iiid kyail ma yin te 
I phuil po 1a sags pa de dag ni ma rtag pa daiJ. du ma'i Do bo yin pa'i phyir daiJ. I gaiJ. zag ni rtag pa 
dan gcig pu 'i Do bo yin par gian dag gis brtag pa 'i phyir ro II de iiid dam gian219 du brjod du mi 
rUJ.i ba 'i gail zag gi diJos po yod220 par mi rUJ.i ste I diJos po yod pa 'i mam pa gian moo pa 'i phyir 
ra II de Ita bas na 'di Ita ste I 'jig rten gyi ila daiJ. ila'i ies bya ba 'di ni 'khrul pa kho na'o ies dpyad 
par bya'o// 

In this state a yogin should analyze in the following manner: Apart from the aggregates, 

215 iUd, following CD. Goshima giiis, following NP. 

216 NP kyi. 

217 NP gi. 

218 CDNP spyad. = > bhuj: to experience. 

219 Goshima ian. 
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the elements and the sense-spheres a person is not perceived Yet a person cannot be the identity of 
the aggregates and so forth, since they are impermanent and multiple things while a personality, on 
the other hand, is imagined by others to be a permanent and singular thing. Something which is a 
personality that is impossible to describe in tenns of itself or another can not exist, since a thing has 
no other kind of existence (than these two). Therefore the so-called I and mine of the world should 
be analyzed as completely erroneous. 

chos 1a221 bdag med pa yan 'di 1tar bsgom par bya ste I chos zes bya ba ni mdor bsdus222 
na phun po Ina dan I skye mched bcu grus daD. I khams beo brgyad do II de 1a phun po dan I skye 
mched dati I khams gzugs can 223 gan dag yin pa de dag ni don dam par na sems kyi mam pa las 
gud na med de 1224 de dag rdul phra rab tu Mig 1a, rdul phra rab mams kyan cha Sas kyi no bo ilid 
so sor brtags225 na no bo ilid nes par bZUJi.226 du med pa'i phyir TO II 

Dharmas are without identity -- this is the way one should meditate. As for what are called 
dhannas, if one summarizes them they are the five aggregates, the twelve sense spheres and the 
eighteen ellements. Among them, those which are the material forms of the aggregates, spheres and 
elements r1eally do not exist separate from mental aspects, since if one breaks them into atoms and 
analyzes the intrinsic nature of the atoms' parts, no such nature is ascertained. 

de Ita bas na thog ma med pa 'i dus nas gzugs 1a sogs pa227 yan dag pa ma yin pa 1a milon par zen 
pa'i dban gis, rmi lam na dmigs pa 'i gzugs 1a sogs pa snan ba biin du22s, byis pa mams la, sems 
ilid, gzugs 1a sogs pa phyi ro1 du229 chad pa biin du snan gi I don dam par na230 'di 1a gzugs 1a 
sogs pa ni sems kyi mam pa las gud na med do zes dpyad par bya' 0 II 

Thus because of the force ofbeginningless attachment to non-existent material fonns and so forth, 
the mental, material forms and so forth have appeared to innocent people as though they were 
externally separated - just as appear of the material fonns of objects in dreams. Actually, however, 
these material forms and so forth should be discerned as not existing apart from aspects of the 
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mind 

de 'eli siiam du khams gsum pa 'eli23J ni sems tsam mo mam du sems sin I des232 de ltar 
chos brtags pa mtha '233 dag ni sems kho na yin par rtogs nas234 de la so sor brtags pa yin no ies 
serns kyi tio bo ilid la so sor rtog go II {D49aJ} de 'di ltar dpyod do II don dam par na sems kyail 
bden par mi run ste I gail gi tshe brdsun235 pa 'i lio bo ilid gzugs la sogs pa 'i mam pa 'dsm pa'i 
sems ilid sna tshogs kyi236 mam par snail ba de'i tshe de bden pa ilid du ga la 'gyur I ji ltar gzugs 
la sogs pa. brdsun pa de biin du sems kyail de las gud na med pas brdsun pa ilid do II 

Therefore thinking that the three worlds are just the mind and therefore having realized all 
designated phenomena to be nothing but mind, one knows the nature of the mind to have been 
discerned. Then one investigates in the following way. In fact the mind cannot truly exist either. 
When the mind which grasps aspects like material fonns appears as variegated, then how can it 
truly exist~~ Just as material fonns and so forth are deceptive, so too the mind is also deceptive -
since it does not exist separate from those. 

ji ltar gzugs la sogs pa sna tshogs kyi mam pa yin pas gcig dan du ma 'i lio bo ilid ma yin pa de 
bim du serns kyail de las gud na moo pa. 'i phyir gcig daD. du ma'i lio bo ilid ma yin no II de Ita bas 
na sems ni' sgyu ma la sogs pa. 'i no bo ilid Ita bu kho na'o II sems ji Ita ba de237 bim du chos thams 
cadkyaiJ.238 sgyu ma la sogs pa'i lio boilid Ita bu kho na'o ies dpyod doll 

Just as material fonns and so forth are variegated and therefore do not have a nature of being one 
or many, so too because the mind is not separate from those it does not have a nature of being one 
or many. Thus the mind is like the nature of an illusion. And just as it is with the mind, so too one 
analyzes that all things are comparable in nature to illusions and so forth. 

des de ltar ses rab kyis239 sems kyi no bo ilid la so sor brtags na don dam par sems ni nail 
du yail mi dmigs I phyi rol du240 yail mi dmigs I giiis ka moo par yail mi dmigs / 'das pa. 'i sems 
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kyail mi dmigs I ma 'oils pa yail mi dmigs Ida 1tar byuil ba yail mi dmigs so II 

Thus in that way when one examines the nature of mind with wisdom, ultimately the mind 
is not perceived internally, not perceived externally, nor perceived neither internally nor externally. 
Nor is a mind of the future perceived, nor one ofthe past, nor is one perceived presently arisen. 

sems skye ba'i tshe yail241 gaill1l:lS kyail mi 'on I 'gag pa 'i tshe gail du yail mi 'gro ste I 
sems ni gzu.zi242 du med pa I bst:an243 du med pa I gzugs can ma yin pa '0 II bst:an244 du med cin 
gzu.zi245 du med 1a gzugs can ma yin pa gail yin pa de'i no bo Did ci 'dra ie na I 'phags pa sJ&m 
mcho~ brtse~s va las ji skad gsulis pa Ita bu ste I" 'od srulis sems ni YOils su btsal na mi riied do II 
gail mi246 riied pa de mi dmigs so II gail mi dmigs pa, de 'das pa yail ma yin I ma 'oils pa yail ma 
yin Ida 1tar byuil ba yail ma yin no" ies rgya cher 'byuilno II 

des247 de 1tar brtags l1l:l sems kyi daiJ. po yail dag par rjes su mi mthoil. I tha248 ma yail dag 
par rjes su mi mthon I bar ma yail dag par rjes su mi mthoil.no II ji 1tar sems 1a mtha' dail dbus med 
pa de biin du chos thams cad kyail mtha' daiJ. dbus med par khoil. du chud do II 

When the mind is being born it does not come from anywhere; when it is ceasing it does 
not go anywhere. The mind is not graspable, it is undescribable, it is fonruess. If it is asked what 
sort of nature could there be of that which is not grasped, which is inexplicable, which has no 
fonn, it is explained in this way in the Noble Ratnakii(:a, "0 Kasyapa, as for the mind, if one 
seeks it one does not find it. That which is not findable is not perceived That which is not 
perceived is not past, is not in the future and is not arising presently. " Thus it has been extensively 
explained :in such passages ... 

Therefore ifknown in this way the beginning of the mind is not viewed as real, the end is 
not viewed as real and the middle is not viewed as real. Just as the mind has no middle or extremes, 
so too all things are understood as without middle or extremes. 

des de 1tar sems249 mtha' daiJ. dbus med par khon du chud nas sems kyi il.o bo ilid gail yail 
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mi dmigs so II {D49b1} sems gaiJ. gis250 yons su rtog pa de yaiJ. ston par rtogs so II de rtogs pas 
sems kyi251 mam par bsgrubs252 pa'i no bo iiid gzugs 1a sogs pa'i no bo iiid kyaiJ. yaiJ. dag par rjes 
su mi mthon no /1 

Therefore having understood that the mind is without middle or extremes, one does not 
perceive any nature of the mind at all. One realizes that the mind with which one analyzes is also 
empty. By realizing that, one does not view as real any nature of material fonns and so forth, 
natures which have been established as mental aspects. 

des de ltar ses rab kyis253 chos thams cad kyi no bo iiid yaiJ. dag par rjes su ma mthon bas gzugs 
rtag go ie 'am I mi rtag go ie 'am / ston no ie'am I mi ston no ie 'am I zag pa da1i bcas pa '0254 
ie'amlzagpamedpa'oie'amlbyuli ba'oie'am/ma byuli ba'oie'amlyodpa'oie'am/med 
pa' 0 ies255 rtog pa mi byed do 1/256 

Since due to wisdom one does not regard the nature of anything as real one will not imagine 
material fhnn as pennanent, impennanent, empty, not empty, stained, without stain, arisen, 
unarisen, mcistent or nonexistent. 

ji ltar gzugs la sogs par mi byed pa de biin du tshor ba daiJ. I 'du Ses da1i I 'du byed daiJ. I 
mams par Ses pa mams 1a yaiJ. rtog par mi byed de I chos can ma grub na de'i phyir257 bye brag 
roams kyali. mi 'grub pas de la rtog pa ga 1a 'gyur I des de 1tar ses rab kyis258 mam par dpyad de 
/259 gaiJ. gi tshe mal 'byor pas dlios po gaiJ. gi no bo iiid don dam par nes par mi 'dsin pa de'i tshe 
mam par mi rtog pa'i tin ne 'dsin la 'jug go II chos thams cad kyi no bo iiid med pa iiid kyaiJ. rtogs 
soil 

Just as one does not think about material fonn and so on, similarly one also does not think 
about feeling, recognition, fonnations and consciousness. When there is no establishment of a 
properety possessor (chos can), then qualities (bye brag mams) also cannot be established On 
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account of which, how can one entertain them? Thus it is that wisdom analyzes. When a yogin 
does not ac:tually hold finnly (.ties par mi 'dsin pa, pratinirddhiiraJ,Ja) to the nature of any entity, then 
he enters nonconceptual samiidhi. And he also understands the absence of inherent nature of all 
things. 

g81i ses rab kyis dilos po 'i no bo Did so sor brtags nas mi bsgom gyi I yid la byed pa yons 
su spon ba tsam 'ba' Zig sgom par byed pa de'i mam par nog pa nam yan mi Idog260 cin no bo Did 
med pa26J Did262 nogs263 par yan mi 'gyur te I ses rab kyi snarl ba med pa 'i phyir ro II 'eli liar 
')ran dag par so sor nog pa Did las yan dag pa ji Ita ba bZin du ses pa 'i me byuzi na gtsubs264 sin 
gtsubs265 pa 'i me biin du nog pa 'i sin sreg go" ies beom Idan 'das kyis bka' stsal to 11266 

Someone who only cultivates the mere abandonment of mental activity but does not 
meditate having analyzed (so sor bnags) the nature of entities with wisdom, he will never get rid of 
concepts and will not come to realize the absence of inherent nature -- on account of the absence of 
the light of wisdom. So it is said by the illustrious One, "When the fire of knowing reality as such 
(yathiibhiita) arises from the very discernment of reality (yan dag par so sor nog pa Did, 
bhiitapraty.avek$aiva), it incinerates the wood of concepts (nog pa'i sin), just as the fire of firesticks 
rubbed together [consumes the sticks themselves]." 

'phags pa dkon mchog sprin las kyan bka' stsal te 1267 "de liar sky on la mkhas pa de spros 
pa thams c.ad dan bral bar bya ba 'i phyir ston pa Did bsgom pa la mal 'byor du byed do II 

de ston pa Did la268 bsgom pa man bas gnas gan dan gan du I sems 'phro ii.il sems milon 
par dga' b~l 'i gnas de dan de dag gi no bo Did yom su btsal DB ston par nogs so II sems gan yin pa 
de yan bna.gs na ston par nogs so II {D50al} serns gan gis269 nogs pa de yan no bo Did kun tu 
btsal DB ston par nogs te I de de liar nogs pas mtshan na med pa 'i mal 'byor la 'jug go" ies 'byuzi 
no II 

It is also said in the noble Ratnamegha, "One who is wise to faults in this way turns to 
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practice in the cultivation of emptiness 270 so as to become free from all conceptual proliferation. 
By repeatedly cultivating emptiness, whatever objects the mind approaches and the mind 

enjoys, when one seeks their nature one realizes them to be to be empty. Even that which is the 
mind, when examined, is realized to be empty. Even the mind which realizes when seeking the 
nature of all things is realized to be empty. By realizing in this manner one enters into the signless 
yoga."271 

'diZ72 ni yons su rtog273 pa snon du gton ba274 Did mtshan ma med pa Did la 'jug par 
bstan te275 I yid la byed pa yom su spon ba tsam daIi. I ses rab kyis276 diJ.os po'i no bo Did mi 
dpyod277 par mam par278 mi rtog pa Did du 'jug pa mi srid par sin tu gsal bar bstan pa yin no II 

Now this explains [that it is] the very analysis already undertaken [that] enters into 
signlessness. It is a very clear explanation that wisdom which is linked to the mere abandonment of 
mental activity and does not analyze the nature of things cannot enter into nonconceptuality. 

de de ltar279 ses rab kyis gzugs la sogs pa'i diJ.os po'i no bo Did yaIi. dag pa ji Ita ba biin du 
brtags280 1Jas bsam gtan byed kyi I gzugs la sogs pa gnas nas bsam gtan mi byed cin I 'jig rten 'eli 
daIi. 'jig rten281 pha rol gyi. bar 1a gnas nas bsam gtan mi byed do 11282 gzugs la sogs pa de dag mi 
dmigs pa'i phyir ro II de Ita bas na mi gnas pa'i bsam gtan pa ies bya'o II 

In that way, one concentrates on the basis of precisely analyzing (yaIi. dag pa ji Ita ba biin 
du brtags) the nature of things like material form with wisdom. One does not concentrate on the 
basis of objects like material forms. Nor does one concentrate on the basis of (any) object from this 

270 Skt: Siinyatabhavanaya(I?J.) yogam apadyate / Bhk 3 7.17. 

271 Skt: niroimittay8rpyogam apadyate / Bhk 37.22-8.1. 
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world right up to the next. For those material forms and so forth and are not found. Thus this is 
called the non-abiding concentration. 

ses rab kyis283 diJ.os po mtha' dag gi no bo ilid 1a so sor brugs nas gan gi pbyir mi dmigs 
par bsam gtan byed pa de'i pbyir ses rab mcbog gi bsam gtan pa ies bya ste I 'pbags pa narn mkba' 
mdsod dai1 I 'phags pa ~sug na rin po cbe 1a sogs pa las bstan pa biin no II 

Having examined the nature of all things with wisdom, one is a concentrator of the highest 
wisdom (Ses rab mcbog gi bsam gtan pa) on account of concentrating upon no object, as is 
explained in the Noble Gaganagaiija, the Noble Ratnaciieja and so forth. 

df~ 1tar gan zag daiJ. cbos 1a bdag med pa'i284 de285 kbo na 1a tugs pa de yom su brtag par 
bya ba, b1ta bar bya ba 286 gian med pas rtog pa dan dpyod pa daiJ. bra] ba, brjod pa med pa nan 
gcig tu gyur pa'i yid 1a byed pa ran gi nan gis287 'jug pa mlion par 'du byed pa med pas288 de kbo 
na iiid 1a sin tu gsaJ bar bsgom iitJ. 'dug par bya' 0 II der gnas nas sems kyi rgyun mam par mi 
g'yen bar bya' 0 II 

In that way, the one who has entered into the reality of the identitylessness of the person 
and phenomena is free from conceptualization and investigation (rtog pa daD. dpyod pa daD. bra] bay 
because there is nothing else to be considered or examined; by automatically entering an undivided 
state of attention which is inexpressible he should remain very clearly meditating on that suchness, 
without effort. After dwelling upon that, the mind's continuity should not be disturbed 

gail gi tsbe bar skabs su 'dod cbags 1a sogs pas sems pbyi ro1 du289 roam par g'yen ba de'i 
tsbe mam par g'yens pa290 tsbor bar byas la, myur du mi sdug pa bsgom pa 1a sogs pas291 mam 
par g'yen ba ii bar byas nas myur du de biin iiid 1a sems pbyir:iiiJ. 'jug par bya'o II 

When the mind is occasionally distracted by passion etc, then having felt the distraction and 
having pacified it by quickly cultivating inauspicious signs, immediately the mind should be 
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repeatedly engaged upon suchness. 

gail. gi. tshe de la sems milon par mi dga' bar292 mthoil ba de'i tshe tiil ile 'dsin gyi293 yon tan mthoil 
bas de la mlion par dga' ba bsgom par bya'o II {D50bl} roam par g'yei1 ba la nes par294 mthoil bas 
kyail. mi dga' ba rab tu ii bar bya'o II 

When in that context the mind would meet with dissatisfaction, then one should cultivate 
satisfaction there by seeing the virtues of samadhi. And one should pacify one's dissatisfaction by 
seeing the flaws in distraction. 

ji ste rmugs pa dail. giiid kyis non295 te rgyu ba mi gsal bas sems byiil ilam byiil du dogs par mthoil 
ba296 de'i tshe goil ma biin du mchog tu297 dga' ba'i dilos po yid la byed pas myur du byiil ba ii 
bar byas la I yail dmigs pa de kho na de ilid sin tu dam por gzuil bar bya'o II 

Now it may happen that one sees the mind is sinking or is apprehensive about it sinking because 
(its) movement is not clear, having been overcome by sluggishness and sleep. At that time, quickly 
compensating for the sinking by paying attention to an object of great joy as (mentioned) above, 
one should again very firmly grasp that very object which is reality. 

ji ste gail gi tshe silon bgad pa daiJ. I rtses pa rjes su dran pas bar skabs su sems 'phyar 
ba'am rgod du dogs par mthoil ba de'i tshe gOil ma biin du mi rtag pa la sogs pa yid du298 'byuil 
bar 'gyur t,a'i dilos po yid la byas pa299 la g'yeil ba ii bar bya iitJ. I de nas yail.300 de kho na ilid la 
sems milon par 'du byed pa med par 'jug par 'bad par bya'o II 

But if occasionally one sees the mind is excited due to remembering past laughter and 
merriment or that it is apprehensive about (becoming) distracted, then, as (mentioned) above, one 
pays attention to sobering topics like impermanence and pacifies the distraction. Then one should 
again make an effort to spontaneously engage the mind upon suchness. 
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ji ste gail gi tshe byin ba daJi. rgod pa daJi. bra] bar gyur nas milam par iugs te I de kho na 
iiid la sems rail gi naJi. gis 'jug par gyur ba del tshe rtsol ba glod30 1 de btaiJ. siioms su bya'o II 

Now when one has entered into a balanced state, having become free from sinking and 
excitement, and the mind is engaged upon suchness on its own accord, then having relaxed one's 
effort one should (abide) in equanimity. 

gal te sems miiam par rugs pa la brtsaJ302 ba byas na del tshe sems mam par gyen bar 
'gyurroll 

gal te sems byiiI bar gyur pa la brtsal303 bar ma byas na304 del tshe305 sin tu byin bas Ihag 
mthon med de I sems dmus Ion biin du 'gyur TO II 

de Ita bas na serns byiiI bar gyur na brtsaJ306 bar bya'o II miiam par gyur na brtsal307 bar mi 
bya'oll 

If an effort is made while the mind is proceeding in equanimity, then the mind would 
become di&tracted. 

If an effort is not made when the mind has sunk, then without Insight because sunken, the 
mind would be like a blind man. 

Therefore if the mind is sunken one should make an effort. If equanimous one should not 
make an e1fort. 

g81i gi tshe lhag mthon bsgoms308 pas ses rab sin tu sas che bar gyur pa309 del tshe ii gnas 
chuJi bas mar me rluJila biag310 pa311 biin du sems gyo bar 'gyur te I de'i phyir de kho na sin tu 
gsaJ bar mthon bar mi gyur te I de bas na del tshe ii gnas bsgom par bya'o II ii gnas kyi312 Sa.s che 
bar gyur na yail ses rab bsgom par bya'o II 
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gad gi tshe giiis ka miiam du313 'jug pa 'i tshe Ius dail serns la gnod par314 ma gyur gyi bar 
du mzion par 'du byed pa med par gnas par bya'o II 

When wisdom becomes very acute from cultivating insight, then if one's tranquillity is little, 
one's mind might waver like a lamp placed in the wind. And on account of that it would not see 
reality very clearly. Then, at that time, tranquillity should be cultivated But if tranquillity becomes 
excessive, wisdom should again be cultivated. 

At the time when one has equally entered both, one should abide spontaneously as long as 
there is no pain in the body or mind. 

Ius la sogs pa la315gnod par gyur na de'i bar skabs su 'jig tien mtha 'dag sgyu ma dail I 
smig rgyu dari.. I rmi lam dari.. I chu zla dari.. I mig yor316 Ita bur Ita iitJ. I 'di siiam du bsam par bya ste 
I sems can. 'di dag ni chos zab mo 'di Ita bu khoiJ. du ma chud pas 'khor ba na /run tu317 non moils 
par 'gyur3J 8 gyis319 I {D51al} bdag gis ci nas kyail de dag chos Did de khoiJ. du chud par 'gyur 
bar320 de Jtar bya'o snam du bsam tiiJ. I siiiiJ. rje chen po de321 byail chub kyi sems milon du bya'o 
I I de nas iJ..al bso la yail de biin du chos thams cad snail ba med pa 'i tiil. iJ.e 'dsin la 'jug par bya'o II 
yail sems .. §in tu skyo bar gyur na de biin du iJ.al gs0322 bar bya'o II 

Ifthere is such a discomfort in the body, in that period one views the entire world as like an 
illusion, a mirage, a dream, a water-moon, an appearance. And one reflects in this way, 'These 
sentient be~ings! Because they don't understand this view of the profound teaching, they are 
afflicted throughout saIpsira! Thus I should cause them to understand the Dharma nature.' Thus 
great compassion triggers the thought of Awakening. Then, upon resting, in this way one should 
again enter into the 5amadhi which is without the appearance of any dharma Also if the mind 
becomes very sorrowful, one should take rest in this way. 
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'di ni ii gnas daiJ. /hag mthoil zuiJ. du 'breI par 323 'jug pa 'i lam ste mam par rtog pa dail beas 
pa daiJ.324 / mam par mi rtog pa 'i gzugs briian la drnigs pa'o II 

de ltar mal 'byor pas rim pa 'dis325 chu tshod gcig326 gam I mel tshe thun phyed dam I thun 
gcig gam Iji srid 'dod kyi bar du de kho na bsgom iii1. 'dug par bya'o II 'di ni don rab tu roam par 
'byed pa'i327 bsam gtan te I 'phags pa lail kar gSegs va las bstan to II 

As for this, because it is a path that carries the union the pair of tranquillity and insight, it 
has objects which are (both) conceptual and non-conceptual mental images. 

In that way, by this process a yogin should remain cultivating reality for one hour, a half 
watch or a watch328, or just as long as he likes. 

As for this, it is the absorption which is the thorough discernment of the (ultimate) object 
(don rab tu mam par 'byed pa'i bsam gtan, Skt: arthapravicayadhyana). And it is taught in the noble 
LaIikavatarasiitra. 

de nas 'dod na tiiJ. ile 'dsin las lails te, skyil mo kruIi ma329 mig par 'di siiam du chos 'di 
dag thams cad don dam par ilo bo Did med pa Did yin du zin kyail I kun rdsob tu mam par gnas pa 
Did do de Ita rna yin na las daiJ. 'bras bu 'breI pa la sogs pa ji ltar mam par gnas par gyur I beom 
ldan 'das kyis kyail /"OOos po skye ba, kun rdsob tu II dam pa'i don du rail biin330 med " ces bka 
stsal toll 

Tht."D. having emerged from samadhi just as wished, and not breaking the lotus posture, one 
thinks, "Even though all these dharmas are ultimately without a nature, they are conventionally 
established If it was not like this, then how could such notions as the connection of an action with 
its result 1:x~ established? The Illustrious One has also said, "A thing which is born conventionally, 
ultimately is without a nature." 

sems can byis pa'i blo can 'di dag ni ilo bo iiid med pa 'i OOos po mams la yod pa la sogs pa 
sgro 'dogs pas blo phyin ci log tu gyur te I yun nil por 'khor 10 na yom su 'khyams pas bdag gis ci 
nas kyail bsod nams daiJ. ye ses kyi tshogs bla na med pa yom su rdsogs par bya ste I de nas thams 
cad mkhyen pa'i go 'phaIi: thob par byas la de dag chos Did khoil du chud par bya'o siiam du 
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bsams331 1a I de nas dal bus skyi1 mo krui1. Mig ste332 phyogs bcu na biugs pa'i sails rgyas daiJ. 
byail chub sems dpa' thams cad 1a phyag byas 1a I de dag 1a mchod pa daiJ. bstod pa byas nas I 
'phags pa.bzarl po spyod pa 1a sogs pa'i smon lam rgya chen po gdab boll de nas333 stonpa iiid 
dail siiin rje chen po'i siiin po can sbyin pa 1a sogs pa334 bsod nams daiJ. ye Ses kyi tshogs mtha' 
dag bsgrub pa 1a milon par brtson par bya'o II 

As for these childlike sentient beings, their minds are inverted because of the 
supeimposition of existence and so forth upon things that are without a nature. And hence they 
roam around the cycle oflife for a long time. Therefore, may I complete the unsurpassed 
accumulations of merit and knowledge and then, having attained the rank of the omniscient, may I 
cause them to understand the Dharma nature." Then, breaking the Lotus posture and bowing to all 
the Buddhas and bodhisattvas residing in the ten directions, one worships and praises them. After 
that, one offers a long prayer like the noble BhadracaIi. Then, the compassionate one possessing 
emptiness and great compassion should strive to establish all the accumulations of merit and 
wisdom, starting with giving. 

{D51bl} de 1targyurna bsam gtan de mampa335 thams cad kyi mchogdaiJ.1danpa'i ston 
pa iiid milan par bsgrubs336 pa yin te I 'phags pa mug na rin DO che las ji skad du I "de byams pa'i 
go cha bgos sin sD.iiJ. rje chen po'i gnas 1a gnas nas, mam pa thams cad kyi mchog daiJ.1dan pa'i 
ston pa iiid milon par sgrub pa'i bsam gtan byed do II de 1a mam pa thams cad kyi mchog daiJ.1dan 
pa'i ston pa iiid gail ie na I gail sbyin pa dail ma bral ba I tshul khrims daiJ. ma bral ba I bzod pa daiJ. 
ma bral ba I bmon 'grus dail ma bra} ba I bsam gtan dail ma bral ba I ses rab daiJ. ma bra} ba I thabs 
daiJ. ma bra1 ba " ies bya ba 1a sogs pa rgya cher bka' stsal pa Ita bu'o II 

If that is how it is then concentration will thoroughly establish the emptiness which 
possesses the best of all aspects. As is said in the noble Ratnaciicja, "From donning the annour of 
kindness and dwelling in the state of great compassion one performs the concentration which 
thoroughly establishes the emptiness which possesses the best of all aspects. Here, if it is asked 
what is the: emptiness which possesses the best of all aspects: it is that which is not separated from 
giving, not separated from morality, not separated from patience, not separated from effort, not 
separated from concentration, not separated from wisdom, not separated from method." Like that, 
conduct and so forth were elaborated. 
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byan chub sems dpa' ni sems can thams cad YODs su smin par byed pa daD. I iiJj337 daD. I Ius 
dan I g'yog 'khor man po 1a sogs pa phun sum tshogs par gyur pa'i thabs sbyin pa 1a sogs pa'i dge 
ba iles pm· bsten par bya dgos so II 

The sublime method of the bodhisattva's ripening of all beings, his field, his body and his many 
worldly attendants definitely must rely upon the virtues which are giving and so forth. 

de Ita ma yin na sans rgyas mams338 kyi iiil 1a sogs pa phun sum tshogs pa gan bka' stsal pa de 
gan gi 'bn!s bu yin par 'gyur I de Ita bas na mam pa thams cad kyi mchog daD. 1dan pa thams cad 
mkhyen pa'i ye ses de ni sbyin pa 1a sogs pa thabs kyis yoils su rdsogs par 'gyur bas bcom 1dan 
'<las kyis thams cad mkhyen pa'i ye ses de ni thabs339 kyis340 mthar phyin pa yin no "ies bka' 
stsal toll 

de'i phyir byan chub sems dpas sbyin pa 1a sogs pa thabs 1a yan bsten par bya 'i I stoil pa iiid 
'ba' Zig ni rna yin no II 

If it were not so, then how does that which is explained as the endowment of a Buddha-field and 
so forth come to fruition? Thus as for that wisdom which is the omniscience possessed of the best 
of all aspects it is completed by means, beginning with giving. And therefore the Buddha 
explained, "As for the wisdom which is omniscience, it reaches its completion through Method." 

On account of that a bodhisattva must rely upon method, beginning with giving! Not just 
emptiness .. 

de skad du 'phags pa chos thams cad Sin tu rllYas va bsduS pa las kyan bka' stsal te I " 
byams pa byan chub sems dpa' mams kyi pha ro1 tu phyin pa drug yan dag par bsgrub341 pa 'eli ni 
rdsogs pa~i byaIi chub kyi phyir yin na I de 1a mi b1un po de dag 'eli skad du I byarl chub sems dpa' 
ses rab kyi pha ro1 tu342 phyin pa kho na 1a bs1ab par bya'i3431 pha ro1 tu phyin pa 1hag ma rnams 
kyis344 ci Zig bya ies345 zer iiIi I {D52al} de dag pha ro1 tu phyin pa gian dag 1a yan sun 'byin 
par sems so II ma pham pa 'eli ji siJam du sems I ka si ka'i rgyal por gyur pa gan yin pa des346 phug 
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ron gyi phyir nui gi Sa khra la byin347 pa de ses rab 'chal ba yin Dam I byams pas gsol pa I beom 
Idan 'das de ni ma lags so II beom ldan 'das kyis bka' stsal pa I byams pa na348 byan chub sems 
dpa'i spyad pa spyod pa na pha rol tu phyin pa drug danldan pa'i dge ba'i rtsa ba gan dag bsags pa'i 
dge ba'i rtsa ba de dag gis gnod par gyur tam I byams pas gsol pa I beom Idan 'das de ni ma lags so 
I beom ldan 'das kyis bka' stsal pa I ma pham pa khyod kyis kyan bskal pa drug cur sbyin pa'i pha 
rol tu phyin pa yan dag par bsgrubs I bskal pa drug cur tshul khrims kyi pha rol tu phyin pa I bskal 
pa drug cur bzod pa 'i pha rol tu phyin pa I bskal pa drug cur brtson 'grus kyi pha rol tu ph yin pa I 
bskal pa drug cur bsam gtan gyi pha rol tu phyin pa I bskal pa drug cur Ses rab kyi pha rol tu phyin 
pa yan dag par bsgrubs na I de la mi blun po de dag 'di skad du349 tshul gcig350 kho nas byan chub 
ste I 'di Ita ste I ston pa ilid kyi351 tshul gyis so ies zer te I de dag ni spyod pa yons su ma dag par 
'gyur ro ";i;es bya ba la sogs pa 'byuil no II 

And it was said in the noble Sarvadharmavaipulyasiitra, "Maitreya! This realization of the 
six perfections by bodhisattvas is for the sake of Awakening. [Yet] those ignorant people will 
speak thus of it, fA bodhisattva should train only in the perfection of wisdom, what's the point of 
the remaining perfections!' Thus they consider the other perfections to be discreditable. Do you 
think this Ajita? Did he who was the king ofKasi possess corrupt wisdom, he who gave his own 
flesh to a hawk for the sake of a dove?" Maitreya said, "No, indeed, Bhagavan!" The Bhagavan 
said, "Maitreya! "When I was in the sphere of practice of the bodhisattva was any harm done with 
those roots of merit I accumulated, the roots of merit which are the six perfections? Maitreya said, 
"Indeed not this, Bhagavan!" The Bhagavan said, "You, Ajita, practiced for sixty aeons the 
perfection of giving, for sixty aeons the perfection of morality, for sixty aeons the perfection of 
patience, for sixty aeons the perfection of effort, for sixty aeons the perfection of concentration, for 
sixty aeons the perfection of wisdom. Therefore those who are ignorant people speak this, 
'Awakening is only reached by a single way, that is, by the way of emptiness. For them practice is 
not completely pure. ttl 

thabs dan bra] na byan chub sems dpa'i ses rab 'ba'iig gis ni nan thos352 bim du sails 
rgyas kyi mdsad pa byed mi nus kyi I thabs kyis353 bstails na nus par354 'gyur te I 'phags pa.dk!m. 
mchCW brtse~s va las ji skad du I " 'od sruns 'di Ita ste dper na blon pos zin pa'i rgyal po mams 
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dgos pa thams cad byed pa de biin du byan chub sems dpa'i ses rab thabs mkhas pas YOils su355 
zin pa de yan sails rgyas kyi mdsad pa thams cad byed do " ies gsuiJ.s pa Ita bu'o II 

Without method, the mere wisdom of the bodhisattva could not perfonn the actions of a 
Buddha, just like (that of) the sravakas. But if accompanied by method, it is possible. As is said in 
the noble Ratnaldita, "Kasyapa, in this way for example, kings supported by their ministers carry 
out all their duties. Likewise the wisdom of the bodhisattva supported by skillful method perfonns 
all the actions of the Buddha" 

byan chub serns dpa' mams kyi lam gyi Ita ba yan gian I mu stegs can daD. I nan thos mams 
kyi lam gyi Ita ba yail gian te I 'eli ltar mu stegs can mams kyi356 lam gyi Ita 00 ni bdag la sogs pa 
la357 phyin ci log daIi.ldan pa'i phyir thams cad kyi thams cad du Ses rab daIi. bra! OO'i lam yin te I 
de bas na de dag thar pa mi thob bo II {D52bl} nan thos roams kyis ni srun rje chen po dan bra! 
bas thabs daJi mi ldan pa yin te I de bas na de dag gcig tu my a nan las 'das pa la giol bar 'gyur ro II 

Moreover the view of the path of the bodhisattvas is other than the view of the path of the 
non-Buddhists and the sravakas. Thus as for the view of the path of non-Buddhists it is a path 
completely Without wisdom in every respect on account of being in error with regard to self and so 
on. Hence they do not attain liberation. The sravakas are without great compassion and therefore 
not possessed of method. Therefore they abide in nUvitla individually. 

byaiJ. chub sems dpa' roams kyi lam ni358 ses rab dan359 ldan par 'dod de I des na360 de 
dag361 mi gnas pa'i my a nan las 'das pa la giol bar gyur ro II byan chub sems dpa' mams kyi lam 
ni362 thabs daIi.ldan par 'dod de I des na mi gnas pa'i my a nan las 'das pa thob ste I ses rab kyi 
stobs kyis ni363 'khor bar mi ltuiJ. la I thabs kyi stobs kyis ni364 my a nan las 'das par mi ltuiJ. 00 'i 
phyirroll 

As for the the path of the bodhisattvas, it aims to embody wisdom and hence those 
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359 CD add thabs dan. 

360 CD de bas na for des na. 

361 NP omit de dag. 

362 CDNP add ses rab dan. 

363 NP omit ro. 
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[bodhisattvas] alight in a non-abiding nilvii1;1a. On the other hand, the path of the bodhisattvas aims 
to embody method and hence reaches a nilv8IJ.a that is non-abiding. Thus, because of the force of 
wisdom there is no falling into saIpsara, and because of the force of method there is no falling into 
nirvii1;1a. 

de bas na 'phags pa ~a ya ~o'i ri las I "byail chub sems dpa' rnams kyi lam ni mdor 
bsdus365 11a 'eli giiis te I giiis gail ie na I'eli Ita ste I thabs dail Ses rab bo" ies bka stsal to II 

'phags pa dRal mcho~ daiJ. po las kyail I "ses rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa ni ma yin no II 
thabs la366 mkhas pa ni pha yin no" ies bka' stsal to II 

Thus it was said in the noble Gayasir~a, "As for the path of the bodhisattvas, summarized 
in brief it is two. What are the two? To wit: method and wisdom." 

Also in the noble 8riparamadya it is said, "As for the perfection of wisdom, it is the 
mother. As for skill in method, it is the father." 

'pllags pa dri ma med par WlSS pas bstan va las kyail I 
"byail chub sems dpa' mams kyi 'chili ba ni gail I tbar pa ni gail ie na I thabs med par srid 

pa'i367 go ba yoIis su 'dsin pa ni byail chub sems dpa'i 'chili ba'o II thabs kyis srid pa'i368 go bar 
go ba369 ni thar pa'o 1/370 

Thus it is elaborated in the noble VimalakirtinirdeSa, "If it is asked what is bondage for a 
bodhisattva and what liberation? Embracing the beings of world without method is bondage for a 
bodshisattva. Embracing the beings of the world with method -- that is liberation! 

thabs kyis ma371 zin pa'i ses rab ni 'chin ba'o II thabs kyis zin pa'i Ses rab ni thar pa'o II Ses rab 
kyis372 ma zin pa'i thabs ni 'chin ba'o II ses rab kyis zin pa'i thabs ni thar pa'o " ies rgya cher bka 
stsal toll 

Wisdom not grasped with method is bondage. Wisdom grasped with method is liberation. Method 
not graspe:d with wisdom is bondage. Method grasped with wisdom is liberation. 

365 CD bsdu. 

366 NP omit 1a. 

367 CDNP par. 

368 NP par. 

369 CD and Goshima 'gro bar 'gro 00 for gro 00 yom su 'dsin pa. 

370 CD add ses tab med par srid par 'gro 00 yom su 'dsin pa ni byan chub sems dpa'i 'chiil 00'0 II ses tab 
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byazi chub sems dpas ses rab tsam bsten na ni iian thos kyis373 'dod pa'i my a lian las 'das 
par ltuiJ. b~ts 'chin ba biin du374 'gyur te I mi gnas pa'i my a lian las 'das pas grol bar mi 'gyur TO II de 
Ita bas na thabs daiJ. bra] ba'i ses rab ni byaii chub sems dpa' mams kyi 'cbiiJ. ba'o ies bya'o II 

If a bodhisattva were to adhere to wisdom alone,· then because of falling into the nirv~a 
sought by sravakas it would be like a bondage. And he would not be liberated by nonabiding 
nirv~a. Therefore, as for wisdom without method, it should be called a bondage for bodhisattvas. 

de Ita bas na Ihags3 75 pas iien376 pa me la bsten377 pa biin du byan chub sems dpas phyin 
ci log gi Jhags pa tsam spail ba'i phyir thabs daiJ. bcas pa'i Ses rab kyi378 stoil pa Did bsten par bya'i 
I {D53aJ} iian thos biin du milon du ni mi bya ste I 

Therefore just as someone oppressed by a freezing wind relies on fire, the bodhisattva should rely 
on the emptiness of wisdom along with method in order to escape the wind of mistakes. But he 
does not manifest it in the same way as a sravaka. 

'phags pa phos bcu pa'i mdo las ji skad du I" rigs kyi bu 'eli Ita ste I dper na mi la la iig379 me yom 
su spyod par gyur te 1380 de me de la bsti staiJ. byed I bla mar byed kyail de 'eli siiam du bdag gis 
me de la bsti stail byas I bla mar byas I ri mor byas kyail 'eli la lag pa giiis kyis yom su gzuiJ.381 bar 
bya'o siiam du mi382 sems so II de ci'i phyir ie na I gii de las bdag la Ius kyi sdug bsila1 ba'am I 
serns kyi yid mi bde bar 'gyur du 'oil I siiam pa'i phyir TO II de biin du byail chub serns dpa'383 yaii 
my a ilan 1.18 'das pa'i bsam pa can yail yin la my a ilan las 'das pa milon sum du yail mi byed do II de 
ci'i phyir ie na I gii de las bdag byail chub las phyir Idog par 'gyur du 'oil siiam pa'i phyir ro " [79] 
ies bka st..11a1 pa Ita bu'o II 
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Just as was said in the DaSadharmakasiitra, "Noble son, in this way suppose someone respects a 
fire and he bows to that fire. Although revering it he does not think, 'I have bowed to the fire and 
revered it ~md also honoured it, now I should pick it up with both hands.' Why does he do this? It 
is because he thinks, 'On that account I would suffer physically and be unhappy mentally. Similarly 
while a bodhisattva also has the thought of nirv8I,za., he does not actualize nirv§J;Ja. Why does he do 
this? It's b€~cause he thinks 'On that account I would turn away from Awakening'. " 

thabs tsam 'ba' Zig bsten na yad byad chub sems dpa'384 so so'i skye bo'i sa las mi 'da' bas 
sin tu bems pa kho nar 'gyur ro 1/ de Ita bas na ses rab da:r.i beas pa 'i thabs bsten par bya ste I 'di ltar 
snags kyis yom su zin pa'i dug bZin du byad chub sems dpa' roams kyi385 iion mons pa yad ses 
rab kyis yom su zin pa'i stobs kyis bsgoms na bdud rtsir 'gyur na / rail biin gyis386 milon par 
mtho ba'i 'bras bu can sbyin pa la sogs pa gad yin pa Ita smos kyad ci dgos te I 

Ifhe adhered to mere method alone a bodhisattva would be very restricted, not going 
beyond th€:: stage of an ordinary person. Thus he should adhere to method conjoined to wisdom. In 
this way, if developed with the strength that is held by wisdom, the aftlictions ofbodhisattvas are 
transfonned into nectar just like poison held by a mantra. As for giving and so forth, which by 
themselves possess the :fruit of an exalted rebirth, why say more? 

'phags pa s,lkon mchoi brtseis pa las ji skad du I " 'ad sruils 'di Ita ste I dper na snags da:r.i sman 
gyis yons su zin pa'i dug gis ni 'chi bar byed mi nus so II de biin du byad chub sems dpa' roams 
kyi387 iion mons pa ses rab kyis yom su zin pas kyad log par ltuil bar byed mi nus so " ies blea' 
stsal toll 

As it's said in the noble Ratnakiita, "In this way Kasyapa, just as a poison held in check by mantras 
and mediciines cannot cause death, so too because the bodhisattvas' aftlictions are held in check by 
wisdom, they cannot cause one to fall into error. " 

de lta388 bas na gad gi phyir byad chub sems dpa' thabs kyi stobs kyis 'khor ba mi 'dor ba 
de'i phyir my a nan las 'das par mi ltuil no II gad gi phyir ses rab kyi stobs kyis dmigs pa mtha' dag 
spon ba de'i phyir 'khor bar mi ltuil ste I {D53bl} de389 bas na mi gnas pa'i my a nan las 'das pa 
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yai1390 saiJ.s rgyas Did tbob391 boll 

Therefore, since by strength of method a bodhisattva does not abandon S81p.siira, he does 
not fall into nirviiIJ.a. Since by strength of wisdom he renounces false imagination, he does not fall 
into S81p.sara. Thus he attains the nonabiding nirviiIJ.a, Buddhahood. 

de bas na 'pbags pa nam mkha' mdsod las kyail. I " de ses rab kyi ses pas ni non mons pa 
thams cad yons su 'dor392 TO II thabs kyi ses pas ni sems can tbams cad yons su mi gton no " ies 
bka'stsaJ to II 

Therefore it is also said in the Gaganagaiija, "By the knowledge of wisdom one completely 
abandons affiictions. By the knowledge of method one does not forsake any sentient being. " 

'plzags pa d~ons va nes par 'flTel va las kyail. I"sems can gyi don la sin tu wi pbyogs pa dail. I 
'du byed mnon par 'du bya ba thams cad la sin tu wi pbyogs pa ni bla na med pa yail. dag par 
rdsogs pa~i byail. cbub tu nas ma393 bstan to "ies bka stsal to II de lta394 bas na sails rgyas Did thob 
par 'dod pas ses rab daIi thabs grus ka bsten par bya'o II 

The SaIpdbinirmocana Siitra also states, "That which is not oriented toward the benefit of sentient 
beings and which is not oriented towards all the performances of action, I do not call unsurpassed, 
perfectly complete Awakening." Therefore one who wishes to attain Buddhahood should rely on 
both wisdom and method. 

de la 'jig Jten las 'das pa'i ses rab bsgom pa'i gnas skabs sam I sin tu miiam par giag pa'i gnas 
skabs na sbyin pa la sogs pa thabs la bsten395 pa wi byuIi du zin kyail. I de la sbyor ba daIi de'i rjes 
las byuIi l'8'i ses rab gail. yail.396 byuIi397 ba de'i tsbe tbabs la bsten398 pa 'byuIi ba de399 Did de I 
de'i pbyir Ses rab daIi thabs grus cig car 'jug go II 

390 NP omit yan. 
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In that context when in the situation of cultivating world-transcending wisdom or in the condition 
of concentrated equipoise (miiam par giag pa 1 gnas skabs), one does not rely upon method such as 
giving. But in that context, during preparations and following (those meditations) whatever 
wisdom has arisen at that time, that itself comes to rely on method On account of that one 
simultaneously engages the two: wisdom and method. 

gian yarl byarl chub sems dpa' mams kyi ses rab da.iJ. thabs zui1 du 'breI bar 'jug pa 1 lam ni 
'm yin te I sems can thams cad la Ita ba'i siiiiJ. rje chen pos yom su zin pas 'jig rten las 'das pa 1 lam 
bsten pa daiJ. I larls pa'i thabs kyi dus na yarl sgyu ma mkhan biin du phyin ci ma log pa kho na'i 
sbyin pa la sogs pa la bsten400 pa ste I 

Furthennore, this is the path that carries the union of wisdom and method for bodhisattvas: they 
rely on the transcendent path because thoroughly gripped by the great compassion that beholds all 
sentient beings. And at the time of emergent method, they rely on giving and so forth which is 
unmistaken -- just like miracle workers (sgyu ma mkhan). 

'phags pa blo ~QS mi zad gas bstan va las ji skad du I "de la byarl chub sews dpa'i thabs ni gail I 
Ses rab mzion par sgrub pa ni garl ie na I garl gi phyir miiam par giag pa na sews can 1a401 Ita bas 
na402 siiinrje chen po'i dmigs pa la sems fie bar 'jog pa de ni de'i thabs so II garl gi phyir ii ba da.iJ. 
rab tu ii bar sfioms par 'jug pa de ni de'i Ses rab bo "ies rgya cher bka' stsal pa Ita bu'o II 

Just as was extensively explained in the Ak~yamatinirdeSa, "There, if it is asked what is the 
method of1the bodhisattva and what the establishment of wisdom: that for the sake of which he 
places the mind on the object of great compassion, by viewing all sentient beings while abiding -
that is his method. That for the sake of which he equanimously enters calm and pacification -- that 
is his wisdom." 

bdud btu] hal le'u las kyarl bka stsal te I" gian yazi byarl chub sems dpa'mams kyi sbyor pa yarl 
dag phul ni ses rab kyi ses pas nuion par brtson par yarl mi byed la I {D54aI} thabs kyi ses pas 
dge ba'i chos thams cad sdud par yan sbyor ba darl I ses rab kyi Ses pas bdag med pa da.iJ. I sems 
can med pa dan I srog med pa da.iJ.1 gso ba med pa dan I gan zag med par yan sbyor la I thabs kyi 
ses pas sems can thams cad yons su smin par byed par403 yan sbyor ba gan yin pa'o " ies rgya 
cher 'byuIi .DO II 

This is also elaborated in the Miiradamanaparivarta, "As for the perfected practice of the 
bodhisattvas, because of the knowledge of wisdom he does not make an effort, while because of 
the knowledge of method he never the less practices the collection of all the beneficial qualiites. By 

400 CD brten. 

401 NP omit 1a. 

402 NP omit na. 

403 D pa. 



 

knowledge of wisdom he practices without an identity, without sentient beings, without living 
beings, without lives, without a person, while because of knowledge of method, he is one who 
never the less practices the ripening of all sentient beings." 

'phags pa chos thams cad ran dag par sdud va'i mdo las kyan I 
"dper na sgyu ma'i mkhan po Zig II 
sprul pa thar par bya phyir brtson II 
des404 ni sna nas de ses pas II 
sprul pa de la chags pa med II 
srid gsum sprul pa 'dra bar ni II 
rdsogs pa 'i byan chub mkhas pas ses II 
'gro ba'i ched du go bgos te II 
'gro ba de ltar sna nas Ses II " ies 'byuIi no II 

As is said in the Sazvadharmasarpgraha Siitra: 

For example, a magician 
attempts to liberate a phantom. 
Because he already knows this 
he is not attached to that phantom. 
Similarly, the awakened sage knows 
the phantom of three worlds. 
He dons armour for living beings 
even though already knowing living beings in that way. 
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"byan chub sems dpa' mams kyi ses rab daIi I thabs kyi tshul kho na sgrub pa'i dban du 
mdsad nas I de'i sbyor ba 'khor ba na gnas pa yan yin pa la I bsam pa my a nan las 'das pa la gnas 
pa405 yan yin no "ies bka'stsal to II 

Having activated the power which establishes the very conduct of the bodhisattvas' 
wisdom and method, their practice is situated in the world while their thoughts remain on nirv8JJ.a." 

de ltar ston pa ilid daIi silin rje chen po'i siiiiJ. po can bla na med pa yan dag par rdsogs pa'i 
byan chub tu yons su bsnos pa'i sbyin pa la sogs pa'i thabs goms par byas la I don dam pa'i byan 
chub kyi sems bskyed pa'i phyir406 sIia ma bZin du rtag par dus dus su Zi gnas daIi lhag mthon gi 
sbyor ba hi ci nus su bsgom par bya ste I 'pbags pa ~pyod yul yolis su dag pa'i mdo las I 'gnas 
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skabs thanlS cad du sems can gyi don byed pa'i byan chub sems dpa' roams kyi phan yon407" ji 
skad du bstan pa de biin du ne bar gnas pa'i dran pas dus thams cad du thabs la mkbas pa goms 
parbya'o// 

In that way, after practicing method, starting with giving, which is the complete resolve for 
unsurpassed, petfect awakening, then just as before, the one who has the heart of great compassion 
and emptiness should continually cultivate the practice of tranquillity and insight as much he can in 
order to ge:nerate the ultimate thought of Awakening. Just as was explained in the noble 
Gocaraparisuddhisiitra, "The merit of the bodhisattvas which acts for the benefit of sentient beings 
in all situations," so too one should practice skill in method at all times by remembering their 
presence. 

de ltar smn rje dan I thabs dail I byan chub kyi sems goms par byas pa de408 tshe 'di la 
gdon mi Z~ bar kbyad par du 'gyur te I des na rmi lam na rtag t;u409 sails rgyas dan byan chub sems 
dpa'mthOli bar 'gyur I rmi lam bzan po gian dag kyan rmi bar 'gyur I lha roams kyan yi rans41 Onas 
sruiJ. ba byed par 'gyur I skad cig re re la yan bsod roams dan ye ses kyi tshogs rgya chen po sogs 
par 'gyur I {D54bl} non moils pa'i sgrib pa daiJ. I gnas nan len kyan byan411 bar 'gyur I dus thams 
cad du yaii bde ba daiJ. yid bde ba mail bar 'gyur I skye bo man po la sdug par 'gyur I Ius la yan nad 
kyis nil thebs par 'gyur sems las su ruiJ. ba Did kyi mchog kyan thob par 'gyur te I des na milon par 
ses pa la sogs pa yon tan kbyad par can thob bo II 

One who has practiced compassion, method and the thought of Awakening in that way will 
certainly become distinguished at this time. By doing so, he will continually see Buddhas and 
bodhisattvas in his dreams. He will also dream other good dreams. The gods, out of delight, will 
protect him. In each and every moment there will be a great accumulation of merit and knowledge. 
The obscuration of the afflictions and corruption also will be purified. His happiness and gladness 
will continually increase. He will suffer for many people. He will not be afflicted by illness in the 
body. He will attain the distinction of being one who is capable mentally. By doing so, he will 
come to possess the distinction of qualities such as transcendent cognition. 

de nas rdsu 'phrul gyi stobs kyis412 'jig rten gyi khams mtha' yas pa dag tu soiJ.413 nas sails 
rgyas beom ldan 'das la mchod pa byed do II de dag 1a chos kyan nan to II 
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'cbi ba'i dus kyi tshe na yan gdon mi za bar salis rgyas dan byan chub sems dpa' mams 
mthon bar gyur ro I tshe rabs gian na414 yan salis rgyas dan byan chub sems dpa' dan mi 'bral ba'i 
yul dan klryad par du 'phags pa'i Idryim du yan415 skye bar gyur te I des na 'bad mi dgos par bsod 
DamS dan ye ses kyi tshogs yolis su rdsogs par byed do II Ions spyod che ba dan I g'yog 'khor man 
bar gyur ro II ses rab mo bas skye bo man po yolis su smin par yan416 byed par gyur ro II tshe 
rabs thams cad du tshe rabs dran par gyur te I de ltar pban yon tshad med pa mdo gian dag las 
'byuli ba khon du chud par bya'o II 

After that, by means of miraculous power one enters endless worldly realms, and honours 
the Illustrious Buddhas. And one listens to their teachings. 

At the time of death one will inevitably see Buddhas and bodhisattvas. In other births one 
will be favourably born in a noble home and country which is not separated from the Buddhas and 
bodhisattvas. And after that one will easily accomplish the accumulations of merit and knowledge. 
Great wealth and attendants will accumulate. With acute wisdom, one will undertake the ripening of 
many living beings. In all one's lives one will remember one's lives. In this way one should 
understand unlimited benefits, as is said in other siitras. 

des de lt8J: siiin rje daD. I thabs daD. I byan chub kyi sems rtag tu gus par yun riD. du bsgom na rim 
gyis sems kyi417 rgyud sin tu YOlis su dag pa'i skad cig 'byuli bas yons su smin par 'gyur ba'i phyir 
gtsubs418 sin gtsubs pa'i me bim du yan dag pa'i don la bsgom pa rab kyi mthar phyin par gyur 
nasjig rten las 'das pa'i ye Ses rtog pa'i dra ba mtha' dag daD. bra} ba I chos kyi dbyilis spros pa med 
pa sin tu gsal bar rtogs pa I dri ma med cm mi g'yo la mar me rlun med par giag419 pa bim du mi 
g'yo ba tsbad med par420 gyur pa I chos thams cad bdag med pa'i421 de Idro na milon pa mthon 
ha'i lam gyis422 bsdus pa don dam pa'i byan chub kyi sems kyi423 no bo Did 'byuli424 no II 

Thus if one continually cultivates compassion, method and the thought of Awakening with contant 
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devotion, then by the arising of moments of very great purity the mental continuum will gradually 
become ripened. On account of which, like the fire of fire-sticks rubbed together, the meditation on 
the object of reality (.ran dag pa'i don la bsgom pa) reaches its highest limit. Then transcendent 
wisdom is free from the entire net of conceptual proliferation, and very clearly realizes the 
Dhannadhiitu which is without activity. Stainless and motionless, resting like a butter-lamp out of 
the wind, the motionless is unlimited. Encompassed in the path of seeing that realizes the reality of 
the identitylessness of all dhannas, it is the nature of the ultimate thought of Awakening. 

de byun nas drios po'i425mtha' la dmigs pa la :tugs pa yin te 1[89] de bim gSegs pa'i rigs su 
skyes pa yin I {D55aJ} byan chub sems dpa'i skyon med pa la :tugs pa yin I 'jig rten gyi go ba 
thams cad las log pa yin I byan chub sems dpa'i chos Did dan chos kyi dbyiJis rtogs426 pa la gnas 
pa427 yin I byan chub sems dpa ~ sa daiJ. po thob pa yin no ies phan yon de rgyas par sa bcu va la 
sogs pa las khon du chud par bya'o II 

Then one has entered the meditation object which is the limit of things. One is born in the 
lineage of the Tathagatas. One has entered the faultlessness of the bodhisattva. One has turned 
away from the cycles of the world. One dwells in the realization of the bodhisattva's DhannatB and 
Dhannadhatu. One has attained the first stage of the bodhisattva. Thus these benefits should be 
understood in detail from works like the Dasabhiimika. 

'eli ni de biin Did la dmigs pa'i bsam gtan. te·42S I 'phags pa Ian kar ~Se~s va las bstan te I" 'eli 
ni byan chub sems dpa' mams kyi spros pa med pa roam par mi rtog pa Did la 'jug pa'o II mos pas 
spyod pa'i sa la ni mos pa~ dban gis429 'jug par roam par giag430 gi I milon par 'du byed pas ni ma 
yin noll 

This is the concentration having the object of thus ness. It has been taught in the noble 
LazikavataIasiitra as follows," As for this, one enters the bodhisattvas' thorough non-conceptuality 
which is without conceptual proliferation. At the stage of conduct of zealous conduct one remains 
engaged by the power of zealous conduct, but not spontaneously. 

ye Ses de ~ywi bar gyur na ni milon du :tugs pa yin te I de ltar sa daD. por :tugs pa des431 phyis 
bsgom pa'i lam la 'jig rten las 'das pa daiJ. I de'i rjes pa thob pa'i ye ses giiis kyis Ses rab daiJ. I thabs 
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bsgoms432 pas rim gyis bsgom pas span bar bya ba'i sgrib pa bsags pa phra ba bas kyaiJ. ches phra 
ba byaiJ. ba'i phyir daiJ. I yon tan khyad par can gon ma gon ma thob pa'i433 phyir gon ma434 mams 
yoris su sbyon bas de biin gsegs pa'i ye ses kyi bar la tugs nas thams cad mkhyen pa iiid kyi rgya 
mtshor 'jug cm dgos pa yons su 'grub pa'i dmigs pa yan 'thob ste I 'di ltar rim pa kho nar sems 
kyi435 rgyud yoils su dag par" 'phags pa Ian kar 'lseggl36;Jl§.las kyan blea' stsal to II 

Once that knowledge has arisen it is entered. After entering the:first stage in that way, on the path 
of cultivation one cultivates wisdom and method by means of the two knowledges obtained: the 
transcendent and that which follows it. Therefore, since it is by gradually meditating that the subtle 
and very subtle accumulations of obscurations to be abandoned are purified, one thoroughly trains 
in the lowe:r in order to attain the higher distinctive virtues. Therefore, having entered into the 
wisdom of the Tathagatas one will attain the entrance into the ocean of omniscience and the object 
which is the perfection of purpose. In precisely this gradual way, the mental continuum is 
completely purified." This was taught in the noble LafJ.kavatarasiitra. 

'phags pa dions pa nes oar 'weI pa las kyaiJ. I " rim gyis437 sa438 gon ma gon ma mams su 
gser Ita bur sems roam par sbyon la bla na med pa yail dag par rdsogs pa'i byail chub kyi bar du 
mtion par rdsogs par 'tshaiJ. rgya '0 " ies gsuiJ.s so II 

Also it is said in the noble Sar.p.dhinirmocanasiitra, "Gradually on the highest stages when 
the mind is thoroughly purified like gold, it directly and completely awakens right up to the point of 
unsurpass~~d, perfect Awakening. " 

thams cad mkhyen pa ilid kyi rgya mtshor tugs pa na yid biin gyi nor bu Ita bur sems can 
mtha' dag ,fie bar 'tsho ba'i yon tan gyi phuiJ. po dail ni ldan I stion gyi smon lam gyi 'bras bu yod 
par ni mdsad I thugs rje chen po'i raiJ. bim du ni gyur I lhun gyis grub pa'i thabs sna tshogs dag 
daiJ.ldan I sprul pa dpag tu med pa dag gis 'gro ba ma Ius pa'i don mam pa thams cad ni mdsad I 
{D55bl} yon tan phun sum tshogs pa rna Ius pa rab kyi439 mthar phyin par ni gyur I bag chags 
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daiJ. bcas pa 'i iies pa'i dri ma mtha' dag bsal nas I sems can gyi. khams kyi440 mthas441 gtugs par 
:iugs442 pa yin par rtogs pa daiJ. ldan pas I sans rgyas bcom lda.n 'das yon tan mtha' dag gi 'byurl 
gnas la dad pa bskyed la yon tan de yons su bsgrub pa 'i pbyir bdag Did thams cad kyis 'bad par 
bya'oll 

When one enters the ocean of omniscience, then like a wish-fulfilling jewel one possesses heaps of 
virtues which provide for all sentient beings. One bears the fruit of previous prayers. One takes on 
the nature of great compassion. One possesses various uncontrived methods. Employing limitless 
emanations one does everything that leads to the goal of every living being. One reaches the 
highest limit of all excellent qualities. One c1arifes all stains along with their underlying habits and 
then has the realization which extends to the limits of all the realms of sentient beings. Therefore 
when one has generated faith in the blessed Buddhas as the source of all these qualities, in order to 
thoroughly establish those qualities one should totally exert oneself. 

de bas na bcom lda.n 'das kyis 'di skad du I thams cad mkbyen pa 'i ye Ses de ni siiiJi. rje'i rtsa 
ba las bYWl ba yin I byan cbub kyi sems kyi rgyu las byurl ba yin I tbabs kyis mtbar pbyin pa yin 
no "ies bka' stsal to II 

Thlils the Buddha said, "The wisdom of omniscience has arisen from the root which is 
compassion. It has arisen from the cause which is the thought of Awakening. It has reached its 
completion through method." 

dam pa parag dog la sogs dri ma thag bsriIis pa II 
yon tan roams kyis mi noms cbu yi(?s) mtsbo 'dra dag II 
rnam par pbye nas legs par bsad mams 'dsin byed de II 
nan pa rab dga' cbu las '0 ma len pa biin II 
de Ita bas na mkbas rnams kyis II 
pbyogs lblui dkrugs yid rin spoIis la II 
byis pa las kyan legs Mad pa II 
thams cad blan ba kho nar bya II 
de ltar dbu ma'i lam Mad pas II 
bdag gis bsod nams gan443 thob pa II 
de yis444 skye bo ma Ius pa II 
dbu ma'i lam ni thob par Sog II 

440 NP omit kyi. 

441 NP mtha'. 
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A holy person casts away defilements such as jealousy 
He can't get enough of virtue, just like the ocean and water 
He understands the good instructions, having first discriminated 
just as the delighted swan who obtains milk from water. 
Hence the wise leave far behind 
their opinionated and confused mind 
and accept the good instructions 
even from Ii child 
Thus through the merit I obtained 
by the middle path explained 
May beings without limit 
the middle path attain. 

bsgorn pa'i rim pa a ca rya ka rna 1a si las bar du rndsad pa rdsogs so445 II 
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rgy.a gar gyi mkhan po pra jna va nna dan 110 tsa ba ba nde ye Ses sdes bsgyur ciil ius te I 
gtan 1a phab pa'o II 

The Bhavanakrama, composed by Acarya Kamalasila, is completed. 

It was translated, revised and arranged by the Indian master Prajiiavannan and the translator 
Venerable Yeses sde. 

445 NP 5tO. 



 

The Process of Meditation IIII 

1. Samatha and vipaSyana 

Homage to Tara! 
The Process of Meditation is related in brief 

for those who have entered 
the way of the Mahayana siitras. 
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There (in those siitras), even if the S8m.adhi ofbodhisattvas was taught by the Bhagavan to 

be limitless (in variety), by way of the (four) Immeasurables and all the rest, nevertheless all 

S8m.adhis are subsumed under tranquillity and insight. Therefore, precisely that path which carries 

the union of tranquillity and insight is related. And the Bhagavan has said: 

Hatving cultivated2 tranquillity and insight 
A living being is liberated from the bondages of signs (nimitta, T. rntshan rna) 
and negative dispositions (da~tb.ula, T. gnas .Qen len). 

Therefore one who aims to abandon all obscurations should practice3 tranquillity and insight. 

By the power of tranquillity the mind becomes steady on its object, like a lamp in a place without 

wind. By insight, the light of perfect gnosis emerges from accurately realizing the suchness of 

dharmas (yatbavad dharmatattvavagamat). And on that basis all obscuration is removed, just as the 

night by the dawning of the sun.4 Precisely because of this the Bhagavan taught four realities as 

meditation objects for yogins: a) a mental image without conceptualization b) a mental image 

accompanied by conceptualization c) the limit of things (vastuparyantata i.e. Siinyata) and d) the 

1 Based on Tucci (1971) and D. Division of sections follows Tucci. 

2 D 56a1: goms par byas. Tucci 1.9: bhavayitva. 

3 D 56a2: bsgom par bya'o / Tucci 1.11: sevaniye / 

4 D 56a2: mun par iii ma 8ar ba biin duo 
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perfection of purpose. 

a) In this context, when by means of tranquillity one has committed oneself to a mental 

image of all dhannas or to a fonn like that of the Buddha, that which is depended upon is called a 

mental image without conceptualization. It is called without conceptualization here because of an 

absence of concepts detennining5 the actual state of (that) reality (bhiitarthaniriipa1)8vikalpabMva). 

And it is called a mental image because it is depended upon, having committed oneself to an image 

of dharmas as they have been learned and understood 

b) When, by means of insight, the yogin analyzes (vicarayati) that very mental image in 

order to understand reality (tattviidhigamartha), then it is called a mental image accompanied by 

conceptualization on account of the presence (samudbhiiva, T. yod pa) there of a concept 

detennining reality (tattvaniriipa1J.iivikalpa), which is the characteristic of insight. 

c) And in detennining the nature of that very mental image on the basis of accurately 

understanding the nature of all dharmas, the yogin is as if ascertaining blemishes upon his own 

face by discerning its reflection in a mirror. When he penetrates the suchness (tatbatii) that marks 

the limit of things then, on account of understanding the final nature of objects, this is called the 

meditation object of the limit of things in the first stage (of the bodhisattva). 

d) After that, by the path of cultivation in the remaining stages, gradually there is a 

reorientation of the basis (of the mind) on account of the arising of moments of greater and greater 

(mental) purity -- just as when one employs an elixir of medicinal herbs. This being so, when there 

is the accomplishment of what must be done, which is defined by the removal of obscurations, then 

that very knowledge in the Buddha-stage is called the object for the perfection of purpose. 

5 TlIlcci 1.20: niriipa1)8 D. om. 
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That being so, what is shown by this? The realization of the limit of all6 things occurs 

through practicing7 tranquillity and insight. And by that, the perfection of purpose defined by the 

removal of obscurations is attained. And that itself is Buddhahood. Therefore tranquillity and 

insight must be practiced by one who aims for the realization of Buddhahood. Conversely, for one 

who does Itot practice those two there is neither the realization of the limit of reality nor the 

perfection of purpose. Thus in the noble Ratnamegba and elsewhere the Bhagavan concisely stated 

the definition of tranquillity and insight: 

TralD.qui1lity is one-pointedness of mind, insight is the discernment of reality 
(bhiitapratyavek$8, yan dag pa 1a rtog pa). 

2. How to practice Samatha and vipaSyana.. 

There, the yogin established in the prerequisites (S81p.bbiira) for tranquillity and insight such 

as moral purification, having generated great compassion toward all beings, should practice in 

studying, thinking and meditation by way of the thought of Awakening that has been produced 

In this context, at the time8 of meditation, having first of all finished with all his obligations and 

having emptied his bladder and bowels, in a pleasant spot free from barbs of sound and such, the 

yogin who intends to rescue all living beings resolves, "May I bring9 all sentient beings into the 

heart of Awakening. " Having actualized great compassion he makes prostrations to all the Buddhas 

6 Tucci 2.16: samasta. D: om. 

7 D 56b2: ti gnas da1i Jhag mthon goms par byas ... 

8 F()llowing D 56b5: sgompa.'i dus and Bhk II: bsgompa.'i dus (D 46b2). Tucci 3.11: bhavanibalena, by 
the force of meditation. 

9 Tucci 3.14: ~piidayitavayii. D 56b6: dgodparbya? 
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and bodhisattvas residing in the ten directions, whether by placing pictures of their bodies in front 

of himself or elsewhere, properly praising and making offerings to them as is his liking. Having 

confessed his faults, he rejoices in the merit of the entire world Then on a very soft and 

comfortable seat, in the manner of the venerable Vairocana's Lotus posture, or alternatively in the 

'Half-lotus' posture, with eyes neither too open nor closed directed at the tip of the nose, and with 

his body neither too bent nor rigid but simply straight, he should remain one whose awareness is 

inclined inward. Then he should square his shoulders. The head should be kept neither raised nor 

lowered, nor moving to one side (or another), thereby keeping the nose properly centred His teeth 

and lips should be left natural, while his tongue is placed at the upper base of the teeth. His 

respirations should not be accompanied by sound, neither hurried nor heavy, but rather just as they 

should entler and depart without being discerned, very slowly and without effort, that's the way it 

should be done. 

There first of all the yogin, having placed his mind on the form of the Tathagata as seen or 

studied, should generate tranquillity. And that fonn of the Tathagata is yellow like refined gold, 

adorned with the marks and secondary marks, surrounded by a circle of attendants. One who 

continuously pays attention to helping sentient beings through a variety of methods takes on 10 the 

desire for 1he (Tathagata's) virtues and neutralizes laxity, excitement and so forth. One should 

concentrate to such an extent as to see him so clearly that it is as ifhe were sitting directly before 

one. 

And then insight should occur on the basis of observingll the coming and going of the 

10 'Tucci 4.17: samupaaaya D 57a5: bskyed. 

11 'Tucci 5.1: niriipa1J8tal;! D 57a6: rtog pas. 
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reflection of the Tathagata's form. And after that one should think along the following lines, "Just 

as this reflection of the Tathagata's form does not come from anywhere, will not go anywhere, and 

also remains empty of an independent nature, free of a self and of belonging to a self, so too all 

dharmas are empty of an independent nature, free from coming and going, like reflections, without 

a nature of existence and so on." Having thought thus, the one cultivating suchness with a mind 

whose thought has stopped and which has the singular flavour of silence should abide as long as 

he likes. And this samiidhi is taught as the Pratyutpannabuddhasazpmukhiivasthitasamiidhi. 

InStruCtiOIll on its advantages can be known in detail in that very siitra. According to this, all 

dharmas are collected together by way of kind. Having bound the mind on that point, one should 

then generate tranquillity by ceasing laxity, excitement and so forth. 

And, in brief, dharmas are grouped together by dividing them into those with material form 

and those with an immaterial form. There, those with material form are collected under the 

aggregate of material form. Those with an immaterial form have the nature of the aggregates of 

sensation ~md so forth. Now with regard to this, it is due to the attachment of clinging to existence 

and so forlh that innocent people roam around satpSiira with inverted minds. In order to reverse 

their error" and having manifested great compassion towards them, the yogin who has generated 

tranquillity cultivates insight so as to realize thusness. And the discernment of reality is said to be 

insight. 

But what is real is the selflessness of persons and dharmas. Here, the selflessness of the 

person is the aggregates' lack of self or belonging to a self. The selflessness of dharmas is precisely 

their being like an illusion. Here the yogin should examine as follows, "First of all, apart from 
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material form and the rest there is no person; this on account of its nonappearance.12 It is only 

among material form and the other (aggregates) that there is an "I". And thus it is a production by 

conditions. Moreover, there is no person who possesses the nature of the aggregates of material 

form and the rest. This is because those (aggregates), material form and so on, have a nature of 

being impermanent and multiple while a person is imagined by it proponents as permanent and 

unitary. Nor also is the reality of a person whom one cannot describe as existing that (way) or the 

other (way) reasonable, since real things have no other kind of existence." Therefore that which the 

world calls: ''I and mine" is clearly shown to be nothing more than a misguided delusion. 

Next, in order to realize the identitylessness of dharmas, those dharmas with material form 

should also be analyzed, "Are these established as existing ultimately, independent from the mind? 

Or could it be that the mind itself appears, manifesting as material form and the rest, just like 

appearanc~~s in a dream-state?" These he observes as atoms, but when discerning the atoms in 

terms of (their own) parts, he does not find (them). And thus not apprehending (them), he 

dismisses (:onceptualizations regarding their existence or nonexistence. And he understands that the 

three worlds are mind alone, nothing more. Thus it is said in the LaiIkavatara siitra: 

One analyzes a substance into atoms and indeed should not conceive material form, 
It is because of a false view that one does not clarify the state of mind only. 

One thinks, "Because of the force of beginning less attachment to false forms and the like, 

for the naive the mind itself takes on an appearance of a material form as if it exists separated 

externally, just like those forms and so on being apprehended in the dreams. Therefore the triple 

world is just mind-alone." Having ascertained all designation to be just mind in this way, and 

12 D 57b5: de nil snail ba'j phyirdail! 
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having discerned there, one also discerns the nature of mind since, "The nature of all dhazmas is 

discerned." Thus he investigates. illtimately the mind too is nonarisen, like an illusion. When the 

mind itself appears in diverse aspects because of grasping the aspects of false-natured material 

form and the rest, then the same goes for it as for material form and the rest. Because it is not 

independent of these, where could there be any reality? Just as material form and the rest have a 

nature of being neither one nor many on account of their diverse aspects, so too the mind also has a 

nature of being neither one nor many since it is not independent from those. Nor also does the 

mind, in being generated, come from anywhere; nor when ceasing, does it go anywhere. Nor also 

is its generation ultimately from itself, another or both reasonable. Therefore the mind is just like an 

illusion. Just as the mind, so too all dhazmas, like an illusion, are ultimately unarisen. 

Th,e yogin who is examining does not even apprehend a nature of the mind by which he 

discerns! Thus in this way wherever the yogin's mind extends to a meditation object, when upon 

examining its nature it is not found, then having analyzed every single thing (and) having 

understood them to be without a pith -- like the trunk of a plantain tree -- he turns his mind away 

from that ( analysis). Then, when all conceptualization of existence and so forth has ceased, the 

signless yoga free of all conceptual proliferation is obtained. Thus it is stated in the noble 

Ratnamegha. 

He who is skillful regarding faults in this way practices in the cultivation of emptiness in 

order to eliminate all conceptual proliferation. One who is experienced in cultivating emptiness, in 

searching for an independent naturel3 realizes as empty whatever places the mind flows toward, 

those places that the mind enjoys. The mind too, upon being examined, is realized to be empty. 

13 Tucci 7.19: svabhavata1;l parigave~o. D 58b4-5: no bo iiid yons su btsal na. 
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Even the mind which examines when an independent nature is being sought, is realized to be 

empty. One who closely examines in this way enters into a unified state in a condition of 

signlessness.14 Thus for this reason it is pointed out, "For one who does not look closely, there is 

no entrance into the signless." (And) when, upon closely examining the nature of dharmas, he does 

not find (anything), he conceives neither "It exists" nor "It does not exist." With regard to that 

which is imagined "It does not exist," this is on account of the fact that it does not appear in his 

mind at all times. For if at some time an existent was seen, then one could conjecture "It does not 

exist" by d€mying it. But if, in surveying the three times with wisdom, the yogin does not 

apprehend an existent, then by denying what could one conjecture "It does not exist"? So too, other 

concepts do not exist for him at that time, since all concepts are included under the conceptions of 

existence and nonexistence. Thus because of the nonexistence of the pervader, the pervaded also 

does not exist. When it is so, one has entered a nonconceptual state that is free from conceptual 

proliferation (ni$pra.pancanirvikalpata) and there is no reliance upon material fonD. and the rest. And 

on the basis of not apprehending an independent nature in anything because of discriminating with 

wisdom, one becomes a concentrator of the highest wisdom (prajiiottaradhyiiyin). One has entered 

the Suchness (tattvam) consisting in the identitylessness of the person and of dharmas. And 

because th(:re does not exist anything further to be examined, the yogin effortlessly abides, ever 

more clearly penetrating that very Suchness with a mind whose thoughts have ceased and which 

carnes it own distinct flavour, the singular taste of non conceptuality. 

14 Tucci 7.22-8.1: sa evam upa~o nimimittatay8Ip yogam apadyare ID 58b5: de de 1tar rtogs pas 
mtshan rna med pa~ mal byor 1a 'jug go us 'byun dati IThus he who realizes in this way enters into union without 
signs. 
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3. Distractions to be avoided: how to be counteracted. 

And abiding in that state, one should not disperse one's mental cohesion. When it happens 

that one would see the mind distracted outward, then after calming the disturbance by discerning its 

nature, one should once again repeatedly motivate the mind there itself. But if one would see that 

the mind is dissatisfied there, then one should develop satisfaction there by seeing the virtues of 

samadhi.. And one should pacify one's dissatisfaction by seeing the faults in distraction. And if, on 

account of being overcome by torpor and drowsiness, one should see the mind sunk because of its 

condition of wandering, or if there is a suspicion of such laxity, then having paid attention to 

something delightful like the form of a Buddha or to a perception of light, one should alleviate that 

laxity. On that basis one should seize that very reality (tattva) more firmly. But when the yogin can 

not determine that reality more clearly - like one who is blind from birth, a man who has entered 

darkness, or one whose eyes are closed - then his mind should be recognized as sunken and devoid 

of insight 

Further, if one should see the mind excited by a desire for previously experienced objects, 

or suspect such excitement, then one should calm the excitement by paying attention to sobering 

topics such as impermanence. On that basis one should once again make an effort to enter an 

effortless state ofmind15 with respect to the reality right there. And if the mind should come to 

possess an unstable turn, like a bewildered person or a monkey, it should be recognized as excited 

and devoid of tranquillity. And when, because of being cut offfrom laxity and excitement, a very 

15 Tucci 9.17: (citta)nabbisazpskaravamtiiyiIpyat:naIp. kurvita / D 59b.l: sems miJon par 'du byed pa med 
par 'jug pa 1a 'bad par bya'o / 
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clear mind is generated upon reality right there, balanced, 16 and bearing its own distinct flavour, 1 7 

then by letting go of effort it should become equanimous. And then the path that carries the union 

of tranquillity and insight should be known as established 

But if one should cultivate insight and one's wisdom would become too acute,18 then on 

account of the fact that one's tranquillity is too weak, there would not be a very clear vision of 

reality because of the mind's wavering - like a butter-lamp in a breezy spot. On this basis, at that 

time tranquillity should be cultivated (Conversely,) if tranquillity becomes too excessive there 

would not be a very clear vision of reality -- just as for someone overcome by drowsiness. 

Therefore, at that time, wisdom should be cultivated But when the two are proceeding in balance 

like a pair of oxen working in union, then one may abide effortlessly, as long as there is no pain in 

the body or mind. 

In brief, there are six (possible) faults for every single samadhi: laziness, loss of the object, 

laxity, excitement, lack of effort and overexertion. Eight conditions of abandonment should be 

cultivated alS their antidotes, namely: faith, aspiration, exertion, pliancy, mindfulness, clear 

comprehension, willpower and equanimity. Here the first four are antidotes oflaziness. That is to 

say, it is through faith characterized by a firm confidence in the virtues of samadhi that the yogin's 

aspiration alrises. Thereafter, from that aspiration his effort begins. Then through force of effort he 

produces physical and mental capability.19 Then, for one who is pliant in mind and in body the 

16 Tucci 9.19: samapravrttaI!1. D 59b2: miiam par tugs. 

17 Tucci 9.19: svarasaviihi. D 59b2: raiJgi nan. 

18 Tucci 9.24: prajiiatiriktatam. D 59b3: Ses rab sin tu Ses che bar. 

19 Tucci 10.16: tato vUyarambaJ;l8t kayacittayol]. ka.rmar}.ya(tii.tp.) bhava)yati. D 59b7: de nas brtson 'grus 1a 
brten pas Ius dan sems las su nul ba iiid du byed do / 
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laziness abates. Thus the (antidotes) beginning with faith proceed with respect to the abandonment 

of laziness.2o It is for that reason that they are to be cultivated. Mindfulness is the antidote of 'loss 

of the meditation object.' Clear comprehension is the antidote oflaxity and excitement, since having 

been noticed by it, they are abandoned But at the time of alleviating laxity and excitemen~ 1, the 

fault of lack of effort ( could occur). And then as the antidote of that, willpower should be 

cultivated When laxity and excitement are alleviated, if the mind becomes a bearer of calmness then 

the fault of overexertion [could occur]. Then its antidote, equanimity, should be cultivated. 

And if an effort is made when the mind proceeding in balance, then it gets distracted. On 

the other rumd, if an effort is not made when the mind is lax, then because of a lack of insight it 

could become sunken like that of a blindman. Therefore one should conquer a lax mind (and)22 

calm an excited (one. When the mind has) once again attained its balance, one should be 

equanimous. Then the yogin should remain spontaneously cultivating Suchness as long as he 

wishes. And should physical or mental pain occur, then repeatedly intuiting the whole world, one 

should realize it as a reflection, like the moon in the water, that is, like an illusion. And thus it is 

said in the A. vikalpapraveSa: 

By means of world-transcending knowledge (jii8n.a) one sees all dharmas just as the 
vault of the sky. By the subsequently attained [knowledge] one sees them as like an 
illusion, a mirage, a dream, the moon in the water. 23 

20 D 59b7-60al: de bas DB dad pa la sogs pas Ie 10 spon bar gym- teo Tucci. om. 

21 Tucci 10.20-21: layauddhatyapraSamanak81e. D 60al-2: byin ba dail rgod pa ma ii ba'i dus DB ••• 

22 Tucci 11.3-4: linacittaIp nigr1u;liyad. D 60a3: sems Zum pa bsal iiil ... 

23 D 60a4-6: Ius daIi sems la gnod par gyrI!' DB skabs skabs su 'jig rten mtha' dag la bltas la sgyu ma dail 
nni lam dailchu zla Ita bu dail mig yor Ita bur rtogs par bya~ / de skad du mam par mi rtog par 'jug pa las kyaIi 
bka'stsal te / 'jig rten las 'das pal ye ses kyi chos thams cad Dam mkha' kyil daIi 'dra bar milam par mthon no / / 
del rjes la thob pa ni sgyu ma dail / smig rgyu dail / chu zla bi:in du mthon no ies 'byuil no / 
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Thus having realized that the world is like an illusion, and having manifested great compassion 

towards sentient beings, one should consider along the following lines, "Those with the intellects 

of children, not understanding such profoundity of teaching, accumulate various actions and 

afflictions, mistakenly superimposing existence and so forth upon dharmas that have been at peace 

from the very outset. Because of that they wander around in saIp.sira. I will act unto them in such a 

way as to awaken them to such profundity of teachings." Then, having taken rest, one should once 

again enter into the samadhi which is without the manifestation of any dharma, exactly in this way. 

If the mind becomes weary, then after taking rest, once again one should enter exactly in this way. 

Thus by this process one should abide for as long a time as one can, whether an hour or a watch. 

4. How to get up from samadhi. 

Then when one wishes to rise from samadhi, without breaking one's Lotus position one 

should consider as follows. Even if all of these so-called dharmas are ultimately nonarisen, because 

(they are) s.ubject to the totality of various fixed causes and conditions -like an illusion they 

nevertheless proceed, variegated and to be enjoyed without thought. Therefore there is no 

implication of a view of annjbilationism nor even of a conclusion involving denial. And because 

being considered by wisdom they are not apprehended, there is no implication of etemalism on that 

account or even of a conclusion involving superimposition. 

Now as for those who perform various actions out of self-obsession, whose intellects are 

inverted bt:~cause lacking the eye of wisdom -- they wander around in saIp.Sara. But those who have 

decisively turned away from smpsara, who tame the self but do not fulfill the perfections beginning 

with giving because lacking the condition of great compassion -- those beings fall into the 
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Awakening of sriivakas and pratyekabuddhas because lacking in method. 

But having realized the nonsubstantiality of the world, those whose intellects are uninverted 

-- like that of a magician -- resort to the vast accumulation of merit and knowledge with the 

detennination to rescue the entire world by force of great compassion. Having attained the 

transcendent (asaIp.saram) condition of a Tathagata24 they remain, giving rise to benefits and 

happiness in every way for the entire world. And because their afflictions are removed by the force 

of wisdom, they do not fall into SaIp.sara. On the other hand, out of consideration for all beings 

they do not fall into nirvi1;za because of the power of their simultaneously acquired, vast 

immeasurable accumulation (satpbhara) of merit. And they become the life-support for all sentient 

beings. Therefore I who wish to achieve a nonabiding nirvi1;za, aiming to generate welfare and 

happiness for all beings, should endeavor in the acquisition of the vast accumulation of merit and 

knowledg€~. Thus it is said in the noble Tathagataguhyasiitra: 

The accumulation of knowledge is brought together in order to remove all 
afflictions. The accumulation of merit is brought together in order to sustain all 
beings. On account of that then, 0 Bhagavan, the great being the bodhisattva should 
always endeavor in the accumulation of knowledge and the accumulation of merit. 

And it is said in the noble Tathagatotpattisatpbhavasiitr8: 

But indeed, this arising of the Tathagatas is not from only one cause. Why is that? 
o son of the conquerors! The Tathagatas realize (samudagacchanti) through the ten 
hundred thousand immeasurable causes that have been realized By what ten? To 
wit: by the cause(s) of fully comprehending dissatisfaction through the limitless 
ac(;umulations of merit and knowledge. 

And it's said in the noble VimalakirtnirdeSa: 

The bodies of the Tathagata come forth from a hundred merits, come forth from all 

24 Tucci 12.13: te tathagataJp. padaJp. praPY8saIps8ram. D 60b6: de biin gSegs pa'i go pha.li briies nas 'khoT 
bana. 
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the wholesome dharmas, come forth from limitless wholesome roots of action! 

Having acted in this way, he gently breaks the Lotus posture. Then having bowed down to all the 

Buddhas and bodhisattvas situated in the ten directions he performs hymns of praise and makes 

offerings to them. And then he should make a vow such as that of the noble Bbadracarya. After 

that he should endeavor to establish all the accumulations of merit starting with giving, which are 

brought to fruition in the unsurpassed Awakening that has the womb of emptiness and 

compaSSIOn. 

5. - Thesis of the Hva saD.. 

But some consider, "Because they are subject to positive and negative actions generated by 

the conceptual mind sentient beings spin around in cyclical existence experiencing the fruits of their 

actions, suc:h as heaven. But those who do not think anything, nor perform any action whatsoever, 

they are fully liberated from cyclical existence. Therefore nothing should be thought. Nor should 

the skillful conduct of giving and the rest be undertaken. The wholesome conduct of giving and the 

rest is taught only with foolish people in mind" 

6 - RefUtation 
a) General implications of such a thesis. 

By such a one the entire Mahayana would be abandoned! And since all the vehicles are at 

root Mahayana, by abandoning it every vehicle would be abandoned. That is to say, those who say 

that nothing should be thought would have abandoned the wisdom marked by the discernment of 
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reality. For perfect knowledge has as its root the discernment ofreality.25 By abandoning it, the 

world-transcending wisdom would also be abandoned. (And) by abandoning that, omniscience 

would also be abandoned! 

And one who says, "Nor also should the conduct of giving and the rest be undertaken," has 

very clearlr6 abandoned method which begins with giving, and to exactly this extent the 

Mahayana -- which, in brief, is precisely wisdom and method. Just as its said in the noble 

Gayasi~a: 

These two, in brief, constitute the path of the bodhisattvas. What two? Wisdom and 
method. 

And it is said in the noble Tatbagataguhyasiitra, ''And this wisdom and method sums up the set of 

all of the bodhisattvas' perfections. " 

HeltlCe one abandoning the Mahayana would have created a great karmic obscuration. 

Therefore 1this one who does not respect the wise (anupasitavidvajjana) nor support the teachings 

of the Tathagatas, who has brought ruin to both himself and others, is corrupted in both reasoning 

and scripture. And therefore an intelligent person who cares for himself stays clear from his words 

mixed with poison, just as (one stays clear from) poisoned food. 

So it is that this one who abandons the discernment of reality would have abandoned the 

very foremost limb of Awakening, called "The discrimination of dharmas." And without the 

discernment of reality how could the mind of the yogin who is attached to beginninglessly 

25 lD 61 b3-4: yari dag pal ye Ses kyi rtsa ba ni yari dag par so sor rtog pa yin pas ... 

26 Tucci 14.16-17: sphupltaram. D 6lb4: sin tu zur phyin par- "incidentally". 



 

ingrained. e:xistents such as material fonn , enter into nonconceptuality?27 

b) inconsistency of the objection that one can reach nirvikalpa by means of mere asI1J!ii and 
amanasikara 

If it is said that one enters (nonconceptuality) through nonmindfulness and nonattention 
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toward all dharmas, that is not reasonable. For Without the discernment of reality it is impossible to 

undertake either nonmindfulness or nonattention toward all dharmas even though they are being 

experienced. And if one would (attempt to) cultivate nonmindfulness and nonattention toward 

those (dharmas) cultivating thus, "These which are called dharmas are not to be noticed nor paid 

attention to by me," then still more would. they have been noticed and paid attention to by him! 

Thus if the mere nonexistence of mindfulness and attention constituted the nonmindfulness and 

nonattention intended, then in what manner does the nonexistence of those two come about? This 

itself should be considered [i.e. how could nonexistence be an effect?] Moreover, nonexistence as 

a cause is 110t logical since nonconceptuality must occur on its basis. This would entail the entrance 

into nonconceptuality of someone who has fainted, since mindfulness and attention do not exist for 

him. And there is no method without the discernment of reality by means of which one might 

undertake nonmindfulness and nonattention. And also, when nonmindfulness and nonattention 

occur, without the discernment of reality how could dharmas' lack of independent existence come 

to be realized? For without discerning them thus, "Dharmas stand empty of independent 

existence, "I there could be no penetration of their emptiness. Without the penetration of emptiness, 

27 Tucci 15-5-8. D 62al-2: yan dag par so sor rtog pa med par mal 'byor pas thabs gail gis thog rna moo 
pa'i dus nas gzugs 1a sog~ pa'i dilos po la milon par zen em goms pa'i sems rnam par mi rtog pa iiid 1a mam par 
giag par by~! IBy what means could a yogin without the discernment of reality place into nonconceptua1ity a mind 
which is beginning1essly accustomed to and attached to entities like form? 



 

nor also would the abandonment of obscurations be possible. [But if you deny the necessity of 

such abandonment] everyone everywhere would [already] be liberated! 
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And if the yogin's mindfulness and attention towards dbannas can't proceed because of 

being herdt of mindfulness or in a state of stupefaction, then how could this completely stupefied 

one be a yogin? And in that circumstance, by practicing nonmindfulness and nonattention without 

the discernment of reality, ignorance itself would become one's habit! Precisely on account of that, 

the light of knowledge would recede. But if this [yogin] is not bereft of mindfulness, nor stupefied, 

then how in that circumstance could he undertake nonmindfulness and nonattention without the 

discernment of reality? For it is not logical to assert that it is precisely in being mindful that one is 

not mindful, and that precisely in seeing one does not see. And how could such qualities of the 

Buddha as recollection of previous lives arise from a practice of nonmindfulness and nonattention? 

This would be inconsistent. There would not be a warm sensation of contact for someone who 

holds to a ,cold opposed to warmth. 

And for the yogin who has attained samadhi, if there is mental consciousness, then by 

necessity he must be focussed on something. For an ordinary person, knowledge would not all of a 

sudden lack an object. But even supposing there were no (object) -- then how could dbannas' lack 

of independent existence be realized? And by what antidote could the afflictive obscurations be 

abandoned? Moreover, for an ordinary person who has not attained the fourth dhyana the cessation 

of thoughts is impossible. 

c) Necessity ofbbiitapratyave~ 

Therefore, that which is described in the highest teachings as nonmindfulness and 
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nonattention is to be seen as preceded by the discernment of reality. On account of which, 

nonmindfulness and nonattention are to be undertaken by way of the discernment of reality, not 

otherwise. Which is to say that when a yogin observing with perfect wisdom does not see even a 

single dhaIma in the three times as ultimately originated, then how in that context could he be 

mindful and pay attention? For how could that which is ultimately not experienced in the three 

times be noticed or attended to? Thus this one would have entered into the nonconceptual 

knowledge in which all conceptual proliferation has been calmed. And on the basis of that entrance 

one penetrates emptiness. And on the basis of that penetration there is the abandonment of the net 

of all false views. And one who is possessed of method, on the basis of adhering to wisdom, is 

perfectly skilled in conventional and ultimate reality28. 

Thus it is on the basis of obtaining unobscured knowledge that one understands every 

single teaching of the Buddha. Hence without the discernment of reality there is no arising of 

perfect knowledge, nor also the abandonment of the afflictive obscurations. 

d) Confinnation by Buddhavacana 

Thus it is said in the MaiijuSrikurvitasiitra: 

How, 0 daughter, is the bodhisattva one who has won the war? 0 Manjusri! He is 
one who having examined and examined (viciya viciya, T. mam par brtag paY, does 
not find any dhanna. 

Therefore having vanquished the enemies who are the afflictions with the arrow of wisdom, with 

28 Tucci 17.15-16, D 63a2: thabs dailldanpa'i Sesrab bstenpaskunrdzobdail don dampa'i bdenpa la 
ya.zi dag par mkhas pa yin no / One who practices wisdom endowed with method is perfectly skilled in conventional 
and ultimate truth. 
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his eye of knowledge open and released,29 the yogin stands without fear -- not like an eye-shutting 

coward! 

It is also said in the noble Samadhiraja: 

If one investigates dharmas without identity 
And if, having investigated them, one would cultivate 
That is the cause of obtaining the fruit of nirv8J;J.a 
Any other cause does not lead to peace. 

And in Siitrasamuccaya it is said: 

By himself he who follows the practice of insight abides; he does not force others 
to strive in insight. Such is the work of Mara. 

And in the noble Ratnamegha, Sa.rp.dhinirmocana and so on, insight has the nature of the 

discernment of reality. And in the noble Ratnmegha it is penetrating the lack of independent 

existence on the basis of observing with insight that is said to be the entrance into the signless.3o 

And in the noble Lailkavatara it is said: 

Because, 0 Mahamati, the specific and general characteristics of the entities being 
considered by the intellect are not ascertained, all dharmas are said to devoid of an 
independent nature. 

One would be in opposition to the various kinds of discernment taught by the Bhagavan 

throughout the siitra, if the discernment of reality were not to be undertaken. Thus while it is 

reasonable to say, "We of little wisdom and little energy are unable to seek wide instruction," it is 

29 Tucci 18.2: "vispharita" - A plUl. This Sanskrit past passive participle conveys the general sense of 
"opened", but also the very specific meaning ofa bowstring's being "released" or "twanged". As no single English 
word appears to convey both these senses, I have made the translation with the two words, "opened" and "released". 
The Tibetan phye conveys the former meaning alone. D63a4-5: de Ita bas na mal 'byor pas ye Ses kyi mig phye la 
ses rab kyi rntshon gyis nons mons pas dgra roams pham par bya ste / 'jigs pa moo par gnas pa'i phyir mi sdar ma 
biin du mig 'dzums par mi bya'o / CIHTS, better, following N and P, has: 'jigs pa med par gnas par bya ~ / mi sdar 
rna biin du Jrnig 'dzums par mi bya'o / 

30 D 63a7; lhag mthon gis brtags nas no bo ilid med par rtogs pa ni mtshan rna med pa la 'jug pa'o ies 
'bywi lio / 
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not reasonable to abandon it, since wide instruction of many kinds is praised31 by the Bhagavan. 

And again this is said in the Brahmapariprccba: 

As for those who are adrift (viprayukta, T. sems par :tugs pa) among inconceivable 
dharrnas, they are without foundation (ayonis,* T. tshul biin rna yin pa).32 

And also in that context, there are those like the sravakas who having imagined the 

origination of these ultimately nonarisen dharmas, give preeminence to a notion consisting in 

impermanence, suffering and so forth. They are without justification (ayonisa1), T. tshul biin rna 

yin pay, producing (such) an idea through the extremes of superimposition and denial. What is said 

here is to nne out those (extremes); it does notrule out the discernment of reality, since that is 

assented to in every siitra. And so; right there in the Brahmapariprccba it is said: 

CittaSiira the bodhisattva said, "He who considers all dharmas and in that situation 
remains unhindered (and) unharmed is said, on that account, to be a bodhisattva." 

There itself it is said: 

How are they endowed with energy? When examining the mind of omniscience 
they do not apprehend 

Again in that very place it is said: 

And they will come to be endowed with understanding through the condition of 
properly discerning dharmas. 

Again right there it is said: 

They discriminate (pravicinvanti, T. mam par 'byed pay all dharmas just as an 
illusion or mirage. 

31 D 63b3: bsliags. 

32 Tucci 19.1-2, D 63b3: gaIi dag bsam gyis mi khyab pa'i cbos roams 1a sems par rugs pa de dag ni tsbul 
biin rna yin pa'o Zes 'byuIi lio / 
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Therefore, in whatever situation conceptual proliferation33 concerning such inconceivables 

is studied, the knowledge of reality is only through mere hearing and thought. Those who think in 

that way, because hindered by pride, teach that dhannas are to be known each individually 

(pratyatm~t). But it should be realized that while an unfounded mind is denied, this does not 

constitute a denial of the discernment ofreality.34 Otherwise it would be thoroughly opposed to 

reason and scripture. Just as already stated. And whatever is known through the wisdom of 

hearing and thinking is itself to be realized through the wisdom of meditation, nothing else. For 

example, it is like a horse running along a previously indicated running track. Therefore the 

discernment of reality is to be undertaken. 

Even if this discernment of reality has a conceptual nature, nevertheless on account of the 

fact it has a nature of proper attention, a nonconceptual knowledge of reality35 arises from it. And 

therefore those who aim for such knowledge should practice that (i.e. the conceptual discernment 

of reality). And when the nonconceptual fire of knowing reality arises, then just as two sticks are 

incinerated by the fire born from their rubbing, it too (i.e. the conceptual discernment of reality) 

subsequeIlltly gets burnt up by that (nonconceptual knowledge of reality) itself. Thus it is said in the 

noble Ratnakuta. 

33 Tucci 19.14-15: prapaiica. D 63b7: tshig. 

34 D 63b7-64a2: de ltar gail dag gail. du bsam gyis mi khyab pa la sogs pa'i tshig thos na de da1i der thos 
pa dati bsam pa tsam kho nas de kho DB rtogs par gail. dag sems pa de dag gi mnon pa'i lia rgyal dgag pa'i phyir 
chos roams so sor nui gis rig par bya ba iiiddu bstan par byed do / tshuJ Min rna yin pa'i sems pa yail. dgag par byed 
par khon du chud par bya'i / ya.li dag par so sor rtogs pa de dgag par ni rna yin no / 

35 T. om. bhiita. D 64a3-4: roam parmi rtog pa'i ye ses / 



 

e) Mukti is not caused only by destruction of karma 
but by elimination ofkleSas. 

Now as for what is also said -- that not a single action, skillful or otherwise, should be 
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performed -- those who speak thus would here be accepting the doctrine of the Ajivakas, that is, 

liberation on the basis of karma's destruction. But in the Bhagavan's teachings liberation is not 

sought on the basis of the destruction of karma, but rather on the basis of destruction of the 

afflictions. This is because karma accwnulated from time without beginning never ceases, and 

therefore cannot be destroyed. When experiencing its results in states of misfortune and so forth, 

even more karma is generated And it is impossible for karma to cease in states wherein the 

afflictions have not been debilitated, since they are its cause! Just as there is no ceasing of a light 

when therc;~ is no ceasing of its flame. 

And the destruction of afflictions of one who rejects insight is not possible, as was 

explained earlier. Thus when it is considered that insight must be practiced to in order to destroy 

the afflictions, then since it is only on the basis of the afflictions' destruction that liberation is 

establishe(~ attempting to destroy karma is pointless. It is reasonable to say that one should avoid 

unwholesome karma, but why (should) the wholesome be barred? If one says that it is prohibited 

on the grounds of being the engine of sa.rp.sara, that is not reasonable. It is the unwholesome alone, 

emerging from mistaken ideas like that of an external (world), a self and so on, which is the engine 

of sa.rp.sanl - not the ripening of unsurpassed Awakening that emerges from great compassion! 

Thus in the DaSabbiimaka it is taught that these paths of the ten wholesome actions are the 

carriers of sravakas, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas and Buddhahood, through excellent activity 



 

such as ripening and so forth. 36 And in the noble Ratnakiita it is described thus: ' 

Like the mass of water of all the great rivers that have entered into the great ocean, 
the bodhisattvas' root of merit accumulated from separate sources, and transfollIled 
into omniscience, becomes one flavour in omniscience. 

And wherever in the siitra the Bhagavan has described the Buddhas' and bodhisattvas' 
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attainment of a fOllIl-body, field-purification, resplendence, retinue, abundance and so on as being 

the result of accumulating merit by giving and so forth -- that also would be contradicted. 

And in denying meritorious conduct the pratimo~ vows etc., would also be opposed. 

Thus it would imply that a shaved head and face, wearing red (robes) and so on are truly pointless. 

If one wen: to turn away from the perfollIlance of meritorious deeds, then one would also be 

accepting a retreat from saIp.Sira and a turning away from helping sentient beings. And thus the 

Awakening of such a one would become remote. 

Thus it is said in the noble 88Ipdhinirmocana: 

I do not ascribe unsurpassed, perfect Awakening to one who turns away from one
pointed efforts within saIp.S8ra, who turns away from one-pointed aiding of sentient 
beings. 

And in the noble UpalipariPlccha and others, turning away from S81p.Sira is described as the most 

serious breach of the bodhisattvas' morality. And in the noble VimaJakiirtinirdeSa it is said: 

Journeying through saIp.sira with a basis of method is the liberation of 
bodhisattvas. Wisdom without method is bondage. Method without wisdom is 
bondage. Method with wisdom is liberation. Wisdom with method is liberation. 

And in the noble Gaganagaiija it is said, "For bodhisattvas, weariness with saIpSiira is Mara's 

doing." And in the 8iitrasamuccaya: 

36 D 64b3: dge ba bcu'i las kyi lam de dag iiid bsno ba 1a sogs pa yon su sbyan ba byas pa'i bye brag gis. 



 

He discerns the unconditioned and is wearied by wholesome conditions -- this is 
Mara's work. 

One knows the path to Awakening but does not seek the path of the perfections -
such is Mara's work. 
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But when it is said, "Attachment to the mind of giving right up to attachment to the mind of 

wisdom is Mara's work," there is no prohibition of practicing giving and the other perfections 

there. What is denied is the inverted attachment to giving and the rest of one who is attached to the 

thoughts of "I" and "mine", who is attached to the dualistic mind, and who is an apprehender. For 

those who have set themselves up with [such] an inverted attachment, giving and the rest are 

impure, and therefore it is said that they are the Mara's work. Otherwise even [the perfection of] 

absorption (dhyana) would not be need to be practiced And how then could there be liberation? 

Therefore, in order to make the point that the giving and other perfections of an apprehender are not 

pure because of recognizing a variety of entities, in the noble Gaganaganja too the giving and so 

forth of one who recognizes a variety of entities is called "Mara's work". 

And this is also said in the Pw;I.yaskandhapari.¢maI;l8.: 

. By not knowing the equality of giving, morality, patience, energy, concentration and 
wisdom all is made apprehensible (upalambhayati). Because of this, morality is 
protected by one who is attached to pure morality who possesses a thoroughly 
investigated giving. Patience is cultivated by one recognizing self and other and so 
on. In this way I have set it forth. 

But there, the giving and so forth that have been set up on the basis of the inverted attachment of an 

apprehender who perceives a variety are impure. Just this much is pointed out. Yet this is not a 

prohibitioll of the practice of giving and the rest in all senses. Otherwise all giving and so on would 

be ruled out37 without qualification. Not merely that which has fallen away from nonapprehension. 

37 D 65b5: dgag pa gyur. But Tucci 23.14: pratideSana Jqta syat / 



 

And it is also said in the Brahmapariprccha: 

Whatever courses of conduct there may be, they are all imaginary. And the 
nonimaginary is Awakening. 
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Also there it is said that the conduct which rests on the basis of concepts such as origination is, by 

its very nature, imaginary. And the prediction (of Awakening) is for the established bodhisattva 

who spontaneously abides in the signless realm, not for any other. Precisely this much is pointed 

out. But even though the ultimately nonarisen nature of all giving and so on is asserted, it is not 

declared that practice should not to be undertaken. On the contrary, with respect to the glorious 

Dip~ Buddhas revered by the Bhagavan, those of whom for an aeon even the Bhagavan's 

speech could not utter the names -- why did the Bhagavan not reject such conduct in his situation 

as a bodhisattva? Dipaitkara too at that time definitely did not prohibit the Bhagavan's conduct. But 

when it was seen to be established in the eighth stage of abiding in pacified signlessness, then the 

prophecy (of future Buddhahood) was made by the Illustrious One (Dipar,tkara). His course of 

conduct was not prohibited there! In the DaSabhiimika: 

And the bodhisattvas' highest aim of abiding in the signless in the eighth stage was 
not prohibited by the Buddhas -- for this itself is their parinirv8I;la. 

Therefore, if a course of conduct was not to be undertaken in any fashion whatsoever this would 

contradict everything that has been previously stated. 

And this is also what is stated in the Brahmapariprccha: 

He gives a gift, but this is free from desire for the fruit; he guards morality, but not 
through reification and so on. 

By pursuing four divine qualities bodhisattvas become nonreverters with respect to (attaining) the 

qualities of a Buddha. What (is meant in saying) by the four? By embracing measureless saIpSara! 

Everything beginning with honouring and revering the measureless Buddhas would be 
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contradicted. Moreover it is illogical to say that (such) conduct should be undertaken only by those 

of dull fac\l~ties, but not by those with sharp faculties. For from beginning the first stage all the 

way up to the bodhisattvas' finishing the tenth stage, the course of conduct which is giving and the 

rest arises. For it is declared, "One does not neglect proper conduct in the remaining (stages). " 

Indeed it is not logical (to suggest that) those of weak faculties have entered into the stages (of the 

bodhisattva). 

And in the noble Upalipariprccha it is recounted: 

Precisely by establishing patience towards the dharma of nonorigination, one 
should undertake abandonment, great abandonment and transcendent abandonment. 

And in the Siitrasamucayya it is described: 

On the basis of practically realizing the six perfections and so on, the bodhisattva 
comes into the mode of the Tathagatas' miraculous powers. 

And aside ja-om the condition of the Tathagatas' miraculous powers, a quicker way does not exist. 

Moreover, other than the six perfections and ten stages there is no other path for bodhisattvas that 

would be a quicker vehicle. 

And it is stated in the siitra that purification of the mental stream only occurs gradually, like 

the purification of gold. When the bodhisattva is established in suchness, then he has entered the 

first stage. Then, only gradually, having purified (each of) the preceding stages, one enters the 

stage of th(~ Tathagata. Hence, aside from the perfections and the stages, there is definitely no other 

approach to the door of the palace of Buddhahood. 38 Nor is such taught by the Bhagavan 

anywhere dse in the siitras and so on. With regard to dhyana itself, because it is included in the six 

38 ]) 66b3-4: de'i phyir sa dali pha rol tu phyin pa las rna gtogs par sails rgyas iiid kyi grail khyer du cig 
car 'jug pa 'i :~go gian ni med do INB Tucci. om. "cig car". 
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perfections:. on the basis of its practice all the perfections are (necessarily to be) practiced 39 Thus if 

one said that each one of (the perfections of) giving and the rest did not have to be practiced that 

would be illogical. 

Thus also with regard to a cow-dung mBIJ.{1a1a to the Buddha, on the basis of its inclusion in 

the six perfections, the mBIJ.{1a1a itself would have to be made, not (merely) on the basis of dhyana 

etc. As well, the fulfillment of the six perfections would then follow from the improper practice of 

the signless by a'sravaka who has attained the samiidhi. of cessation. And thus no distinction 

between the bodhisattvas and sravakas would be taught. But because the six perfections are 

supposed to be fulfilled by the bodhisattva in every single state, for all the perfections the 

Bhagavan pointed out the inner nature of each perfection individually -- for the sake of instruction. 

But it was not taught that a single perfection should be practiced on its own! 

And thus it is said in the Sarvadhannavaipulya: 

"But as for this, Maitreya, which is the bodhisattvas' realization of the six 
perfections for the sake of Awakening, those ignorant people will speak as follows: 
'A bodhisattva should train only in the perfection of wisdom, what with the 
remaining perfections!' They consider the other perfections (relating to method) to 
be reprehensible. Is that what you think Ajita? Did he who was the king ofKasi 
possessed of corrupt wisdom, he by whom his own flesh was given to a hawk for 
the sake ofa dove?" Maitreya said, "Definitely not so, Bhagavan!" The Bhagavan 
said, "Maitreya, with regard to those meritorious deeds linked to the six perfections 
which I accumulated by travelling the bodhisattvas' course, was any harm done by 
those virtuous actions?" Maitreya said, "Definitely not so, Bhagavan!" The 
Bhagavan said, "You, Ajita, to the extent of having realized sixty aeons in the 
perfection of giving, have thus to the same degree realized sixty aeons in the 
perfection of wisdom. Therefore (only) those who are ignorant people will say, 
'Awakening is only reached by a single way, that is, by the way of emptiness.'" 

Thus they are not completely purified in conduct. Those who practice only emptiness on its own 

39 The assumption being that the perfections must all be practiced together. 
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fall into niIv~a, like the sravakas. 

7. ConcluSion 

Therefore wisdom is to be practiced accompanied by method. Precisely on this account it 

was set dmvn in the Siitrasamuccaya by Master Nagarjuna. 

A bodhisattva who is without skillfulness in method should not persevere with 
regard to the profound Dharma nature. 

Here the odginal teaching of the noble VimalakirtinirdeSa and the rest is conveyed by the noble 

Nagarjuna. And for a wise person it is not appropriate to grasp the words of the foolish person 

who has abandoned the approach oflogic and scripture and completely deserted the words of the 

Bhagavan. 

In 1the noble Ratnakiita it is said: 

One who is endowed with all the wholesome states of giving and the rest should 
practice the highest kind of emptiness. 

But not on its own! As well in the noble Ratnakiita it is said: 

Therefore, KaSyapa, just as it is with the support of a minister that kings perform all 
their duties, exactly so the bodhisattva's wisdom performs all the activities of a 
Buddha with the support of skillfulness in method. Therefore for one who practices 
emptiness on its own, let there be no entrance into nirv~. 

And it was taught by the Bhagavan in the Tathagataguhyasiitra, 

One should not perform a practice of mind-only, in which one remains single 
pointedly without an object. Skillfulness in method is also to be practiced. 

In order to illustrate this it was said: 

For example, 0 Son of Good Family, fire blazes on the basis ofa material cause. 



 

When there's no cause it is calmed. Thus the mind blazes when there's an object.4o 

When there's no object it is calmed. There the bodhisattva who is possessed of 
ski.ll1fu1ness in method knows the peace which is the completely purified object of 
the perfection of wisdom., but he does not calm the object of the roots of virtue. And 
he does not promote the object of the afflictions, and as well he makes a place for 
the object of the perfections. And while the object of emptiness is discerned, the 
object is seen in terms of great compassion for all beings. So it is, 0 son of noble 
fannly, that the bodhisattva who is possessed of skillfulness in method, who has 
completely purified his perfection of wisdom, completely attains mastery over the 
object. 

Having spoken thus, he says again: 

For a bodhisattva there is no object whatsoever that is not transformed41 for the 
sake of accomplishing the knowledge of an omniscient one. When all of such a 
bodhisattva's objects are brought to fruition in Awakening, this bodhisattva who is 
skilled in method sees all dharmas as conducive to Awakening. Just as, 0 Noble 
son, it is not the case that in the vast three thousand thousand world-realms 
something which is not for sentient beings' sensual enjoyment would not occur, so 
too, Noble son, it is never the case that a bodhisattva who has skill in method does 
not see an object as being useful for Awakening. 

In this way, in unending siitras, the bodhisattvas' practice of wisdom and method is taught. 

In this regard if indeed one is unable, on one's own, to initiate the effort required for the 
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accumulation of merit starting with giving, so too it is not reasonable to give such instructions to 

others. This would be to do injury to both oneself and others. Therefore the manner in which a 

bodhisattva necessarily must undertake the discernment of reality and acquire the entire 

accumulation of merit starting with giving is indicated by both reasoning and scripture. 

Therefore a wise person removes the speech of those proud ones of small learning as if it were 

poison. Then by following the nectar-like speech of various others like the noble Nagarjuna, one 

40 Tucci 28.5f: aramba.Qa D 67b4f: dmigs pa. 

41 "'na S8.1p.ti~tbate" Tucci 28.14. D 67b7-68al: de thams cad ni thams cad mkhyen pa'i ye Ses 11l1J.on par 
bsgrub pa'i l'hyir mi gnas pa med do /Edgerton 556: S8.1p.ti~thate - turn into, assume the fonn of. (But here the 
examples appear to show that this verb governs the accusative not the dative). 
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arouses great compassion towards all beings. Then, like a magician, this unerring one should 

practice, striving in all the wholesome conduct of giving and the rest that are brought to fruition in 

unsurpassed full Awakening and in rescuing of the entire world As it is said in the noble 

Dharmasarpgiti: 

Just as a magician who has tried to liberate some apparition 
all the while without attachment to the apparition 
because of his previous knowledge, 
So 1too they who have mastered full Awakening 
having known the three worlds to resemble an apparition 
ready themselves for this previously known world 
for the sake of living beings. 

Thus in this way, from the practice of constantly honouring wisdom and method, gradually 

there is a ripening of one's continuum by the arising of more and more moments of greater and 

greater purity. On account of which, when one approaches the most extreme limit of cultivating the 

real meanitlg, transcendent knowledge arises --like a butter-lamp unwavering out of the wind, 

stainless, comprehending the sphere of the Dharma, extremely clear, and free from the net of all 

concepts. 

And then one has reached the object which is the limit of things. And one has entered the 

path of seeing. And one has attained the first stage. After that, purifying the higher stages 

gradually, like gold, all the remaining obscurations pass away. And having attained unobstructed, 

irremovable knowledge, one attains the stage of a Buddha which is the source of all virtue. And 

one attains the object which is the perfection of purpose. 

Th(rrefore one whose goal it is to reach Buddhahood should, to that extent, endeavor along 

the middle path. 



 

Having illuminated the auspicious matchless path 
May the merit I have attained by that 
Cause everyone to attain the middle path. 
May the stains of jealousy and the like be sent afar. 
Never sated with virtues, like the ocean and its waters, 
Having discriminated, (the wise) understand what has been well explained. 
Like swans (discerning) milk in water, they are thoroughly delighted. 
Thus the wise, banishing the mind which is mixed up with factionalism, 
should accept anything which has been well explained, even from a child. 

The Process of Meditation, written by Master Kamala§ila is completed. 
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The Process of Meditation III 

{I} 1 1. Samatba and vipasyana. 

namas tarayai / mahayanasiitrantanayapravrttanarp. S81!lk$epato bhavanakramal;l kathy ate / 

tatra yady api bo( dhisattvanam apa)rimitif 'pramID;1.adibhedena bhagavata samadhir upadi$lJ., 

tatbapi SamlathavipaSyanabhyiiIp sarve samadhayo vyapta iti / sa eva SamathavipaSy'ana-

yuganaddhavabi margas tavat kathy ate / uktaIp ea bhagavata: 

nin:rittabandhanaj jantur atho da~ulabandhanat / 
vipaSyaniiIp bbavayitva Samathaii ea vimu( eyata iti) /3 

tasmat sakalav~apralW;liirthina SamathavipaSyane sevaniye / samathabalena svalambane cittam 

aprakampyarp bhavati nivatasthitapradipavat / (vipaSy'anaya yathavad dharmatattvavagamat) 

samyagjiiaYJ8.1okal;l samutpadyate / tatal;l sakalam av~ prahiyate / andhakiiravad aJokodayat / 

ata eva bhagavata eatvary alambanavastiini yoginiiIp nirdi~tani / a) (nirvikalpa)pratibimbakam / b) 

savikalpapratibimbakam / c) vastuparyantata / d) karyaparinispattis ea / tatra a) Samathena yat 

sarvadhamlapratibimbakarp buddhadiriiparp eadhimueyaJambyate tan nirvikalpapratibimbakam 

ueyate / tatra bhiitiirthaniriipm;mvikalpabhavan nirvikalpakam ueyate / {2} yatbaSrutodgrhitan8.ii ea 

dharm8I;1.8Ip (pratibimbakam a)dhimueyalambyata iti lq:tva pratibimbakam ueyate / b) tad eva 

pratibimbakarp yada vipaSy'anaya vieiirayati yogi tattvadhigamiltharp. tada savikalpapratibimbakam 

ueyate / tattvaniriipm;mvikalpaSya vipaSyanaJak$aI.lasya tatra samudbhavat / c) tasyaiva ea 

pratibimbasya svabhavarp nirlipayan yogi, darpa(1)antargatasvamu)khapratibimb-apratyavek$81Jena 

svamukhagatavairiipy~iiIp viniScayavat, sarvadharmID;1.ii1p yathavat svabbavavagamat / yada 

. 1 Division and heading of sections follow Tucci. Nwnbers in large brackets indicate Tucci's pagination. 

2 Ordinary brackets: reconstructed by Tucci. Square brackets: Tibetan text only. 

3 S3I!ldhininnocana siitra Ch.VIII 32. Lamotte (1935) 111: 6-8,227: 24-25. 
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vastupaIYantataIa.k$aI;l8Ip. tathatam pratividhyati, tada. vasWpa1Yantatavagamat pratbamay8J:p. bhiimau 

vasWpaIYantataIambanam ucyate / d) tato bhavanamarge1J.a pa(risi~tasu4 bhiimi~ 

o~dhi)r8siiyanopayogad iva krame1J.8 viSuddhataratamak$arJ.odayad, asrayaparaV[ttau satyam, 

avar81J.8prab8J;lal~ karyaparisamaptir yada. bhavati, tada. buddhabhumau tad eva (jiian81.Jl) 

k8ryaparini~pattyaJ.ambanam ucyate / tad evam, anena kiIp darSitaJp bhavati? 

SamathavipaSyanabhy8J:p. samastavastuparyantadhigamo bha(vati / tena cav8r81J.aprah8J;lal~a 

karyaparini~pattir avapyate / tad eva ca buddhatvam / ato bUddhatvadhigamarthina 

SamathavipaSyane sevaniye / yas tu te na sevate tasya naiva vastupaIYantatadhigamo napi 

karyaparini~pattir iti / {3} tatra Samathas cittaikagrata / vipaSyana bhiitapratyavek§eti ~ep8d 

8ryaratna(meghadau bhagavata) SamatbavipaSyanayor lak§anam uktam / 

2. How to practice Samatha and vipasyana. 

tatra yogina silaviSuddhyiidau SamathavipaSyaniisaIpbhare sthitena sarvasattve~u mahakaruI;liim 

utpadya, samutpaditabodhicittena Srutacintabhavanay8J:p. prayoktavyam / tatra pratbam81.Jl tavad 

yogi bhavaniibalena sarvam itikaraJ;Jiy81.Jl parisamiipya Jq:tamiitrapuri$8(l;l kaIJ.takasvara)dirabite 

mano'nukiile pradek sthitvii [mayii] sarvasattvii bodhim81J.<je ni~p8dayitavyii iti viniscayan, 

sakaIajagadabhyuddhara.I;liSayo mahiikariiJ;uup. amukhi[lqtya,JdaSadigavasthitan 

sarvabuddhabodhisattvan paiicangena praI;lipatyiigrato patiidau sthapayitva [anyatra] va yathiivat 

tebhyas ca yatharuci puji( stava)narp.lqtva, svapaparp. pradeSya, sakalasya jaga~ pU1Jyam 

anumodya" mf,-dutara.sukh8sane vairocanabhatt§rakabaddhaparyaiJken[ardhaparyaiJkena] va ni~dya 

natyunmilite [natinimi1ite] nasikagravinyaste c~i Jqtva, natmamrarp natistabdhmp riukiiymp 

4 Tucci: parisi$t8su. 
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pra1)idhayantarmukhavarjitaSIpftir upavikt / {4 1 tatal;l skandhau samau sthapayet / suo (nonnatarp 

navanatam eka)parSve [niScalarp] sthapayitavyam / kizp. tarhi nabbipragiiJ;la nasika sthapayitavya / 

danto$!ha:rp. II1[du sthapaniyam / jihva copan dantamiile sthapaniya / aSvasapraSvasas tu na sasabda 

napi sthiila' napi tvarital}. ka.raJ)iyal;t / kizp. tv asarpJaqyam8J).a5 mandaIp mandam anabhogena yatha 

praviSeyur nirgaccheyur va tatha (ka.raJ)iyarp) I tatra prathamarp tavad yogi yathadr$Srute 

tathagatavigrahe cittam sthapayitva7 Samatharp ni~padayet / tali ca tathagatavigraham 

uttaptakanakavadatarp J~uvyaiijan8larp/qtaIp par$8l111l81J.qaJamadhyagatarp nanavidhair 

upayaiJ;l sattv8rtharp kurvantaIp prabandhikena manasikare1).a tadgu1).8bbiJa~ 

samupidayalayauddhatyadIn vyupasamayya tavad dhyayed yavat sphutataraIp puro' vasthitam iva 

tarp paSyet / {51 tatas tasya tathagatavigrahapratibimbakasya agati(gati)niriipa1J.ato vipaSyana bhavet 

/ talaS caivarpvidham vicintayet / yathedazp. tathagatavigrahapratibimbaka.rp. na kutaScid agataIp napi 

kvacid g81rll!}Yati ti$lh.ad api svabbava(Siinyam atmatmiya)rahitaIp tathaiva sazvacJhannaJ}. 

svabhavaSiinya agatigatirahital;t pratibimbopama bhavadiriiparahita iti viciIyoparataviciire1).a 

nirjalpaiblf8Sena manasa tattvarp bbavayan yavadiccharp. ti$lh.et / ayarp. ca samadhiJ!. 

mtyutpannabuddhaMmmukhavastbitasamadhinirdi$ta/;1 / asya c8nuSazpsa vistara[ta]s tatraiva siitre 

bodh(ayitavya / eta)vata: prakare1).8 sazvadharmasazp.graho bhavati / tatra cittam upanibandhya 

JayauddhatyadipraSamena Samatharp ni~pidayet / riipyariipibhedena ca s~epat 

sazvadhannasazp.graha/;1 / tatra riipaskandhasazp.grhIta riipi1).a/;l / vedanadiskandhasvabbava ariipina/;l 

/ tatra bala bhavadigrahabhinivesad viparyastadbiyaQ. sazp.sa(re paribbramanti) / te$8Ip 

5 Tucci 4.11: asaIPlik$y~. D 57a3: mi ts'or bar. Noted by Tucci: *asarpvedya.mana. 

6 cf. Bhk II D 46b2-D 46b7. 

7 Tucci 4.13: cittaIp. sth8payim. D 57a4: sems gtad de biag nas. 
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viparyasapanayaniiya, te~ ca mabiikarw;liim iimukhilqtya, ni$pannaSamatho yogi tattviidbigamiiya 

tato vipaSjraniiIp. bhiivayet / bbfitapratyavek$aI;lii ca vipaSyanocyate / bbfitaIp. puna1;l 

pudgaladharmanairiitmyaIp. / tatra pudgaIanairiitmyaIp. yii skandhiiniim iitmiitmiyarahitata / 

dharmanairatmyaIp. yii te$iim eva miiyo(pamata / tatraiVaIp.) yogi nirUpayet / na tavad 

rfipiidivyatirikta1;t pudgalo 'sti / tasyiipratibbiisaniil / rfipiidi$v eviiham iti pratyayotpattis ca / na ciipi 

rfipiidiskandhasvabbiiva1;l pudgaIa1;l / {6} te$iitp rfipiidiniim anityiinekasvabbiivatviit / pudgaIasya ca 

nityaikarfipe{la parair upakaIpitatviit / niipi tattviinyatvii(bbyiiIp. anabhiliipyapu)dgaIasya vastutvaIp. 

yuktam / vastusata./;l prakiiriintariibhiiviit / tasmiid aIikavibhrama eviiyaIp. lokasya yadutiihaIp mameti 

niScayaIp. prati[pannasya] /tato rfipn;J.O 'pi dharmiin dharmanairatmyiidbigamiiya vicarayet / kim ete 

cittavyatireke{l8 paramiirtbasanta./;l sthitiil;1. / iihosvic cittam eva rfipiidinirbbii( satp svapniivasthiiyiiIp. 

pratibbiisa)vat pratibhiisata iti / sa tan paramii1).uSo nirUpayan, paramii1).iiIpS ca bbiigaSa/;l 

pratyave~uniino nopalabbate / tathii ciinupaIabhamiinas te$V astiniistitvavikaIpiin nivartayati / 

cittamiital41 ca traidhiitukam avatarati niinyatbii / atha coktaIp la1ikiivatare / 

anuSo vibhajati dravyam na caiva rfipam vikaIpayet / 
cittmniitravyavasthiinaIp kudr$tyii na prasidatiti / 

tasyaivam bhavati: cittam eviiniidikalikavitathariipadyabhiniveSavaSiit 

svapnopalabbyamiinarfipiidipratibbiisavad bii1iiniiIp. babir vicchinnam iva rfipiidipratibhiisaqJ. kbyiiti / 

tasmiic citt .. uniitram eva traidhatukam / sa evaIp. cittam eva sakalaprajiiaptiIp. niScitya (tatra 

pratyave~ya) ca sarvadhannii1).iiIp. svabbiiva1;l pratyavek$ito bhavatiti cittasvabhiivam api 

pratyavek$ate / sa evaIp. viciirayati / cittam api paramiirtbato miiyiivad anutpannam / {7} yadii by 

aIikasvabbavarfipiidyiikaropagrabe{la cittam eva citriikiirarp pratibbiisate, tadiisyiipi rfipiidivat 

8 Tucci: tasya pratibhasanat ID 57b5: de mi snan ba'i phyir dail 1 (Tucci ftnt: de ni snan ba'i phyir daily. 
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tadavyatirekat satyatvaIp kutra (bhavet? yathii ei)trakiirataya riipiidayo (naikiinekasvabhavaIJ.), tathii 

eittam api tadavyatirekeIJ8 naikiinekasvabhavam / napi eittam utpiidyamanaIp kulaSeid agaeehati / 

napi nirudhyamiinaIp kvaeid gacchati / napi svaparobhayatal) paramiiItbenasyotpiido yuktal) / 

tasman. mayopamam eva eittam / yatha cittam evaIp sarvadharmii mayavat paramiirtbato 'nutpann.iil:J. / 

yenapi eitte(na pratyave~te) yogi tasyapi svabhiivaIp parik~iiT}.o nopalabhate / tad evaIp yatra 

yatriilambane yoginas eittaIp prasaret tasya tasya svabhavaIp pari~8J;10 'sau yada nopalabhate 

tadii sarvam eva vastu vieiiIya kadaliskandhavad asiiram avagamya, talaS citt:aIp nivartayati / tato 

bhavadivikaJpoparatau (sarvaprapanea)vigatam iinimitt:aIp yogaIp pratilabhate / tatha eoktam 

iQ'aratnamee-he / sa evam apak$iilakuSalall sarvaprapaiieavigamaya siinyatabhiivanayiim10 yogam 

apadyate / sa Silnyatabhavanabahulo ye~ ye~ stbiine~ eitt:aIp prasarati, eittam abhiramate tiini tiin:i 

stbiiniini svabhiivatafJ. parigave~8J;1o (SilnyaIp pra)tividhyati / yad api tae eitt:aIp tad api 

parik~amiiI)aIp SiinyaIp pratividhyati / yenapi cittena ~te tad api svabhiivatal,1 

parigave~am8J;1aIp SilnyaIp pratividhyati / sa evam upa~iino nirnimittatay§:rp. yo gam 

apadyate / {8) tad eva anenaivaIp darSitaIp. bhavati / yas tu nopa~ate tasya niisti 

nirni(mittay§:rp.) praveSa iti / sa evaIp dharm~ svabhavam upa~8J;10 yadii nopalabhate, 

tadiistiti navikalpayati niistiti na vikalpayati / yo 'sau niistiti kalpyate tasya buddhau 

sarvadaivapratibhiisaniit / yadi hi bhiiva./:1 kadiieid dr§to bhavet, tadii tasya prati~dhiin niistiti 

kalpayet / yadiikalatraye 'pi (yogi)na prajiiaya nirUpayata bhiivo nopalabdhas, tada kasya 

prati~dhml niistiti kalpayet / evam anye vikalpas tasya tadanim na santy eva / 

bhavabhavavikalpabhy§:rp. sarvasya vikalpasya vyaptatvat / evaIp vyapakiihha(vad vya)pyasyapi 

9 D SSb4: skyon 1a mkhas pa. 

lO Tucci: Siinyatabhavanaya D SSb4: ston pa ilid bsgom pa 1a mal 'byor du byed do I 
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abhava/;l.! c~vazp Sati ni~prapancanirvikalpatiim avatin;to bhavati riipiidi~ ciiniSrito bhavati / prajiJayii 

ca niriipayata/;l. sakalavasrusvabhaviinupalambhiitprajiJottaradhyiiyI bhavati / sa evazp 

pudgaladhannanairiitmyamayazp tattvam avatir.pa/;J., aparasya ~yasya ciibhiiviid, 

uparatavicareI;l8 nirvikalpaikarasena mana( sa sva )rasaviibina, anabbisazpskiiratas tad eva tattvazp 

sphutataram. avadhiirayan yogi ti~et / {9} 

3. Distractions to be avoided: how to be counteracted. 

tatra ca stbitaS cittabandhazp na vik§ipet / yadantarii cittazp bahirdhii vilq;iptarp paSjret, tada 

tatsvabhavapratyavek§aJ;1eI;l8 vik§eparp .samayya, punas tatraiva cittam upary upari prerayet / yada tu 

tatranabbirntazp cittarp. paSyet, tada samiidher gur)ada(rSaniid a)bhiratiJTl tatra bhavayet / ~pe ca 

dO$8darSanad aratHp praSamayet / alba styiinamiddhiibbibhaviid yada praciiratayii Jinarp. cittarp. 

paSyet, JayiibbiSarikitazp vii tada priimodyavastu buddhariipiidikam ilokasazpjiJ§Ip vii manasilq:tya 

Jayam upa.samayet / tatas tad eva tattvazp dr4hat8raJTl grhIJiyiit / yada tu jiityandhavad 

andhakii(rapravi)~tapUI1I$avad vinimilitiik$avat sphutataram tattvazp niivadhiirayed yogi tada tasya 

linazp cittaJp veditavyazp vipaSyaniirahitarp ca / alba yathiipiirviinubhiitavi~ayasprhayii cittam antarii 

samuddhat8JTl paSyed auddhatyiibbiSailkitaITl vii, tadanityatiidiS81p.vegavastumanasikiiriid 

auddhatyBrp. Samayet / tata/;l punas tatraiva tattve (cittii)nabbisarpskiiravihitiiy§Ip yatnazp kurvita / 

yada ca vik~iptap~vad viinaravad V8navasthitaV{tti cittarp. bhavet, tad auddhatyazp boddhavyazp 

SamatharabitaIp. ca / atha yada layauddhatyabhymp viviktataya samapravrtfaIp svarasaviihi 

sphutatarmp.ll tatraiva tattve cittam utpadyate, tadabhogaSitbil.ikara1J.ad upek§aniyam / tada ca 

.samathavipa( Syaniiyugana)ddhavabi margo ni~panno veditavya/;l. / yada ca vipaSyan8Ip bhavayet 

11 Tucci 9.19: sputataraJp.. 
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prajiiatirikt.atara. bhavet, tada Samathasy8.lpatvat pravatastbitapradipavat pracalatvac cittasya na 

sphutata.raIp.12 [tattva jdarSanarp bhavet I {I O} atas tada Samatho bhavayitavyal;l I 

Samathasyabhyadhikye middhav8$tabdhap~syeva sphutatararp tattvadarSanaI!l na syat I tasmat 

tada (prajna) bhavayitavya I yada samapraV(tte dye api bhavato yuganaddhavabibalivardadvayavat 

tadanabhisaIp.smeI;laiva tavat sthatavyarp. yavat kiyacittapiqi na bhavet I ~patal;l sarvasyaiva 

samadhelJ $Etc} do~a bhavanti I kausidyam I aJambanasarppramo$81J Ilayal;l I auddhatyam I 

anabhog~l I abhogaS ceti I e~ prati~I;l8.$tau prah8.J;Jasarp.(skir8.) bhavaniya./J. I 8r'addhB. I 

chandalJ I vyayamal;l I praSralxlhilJ. I Sl11[tilJ. I saIp.prajanyarp. I cetana I upe~a ceti I tatriidyas 

catvaral;l kausidyaprati~a./J. I tatha hi samadhiguIJ.esv abhisaIp.pratyayal~ya sraddhaya 

yogino 'bhil8.$81,z samutpadyate I tato 'bhila$Etviin viiyam arabhate [If 3 tato viiyarambaI;l8.t 

kiyacittayolJ kazm81J.ya(t8.1p) bhava)yati I tatalJ praSrabdhakiyacetasal;r kausidyarp. vyavartate I tatalJ 

8r'addhB.dayal;l prabhavantiti I tadartham te bhavaniyal/4 I smrtir alambanasaIppraIDo$8SYa 

prati~ I saIp.prajanyarp.JayauddhatyayolJ pratipak$81;l I tayos tena samupe~a parivarjanat I 

layauddha.tyapraSamanaka.Je tu anabhogado~al;I I tatas tatprati~ ca cetana. bhavaniya I 

(layauddh.a)tyapraSame sati yada praSamav8.hi15 cittarp bhavet tadabhogado$81J I tasya prati~ 

tadanim upe~ bhavaniya I {II) yadi, samapraV(tte citte, abhogal;l kriyate, tada cittarp ~ipyate I 

line 'pi citte sati, yady abhogo na kriyate, tada vipaSyan8.rahitatvad andhapuru$Etvac cittarp 1inaIp. 

syat I t8.sn:18.lIInacittarp nigrh¢yad, uddha(tam praSamayet) I punal;l samapraptam upe~ta I tato 

12 Tucci 10.2: sphutataraIp.. 

13 [I] CIHTS. 

14 Tucci 10.18: bhavaniyal;!. D 60al: de'i phyirde dag bsgom par bya'o / 

15 Tucci 10.22: praSa(:havahi. D 60a2: mal du 'jug pa. 
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yavadiccham yogi tiivad anabhisazpskare1)8iva tattvarp bhiivayarps ti~et / saty8rp. tu 

kiiyiidipiqayiim, puna.1.J punar antarii sakalam eva lokaIp. vyavalokya 

miiyiijalacandropamapratibhasam avataret / taibii coktam ayikaJmpravek /lokottareq.a 

jniineniikii..4asamataliin sarvadharmiin paC Syati / mtha)labdhena punar 

miiyamaricisvapnodakacandropamiin paSyatiti / tad evarp mayopamarp jagad avagamya, sattve~ 

mahiika.nu;lam amukhilq:tyaivam anuvicintayet / evarpvidha.rp dharmagambhiIyam anavagacchanto 

'mi biilabuddhaya iidiSiinte~v eva dharme~u bhiiviidisam8ropaviparyastii vividhaka.rm.akldiin 

upacinvanti / tataIJ. sazpsare paribhramanti / tate 'harp kari~iimi yathaitan evarpvidha.rp 

dharmagiimbhiIyam avabodhayeyam iti. tate visramya punar api tathaiva sarvadharrnaniriibhiisarp 

samiidhim avataret / cittakhede sati., tathaiva viSramya punar avateret / evam anena krame~ 

ghatilciim c~kapraharaJp vii yiivantaIp kiilarp Saknoti. tiivantaIp kiilarp ti.~et / 

4. How to get up from samiidhi. 

tata icchayii sa(miidher utthiitu:q2 pary)ai1kam abhittvaivam anuvicintayet / yadi niimiimi dharrniil;J 

sarva eva paramiirthato 'nutpanniis, tathiipi miiyiivat pratiniyatavividhahetupratyayasiimagrivaSena 

vicitrii eviiviciiraram.81)iyiil;J pravartante / {12} tena noccheda$.tiprasailgo niipy apaviidiintasya / 

yiitaS ca prajiiayii viciilyamii1;lii nopalabhyante, tena na sasvatacJrni(prasa:ilgo niipi) samaropiintasaya 

/ tatra ye prajiliica.k$uIvikalatayii viparyastamataya iitmiibhinivi~ vivadhiini karmiiI;1i kurvanti te 

saq1s8re paribbramanti. / ye punar ekBtena sarpsaravimukhii mahakarw;1yavikalatayii ca 118 

diiniidipiiramitiiJ). paripiirayanti. iitmiinarp ~ayanti. te sattvii upiiyavikalatayii 

sriivakapratyekabuddha(bodhau pata)nti. / ye tu asvabbiivarp jagad avagamya ~yabalena 

sakalajagadabhyuddharaI;1alqtaniScayii miiyiilciiravad aviparyastadhiyo vipulapU1J.yajiliinasarpbhiirarp 
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samupayanti te tathagataJp padarp prapy8saIp.s8ram aSe$8SYa jagatalJ. sarvak8rmp. hitasukhani 

saIppiidayantas ti~ti / te ca jii80abalena kleSapra./laT}an na sarp.s8re pa(tanti sarva)sattvape~ya 

ca samup81jitavipulaprameyapUJ;lyasaIpbharavakna na niIviiI)e patanti / sarvasattvopajivyas ca 

bhavanti / tasman maya sakalsattvanitasukhadhiin8rt:bina 'prati~tanirviiI)am adhigantukamena 

vipuJapUJ;lyajiiiinasarpbharopiirjane 'bhiyoga/;l karaI;UyalJ. / tatha coktam aryatatMgatagubyasiitre / 

jii.(anasaIpbh8ralJ.) sarvakleSapraha1J5.ya saIpvartate / pUJ;lyasaIpbh8ralJ. sarvasattvopajivitayai 

saIpvartate / tasInat tarhi, bhagavan, bodhisattvena mahiisattvena pUJ;lyasaIpbhare jiiiinasaIpbh.are ca 

sarvadabbiyogalJ. kara.t;Iiya [iti] / (13) 8JyatatMgatot,pattisambhavasiitre coktam / sa khalu punar e$8 

tathagatiinarp saIp.bhavo naikena kinu;lena bhavati / tat kasya he(tolJ / samudagatais) tavad bho 

jinaputraprameyaSatasahasra[ daSa jk8raJ;J.ais tathagatal} samudagacchanti / katamair daSabhir 

yadutapraloeyapUJ;lyajiiiinasaIpbharatrptisamudagamakaraIJ.eneti vistara/;l / aryayimalakjrtjnjrdek 

coktam / SatapUJ;lyanirjatal} sarvakuSaladharmanirjata apramiinakuSalamiilakarmanirjatal} kayiis 

tatha(gatasyeti) vistaralJ. / tad evarp lq:tva Sanai1;l paryaiJkarp bhittva daSadigvyavasthitiin 

sarvabuddhabodhisattvan praIJipatya tebhyaS ca piijiistortropa.h8rarp.lq:tvruyabbadracarxadi 

praIJidhamJIp. praIJidadhita / tatal} Siinyatakarw;18garbhanuttarasarpbodhipariI;Wnitasakaladiinadipu

IJ.YasaIpbh.aropiirjanabbiyukto bhavet / 

5. Thesis of the Hva san. 

yas tu manya(te / cittavilcalpa)samuttbapitaSubhaSubhakarmavaSena sattvalJ. svargadi karmaphalam 

anubhavantal} saIpsare sarpsaranti / (14) ye punar na kiIpcic cintayanti napi kiIpcit karma kurvanti 

te parimucyante saIpS8r5.t / tasman na kiIpcic cintayitavyam / napi diinadikuSalacarya kartavya / 

kevalarp miirkhajanam adhilqtya diinadikuSalacarya nirde~eti / 
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6. Refutation. 

a) General implications of such a thesis. 

tena sakalamabayanarp. pra~iptarp. bhavet / mabayanamiilatvac ca sarvayanani1p tatpratik$epelJa 

sarvam eva yanarp. pra~iptarp. syat / tatha hi na kiIpcic cintayitavyam iti bruvata 

bhiitapraty~ivek$il~81J8 (prajiia) pra~ipta bhavet / bhiitapratyave~iilatvat samyagjiianasya / 

tatprati~l,a] lokottarapi prajiia pratik$ipta bhavet / tatpra~pat sarvakarajData pra(~ipta bha)vet 

/ napi danar1icaryii kartavyeti vadatii copayo diiniidilJ sphutataram eva pra~iptalJ.; etiivad eva ca 

S8I[1k$iptarp mabayanarp. yaduta prajiiopayaS ca / yathoktam iryaWlYasirse dvav imau 

bodhisattvanam S8J!lk$iptau margau / katamau dvau / yad uta prajii8 copiiya(s ca / 

8[y,atathaiataguhyasiitre coktam / imau ca prajiiopiiyau bodhisattv8ni1p sarvap8ramitiisatpgra.haya 

S8Ip.varteta iti / tams ca mabayanarp. pra~ipata mahat kannavaraIJ.arp.lqtaIp syat / {15} tasmad 

asyanupasitavidvajjanasyanavadharitatathiigatapravacananitel}. svayarp. vin8$tasya par8n api 

nasayato yaktyagamadii$itatviit, [vi$~avacanam] savi$abhojanam [iva] iitmakamena dhimata 

diirata eva parihartavyam / tathii hy anena bhiitapratyavek$8Ip pra~ipata dhannapravicayiikhyarp. 

pradhBnaml eva bodhyangarp. pratik$iptarp. syat / vina ca bhiitapratyavek$aya, yogina1;t katham 

anidikaJabbyastariipiidibhavabhiniveSasya cittarp. nirvikalpatiiIp. praviSet? 

b) inconsistency of the objection that one can reach 
nirvikalpa by means of mere ast1J!:1i and amanasikara. 

sarvadharme$v 8SII1[tyamanasikiire1J8 praviSatiti cet / tad ayuktam / na hi vina 

bhiitapratya(ve)lc§ayanubhiiyamane$V api sarvadharme$V asmrtir amanasikiiro va Sakyate kartum / 
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yadi ca nanlami dharma maya 'smartavya napi manasikartavya ity ev81p bhavayann 

asm.{timan~lSikarau te~ bhavayet, tada suta.ram eva tena te sIn[t8 manasilq:taS ca syu1;I / atha 

sID[tim.anasikarabhavamatraIn asmrtyamanasikaravabhipretau, tada tayor abhavaQ. kena prak8reIJ.a 

bhavatiti etad eva vicaryate / na cabhavaQ. k8ranaJp yuktaJp yena tato nirvikalpata bhavet / (16) 

S81p1D.Urchitasyapi smrtimanasikarabhavan nirvikalpatapraveSaprasaligaQ./ na ca bhiitapratyavek$81p 

vinanya upayo 'sti yena prakareIJ.asmrtyamanasikBrau kw:yat / saty api 

casmrtyamanasik8rasaIp.bhave, vin8 bhiitapratyavek$aya ni1Jsvabhavata dharm81}.81p katham avagata 

bhavet / na hi svabhavata eva dharm8l;1. siiny8l;1. sthita ity ev8lp vIDa tatpratyavek$CJya 

tacchiinyamprativedho bhavet / napi vin8 Siinyataprativedhena (av8raIJ.8~) satp.bhavati / 

sarvatra sarve~ muktiprasangat / kiIP ca tasya yogino yadi sarvadharme~u mu~itasmrtitaya 

mii{1hataya va smrtimanasikBrau na pravartete, tada 'tyantamiic;lhaQ. katham asau yogi bhavet / vIDa 

ca bhiitapratyavek$aya tatr8sm{tim amanasikBrmp cabhyasyata moha evabhyasto bhavet / ta.(ta eva 

samyagjna)naJoko diiriJqtalJ. syat / athasau na m~itasmrtir napi mii~ / tada kath8lp 

tatrismanu;ram amansikBrmp kartu!p. Saknuyat vin8 bhiitapratyavek$aya / na hi smarann eva na 

smarati, paSyan eva na paSyatiti yuktam abhidhatum / asmrtyamanasikarabhyasac ca katb.81p 

piirvanivasanusmrtyadibuddhadharmodayo bhavet / vi(rodhat I) na hy u!jIl8viruddh8lp sitam 

asevamanasya U$D.asparS8S8!p.vedan8lp bhavet / kiIP ca samadhisamapannasya yogino yadi 

manovijiianam asti, tada 'vaSy81p tena kiIpcid aJambayitavyam / na hi prthagjaniinBIp sahasa 

niralambana.rp. jBanarp bhavet / atha nBsti, tada kathalp. ~abb.avata dh:armaJ;J8.m avagata bhavet? 

kena ca pratiJ18k$e1J.a klesavaranam prahiyate? (17) na ca catuzthadhyanaJabhinal.l p{th.agjanasya 

citta.nir~ satp.bhavati / 
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c) Necessity of bhiitapratyave~. 

tasmat saddharme yay asmrtyamanasikarau pathitau tau bhiitapratyave~apiirvakau dra$tavyau / 

asInad bhiitapratyave~ya 'asm{tir amanasikiraS ca Sakyate kartum / nanyatba / tatha hi yadii 

nirUpayan samyakprajiiaya yogi kaJatraye paramarthata/J, samutpannaIp na kiIpcid dharm81p. paSyati, 

tadii tatra katham sIlJ!1imanasikarau kuryat / yo hi kaJatraye' py asattviin niinubhiita/J, paramarthata/J, 

sa kathaIp. smaryeta, manasi va kriyeta / tato 'sau sarvaprapaiicopaSam81p. niIvikalpam jfiiin81p. 

pravifjtO bbavet / tatpravesac ca SiinyataIp. pratividhyati / tatprativedhiic ca ~asakalaku$.tijaJo 

bhavati / upayayukt:a./) prajiiasevanataS ca samyak S81p.V{tiparamarthasatyakuSalo bhavati / ato 

'118varaIJ.8jiiiinalabhat, sarviin eva buddhadharmiin adhigacchati / tasmiin na vin8 bhiitapratyave~aya 

samyagjiianodayo napi klesavaraT).a[prah8.r;l.81p.] / 

d) Confirmation by Buddhavacana. 

tatba coktam maiiiuSriviJrunjtasiitre / katharp, darike, bodhisattvo vijitasaIp.griimo (bhavati) ? / iiha / 

yo, maiiju~:ri1J-, viciya viciya sarvadharmiin nopalabhata iti / {18} tasmad visph8ritafiiiinac~ul;1 

prajiiasastre1)a klesann nirjitya, nirbhayo viharan yogi, na tu ka.tarap~a iva vinimili~ / 

§orasamadhirnje py uktam / 

nai'riitmyadharmiin yadi pratyavek~te / 
tan pratyave~a yadi bhiivayet / 
sa betu nirva(1J.8phala) praptaye16 / 

yo 'nyaheru na sa bhoti santaya iti 

siitrasamuccaye coktam / atmana vipaSyanayogam anuyukto viharati / pariJps ca vipaSyanayiUp. 

nabhiyojayatiti m8rakarmeti / vipaSyana ca bhiitapratyave~abhiiva 

16 lBhk 1 Tucci 198.16-20: nairiitmyad.harrnan yadi pratyavek$ate I tan pratyave~a yadi bhavayeta I sa 
hetur nirviQaphalasya priiptaye I yo anyahetu na sa bhoti Sintaye I iti I 
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8ryaratnaJrlk~haSandhinirmocanadau / Nyaratname~he ca vipaSyana(nirUpa)yato 

nil;lsvabhavataprativedhad animittapraveSa uktal;l / NyalaDkavatare coktam / yasmat, mahamate, 

buddhya vicaryam8JJ8n8Ip. svasamanyal~ bhaviin81p. navadharyate / tenocyante 

nil)svabhav8l;1 sarvadharma iti / tat.ra tatra siitre ya bhagavata (nanapralcara) pratyave~ nirdi$t8 sa 

virudhyate, yadi bhiitapratyave~ na kartavya / tasmad ev81p. yuktaIp vaktum: vayam alpaprajiia 

alpavizyas ca na Saknumo bahuSriity81p. pazye~itum iti / na hi tatpratikSepo yukto, bhagavata 

bahudha bahusriityasya v8l1}itatvat / {19} tat punar (brabma )parimrchaYBm uktam / ye tv acintye~ 

dharme~ 'viprayuktas te$8(m ayoni)sa iti / tatrapi ye paramartbato 'nutpannanarp. dhartnaJ;J.iim 

utpad81p. parikalpyamtyadu1JkhadiriipelJ-a sr8vakadivac cintaIp. prakurvanti, te$8Ip. 

samaropapavaeJantena17 cintaIp. pravartayatam ayoniSas tad bhavatiti tatprati~dhaya yad uktarp. na 

bhiitapratyave~ay8l;1 sa prati~dhaJJ. / tasy8l;1 sarvasiitre~ anujiianat / tatha ca tatrai(va 

brahma)pariprcchayiim uktarp. / cittaSiiro bodhisattva aha / yaS cittena sarvadharmarps cintayati tatra 

c~to 'nupahatal,t sa tenocyate bodhisattva iti / tatraivoktam / kathaJp viiyavanto bhavanti / yada 

sarvajDatacittaIplS viciyamiina nopalabhanta iti / punas tatraivoktam matimantaS ca te bhavi$Yanti 

yoni~ dharmiin pratyave~ataye(ti / punas tatraivoktam) pravicinvanti te dharmiin 

yatbamayamariciketi / tad ev81p. yatra yatcicintyadiprapaiical]. Sriiyate, tatra tatra 

Srutacintamatrenaiva tattvadhigam81p. ye manyante, te$8m abhimiinaprati~dhena pra(tyatma) 

vedaniyatv81p. dharm8J;l81p pratipadyate / 'yoniSaS ca cittaprati~dhal]. laiyata iti boddhavy81p., na 

bhiitapratyave~yaIJ. prati~edha/J. / {20} (anyatha) bahutararp yuktyagamaviruddh81p. syiit / 

yathoktaJp pm / kiIp. ca yad eva sriitacintamayyaprajDaya viditaIp. tad eva bhavaniimayya prajiiaya 

17 Tucci 19.4-5: samBropavadantena?D 63b4: sgro 'dogs pa daIi skur ba 'debs pa'i mtha. 

IS D 63b6: thams cad mkhyen pa'i ye ses. 
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bhavaniy81p. nanyat / satpdi$ [dhavana ]bhiimyaSvadhavanavat / tasmat bhiitapratyavek$a kartavya 

/ yadi namasau vikalpasvabhava tathapi yoniSomanasikarasvabhavatvat, tato 

bhiitaniIvikalpajiiano( daya i)ti lqtva tajjfi.anartbina sa sevaniya / nirvikalpe ea bhiitajDanagnau 

samutpanne sati, ka$thadvayanigh8I$8S81p.jatavabnina tatka$thadvayadahavat, sapi paScat tenaiva 

dahyata evety uktam 8zyaratnakiite / 

e) Mukti is not caused only by destruction of karma 
but by elimination of klesas. 

yae eapy ueyate / na kiIpeit kuSaladikarma kartavyam iti / tatraivaiv81p.vadata karmak§ayan muktir 

ity ajivakava(dibhyupagamo) bhavet / na hi bhagavatpra[va]eane karmak§ayan muktir i~yate / kiIp 

tarhi kleSakSayat / anadikalopaeitasya hi karm8lJ.o na Sakyate ~yal;1 kartuIp. tasyanantatvat / 

ap8.yadi~ ea tatphal81p. bhuiijanasyaparasyapi karm81J.aJ;1 prasiite/J., kleSe~ cavikale~ tatkara1)ataya 

sthite~u, karm8lJ.o niroddhum aSakyatvat / {21} (pradipani)rodhe tatprabhaya anirodhavat / 

na capi tasya vipaSyanapavadinal;1 kleSak:$ayal;1 s81p.bhavatity uktaJp. prak / atha klesak§ayarth81p. 

vipaSy'ana sevaniyeti manyate / tadi kleSak~yad eva muktil;1 sidhyatiti karmak§aye tarhi vyartb.al;1 

Sramal;1 / alruSalakarma na kartavyam iti yuktam etat / kuSalam tu kim iti pra(ti~idhyate) / 

satpsMavahakatvat prati~idhyata iti eet / tad ayuktam / yad eva bahyatmadivipatyasasatnutthapitam 

a.kuSal81p. tad eva satpsMavahakarp. bhavati / na tu bodhisattvanatp. mahaka.ruI)asamutthapitam 

anutl:arasalp.bodbipari.r}.amitam api / tatba daSabhiimalce eta eva daSakuSalakannapatbBlJ. 

pariJ;lam8lJ.adi(parika)rmavise~ Sravakapratyekabuddhabodhisattvabuddhatvavahaka bhavantiti 

nirdi$tam / m;yar8tnakiite ea / s8lVamahanadinaIp mahasamudre pravi~iizp. pa[Yal;1]skandhavad 

bodhisattv'iniizp. nanamukhopaeitarp. kuSalamiil81p. sarvajiiatapariJJ.a.mitarp. sarvajiiat:aikarasatp 
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bhavati iti varIJitam / ya ca buddhabodhisattvan8Jp 

riipakayak,'tetrapa(riSuddhi)prabhaparivaramahabhogatadiS8Ippattir 

danadipU1.J.yasaIpbharaphalasattvena tatra tatra siitre varIJita bhagavata sapi vi(ru)dhyate / 

{22} kuSalacaryiiprati~dhe ca pratimok$asaIpvaradir api pra~iptalJ. syat / tato vyartham eva tasya 

saIpsMavaimukhya.rp sattviirthakriyavaimukhya.rp ca sevita.rp bhavet / tato bodhis tasya dike bhavet 

/ uktarp. hy iiryasamdhinirmocane ekantasattvarthavimukhasya ekantasa.rpsarnbhisaIpsk8ravimukh-

asya nBnutt.ara samyaksaJpbodhir ukta mayeti / acrgpaiiparioccchadau ca saIps8re viamukhya.rp 

bodhi( sattv8n8Jp) paradaulJSilyam iti van;1itam / uktarp ruyavimalakirtinirdeSe copiiyad bbavati 

[S8Ip.sMa ]gamanarp bodhisattv8n8Jp mo~ / upayarahita ca prajiia bandha.IJ. / prajii8rahitaS copayo 

bandha.IJ. / prajiiasamta upayo mo~a.IJ. / upayasahita prajiiii mok$a iti varIJitam / iryagaganaWiije 

uktarp.) saIpSaraparikbedo (bodhisattvaniim marakarma iti / siitrasamuccaye cay asaIpSlq:tam ca 

pratyave~ate / saIpslqtais ca kuSalailJ parikhidyata iti marakarma iti / boc11Jimargarp prajanati 

paramitamarga.rp ca na pazye$8ta iti mBrakarmeti / yat punas tatraivoktaIp danacittabhiniveSo yavat 

prajiiacittabhiniveSo marakarmeti tatra na danadinarp. seviiprati~dhaJ.J., (kirp 

tva)haIp.k8ra.mamakaracittabhinivi~a gr8h.yagr8h.akacittabhinivi~a caupalarpbhikasya yo 

viparitabbiniveSo danadau tasya prati$edha.IJ. / viparitabhiniveSasamutthiipita hi cJanadayo 

'pariSuddhii bhavantiti lq:tva mBrakarmety uktam / {23) anyatha dhyanam api na sevaniya.rp syat / 

ta.(tha ca laltbarp. mu)ktir bhavet / ata. evaupalambhikasya sattvanBniitvasarpjiiaya yad daniidi tad 

aparisuddham iti pratipadanaya ruya~a'lana~aiije 'pi sattvananatvasaIpjiiino danadi m8raka.rmety 

19 Tucci 22.3: sirastw}.c;litak:a~yadh8ral.'l8di. D 64b6: mgo bo da1i kha spu bregs pa dali chos gos nur smrig 
bcaiJ. ba 18 sogs pa. Edgerton 255: shaven of head and face; siras-tw}.lja-mU1J.¢ma.. 
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uk:tll1n / yae capi punyaskandbaparinamanav8m ukt:aIp / sarvam eva 

danaSil~iintiviryadhyiinaprajiiasamat8.m ajiinatopalambhayati / tena (paIye$titadanena) 

p~ilena Silarp. ~tam / atmaparasarpjiiina k$antir bhavitetyadi / tat pratideSayamiti / tatrapy 

aupalambhiikasya niinatvasarpjiiino viparitabhiniveSasamutthapita danadayo 'pariSuddha bhavantiti 

etavanmatraIp pratipaditam / na tu sarvatha danadiniim sevanaprati~dhaJJ. / anyatha sarvasyaiva 

(danader aviSe~e1J.a pratidesana Jqta syat / niinupalambhadipatitasyaiva / {24) yae eapi 

brabmaparipreebiY8m uk:tll1n / yavati earya sarva parikalpyii / ni/;lparikalpya ea bodhir ityadi / 

tatrapy utpiidadivikalpaearyiiyiil) prakrtatviit tasyiil) parikalpatvarp. uk:tll1n / inimittaviMre 

eiinabhis81,rlsk8ravahina sthitasya (bodhi)sattvasya vyakara1J.8Ip. bhavati / niinyasyety etiivanmatrarp. 

pratipaditam / sarve~ ea danadinaJp paramarthato 'nuttpannatvarp. ca paridipitam / na tu earya na 

kartavyety abhihitam / anyatha hi dipa1;lkarnvad8ne ye buddha bhagavatii paryup8sita ye~ tu 

kalparn api bhagavata bh~81J.ena na Sakyam niimaparikirta(narp. katharp. te~}aIp bhagavatii 

bodhisattvavasthay8Ip. earyaprati~edho na lqtal;J / dipaiJka.re1J.8pi tadiiniIp. bhagavataS 

earyaprati$Cdho na lqtal;J eva / kiIp. tu yada Siintiinimittavihare '$tamy8Ip. bhiimau sthito 'sau cJmas 

tadiisau vyiilqto bhagavata / talra tasya earya aprati~iddha / sa ciinimittavihiraparamata 

bodhisattv.an8Ip. (a~y8Ip. bhii)mau daSabhiimike buddhaiJ:). prati~iddha ma bhiid etad eva te~ 

parinirv8J;z.'3IIl iti 1qtva / yadi tu sarvatha earya na kartavya bhavet piirvoktarp. sarvarp. virudhyeta / 

yae ea tatnuva brabmaparipreebaY8m uk:tll1n / diinaIp ea dadati tae cavipiikabhikai1k:$i, sDarp. ea 

rak§ati tae c8samBropita ityiidi / caturbbir brahmadharmailJ (samanv )iigatii bodhisattvii avaivarttikii 

bhavanti buddhadharme~ / {25) katamais eaturbhil;l / aparimitasarpsara.parigrahe1).8 / 

aparamital,uddhopasthiinapiijayetyadi sarvarp. virudhyeta / napi mrdvindriye1J.aiva earya kartavya na 

tu tik$1).endriy( C1J.)eti yuktarp. vaktum / yatal;l prathamiim bhiimim upadaya yavad 
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daSamibbiimiprati$tJlltanaIp. bodbisattvana.rp (danadicarya utpaJdyate / na ca parisi$tasu na 

samudacaxatiti vacanat / na hi bbiimipravi$t8 api mrdvindriya yuktal} / iryopaIioari.prccMyam 

anutpattikadbannak$8ntiprati@tenaiva tyagamabatyagatityagalJ- kartavya iti van;litam / 

siitrasamucaue ca $8tp8ramit:adipratipattiman bodhisattvas tatbagatarddhigatika iti van;litaIp. / na (ca 

tatbagatarddhigater a)nya sighratara gatir asti / napi $8tparamit:adaSabbUmivyatirekeJ;1.anyo 

bodhisattv.anam margo 'sti ya./;l sighrataravabi syat / krame1)8iva ca cittasaJp.tatelJ. kanakaSuddhivat 

Suddbir bbavatiti siitre van;litam / tatbat:ayam yada stbito bodbisattvo bbavati, tada pratbamayam 

bbiimau pravi$to bbavati / tatalJ. krame1)8i(va piirvabbiimi)lJ. pariSodbya tatbagatabbiimim praviSatiti 

/ ato nastibbiimiparamitavyatirekeIJ.8 buddbatvapurapravek (anyan mukb81p) napi bbagavat:a 

kvacid (siitradau) desitam / dhyana eva $8tp8ramitantargamat tatsevan§d eva sarvap8ra.mitalJ. sevit:a 

bbavanty ato na danadaya./;l p!1hak sevitavya iti cet / {26} tad ayuktam / ev81p hi buddhe 

gomayam81)fjale 'pi $8tp8ramitantaragaman m8Jl.cjaJakam eva kartavy81p syat na dbyanadaya./;l / 

sravakasyapi nirodbasamadhisamapannasyiinimitt:ad eva asamudacarat tada 

$8tpa.ramitaparipiiriprasaflga./;l / tatas ca na sIivakebbyo bodhisattvan8Ip. (bbedalJ.) pratipadito bbavet 

/ sarvavasltbayam eva tu bodhisattvena $8tparamitalJ. (paripiira )yitavya iti S81pdarSanartham 

ekaikaparamitantarbbava./;l sarvaparamitanaIp. bbagavat:a S81pdarSitalJ. / na punar ekaiva p8ramit:a 

sevaniyeti / tatba coktam sarvadbaanavaiwlye / yo 'pyay81p, maitreya, $8tp8ramit:asamudagamo 

bodhisattvan8Ip. S81pbodbaya taIp. te mobap~a ev81p vak$yanti / prajnaparamitayam e(va 

bodhisattve)na s~itavyarp / ki.tp Se~bbil;l. piiramitabhir iti te ny~ piiramita d~yitavya 

m81psyante / tat kiIp. manyase, ajita, dulJ.prajiIa./;l sa kasWjo 'bbiit yena kapotartbena Syenaya 

svam8Ip.&iIJi dattiini ? maitreya aha / no bidaIp, bbagavan / bbagaviin aha /yiini maya, maitreya, 

bodhisatnracary8Ip. carata $8t(paramit:apratiS81p)yuktiini kuSa1amiilany upacitani., apalqtaIp. nu t:ail;1. 
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kuSalamiilai/;l / maitreya aha / no hJdarp., bhagavan / {27} bhagavan aha / tvarp., [tavad}, ajita, 

~aJp8n danap8ramitayiiIp. samudagatal;1 / evarp. yavat ~pan prajiiap8ramitayam 

samudagatal;1 / tat te mohap~ evarp. va.k$yanti / ekanayenaiva bodhir yaduta (Sunyatana)yenetP° 

. te caryapariSuddha bhavantityadi / kevaJarp. siinyatam eva sevamanal). sravakavan nirviiI;le patanti / 

7. Conclusion. 

ata upaya..Wli.ta prajiia sevaniya / ata evacaryanagarjunapadailJ- sUtrasamuccaye 'bhihitam / na 

copayakallsaJarahitena bodhisattvena gambhiradharmatayam abhiyoktavyam iti / atra 

a(ryayimaJa >kirtnirdesadijiiapakas fair upanyastal;1 na cac8.ryanagarjunapadiyarp. vacanarp. 

yuktyagalrlopetaIp tyaktva bhagavadvacanarp. ca parityajyanyasya miirkhajanasya vacanarp. 

prek~vatii grahitum yuktam / 8J.yaratnakijte ca sakalad8nadikuSalopetataya 

sarvakaravaraupetaSiinyata sevaniyety ukta.Ip na tu kevala / (wamtna >kiite coktam / tadyatha 

kasyapamatysarpgrhJta rajanal). sarvakary8J)i kwvanti, evam evopayakauSalyasarpgrhita 

bodhisattvasya prajiia sarvabudclhakaryiiJ;1i karoti / ata eva kevaliIp SunyataIp sevaminasya ma 

bhiin nirviIJ.apraveSa iti / {28} bhagavata ciryatatbigataguhyasiitre coktam / 

naikantanir(aJambanarp.) cittamatfasevanarp. kartavyam api / upayakauSalyam api sevaniyam iti 

pradarSanartham uktam / tadyathapi nama, kulaputra, agnir upad8naj jvaJati / anupad8nal). samyati / 

evam evarambaJ;rataS cittaIp. jvaJati anarambaIJarp. samyati / tatropayakauSalo bodhisattval). 

prajiiapanunitaparisuddharambaJ;1opa( Samam api) janati / kuSalamiiliiram.baJ;1arp. ca na Samayati / 

klesarambaJ;Jarp. ca notthapayati / p8ramitarambaIJarp. cotthapayati / SunyatarambaIJarp. ca 

pratyavek~te (sazvasattvam~8rambaIJarp. ca pre~te) iti hi ku(laJputra upayakuSalal;1 

20 Tucci: (szmyatina)yaneneti. 
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prajiiap8raImtaparisuddho bodhisattvo 'nara.m~e vaSitaIp pratilabhata iti vistaram uktva pu(nar ca 

vada)ty (ev81p.) hi nasti tat kiIpcid 8.rambaJ;J8lp bodhisattvasya yat S81Vajiiajiiallabhi.nirh8.raya na 

saIpti¢late / yasya bodhisattvasya S81V8.rambaJ;J8.ni bodhiparir)8.mitani, ay8lp bodhisattva 

upayakiiSalal;! sarvadharrniin bodhyanugatan paSyati / tadyathapi nama, kulaputra, nasti tat 

trisahasrama.hasahasre lokadha(tau yat na sattva)nam upabhogaya (na syad), evam eva, kulaputra, 

nasti tat kiIp.cid 8.rambaJ;Jarp. yad upayakuSalo bodhisattvo bodhaya copakaribhiitarp. (na) paSyatiti 

vistaral;! / (29) evam anantasiitrante$U bodhisattv8.n8.lp. prajiiopaya pratipattir nirdi$t8. / 

tatra yadi nama svayam na Sakyate diin8.dipU{1yasaIpbharaviIyam arabdhwp. tathapi (anye~ evam 

u)padeso datwp. na yuktaIp ceti svaparadrohal;!lqtal;l syat / tad ev8lp yuktyagamabhy8.rp. 

pratipaditmp. yatha (bodhi)sattvenavaSy81p. bhiitapratyave¥ kartavya sakaladanadipU{1yasaIpbharas 

coparjayita.vyal;! / tatal;! pre¥vatilpaSrutan8.m ibhin;lii.n.i.kan8.rp. vaca.mup vi~ 

ivavadhiiyaryanagarjuna( di)vidvajjanavacan8.(rprtanugatena) sakalasattve$U mah.akanJIJ8m 

upajanayya mayakaravad avipazyasten8.nuttaras8IpbodhipariJ;1amitasakaladanadikuSalacaryayam 

aSe~jagaduddharane cabhiyuktena bhavitavyam / yathoktam Bryadharmasamwtau / 

mayakaro yatha kaScin nirmitaIp moktum udyatal;! / 
nacasya nirmite sail.go jiiitapiirvo yato [sya sal;l] 
tribhavarp. nirmitaprakhy81p. jiiitva saIpbodhiparagal;l 
sannahyanti jagaddhetolJ. jiiatapiirve jage tatha / 

{30} iti tasyaivarp. prajiiim upay81p. ca satataIp sat1q:tyabhyasyatal;! krame1J8 saIptatiparipakad 

uttarottaIvisuddhataratam~odayad bhiitiItbabhavana~pw:yantagamane 

sakalakalpanajaJarahitaIp sphutatanup dhannadha(tvadhigam81p. vima)l81p. niScalanivatadipaval 

lokottarajnanam utpadyate / tada ca vastupazyantatilambanarp. pratilabdham bhavati / 

darSanamirg81p. ca pravi~o bhavati / prathama ca bhiimi prapt8 bhavati / tatas taduttar8. bhiimi/;J. 

pariSodhayan krame1}.a kanakavad aSe$8varaT}.apagame saty, asaktam (a)pratihataIp. jii8.n81p. 
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pratilabhyat buddha(bhiimim aSe$8gUJ;la)dha.ra.rp prapto bhavati / karyaparini$pattilp. caIambanarp 

pratilabhate / tasmad buddhatvadhigamarthina madhyamapaddhatau tavad abhiyogal;l kara1;Uya iti / 

prakaSya yat prapi maya Subham asamapaddhitam / 
pU1.1yam astu janas tena prapto madhyamapaddhitam / 
dw:ilqteI'$yadimala [hi] santo gunair atr]JtiilJ. (salilair iva)bdhilJ / 
{3 J} vivecya grlv).anti subha$itani h81psal;1. payo ya[t] payasi prahr$tii1;l / 
piik$8patakul81p tasmad diiri1qtarp. mano budhail}. / 
sarvam eva grahitavy81p baIad api subhii$itam / 

acaryakamalaSilanibaddho bhavan8kramal) samaptalJ. / 
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